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Abstract

This thesis presents two new theories of the geometrical dependence of laser polarisation

spectroscopy (LPS) signal, specifically the dependence on the pump and probe beam polarisations

and the beam intersection angle; for the cases of (1) linearly and (2) circularly polarised pump

beams.

Two predictions arising from these theories are confirmed experimentally. Both linearly and

circularly polarised pump beam theories predict non-zero signal for orthogonal pump/probe beam

intersection for clearly specified pump and probe beam polarisation geometries. The first (to the

best of our knowledge) Planar Laser Polarisation Spectroscopy (PLPS) images to experimentally

verify the prediction of non-zero signal for orthogonal beam intersection for both linearly and

circularly polarised pump beams are presented. The images represent instantaneous and average

hydroxyl radical (OH) distributions in a premixed, laminar natural gasiO2 flame for an orthogonal

pump/probe beam geometry.

The theoretical description of polarisation spectroscopy for the case of a circularly polarised pump

beam predicts that the orthoqonal LPS signal will be dominated by an induced linear, rather than an

induced circular, dichroism. Non-zero images collected in the case of a circularly polarised pump

beam and orthogonal pump/probe beam intersection for the A 2t-X tn(O-O) 
Qz(8) transition of the

hydroxyl radical (and non-detection of signal for the A 2l-X tnlO-O¡ R2(8) and Pz(8) transitions)

support the predicted spectroscopic behaviour.

Two applications of polarisation spectroscopy are investigated. ln the first, PLPS imaging of the

hydroryl radical in a premixed natural gas/O2 flame is undertaken for 15o and 30o pump/probe

beam intersection angles and a horizontally polarised pump beam. The images demonstrate the

effect of thermal gradient beam steering on image quality. Correction for thermal gradient beam

steering using an average probe beam background is shown to be successful for laminar flames.

Equivalent correction for turbulent flames would require near-simultaneous collectíon of the probe

beam profile with the LPS signal. A configuration to simultaneously image the probe profile and the

PLPS signal is conceptually described.

The second application compares the signal due to the Planar Laser lnduced Fluorescence (PLIF)

and PLPS techniques. Simultaneous PLIF and PLPS images of the OH distribution in a premixed

natural gaslO2 flame from a modified glass-blowing torch are presented for a 13.6o pump/probe

beam intersection angle. The PLIF images are collected in the near-linear regime of optical
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pump¡ng. The PLPS images are collected in the highly saturated regime. The images show

significant differences in the apparent OH distribution detected by each technique near the tip of the

modified glass-blowing torch. ln a subsequent quantitative investigation, simultaneous OH linear

regime LIF and saturated LPS single point signal collected for a natural gas/air flame from a

rectangular mixing burner are compared (after correction to represent the number density

contributing to the signal for each technique) with the predictions of the (numerical modelling)

equilibrium module of the CHEMKIN library as a function of fuel equivalence ratio. The LIF signal is

corrected for the fluorescence due to the probe beam. The LPS signal is corrected for the probe

beam background and the square root of the resulting signal taken. The pump beam is circularly

polarised and tuned to the A 2>-X tn 
1O-O¡ P2(8) transition of OH. A linear relationship is

demonstrated between the square root of the (probe background corrected) saturated reqime LPS

and the linear reqime LIF signals representing OH number density in the natural gas/air flame.

Standard Jones matrix descriptions of the geometrical dependence of the induced dichroism and

birefringence derived in this thesis are presented. Matrix descriptions are developed for both

linearly and circularly polarised pump beams. The Jones matrix formalism is used to calculate

easily applicable, general Jones matrices representative of the most common experimental

configurations.
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Chapter I

Chapter l: lntroduction to Laser Polarisation Spectroscopy

This chapter is a

Carlson and Hanschl which is the basis of the theories developed in later

chapters of this thesis. This chapter is presented as an introduction to those

not familiar with laser polarisation spectroscopy (LPS), for reference as to the

basic theoretical method and as a source for tabulated results referred to in

later sections. A minor correction to Teets ef aL 's theory is included for the

case of shared pump and probe beam transitions. The signal dependence on

rotational quantum number is expressed in terms of a single Z¡,.¡',¡" function to

simplify interpretation.

Polarisation spectroscopy is based on detection of polarisation changes in a linearly polarised probe

laser beam due to the dichroism" and birefringenceb induced by a strong, polarised pump beam. lt

is a coherent spectroscopic technique, with information on the target species in the pump/probe

intersection volume being carried in the polarisation state of the probe beam.

The polarisation change in the probe beam is due to its passage through a region of induced

dichroism and birefringence. ln polarisation spectroscopy, a strong, polarised pump beam is used

to induce dichroism and birefringence in a target volume. The polarisation changes in the linearly

polarised probe beam are small, but detection is enhanced by placing crossed polarisers, enclosing

the birefringent and dichroic region, in the probe beam path to remove the large fraction of the

beam with undisturbed polarisation. The collected signal is the residual probe beam intensity which

n Dichrois-l1: Selective AþSCiptLpn of one of two or-thogonal polarisatior components of ineident

electromagnetic radiation. lf tlre characteristir rnodes of pelar-ísation of propagation in the meCium

are linearly polarisecl, selective absor-ptioii of one lineariy polarised slate is termed is iinear

diehroisnr Similarly, for charaeierlstic propagation ef o:"tltogonal circularly polarised states, the

requireel term is circular dichroism

" B[Cfi¡ggqÇ_e. A sul¡stanee is birefrirrgeni if it exhibits cliffercnLfef.rgqtlyg-qejeeê fr]r tw*o orthogortal

poiarisaiion components of Ìricident radiatìr:n As for ciichroism, the h:irefringeneB may i¡e littear or

crreular for tl-re cases of linearly or eircuiarly polarised eharaeteristic modes of propagatiotl in [he

medium respeetively

1



Chapter I

is then a function of the number density of the target species in that region and the pump and probe

beam intensities.

This soectroscooic method was first presented by Wieman and Hansch in 19762. A linearly

polarised probe beam is passed through an absorbing gas. Nearly crossed polarisers in the probe

beam path enclose the gas volume. A counterpropagating monochromatic pump beam induces

dichroism and birefringence in the absorbing gas, in turn producing a small ellipticity in the

polarisation of the linearly polarised probe beam simultaneously transmitted through the gas. The

optical anisotropy of the gas medium is detected as a function of the change in polarisation state of

the probe beam. Doppler-free spectra are produced by a counter-propagating beam geometry, due

to the requirement that both beams interact with the same velocity subset of the target species;

those with near zero velocity parallel to the pump/probe axis of propagation. As a spectroscopic

technique, polarisatíon spectroscopy Ís advantageous in two respects: a sub-Doppler line width for

counter-propagating pump/probe beam geometries and improved identification of P, Q and R

transitions via strongly P-Q-R selective transition probabilities which are selectable via the pump

beam polarisation.

For spectroscopic experiments, the pump and probe beams are focussed into a sinqle ooint

intersection volume. Polarisation spectroscopy was first applied to two-dimensional imaginq by

Nyholm, Fritzon and Alden3 in 1993. As the experimental priority was not spectroscopic, Nyholm

used a co-propagating pump/probe geometry. The beams intersected at angles of 15o and 30o. The

pump beam was formed into a thin sheet, while the probe beam was maintained with a circular

beam profile. The intersection volume of the planar pump beam and cylindrical probe beam is

elliptical in cross-section, with thickness corresponding to that of the pump sheet. lnformation on

the distribution of the target species within the intersection volume can be infened from polarisation

changes in the circular cross-section of the probe beam. Figure 1 below shows a plane view of the

horízontal intersection of a pump beam and a probe beam. The relationship between the collected

image and the intersection volume cân be understood from the figure. The red shaded region in the

intersection volume of pump and probe beams represents the a region of concentration of the

target species. The equivalent region of detected signal in the collected image is also shown.

Nyholm, FriÞon and Alden3 were motivated by a desire to image intermediate combustion species,

specifically the hydroxyl radÍcal (OH) which indicates the hot flame zonea. Planar Laser lnduced

Fluorescence (PLIF), where the fluorescence induced by absorption from a thin laser sheet tuned to

a transition of the target species is collected is collected by an intensified imaging system

orthogonal to the laser sheet, is the predominant spectroscopic method for imaging intermediate

flame species. The technique is species specific with relatively strong signal. However, both the

signal and the flame emissions reduce as the square of the distance from the flame, making it

2



Chapter I

difficult to increase the signal to background ratio it temporal and spectroscopic filtering is not

sufficient.

Coherent laser spectroscopic techniques where the signal is carried on a coherent laser beam have

the advantage in this regime of allowing a strong flame emission background to be minimised by

detecting the signal at a large distance from the flame. The signal-to-noise ratio then increases as

the square of the distance from the flame. The limitation on the signal-to-noise ratio is defined by

the maximum signal level and the detection limit of the equipment. lt is, therefore, appropriate to

favour technique regimes with high signal.

lntersection
Angle

Probe Beam 'x"

-€

ì

lnteraction
Length, L Gollected

lmage

Sheet Width, W

Pump Sheet

Figure 1: A plane view of the horizontal intersection of a pump bearn and a probe beam at the

angle, X.

Nyholm, FriÞon and Alden noted experimentally a cott1l¡ dependence of signal on the pump/probe

beam intersection angle, 1, in the case of perfectly crossed polarisers with a pump beam

polarisation lying in the plane of intersection of the two beams. This angular dependence was

attributed lo "changes in the probe volume and the projection of the pump beam polarization on the

probe beam polarization"3. The rapid cot211¡ reduction in signal with increasing beam intersection

angle to zero signal for orthogonal beam intersection implied that polarisation spectroscopy was

best implemented at small beam intersection angles to maximise signal. However, imaging at small

beam intersection angles results in reduced image resolution and is potentially susceptible to strong

beam-steering effects in combustion due to thermal refractive index gradients.

Spatial resolution is maximalfor orthogonal beam intersection. However, the experimental results of

Nyholm, FriÞon and Alden suggested that the orthogonal signal was zero. The theory of

Lavrinenko, Gancheryonok and Dreiers first suggested non-zero signal could be obtained in an
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orthogonal beam intersection geometry, allowing a maximum spatial resolution favourable to

imaging applications. The signal is typically much less than in near-collinear geometries. However,

for strong signal, the maximal spatial resolution available for near-orthogonal beam intersection is

preferable for imaging applications.

A new theory presented (and supported by experimental results) in this thesis (Chapters ll to V)

describes the polarisation geometries which allow non-zero signal for orthogonal beam intersection

and extend the range of geometries suitable for application of polarisation spectroscopy. Thus, the

first part of this thesis (Chapters I to V) concentrates on the geometrical dependence of LPS to

support its application as an imaging technique. Chapters Vl and Vll focus on the application of LPS

to imaging of combustion intermedíate species, specifically of the OH radical. ln conclusion,

Chapters Vlll and lX summarise the geometric dependence of LPS derived in earlier chapters in a

Jones matrix formalism applicable to modelling of realistic combustion experiments in the case of

imperfect optical elements.

Teets, Kowalski, Hill, Carlson and Hansch described the LPS signal by a relatively simple rate

equation theory based on a low pressure, collision-free environment and either a linear or saturated

regime of optical pumping for both linearly and circularly polarised pump beams. This theoretical

description is a comprehensive extension of the third-order perturbation theory of Wieman and

Hansch. Despite the assumption of a collision-free environment, the theory of Teets, Kowalski, Hill,

and is

repeated as an introduction to the theories developed in this thesis. One correction to the theory of

Teets et a/ for the case of shared pump and probe beams in the linear regime of optical pumping is

included. The correction is indicated throughout by blue text Additional terms defined to combine

the J-dependence terms in the signal strength and to clearly define vibrational and electronic

transition probabilities as distinct from rotational transition probabilities for pump and probe beam

transitions are also shown in blue. Blue lines on graphs do not indicate corrections

4
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The theory of polarisation spectroscopy consists of two independent sections.

(í) The optics of the svstem may be modelled qeometricallvl 2 5 I 7 8, assuming a region of

pump induced dichroism, Ac¿, and birefringence, An.

(ii) The second section involves modellinq of the tarqet species Zeeman state pooulations in

order to calculate the induced birefringence and dichroism. Many publications, both

spectroscopice 
10 1r and those investigating LPS as a combustion diagnostic technique3l2 13

14 15 are based on the rate equation theory of Teets ef a/. Recently, quantum mechanical

approacheslo tt have been applied in the literature to model the Zeeman state populations.

Relatively few papers consider complex combustion systems in modelling of the target

speciesls tt'o, however, ReÍchardt and Lucht2l should be noted especially for considering

realistic regimes of collision processes in combustion in a density matrix calculation of

saturation and lineshape.

The level of complexity required of the population models is dependent on the proposed

experimental conditions. Pulsed, low pressure cell experiments where collision rates are negligible

require the least complex population descriptions. At high pressures and for cw pumping, the

effects of collisions become increasingly more important to realistic modelling. Population modelling

is highly dependent on experimental conditions and is not considered in this thesis. The theme of

this thesis is polarisation spectroscopy imaging in combustion. Modelling has been directed towards

understanding the geometric dependence of LPS due to its relevance to imaging resolution and

signalstrength.

This chapter summarises the basic theory of Teets, Kowalski, Hill, Carlson and Hansch with

respect to both the geometrical optics and rate equation population model to demonstrate the

separability of the two theoretical components.

The Theory of Teets, Kowalski, Hill, Carlson and Hansch

Teets, Kowalski, Hill, Carlson and Hansch use a rate equation model, assuming pumping in the

linear saturation regime, to derive expressions for the time dependence of the Zeeman state

populations of the target species. The induced dichroism is calculated as the sum of the dichroism

. The major assumption is

that the collision rates are small enough that the populations of each pair of states may be

considered independently This effectively limits the application of this model to low collision rate

experiments. However, the logic of the theory is applicable to more complex modelling of the target

populations which include strong collisional effects.

5
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Teets, Kowalski, Hill, Carlson and Hansch follow the basic geometrical method of Wieman and

Hansch. ln derivation, Teets et a/. assume that the population saturation due to the pump beam is

weak and may be described in the linear approximation regime. The probe beam is assumed to not

perturb the Zeeman state populations significantly in comparison to the pump beam. The theory of

Teets ef a/. based on these assumptions is discussed in the remainder of this chapter.

Teets, Kowalski, Hill, Carlson and Hansch described the fractional transmission of the probe beam

electric field through crossed polarisers in terms of the small, optically índuced birefringence, An,

and dichroism, Acr,. For a circularly polarised pump beam, the induced dichroism and birefringence

relate to orthogonal circularly polarised components. For a linearly polarised purnp beam, the

anisotropic optical behaviour relates to orthogonal linearly polarised components. ln each case, one

of the orthogonal probe beam states corresponds to the polarisation state of the pump beam. The

other is termed the orthogonal polarisation component.

The unperturbed refractive index and absorption coefficients are denoted by n and cr respectively.

The induced dichroism, Ao"i..., experienced by the probe beam for a circularly polarised pump

beam, is defined as

ÂG.n"=ct*-o Equation1

where a* and ct- are the absorption coefficients for right and left circularly polarised components

respectively. The corresponding birefringence, An"¡,.., for a circularly polarised pump beam, is

Ah"* : n* - n- Equation 2

where n* and n- are similarly the refractive indices for right and left circularly polarised probe beam

components.

For a linearly polarised pump beam, the induced dichroism, Acrtin, and birefringence, An¡¡n, are given

by

Ao'n = 0, - 0, Equation 3

and

Afl,,n = ñ. - h" Equation 4

where a. and crx are the absorption coefficients for linearly polarised probe beam components

parallel and perpendicular to the Z-aligned pump polarisation. ln Teets ef a/.'s derivation, the

counter-propagating pump and probe beams travel parallel to the Y-axis. The equivalent refractive

index components are nz and n*.

6



Chapter I

For a small angle of deviation, 0, from perfectly crossed probe beam polarisers", Teets, Kowalski,

Hill, Carlson and Hansch describe the electric field strength of the probe beam transmitted through

the probe beam analyser as

a**Tr51,.,n"0 = Eo '(0 + ib + ano," ' 9! * iaoo," f) Equation 5

for a circularly polarised pump beam and

Eproue-rransmitte¿ = Eo '(0 + ib + oo,r 'f ian,," $)linear_pump

Equation 6

for a linearly polarised pump beam, where

Eo is the probe beam electric field strength incident on the input polariser,

Eprobe-t,rnu.ittud and ur,f"';
_¡,i,î;*n,,o 

are the probe beam electric field strengths transmitted through

the nearly øossed polarisers for circularly and linearly polarised probe beams respectively,

0 is the uncrossing angle of the probe beam polarisers (the angle of deviation from perfect

crossing of the polarisers),

b represents the birefringence of optical elements between the probe beam polarisers,

L is the interaction length of pump and probe beams measured along the probe beam path,

o is the angular frequency of the probe beam, and

c is the speed of light.

The induced dichroism and birefringence are related according to the Kramers-Kronig dispersion

relations. Defining the relative detuning, x, of the probe beam frequency, cu, from linecentre, rrrs, for

the probe beam transition from the lower state (J,M) to an upper state (J',M") as

)(=
0-00 Equation 7

where

x is the relative detuning of the probe beam from línecentre for the transition (J,M) to (J',M"),

y is the linewidth of a Lorentzian dichroism, Ao,

co is the angular frequency of the probe beam, and

ois is the linecentre angular frequency,

' Teets et a/ use the direction convention that the angle between primary probe beam polariser and

analyser is ¡¡l2 - 0.

v

7



Equation 8

where ao is the induced dichroism at the probe beam angular frequency and aue is the linecentre

induced dichroism for the probe beam.

The Kramers-Kronig relations then allow the induced birefringence, Ân, at detuning, x, experienced

by the probe beam to be defined in terms of the linecentre dichroism, Ào6, as

an = -1.¡o^ .9 -f: Equation 9
2 --o oro 1+ x2

where

¡\n is the induced birefringence at the prerbe beam frequency, and

c is the speed of light.

The intensity of the transmitted probe beam is obtained by substitution of equations [8] and [9] into

equations [5] and [6] for the transmitted electric field strength. Teets, Kowalski, Hill, Carlson and

Hansch follow Wieman and Hansch to introduce the additional term, (, to represent the finite

extinction ratio of the probe beam polarisers. The intensity of the transmitted probe beam is given

by

. Àcro
Aû, = 

-;
1+ x'

,r,,o"o¡r,r,;,,,n"0 =1.[e* 02 +b2 -]u'o."o-.,,"r'1j?*lb'ooo-.,, "t ;F.+(aao-",,"1)' #]

Equation 10

Chapter I

Teets, Kowalski, Hill, Carlson and Hansch introduce a LorenEian induced dichroism dependence

for a circularly polarised pump beam and

for a linearly polarised pump beam, v'/here

{ represents the finite extinction ratio of the probe beam polarisers,

lo is the probe beam intensity incident on the input polariser, and

Equation 11

I and
proDt- lraf5nìrteî
c rc fillinp

l¡, nt u
iirìeai

traIsñittÈrd
--l,itn!p

are the probe beam intensities transmitted through the nearly

I

crossed polarisers for circularly and linear"ly polarised pump beams respectively



Chapter I

Equations [10] and [11] contain LorenÞian and dispersive functions of x (the relative detuning from

linecentre) superimposed onto a constant background. The Lorentzian,

L(x) = #;,

D(x):#

Equation 12

and dispersive

Equation 13

lineshapes are plotted in Figure 2 and are of order unity.

term.

1.2

1

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0

-0.2

-0.4

-0.6

- 
(a) Lorentzian

:-- (b) dispersive

I
o
o_
(ú
-c
11,oc
J

531

X

Figure 2: Lorenhian and dispersive lineshapes plotted against the relative detuning, x.
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Chapter I

The equations describing the transmitted intensity may be sìmplified by choosing an experimental

configuration which eliminates one of the following coefficients; the non-zero polariser uncrossing

angle, 0, the interpolariser birefringent optics term, b, or the detuning, x, by pumping at angular

frequency linecentre, oe.

For perfectly crossed polarisers, the polarisation signal strength equations reduce to

lprobe 
- transmitted

crrc_ pump
crossed _ polarisers

= 
', [* 

+ b' + 1b'aoo-","1 11

-*-
1+ x' 16

(Âoo-",,"L)'
1

Ëquation 14
1+ x'

for a circularly polarised pump beam and

for a linearly polarised pump beam.

ln the case of unconfined combustion, there is no requirement for windows or other optical

elements between the crossed probe beam polarisers. ln this case, the birefringent terms in

equations [14] and [15] become zero and the polarisation signal for either of the two pump

polarisations is given by the following equation.

| ,u", = ,, 
[E 

+ b' -¡ 1b.a.,u-,',l j¡n* 
f {n.rr-,"t1' #o ]

isefs

Equation 15

I
'probe lransm¡lted
circ / l¡near _pump
cfossed _polarisers
unænÍ¡ned æmbustion

=',[r*f{oo,r-)' !*] Equation 16

where once again Àcre represents the linecentre induced dichroism. The transmitted probe beam

intensity fraction takes the form of a Lorentzian lineshape multiplied by a term proportional to the

square of the linecentre induced dichroism, Aas, superimposed onto a background due to the finite

extinction ratio of the probe beam polarisers, (.

The derivation of equations t101, t11l and 114]-t161 above is based on the optical parameters of

dichroism and birefringence and is independent of the population descriptions of the pumped and

probe transitions. Teets, Kowalski, Hill, Carlson and Hansch's derivation continues by describing

the induced dichroism as a function of the Zeeman state populations of the probed transitions,

which may be modelled independently of the above optical parameter dependence. Teets et a/.

derived expressíons for the LPS signal applicable to a primarily collision-free environment.

Recently, Reichardt and Lucht2r have described density matrix modelling of more complex

environments where collisional effects are important. However the complexity of the modelling

required to match experimental conditions supports the inclusion below of the simpler theory of

Teets et a/. as a general indicator of the behaviour of polarisation spectroscopy.

10



Chapter I

The absorption coefficient, crb'*u. , due to the probed transition from the lower Zeeman sfafe, (J,

M), to the upper Zeeman stafe, (J", M"), is given as the product of the number density of the

population of the lower stiate and the cross-section of the probe beam transition according to

equation [17]. The absorption coefficient is dependent on the polarisation state of the probe beam,

iorou". ln equation [17], C.¡,¡'

stated here explicitly for later

conventence.

6¿lrrcoe NJ,M JJ Equation 17c-Lrcbe()'
J,J",M MJ J",M,M

r¡¡here

ø.Ï^l'.i,,* is the absorption coefficient for the probe trattsition (J,M) to (J",M"),

N¡¡¡ is the number densiiy of the lower state (J,t\{),

oljijr* is the rotational/Zeeman component of the absorption cross-section for the probe

transition (J,M) to (J",f!Î"),

Ç.¡ ¡"

and

i6¡ç¡s r€pr-êsents the polarisaiion state of the probe hieam.

The total absorption coefficient, üÏ::T , for the probed transition from the lower state, J, to the upper

state, J", is obtained by summation over the absorption coefficients for each of the Zeeman states

(J,M)of the lower level.

o]i" = T(*,, 
.oL'*u. . c",,) Equation 18

The corresponding induced dichroism, ¡"ii, , for the probed transition is defined as the difference

in absorption coefficients for the two orthogonal polarisation states, i and i', of the probe beam and

is written

¡"11,. : 
ì(*r, 

.(o',,.,,. - o',r."".).cr.) rquation 19

Note that unless the factor, N¿,nr, in equation [19] is dependent on the M quantum number, the

induced dichroism, ¡"1i,. , will be zero.

Teets, Kowalski, Hill, Carlson and Hansch assume a target species population optically pumped in

the linear regime with an initially unpopulated probe transition upper state. The pump and probe

11



Chapter I

transitions share a common lower stiate. Collisional effects are assumed to be negligible. The

pumped population, N¡,¡¡, in the lower Zeeman state, (J,M), is then a linear function of the pump

beam intensity, le and, for a pulsed laser system, may be written as

Equation 20

where

N¡¡ is the pumped population of the lower state, (J,M),

NJ/ (2i r 1) is the equilibrium BolÞmann population of each of the Zeeman states (J,M),

offîr, is the roiational/Zeeman component of the absorption cross-section for the p*mp beam

transition from the /ower state,(J,M), to the upper state, (J',M'),

C¡,¡, is the non-rotiational component of the absorption cross-section for the pump transition

(J,M) to (J',M'),

Íi is Planck's constant divided by 2n,

cDpLrr¡p is the angular frequency of the pump radiation,

ipu.p is the polarisation state of the pump beam, and

t is the laser pulse length

Substitution of equation [20] into equation [19] for the induced dichroism leads to Teets, Kowalski,

Hill, Carlson and Hansch's expresson

¡ollr,, : -N, 'or,r, 'or,r.
loutot

hroun',
(r,r',r" Equation 21

where Teets ef aL have defined the factors, o¡,.¡, ând o¡,.¡., âs total absorption cross-sections for the

rotational pump and probe transitions respectivefy divided by the lactor 2J +1, í.e.

r'r,,,":uþ'tr- l*ot)

oJ,J' = #T"ttl'," 'c,,,' Equation 22

and

1

J'J 2J+1 1offi""-c,,,"
M

Equation 23

The o¡..¡, and o¡,¡" factors, which are summarised in Table 1, are independent of the polarisation

state either pump or probe beam and also of the Zeeman quantum numbers, while retaining their

electronic and vibrational components. The J dependent component of the summations represents

12



Chapter I

the ratio of the degeneracies of the upper and lower states divided by the factor 3 and quickly

approaches the constant value of 1/g as J becomes large (Figure 3). Teets, Kowalski, Hill, Carlson

and Hansch note that the inverse of the cross-section summation, o¡,.¡', is a measure of the ease of

saturation of the pump beam hansition for the linear approximation of optical pumping considered

above. The J dependence of this factor is shown in Figure 4. Once again assuming pumping the in

the linear regime, Q transitions demonstrate a constant level of saturability for different J states. R

transitions are more easily saturated at low J.

ÂJ=1

R transition

'l 2J+3
vJ,J+l - 3 2J+1

cr,r.,

ÂJ=0

Q transition

1^
o¡,¡ =ã'u¡,¡

=0

if J>0

if J=0

AJ=-1

P transition

1 2J-1 ^o¡,¡r=i'2J*1''t,t't

=0

if J> /2
rt J:O,y2

Table 1: Absorption cross-section summationso over the Zeeman sub-levels of the lower state, J

d The equations defined in this ehapter are subject te the condition ihat the proposed transition is

alloweij. The rotational cross-seetions for a transition are gìven by the squares of associated

Clebsch-Gcrdon coefficients The Cleirsch-Gordon coeffieients are clefined to be zero if the vector

condition on the sum, j, of two component angular momenta, j1 and j2,

ljr+jzl o jt|j,-jzl Ëquationa.'l

rs not met. in the case of absorption or emission of a photon, where j¿ = I, this requires that the

Clebsch-Gordon coefficients for P (ÀJ = -1)and Q (,'U = 0) transitions are zËro forJ = 0, and P (:\J

= -1)transitions for J ='/z This condition governs all equations in this chapter. The tabulated and

graphical representations which follow explieitly show the eonditional requirement on the rotational

transitions

13
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1.0

- 
R Transitions: J,J+1

- 
O Transitions: J,J

- 
P Transitions: J,J-10.8
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20.

0.0

0 I2 4J6 10

Figure 3: J dependence of the absorption cross-section summations, oJ,J+¡^t. The sudden drop to

zero values at low J indicates disallowed transitions.
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Figure 4: J dependence of the ease of saturation of the J to J + AJ transitions (1/o¿,¡*6¡). The

sudden drop to zero values at low J indicates disallowed transitions.
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The factor, (r,"r',¡., of equation [21] is given by the expression
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;"'ì "3:1" " 
'c"' '(ol',",*,"" {'.,,,''","")'c"'

r_
sJ,J',J" - Equation 24

oL,.l' 'ú¡,¡'

The fractional representation of this factor allows cancellation of electronic and vibrational

components of the absorption cross-section, C¡¡, and C.¡,¡", given the definitions of the o¡,¡' ârìd o.¡,¡"

factors in equations l22land [23]. The factor, (¡,¡,,¡., is then ? function of onlv the rotational quantum

numbers for the oump and probe transitions.

I":ï:rr' (o'.,,r",","" 
-5,r",",", )

(¡,.r,,¡. : (2J+1) M
Equation 25I"::;n" I

MM
-lprobeUJ,J",M M

The derivation above follows the derivation of Teets, Kowalski, Hill, Carlson and Hansch in the

linear pumping regime with the exception (included here for completeness and application to

combustion diagnostics) of the explicit statement of the electronic and vibrational components of

the absorption cross-section.

The (¡,¡,,¡" factors were determined analytically by Teets, Kowalski, Hill, Carlson and Hansch. For

reference, Tables 2 and 3 tabulate the J dependence of the (¡,¡',¡'factors for circularly and linearly

polarised pump beams in the linear regime of optical pumping respectively. Tables 4 and 5

represent the limiting values of the (¡,¡',.1" factors at large J. Due to their similarity to factors required

in subsequent chapters, the derivation of these factors is included in Appendix l. Figures 5 and 6

show the J dependence of the Ç,.¡',¡" factors for a circularly polarised pump beam, and for a linearly

polarised pump beam respectively. ln each case, the three graphs present the (.r,¡,,¡'factors for the

(a) R, (b) Q and (c) P pump beam transitions.
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J"=J+1 J"=J J"=J-1
J'=J+1 3J

VJ
2(J +1)

3 if J>0

if J=0
2(J +1)

0

3--,
=0

if J> /¿

if J =0,%

J'=J 3 if J>0

if J=0
2(J +1)

0

3 if J>0

¡f J:0
2J(J + 1)

0

3 if J> y2

ft J=0,%
2J

0

J'= J-1 3 iÍ J>%

iÎ J=0,%
2

=0

3 iÎ J>y,

iÍ J=0,%
2J

0

3(J + 1) it J> y2

rt J:0,%
2J

0

Chapter I

Table 2: (¡,¡',¡. factors in the linear regime of optical pumping

Table 3: (¡,¡,,¡" factors in the linear reg¡me of optical pumping

J"=J+1 J"=J J"=J-1
J'=J+1 3/

/2 0 -%
J'=J 0 0 0
J'= J-1 -% 0 %

Table 4: Limiting values of the (¡,¡,¡" factors in the linear regime of optical pumping for a circularly
polarised pump beam as J -+ oo

J"=J+1 J"=J J"=J-1
J'=J+1 /'to /10

3/
/10

J'=J _6/
/10

12/
/'to Ò/

/10

J'= J-1 3/
/10

_6/
/10

3/
/'to

Table 5: Limiting values of the (¡,¡',¡" factors in the linear regime of optical pumping for a linearlv
polar¡sed pump beam âs J -+ co

J"=J+1 J"=J J"=J-1
J'= J+1 3J(2J -1) VJ

10(J+1X2J+3)
3(2J-1)
10(J + 1)

ifJ>0

¡f J:00

3 ifJ>y2

if J = 0,/z
10
0

J'=J 3(2J - 1)

10(J + 1)
ifJ>0

ifJ=00

3(2J+3X2J-1) ifJ>0
1 0J(J + 1)

0 ¡fJ=0

_ _3(2J+3)
10J

0

ilJ>/2

if J=0,%

J'= J-1 3 ifJ>%

iÍ J=0,/z
10

0

3(2J + 3)

10J
ifJ>%

iÍ J=0,/z0

= 
s(jl.ll(?¡],¡) 

ir r > yz
1 0J(2J - 1)

0 iÍ J:0,y2
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Figure 5: J dependence of the (¡,r',r' factors in the linear regime of optical pumping for a circularlv

polarised pump beam. The three graphs present the (¡,¡',¡" factors for the (a) R, (b) Q and (c) P

pump beam transitions. The probe beam transitions are indicated on each graph.
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Figure 6: J dependence of the (¡,¡,,.¡. factors in the linear regime of optical pumping for a linearlv

polarised pump beam. The three graphs present the Ç,¡,,.¡' factors for the (a) R, (b) Q and (c) P

pump beam transitions. The probe beam transitions are indicated on each graph.
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Thecalculationoftheinduceddichroismasafunctíonofthe(.l,¡',¡"fact@

ed. Collisional transitions between the Zeeman

states are not considered. lt is assumed that

golatlsatiqn lirectio n.

These assumptions are valid for pulsed laser, low pressure spectroscopic applications where the

timescale is very much less than the characteristic timescale of collision and provided the

populations do not approach saturation. At higher pressures, for saturated populations or for cw

pumping, the application of polarisation spectroscopy requires more accurate depiction of the

collisional transfer rates. ldentification of the significant çollisional processes on the timescale of a

proposed experiment allows for realistic modelling of the number densities and hence the induced

dichroism. Note that in ultra-fast experiments it is more likely that the populations will be modelled

using density matrix rather than rate equation methods.

The calculated expressions of Teets, Kowalski, Hill, Carlson and Hansch are tabulated in a more

general format than those listed in Tables 2 to 5, which is stated to be aoplicable to both pulsed and

cw applications. These expressions were obtained by extending the theory derived in the pulsed,

linear regime to a steady-state or saturated description, requiring that the pulsed saturation

parameter denoting the ease of saturation of the pump transition in the two-level system,

Sputsed - 
ñtorro

o.r,¡'t
Equation 26

is replaced with a cw saturation analogue,

s* : ñ'!uL 
|,1.+lo¡..r' \f Y )

Equation 27

in expressions for the induced dichroism . The terms, y and y', ale described as the lifetimes of the

lower, J, and upper, J', states of the pump transition respectively. The resultarìt (¡,¡',.r"_s"n"r"¡ factors

tabulated by Teets et. al. are included as Tables 6 and 7 below for the cases of circularly and

linearly polarised pump beams respectively. The limiting vales of the (r,r',¡_n"n"rr¡ factors as J -+ æ

are the same as the limiting values of the (¡,¡,,¡.factors.
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The general expressions remain unchanged from those in Tables 2 to 5 for all pump/probe beam

combinations with the exception of the P-pump/P-probe and R-pump/R-probe (J,J,,J',_senerar factors.

ln these expressions, a relaxation ratio, fr""t""r"r, defined as

- y -v'lTeets et. al = --- ,y +y
Equation 28

and ranging in value between -1 and 1, has been introduced "to account for the contribution of the

probe transitions"t. Note that the relaxation factor does not occur in the Q pump/Q probe transition

which is also subject to the shared pump/probe beam upper state anisotropy.

The general (¡,¡,,¡,_s"n"r"¡ factors are stated to be applicable to most pulsed or cw experimental

situations by selection of the appropriate relaxation factor, rreers er 
"¡.. 

A value of r = -1 is said to

correspond to the linear regime of pumping where population contributions due to terms involving

the inverse of the lifetime of the upper state, yr-1 = 0, are insignificant. The J dependence of Teets,

Kowalski, Hill, Carlson and Hansch's (¡,¡',.r'_s"n"r"¡ factors is shown in Figures 7 and 8 for the P-

pump/P-probe and R-pump/R-probe pump/probe transition combinations in which the relaxation

factor occurs, for circularly and linearly polarised pump beams respectively. ln each case, the range

of the relaxation ratio, -1 ( rreers 
"t 

a. < 1, is indicated by the range of curves on the graph.
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J"=J+1 J'= J J"=J-1

J'= J +1 3(2J2 +J(4+r)+(1+r))
2(J+1)(2J+3)

VJ

3 if J>0

if J:0
2(J + 1)

0

3

2
0

if J>%

it J:0,%

J'= J 3 ¡f J>0

if J=0
2(J+1)

0

3 if J>0

if J=0
2J(J + 1)

0

3 il J>%

if J =0,/z
2J

0

J' = J-1 3

2
0

it J> y2

if J=0,%

3

2J
iÍ J> y,

it J =0,%0

3(2J2 -rJ-1) ,,
=+ll

2J(2J-'t)-

0

J, /,
if J=0,%

Table 6: Teets, Kowalski, Hill, Carlson and Hansch's general (¡,¡,,¡Senerar factors for a circularlv

Table 7: Teets, Kowalski, Hill, Carlson and Hansch's general (;,J',Ljenerar factors for a linearly

polarised pumo beam.

J"=J+1 J"=J J"=J-1

J'=
J+1

3(2J2 + J(4 + 5r)+ (5 + 5r))

10(J+1)(2J+3)
VJ

3(2J -1)
10(J + 1)

ifJ>0

ifJ=00

3
i1 J>k

if J = 0,/z
10
0

J'

J
= _3(2J-1)

10(J+1)

=0

ifJ>0

ifJ=0

3(2J+3X2J-1) ifJ>0
1 OJ(J + 1)

0 ifJ=0

3(2J + 3)

10J
it J> y,

rt J=0,y20

J

J-1

3 il J> y2

if J=0,%
10

_ 3(2J + 3)

10J

=0
il J> y2

il J=0,%
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Figure 7: J dependence of Teets, Kowalski, Hill, Carlson and Hansch's general (¡,¡',¡"_genera¡ factors
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There is one correction to be made to the (¡,¡',¡" factors in the linear regime of optical pumping.

Teets, Kowalski, Hill, Carlson and Hansch assumed the upper state of the pumped and probed

transitions are initially unpopulated and accounted for the population of the upper state for the case

of shared pump and probe transitions using the factor, r, in the general(J,J',Jj"n",ar factors above.

However, this term disappears in the linear pumping regime. The upper state population for shared

pump/probe transitions is accounted for more accurately in this regime by rewriting equations [17]

(and following) to include the contribution of the population difference between the lower and upper

states to the induced dichroism, rather than assuming the upper state is unpopulated, i.e. the

absorption coefficient becomes

"Tï,ï"" 
= (Nr," - N.,,,r,)N.l,À/| ."Tïï,,. .c' Equation 2e

where the upper and lower state population difference for the pump transition has been included

explicitly, and the induced dichroism, ¡"';1,. , is rewritten as

loll, = T((*r" - 
Nr,,",) .(o:,,.,"". - o',,",,",u.).crr") equation 30

lf collisional population transfer and spontaneous emission rates are insignificant in the linear

regime, Appendix ll shows that the population difference may be written as

Nr.*-,o*", -Nr."-roou,. = ¡þ '(1-2' lpu.pt) Equation 31

Çt,t,r'

and R-pump/R-probe transitions for

perfectly crossed polarisers and no interpolariser birefringent elements in the probe beam path.

This factor of four is significant in selection of strong transitions for combustion imaging. For

reference, the corrected Ç,¡',¡"_-,, factors (including the relevant factor of two) valid in the linear

regime are listed in Tables I and 9 for circularly and linearly polarised pump beams respectively.

Tables 10 and 11 quote the limiting values of the (.¡,.¡,,¡'_*,, factors at large J. The J dependence of

the Ç,¡,,¡"_*,, factors for a circularly polarised pump beam, and for a linearly polarised pump beam is

shown in Figures 9 and 10 respectively. ln each case, the three graphs present the (.¡,¡,,¡"_qe¡ factors

for the (a) R, (b) Q and (c) P pump beam transitions.
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J"=J+1 J"=J J"=J-1
J'=J+1 3J

VJ
(J+1)

3 if J>0

if J=0
2(J + 1)

0

3 iÍ J>%

il J:0,/z
2

=0
J'= J 3

2(J+1)

0

if J>0

¡f J=0

3

J(J + 1)

0

if J>0

if J=0

3

2J
if J>/2

if J:0,/z0

J' = J-1 3

2
0

it J> y2

if J:O,/z

3

2J
it J> y2

if J = 0,/zo

_ 3(J+1)
J

0

iÍ J> y2

iî J = 0,/z

J"=J+1 J"=J J"=J-1
J'=J+1 3J(2J -1\ VJ

5(J+1)(2J+3)
3(2J - 1)

10(J + 1)
ifJ>0

if J:00

3
ir J>/2

10
0 il J:0,/z

J'=J
-3(2J-1) ifJ>o

10(J + 1)

0 ifJ=O

_ 3(2J + 3)

10J

=0
if J>y2

iÍ J = O,/z

J'=J-1 3

10
ifJ>y2

if J = 0,/z0

_ 3(2J + 3)

10J

0

ftJ>%

il J = O,/z

_ 3(J + 1)(2J + 3)

5J(2J -1)
Í J> y2

if J = 0,/z0

Table 8: Corrected (¡,¡',.r"_-,, factors valid in the linear regime of optical pumping for a circularlv

polar¡sed pump beam,

Table 9: Corrected Ç.¿,.,t_^n factors valid in the linear regime of optical pumping

Þolarised Þumo beam.

J"=J+1 J"=J J"=J-1
J'= J +1 3 0 -%
J'= J 0 0 0
J'= J-1 -% 0 3

Table 10: Limiting values of the corrected (¡,.¡,,,1"_-,, factors valid in the linear regime of optical

pumping for a circularlv polarised pumo beam as J-+æ.

J"=J+1 J"=J J"=J-1
J'= J +1 6/

/10
_6/

/10
3/
/'to

J'= J _6/
/10

24/
/10 -u/.o

J'= J-1 %o -%o
6/
/10

Table 11: Limiting values of the corrected q,r,r',r"_-,, factors valid in the linear regime of optical

pump¡ng as J -+ æ.
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It is sometimes more convenient to combine the J dependent terms of equation [21]describing the

induced dichroism in the linear regime of optical pumping by isolating the J-dependence from the

vibrational and electronic transition probabilities into the purely J-dependent factor, Z¡,,1',¡", defined

AS

¡oli,, = -N, .fl.sl .2,,,,.r,.c,,,, .c,,,. Equation 32. 
,?(ùpump

where the coefficients, C¡,¡, and C¡,¡. , represent the non-rotational components of the absorption

cross-sections, so that

<l, ,, o,,,, (,,
ztt,t. = r+ "!r^-:!-J.1- Equation 33

u,r.r,'u¡.¡',

The non-rotational elements cancel in equation [33] and what remains is a purely rotationally

dependent function, Z¡,¿',¡". The Z¡,¿,.¿. laclors related to the corrected Çt,t',t"_*n factors are termed

corrected Zr,J,,t"_-n factors. The corrected Z¿,¿,,¿" factors are tabulated in Tables 12 and 13, with the

limiting values as J -+ æ tabulated in Tables 14 and 15. Figures 11 and 12 showthe J dependence

of the corrected Z¡,¡',¿" factors.

For no birefringent optical elements between perfectly crossed probe beam polarisers, the LPS

signal (in the linear regime of optical pumping), ignoring the extinction ratio background, is

proportional to the square of the corrected Z¿,¡,,¿" factors. Figures 13 and 14 indicate the J-

dependence of the squares of the corrected Z¡,¡',¡" factors in this regime for circularly and linearly

polarised pump beams respectively. Note that the previously mentioned factor of 2 due to

contributions of the population of the upper state in the case of a shared pump/probe transition now

becomes a factor of 4 in relative signal. Figure 13 indicates that the R-transition pump/R transition

probe combination is favoured for a circularly polarised pump beam for intermediate J. The Q-

transition pump/Q-transition probe transition of Figure 14 is by far the strongest pump/probe

transition combination for a linearly polarised pump beam, while remaining approximateÍy 2 times

weaker in signal at intermediate J than the strong R-transition pump/R transition probe combination

for a circularly polarised pump beam. However, as J -+ .o, the Q-transition pump/Q-transition probe

transition (linearly polarised pump beam), the R-transition pump/R-transition probe transition

(circularly polarised pump beam) and P-transition pump/P-transition probe transition (circularly

polarised pump beam) signal strengths approach the same order of magnitude.
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J"=J+1 J"=J J"=J-1
J'=J+1 1 J.(2J + 3)2

3 (J + 1\(2J + 1)2

VJ

1 (2J + 3)

6 (J+1X2J+1)

if J>0
0 if J=0

1(2J-1).(2J+3)
(2J +1)2

if J>/2
iÎ J=0,%

6

0

J'=J 1 (2J + 3)

6 (J+1)(2J+1)

if J>0
0 if J=0

_t
3

I
J (J+1)

if J>0
0 if J=0

1 . (2J-1)
6 J'(2J + 1)

if J>%
0 íf J=0,%

J' = J-1
= _!.(2J -11.(2J + 3)

6 (2J +1)2

if J>%
0 if J:o,y"

1

-6
(2J -1)

J'(2J + 1)

iÎ J> y2

0 ¡f J=O,y"

1 (J + 1)(2J -\'z
J J .(2J + 1)2

0

iÎ J>%
iÍ J: o,lz

Table 12'. Corrected 7.J,1',t'-*u factors valid in the linear regime of optical pumping þl_eSûçgLq_dy
polariseüÞump beam.

Table 13: Corrected Zr,r,,J"_*n factors valid in the linear regime of optical pumping for a linearlv
ÞolarisæLBumgþeAm.

J"=J+l J"=J J"=J-1
J'=J+1 % 0 -%
J'=J 0 0 0
J'= J-1 -% 0 %

Table 14. Limiting values of the correcled Z¡,¿',1" *,, factors valid in the linear regime of optical pumping
for a circularlv polarised pump beam âs J+co

J"=J+1 J"=J J"=J-1
J'=J+1 1/

/15 - /,u /to
J'=J -/,u %u -/,u
J' = J-l %o -%u hu

Table 15: Limiting values of the corrected Z¡,1,,¿"_*,, factors valid in the linear regime of optical pumping
for a linearlv polarised pump beam as J -+oo

J"=J+1 J"=J J"=J-1
J'= J +1 _1 J (2J - 1)(2J + 3)

15 (J+1)(2J+1)'z

VJ

1(2J-1)(2J+3)
30 (J + 1)(2J + 1)

if J>0
0 ¡f J=0

1 (2J -1)(2J + 3)

30 (2J +1)2

if J>y2
if J = o,/20

J'= J 1(2J-1)(2J+3)
30 (J+1)(2J+1)

if J>0
0 if J:0

1 (2J - 1)(2J + 3)

15 J(J +1

if

if

)

0

J>0
J=0

1(2J-1)(2J+3)
30 J.(2J + 1)

if J>%
rt J :0,y20

J' = J-1 1 (2J - 1X2J + 3)

30 (2J +1)2

tf J>%
if J =o,y¿0

1 (2J - 1X2J + 3)

30 J'(2J + 1)

Í J>/2
if J = O,/z0

1 (J + 1)(2J -1)(2J + 3)

15 J -(2J + 1)2

it J>%
if J=0,%0
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Equivalent general Zr,J',J",,enerat factors may be defined with respect to the general (J,J',.rkeneral

factors. These expressíons do not contain the factor of 2 previously mentioned to allow for the

population of the upper state in the case of a shared pump/probe transition in the linear regime of

optical pumping. Tables 16 and 17 list the general Zr,r,,r"rene¡at factors for circularly and linearly

polarised pump beams respectively. The limiting values of the general Z¡,¡,,¡"_s"n*"r factors as J -+ æ

are listed in Tables 20 and 21.

The J dependence of the R-pump/R-probe and P-pump/P-probe transition general Zr,J',r"_gene¡at

factors is shown in Figure 15 for a circularly polarised pump beam. Similar curves are shown in

Figure 16 for a linearly polarised pump beam. For reference, Figures 17 and 18 show the J

dependence of the squares of the general Zr,r',r"Jenerat factors for circularly and linearly polarised

pump beams respectively. The range of the ratio, lreets er 
"¡ 

, from -1 ( rreers et at < 1 is indicated by

the range of curves on the graph.

J"=J+1 J"=J J"=J-1
J'=J+1 2J2

+J(4 + r)

+(1+ r)

(2J + 3)

6(J+1)(2J+1)'z

VJ

1 (2J+3)
6 (J+1)(2J+1)

if J>0
0 if J:0

1(2J-1).(2J+3)
6 (2J +'l)2

if J>y,
if J = O,/z0

J'=J 1 (2J+3)
6 (J+r)(2J+1)

if J>0
0 ¡f J=0

- 1 ¡fJ>o
6J(J + 1)

0 ifJ=0

1 (2J-1)
6 J.(2J+1)

iÎ J>%
0 if J =0,%

J'= J-1 1 (2J- 1).(2J + 3)

6 (2J +1)2

if J>%
tÍ J = o,/20

1 (2J -1)
6 J'(2J + 1)

it J> /2

= 0 if J=O,/z

2J2 -1
-rJ )tr., 

- 
'r

6J(2J + 1)'z

if J>y2
0 if J=0,%

Table 16: General Z1¡'.J"_s.n"r^t factors
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J"=J+1 J"=J J"=J-1
J'=J+1

30(J + 1)(2J +1)2

VJ

1 (2J-1)(2J +3)
30 (J+1)(2J+1)

¡f J>0
0 if J:0

1(2J-1)(2J+3)
30 (2J +1)2

0

ir J>%
if J = 0,/z

J'= J 1 (2J- 1)(2J+ 3)

30 (J + 1)(2J + 1)

if J>0
0 if J=0

1 (2J - 1)(2J + 3)

30 J'(J + 1)

if J>0
if J:00

1 (2J-1)(2J+3)
30 J .(2J + l)

aÍ J> y2

rt J :0,y20

J' = J-1 1(2J-1)(2J+3)
(2J+1)2

if J>%
il J = O,/z

30

0

1 (2J -1)(2J + 3)

30 J.(2J + 1)

iÍ J> y2

it J = O,/z0

2J2 +3

-5rJ
(2J-1\)

30J(2J +

it J> y2

0 if J =0,/"

Table 1 7: General Z.t,t,..t"_sqwat factors

J"=J+1 J"=J J'= J -1
J'= J +1 /6 0 -%
J'= J 0 0 0
J'= J-1 -% 0 %

Table 1 8: Limiting values of the general Zt.,t,,t._s''n,",¡ factors

âSJ-+ø.

J"=J+1 J"=J J"=J-1
J'= J +l /to '"/* /30

J'= J -%o /30 -%o
J' -- J-1 /* -%, /*

Table 19: Limitlng values of the general Z¡,¡,, factors

asJ-+æ.
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timescale. The derivation summarised in this

A more complex model is required to describe cw or saturated experiments where collisional

processes and spontaneous emission become significant. The two level model above assumes the

populations of any pair of optically coupled Zeeman states, (J,M) and (J',M') for the pumped

transition or (J,M) and (J",M") for the probed transition, may be described independently. For

significant collisional population transfer rates, all upper and lower Zeeman state populations are

linked to each other and to the available quantum states of the molecule. As the two-level model is

no longer applicable, it is unlikely that the expressions of Teets, Kowalski, Kill, Carlson and Hansch

provide an accurate depiction of the dependence of cw or saturated polarisation spectroscopy on

collisional processes.

However, the theory of Teets, Kowalski, Hill, Carlson and Hansch provides a strong theoretical

method for description of polarisation spectroscopy. There is room for both extension of the

geometrical limits of application beyond purely collinear pump/probe configurations and

improvement of the two-level rate equation description of the pump and probe transition

populations. Numerical models, both rate equation and density matrix approaches, may be added

to the theory.

The model is

developed based on the theory of an uniaxial gas in the case of a linearly polar¡sed

pump beam and in terms of an optically active uniaxial gas in the case of a circularly

polarised pump beam. Chapters lll and V present experimental verification, via

imaging of the hydroryl radical in a premixed natural gaslO2 flame, of the predicted

non-zero signal strength at orthogonal pump/probe beam intersection for

polarisation configurations specified in Chapters ll and lV.
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Due to the ease with which the population descriptlon and the geometricalloptical

parameter modelling of the prcpagation of the probe beam can be separated in

Teeb, Kowalski, Hill, Carlson and Hansch's theory as shown in this chapter, the

geometrical model developed in the following chapterc can be considercd

independently of the population model and can be combined, as requlred, with

comprehensive population descriptions matching experimental conditions.

a
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Chapter ll: Uniaxial Gas Model of Polarisation Spectroscopy: Linearly
Polarised Pump Beam

The polarisation spectroscopy descriptions of Wieman and Hansch2 and Teets, Kowalski, Hill,

Carlson and Hanschl are applicable to co- or counter-propagating pump/probe beam geometries.

For each of these cases, the probe beam is assumed to be equally composed of polarisation

components parallel and perpendicular to the pump beam polarisation direction. ln the case. of a

. The probe beam

components are subject to the pump induced birefringence and dichroism and recombine, after

passing through the pumped region, into a slightly different polarisation state to that of the original

probe beam. Crossed polarisers placed in the probe beam path enclosing the pumped region are

used to detect the small polarisation change.

hich will be reflected in the induced dichroism and

or fluid. The induced dichroism is then obtained from the induced birefringence via the Kramers-

Kronig relations.

Two significant descriptions of the geometrical dependence of the LPS signal for a linearly polarised

pump beam appear in the literature. Nyholm, Fritzon and Alden3 experimentally determined a

cot'11¡ dependence of signal on the intersection angle, 7¿, of pump and probe beams. The

geometrical dependence was attributed to

The

experimental configuration in this case involved a horizontally polarised pump beam and a probe

beam polarised at ni4 to the pump polarisation. The two beams intersected in the horizontal plane.

Experimental measurements were taken to a maximum beam intersection angle of 55o.
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A large factor in the geometrical dependence of PLPS signal strength is the change in the probe

volume due to the very short pump/probe interaction length (as measured along the probe beam

path). The LPS signal for perfectly crossed probe beam polarisers and no inter-polariser

birefringent elements, defined in equation [16] of Chapter l, is quadratically dependent on the

interaction length, L, between pump and probe beams as meesured along the probe beam path.

The interaction length, L(1), represents the probe beam path length in the region of induced

dichroism and birefringence. For collinear pump/probe beam geometries in spectroscopic

applications, the interaction length may be quite long. However for imaging applications, the

thickness of the pump sheet defines interaction length and hence the resultant spatial resolution.

Figure 1 shows the interaction length is given by

L(y)=, ,l ,, Equationl
I sin(1)l

where

7 is the pump/probe beam angle of intersectien measlr€d fror¡r the direction of travel nf the

prebe [:eam as shotn¡n in Figure 2.

W i:¡ the r¡ridth of the punrp bearn, ancl

lsiniT")l is the magnitLleie of the requireC sinc lunctic.rtr

lntersection
Angle

Probe Beam x

--

lnteraction
Length, L Gollected

lmageì
Sheet Wdth, W

Pump Sheet

Figure 1. lnteraction length, L, as a function of the pump/probe beam-crossing angle,;v,

The factor, L(1), approaches infinity for near zero pump/probe beam intersection angles, leading to

large signal due to the relatively large pump/probe interaction length. Nyholm's cot2(1) dependence

of signal strength implied that a orthogonal pump/probe geometry would give zero signal, and the

dramatic falloff in detected signal with increasing beam intersection angle would limit the practical

application of polarisation spectroscopy imaging to small beam intersection angles, with a resulting

low image resolution (proportional to the factor, sin(1)) in the direction parallel to the beam

intersection plane.
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However, Lavrinenko and Gancheryonok5, recently proposed a more general solution to the

geometrical dependence. Their theory developed expressions for the signal dependence on the

pump/probe beam intersection angle, 1, and the polarisation directions of each beam in terms of

the dielectric tensor and

pump beam golarisation axis assuminq quasi-monochromatic waves. Their expression for the

geometric dependence is given below in terms of the polarisation and propagation angles defined in

Figure 2.

Probe beam
polarisation
direction

Probe beam propagation direction

z

Pump beam
polarisation
direction

Pump beam propagation direction

Figure 2: (a) Probe and (b) pump beam axis systems. The pump/probe beam intersection angle is,

1, the angle of the probe beam polarisation from the normal to the pump/probe beam intersection

plane, y, and the angle of the pump beam polarisation axis from the normal to the pump/probe

beam intersection plane, r.

The expression for the signal strength derived by Lavrinenko and Gancheryonok rewritten in terms

of the angles, 1, y and r, defined above is

(a)

Y

z
x"

(b)

Y
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f,-ac : K 12

rvhere

(c' +cr)'
4

s¡n(2y). 
(sin'z(K)' cos'z(r)-cos2(K)) 

+ sin(2r).cos(2y). cot(tc)
sin(1)

Equation 2

K - åirï li 
ir,,,,i'lË,,,o,,,,1' lÉ,,,,,",,tn

(ì /.,.,22

.{ tz¿t

r - 12\f,2 -
¡!,ttt

I is the wiciih ¡rf the pun:ping beam,

t-r1,,o¡.is the refraeiive index ai the rnedium at the pi obe freqLreÌrclt, rDp¡çþe, añC

li¡jr,i er€ The elements of ihe third-or"der tensor of non-linear susceptibility.

This equation predicts a cot211¡cos'11¡ dependence of signal strength for the experimental

configuration of Nyholm, FriÞon and Alden. The deviation between Lavrinenko and Gancheryonok's

cot211¡cos'11) dependence and Nyholm's cotz(y) fit to experimental data is small and Lavrinenko

and Gancheryonok suggested that the difference may be due to experimental error. Lavrinenko and

Gancheryonok noted that the absence of error bars on Nyholm's data precluded a definite

conclusion on the correctness of the theory although the data points showed very little deviation

from the fitted cot2(1) curye.

Note also that Lavrinenko and Gancheryonok's signal strength predicts a cosectll¡ dependence for

a pump beam polarised normal to the plane of intersection (with probe beam polarised at z/4 to the

pump beam polarisation direction). This was the first prediction of non-zero signal for orthogonal

beam intersection, raising the possibility of polarisation spectroscopy imaging for all beam

intersection angles.

The derivation in this chapter and that in Chapter lV for a circularly polarised pump beam are

similar to that of Lavrinenko and Gancheryonok although developed independently. However, in this

model, great care is taken in defining the characteristic modes of propagation for the uniaxial gas in

terms of the induced optic axis defined by the pump beam polarisation. The maior differences

throuqh the medium.
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These geometric dependence of the LPS signal may be separated into two factors";

. the previously described cosec(1) dependence of the pump/probe interaction length, L(1), and

. the pump induced ellipticity in the probe beam due to its passage through the region of induced

birefringence and dichroism.

We now proceed to derive expressions for the geometric dependence of the birefringence and

dichroism induced elliptici$ in the probe beam by applying an analogue of the uniaxialcrystal model

of birefringence and dichroism, which in combination with the cosec(1) dependence of the

pump/probe interaction length, L(2¿), gives the full geometric dependence of the LPS signal.

Uniaxial Description of the lnduced Birefringence and Dichroism. Linearly

Polarised Pump Beam

Polarisation spectroscopy relies on an optically induced birefringence and dichroism to create an

environment which is anisotropic to the two polarisation components that comprise the probe beam.

Consider first the case of a co- or counter-propagating geometry. The polarisation probe beam may

be envisioned as two orthogonal components polarised parallel and perpendicular to the pump

beam polarisation. The magnitude of the component, l,(X,r,r), of the probe beam electric field

which is parallel to the pump beam polarisation is given by the inner product of the electric vector of

the probe beam, Ep.¡", âfld the unit electric vector of the pump beam, Êou,o. ln notation, an

underline has been used to represent a vector and an overscore a unit vector.

Prr =(En,oo"'Êou'o) Êorn.'o Equation 3

Similarly, the magnitude of the perpendicular component of the probe beam electric field Q., (1,y,r) 
,

is given by the inner product of the probe beam electric vector, Ep,u", âhd the unit pump vector in

the electric field plane of the pump beam and perpendicular to the pump beam electric vector which

we denote as Êo,rp_r.

Qr = (Ep.oo" ' Êor,no-t 
) 

' Êprrp-r Equation 4

" The geetnetrie depenelence of palarisation spectroscopy's setectivitv of velocity population subsets

for laser systenrs witl-r linewidths narrcwer tiian the Doppler wieith is not cclnsidei-ed in lliis chapter,

but is discussecl in Addendum 1
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The probe beam electric field transmitted through the primary probe beam polariser may then be

written as

Eprobe =P" +Q1 Equation 5

Both parallel and perpendicular components may be complex if the polarisation of the pump beam

is represented by a complex vectoP as in the case of a circularly polarised pump beam.

Each component is subject to the action of polarisation-dependent absorption and dispersion over

the interaction length, À(1), of the probe beam path and the region of induced anisotropy. The

transmitted electric field is then given by

Ep.¡" (n)= E,(x,r,*¡."-T'n -e-¡r"'''r +Q,,(x,y,*)'"-?n 'e ¡kr'^ Equation 6
transm¡tted

giving rise to the induced ellipticity in the electric field of the originally linearly polarised probe beam

described in equation [4]. Here, a¡¡ and ü,1 ârê the absorption coefficients for the probe beam

components polarised parallel and perpendicular to the pump beam polarisation respectively. The

terms, k¡¡ and k1, rêprêsênt the magnitudes of the equivalent wavevectors for the two probe beam

components.

The methodology above is suitable for a collinear pump/probe geometry. However, non-collinear

geometries require a more complex description. The simplest model to account for the induced

Þ Note that care rnust be taken in the calculation of inner products of eornplex vectors as the

operation is not multiplicatir,'ely commutative, i.e ihe order of the two vectors is not interchangeable

(See Appendix ltl) The convention used in this thesrs is that the inner product of two complex

vectors

l

l"
l

c.

C.

ca

ç
I

I

I

ncl
ío' I
ldri
[.0. J

d is given by

9.d = cr (d, )- - c, '( d, )' + c" ' (cl. )' Equation b.1

ln addition, tc deconrpose a vecior, k : into components parallel to a basis set of otthogonal
ík,)
lo, I

lo. J

unit vectors, g, h, , the o¡'der sensitive equation is used

E - (g K)q. (h K)ñ " Equation b.2
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birefringence and dichroism in the case of a linearly polarised pump beam is that of a uniaxial gas.

The collinear solution above becomes a special case of the uniaxial gas model for propagation

normalto the pump beam induced optic axisc.

. A weak probe beam

will then propagate within the birefringent and dichroic medium via two polarisation modes defined

by the direction of propagation of the probe beam with respect to the optic axis. Collett2z provides a

good introduction to the theory of uniaxial crystals which may be equivalently applied to a uniaxial

gas or fluid. Collett s derivation of the behaviour of a (non-optically actived) uniaxial crystal will be

applied below to a uniaxial gas and is repeated here for those not familiar with the theory. The

model below is a direct application of Colletfs uniaxial crystal model applied to the geometry

defined by the polarisation states of the pump and probe beams and their intersection angle where

the polarisation direction of the pump beam is assumed to define the optic axis of the uniaxial gas.

The propagation of light in a uniaxial gas or crystal is defined by Maxwell's equations

VXH Equation 7
aD_

at

.'l
J+--c

4n
c

vxE: -l aq
côt

Equation I

Y.D = 4np Equation 9

V.B:O Equation 10

where H is the magnetic field strength, B is the magnetic flux density, D is the magnrtude of the

displacement vector, E is the electric field strength, j is the current density, and p is the charge

density.

ln the absence of currents or free charges, these reduce to

" As the angle dependence of the velocity selectivity of Doppler population subsets (which must be

considered for narrow linewidth experiments) has not been considered in this chapter, the pump

beam polarisation direction defines the optic axis, and ihe propagation dtrection of the pump beam

with respect to the probe beam is ignored.

d Optical aetivity: A crystal is oBtçally¡çlve if it acts to rotate the plane of polarisation of a linearly

polarised beam on transmission through the crystal. The angle of rotation is proportional to the

distance travelled through the crystal. The optical activity is based on a circular birefringence to the

two characteristic circularly polarised modes of propagation within the crystal.
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vxH =19qcôt

We operate from the left on equation [15] by k X to obtain

KX(KXÐ= -iuer = -:,1, = (Ð' 
T 

= -fn

Equation 11

Equation 12

Equation 13

Equation 19

V.B=0 Equation 14

For plane wave solutions of the form, e¡ßt-ot) , the operators, v and õ/^, may be replaced by the

terms, i! and irrr, respectively. equations [10]to [13] become

rxH =9oc- Equation 15

KXE: -ILB Equation 16c-

k.D=0 Equation 17

Equation 18kB=0

This equation may be expanded using the vector identity,

eXþxq):þ(e.O-e(e.þ)

to become

k2E-Kß.Ð:-*ã q
p

Equation 20

Equation 21

The electric vector is related to the displacement vector by the susceptibility tensor, e, according to

the equation

Et2

ezz

tgz

Equation 22
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Dy

ex 0

0 .,
00

o llE-l ft? o o lfE-ì

;J[:]j [: T ;i[::]
Equation 23

Equation 26

te.

lf we arbitrarily choose the Z' principal axis as the optic axis, we may rename the principal dielectric

constants as

nx = nY = no 
Equation 24

nz=ne+no
where the subscripts, o and e, represent the terms, ordinary and extraordinary and equation [23]

may be written as

t3;l J; ; :l[:;ì
lo./ [o o n3][e,/

Equation 25

We are now in a position to solve equation 1211. By choosing a propagation direction in the X'Z'

plane with respect to the principal axes of the uniaxial gas, at an angle, rp, to the optic axis, the

wavevector, k, may be written as

Substitution of equations [25] and [26] into equation [21] produces three simultaneous equations

with variables, the three components of the electric vector.

k2 .cos2(<p) + 
ro' 'n"t o - k2 .sin(9) cos(<p)

¡l
l='l
lE' I

[e.J
k2

t 3 ''"'3 0 =0 Equation 270 +
l¡

- k2 .sin(q) cos(rp) 0 k2 .sin21q¡ * k0 'n3

tl
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requires the

determinant of the matrix on the left-hand side of equation [27 above] to be zero, giving the

condition

[-' - f 'r) [*' 
.sin21q¡ 'nf, +k2 'cos21q¡ .3 - f "3 

,3) =0 Equation 28

This equation describes two solutions. Taking p as unity, the ordinarLsolution

u2 =t<,2o'nf, Equation 29

, no. The second, termed the

extraordjnAry sqlqtio t,

k3k2
1

nf,

nf sin2(<p)+ nl cost(,p)

k . "3."3¡r n! sin2(q)+ n! cos2(,p)
Equation 30

Equation 31

Equation 32

ni(,p)=ffi

of propaqation. For propagation along the optic axis, <p = 0, the extraordinary ray travels at the same

velocity as the ordinary ray. For propagation normalto the optic axis, rp = %, the extraordinary ray

is governed purely by the extraordinary refractive index, n", while the ordinary ray is governed by the

ordinary refractive index, no.

The birefringence, or difference in refractive indices, for propagation at the angle, <p, to the optic

axis, ranges between 0 for propagation along the optic axis to a maximum of n" - no for propagation

normal to the optic axis. lt can be seen from equation [30] that the extraordinary ray refractive

index, n"(rp), is described by

We can then define the angular dependence of the birefringence as

n"(ç)-no = no

The equations above represent the standard theory of light propagation in a uniaxial crystal as

described by Collett, here applied to a gas with an induced optic axis defined as the polarisation

axis of the pump beam. From the basis of this description, we proceed to apply the uniaxial model

to polarisation spectroscopy. The methodology is to identify the small induced birefringence and the
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ordinary and extraordinary polarisation axes in the frame describing the experiment, before applying

absorptive and dispersive terms to the orthogonal probe beam components in the usualway.

lf we assume that the induced dichroism and birefringence is small, so that we may write

An
h" =Iìru *- Equation 33

Equation 34

Equation 36

and

Àn
no =n^, - 

2

Equation [32] , describing (See

Appendix lV) as

n" (q) _- ño = Sin2 (,1)'(n" - n" ) Equation 35

The ordinary ray and the extraordinary ray are distinguished by polarisation state. Substitution of the

ordínary solutÍon of equation [29] into the matríx equation [27] produces the (standard theory)

ordinary polarisation vector

in the principal axes frame, while the (standard theory) extraordinary polarisation vector ìs similarly

obtained;

Equation 37

For a small induced birefringence, De - no, equation [37] approximates an electric field lying in the

X'Z' principal plane and normal to the direction of propagation defined in equation [26], i.e.

( nZ .x.l I '3 
.k .cos(e))

Eertraoro¡n"ry:l O l=l O 
I

[-n3 .x,J (.-n3 r.s¡n(q)J

Equation 38

, so that a probe beam propagating at the angle, q, to

the optic axis be decomposed into

(i) an ordinary component polarised parallelto the Y' principal axis, P..-6¡n"o,
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and

(ii) and an extraordinary component, Qenraoroinary lying in the X'Z' principal plane.

Equation [5], representing the electric field of the probe beam transmitted through the primary probe

beam polariser, may then be re-expressed as

Eprobe : Pordinary * Qextraordina,y Equation 39

where

Pordinary = (Eoroo"' Êoro".o )' Êordinary Equation 40

Q ordinary = (Eo.o"' Ê extraordinary )' Ê"rtr"oøin"ry Equation 41

After passing a distance, Â, through the region of birefringence and dichroism, the electric field is

Em** (À) = Por,*o . g-?n . a"un * Q.n*,ur*,, - g-?n . a'*'n Equation 42

The transmitted probe beam electric f¡eld transmitted after passing through an (assumed perfect)

analysing polariser aligned with transmission axis, Ê"n"1y.",, orthogonal to the transmission axis of

the primary probe beam polariser, is then given by

f probe l¡rì =
-transmitted_through_analyser \ /

ai,

Pordinary 'Ê", 
"ry.", 

' g-7 ' 
' 
"iro'r

-oa ^+Qexraoru¡nary'Ê.nrlyr"''ê 2 "'e¡kè^
Equation 43

. eike^

or

f probe lzfl =
-transmitted_through_analyser\ /

(=o.'oo" ' Êo,.oin".y 
) 

'(Êo,oin".y ' Ê"nr,r.", 
) 

' 
"-?n 

' t'*"n

*(Eoroo"' Ê extraordinary )' (Ê"*"o""ro' R"n",rr", )' "-?n

Equation 44

where
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ct

Writing

Acr,
c[o =ctav +-

Âocaar- 
2

and

and introducing the terms

f = (Ê**"' Êo,o,nuo)' (Êo,o'n",y' Run",r.",)

and

Equation 45

Equation 46

Equation 47

Equation 48

Equation 49

Equation 50

Equation 51

^k2
ko =kru +

n"=n*_+

g = (Ê0.0" 'Ê"*truoøinu,y 
) 

'(Ê"*"o,onury 'Renaryser 
)

equation [44] becomes

Eprobe... ,, (^)
-transmitted_through_analyser \

ELprcbe o

t' n .^k 
^dlr ";n."' 

,n*g.s{^
\

^k2 -o"u ^e e 2 e k*'r

where Eprobe_o is the magn¡tude of the electric field of the probe beam incident on the primary

polariser.

We define a set of system axes based on the probe beam path as shown in Figure 2. The Z axis

corresponds to the direction of propegation of the probe beam. The X axis ¡s vertical. The pump

and probe beams intersect in the horizontal YZ plane. We define the probe beam polarisation

direction to lie at an angle, y, to the vertical X axis in the usual sense with respect to the XYZ axes.

The electric field of the probe beam is

Equation 52

The linearly polarised pump beam propagates at an angle, 1, from the Z axis, with the sense of the

rotation towards the positive Y axis. The polarisation direction lies at the angle, r, to the vertical X

axis in the usual sense of rotation for a right-handed set of axes defined as X' = the verticalX axis,
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Y' = the Y axis component of the polarisation direction and Z' is the direction of propagation of the

pump beam. The pump beam electric field, which represents the induced optic axis of the uniaxial

medium, is parallel to the unit vector,

Equation 53

Projecting an elliptical cross-section, with the optic axis defined in equation [53] as major axis,

through the origin to visualise the principal section, it can be seen that the ordinary ray polarisation

which lies normal to the principal section lies perpendicular to

Êextraorcinary

and must lie in the electric field plane of the probe beem, giving

Equation 54

Equation 56

Êora¡n"r¡¡ Equation 55

'(") * sin2(r). cos2(r)

Assuming the probe beam is initially parallel to the transmission axis of the primary polariser, and

the case of perfectly crossed polarisers, the transmission axis of the analyser lies parallel to the unit

vector

Banatysar :
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We may now calculate the terms, f and g, defined in equations [a9] and [50] as

-1,:-s--i sin (2y) '(cos' (rc) - sin'z (rc) .cos' (x))- cos(zv)'sin (2rc¡ . cos(x,)

cos'(r) + sin'? (r). cos' (x)

or, rewríting this in terms that will easíly be cancelfed in later calculations,

sin(zy)'(cos' (r<) - sin'? (r).cos' (t))- cos(zr).sin(zr<). cos(t)

1- sin2 (rc).sin'(r)

The transmitted probe beam electric field is then

Epro¡e fn)
-transmitted_through_anElyser\ 

/ 
s

ELpobe o

which may be rewritten as

Eprobe lnl
-trensmitted_through_anãlysr\ / J

ÊLpmbe o

oo^
4

. ( tl<.
Stnl 

-\2
r\+

- z ","it<"",r

- z "."it<",rr
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Equation 57

Equation 58

Equation 59

Equation 60

Equation 61

Equation 62

Equation 64

e
^k^d^k\^ -^ 

_-^ Ie2 _e4 e 2 l.e
)

^k 
.^d. ..^k .Ád.

il _+t_).^ i 
-+¡-)^e'2 4' _e'2 4' - z "."it<"",re

or

Epro¡e ln)
-transmitted_thrcugh_anålyser'' _ô ¡ f

+"r"a 
- 1' t' I

^
Âcr

4

Âcr

4

e

with transmitted probe beam intensity given by

lp.u" (n)
transmitted_ thmugh_ analyser

lproue-o

lpt¡"
tEnsmitted_through_

(2.f),.rn,[f ,r* g o"uÂ

Remembering that the induced dichroism and birefringence in this expression are those

experienced by the probe beam propagating at the angle, <p, to the induced optic axis, this should

be more accurately written as

lo*" (¡ t
iå-n1ä¡tt ¿-th,ousn-anay.",' / =(2.,i), ,,nr[¡k=(,P).Ä+i.4g9.n1."-*"n Equation 63lp.r"-o[24)

For

above derivation), this expression for the transmitted probe beam intensity may be approximated to

second order by

(r) 2

analyser =(2't)'
¡t<(q).n m(q)

e o'un

tt
+

^IJloto"-o

or, srnce

ak = an. 
0o
c

2 4

Equation 65
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by

lp,ou" (l)
transmitted_through_analyser _(C-+\2

lproue 
- 

o I]
2

tt
¡n(q).ro .^ ¡"(q).n

ê-au" 
rr Equation 66+2c 4

Remembering the Lorentzian dependence of the dichroism

1
Acr=Àao - 

-
1+ x'

and the dispersive dependence of the birefringence, defined by the Kramers-Kronig relations in

equation [9] of Chapter l,

lcxx
on= -t.Aao ' 

^ 
T. ", 

- -Âno iF Equation 68

equation [66] becomes

lo.*-o tt 4 1+x' I (. 4 'l+x' ) )

W=eï,[1"*!'[#)] "*" Equation.e

Equation 67

or, in terms of the linecentre induced birefringence as defined in equation [65],

Equation 70

For small induced birefringence in an optically thin gas, the refraction of the ordinary and

extraordinary rays is insignificant, and the term, z\, may be represented by the factor, L(1), which is

defined in equation [1]. We require only an expression for the sine of the angle, g, between the

optic axis and the direction of probe beam propagation to determine the geometric dependence of

the transmitted probe beam intensity.

The cosine of the angle, rp, is obtained from the dot product

fol f cos(r) I
cos(.r)= Êp,ou"'Êopt¡"-a,is =l o | | sin(r)' cos(x) 

| = -sin(r)'sin(1)
\ 1,, (- sin(r) . sin(1)/

Equation 71

so that becomes

where the term, Gr¡nr,I), has been introduced to represent the geometric dependence of the

induced birefringence.

n" (x)-ño = (1 - sin'? (rc) s¡n' (x))'(n" -n") = G,," (o,x).(n" -n") Equation 72
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Substitution of the derived expressions of equations t1], l58l andl72l into equation [70] gives the

geometric dependence of the transmitted probe beam intensity for a linearly polarised pump beam.

= i,n(Y, rc,x)'G,," (r,x)'
,2

I -l-'e ü""\

) 1+x'
(n" -no).oo.L

2.c
Equation 73

where the geometric dependence (aside from that implicit in the induced birefringence) has been

consolidated into the factor, Frin(T,*,I)",

Fi,"(y, *,x) =
(sin (zy) (cos' (rc) - sin' (r) .cos' (x)) - cos(zy) 'sin(2rc) .cos(x))'

Equation 74
sin' (x) . (l - sin2 1rc) sin' (x))'

Combining the two geometric factors, Frn(y,rc,?c) and G¡¡n(r,1¡2, leads to the following expression,

Hr¡n(y,rc,I), for the combined geometric dependence.

H,^ (y, *, X) = t. (y, r, X) ' G,, ( *, X)'

(sin(zy). (cos' (r) - sin'z (rc)'cos' (x)) - cos(zr) sin(2rc)'.or(x))' Equation 75

sin' (x) .(1- sin2 (r).sin'?(x))

We can now consider several common experimental configurations as described by the

geometrical function deríved above.

For co-oroÞaqatinq beams, x = 0, the factor, Hl,n(y,r,I), reduces to

2 sin(z(r - r))
2

H,'"(y, rc,0) : sin(2y)' cos(zr) - cos(zy)' sin(zr)
Equation 76

s¡n(x) sin (x)

which, ignoring the infinity due to the zero denominator in the co-propagating geometry as the

interaction length of pump and probe beams must have a finite limit, has maxima for probe beam

polarisations at /O to the linear pump beam polarisation.

The same results are obtained for counterproDaqating beams, X= fr, where

u Note that the second term in ihe denominator does not lead to an infinite factor, Fi,n(T,r,ir.), as the

conditions for the second term to be zero ( sin(rr) = sin(X) = 1) is ihe same condttion for the

numera.tor- to be zero. The infinity due to the sin2(x) faetor in the denominator occurs for collinear

geometries and is usually ignored as rt represents an effectively infinite punrp/probe beam

intersection length
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sin(zy)'cos(zr) + cos(zy)'sin(2r) II sin(2.(y + r))
2

H,,n (y, rc, n) =
s¡n(x) sin(x)

Equation 77

The dependence of the H¡¡n(y, r, 1) function on the intersection angle of pump and probe beams is

emphasised íf we consider three pump beam polarisations.

Case 1: , K = 0, the geometric dependence reduces to

H,," (y, O, X) = sin' (2.¡) ' cos ec' (X) Equation 78

Case 2: For a pump beam polarised at / to the vertical, the dependence becomes

[r,"1rr¡ 
?!(Ð -cos(zy) cot(x)

2

H,^0,I,ù-
1r - 'io 

(x)¡
Equation 79

whích for a probe beam pofarised at tnl4to the pump polarisation, y = 0 or /r, reduceslo

Case 3: , r= /c, the geometrical dependence is given by' /z

H,,(y,T,x) = sin'?(zy)' cot'(x) Equation 81

Figure 3 shows the dependence of the H¡¡n(y, r, 1) function on pump/probe intersection angle, 1,

assuming a probe beam polarised at t"l+to the pump polarisation for pump beam polarisation

angles of (a) 0, (b) n/., (c) n/3 
and (d)"1r.

The LPS signal is maximised if the probe beam is equally composed of ordinary and extraordinary

components. For collinear beam geometries, this corresponds to a probe beam polarised at n/4 to

the pump beam polarisation. However, this rule becomes more complex for non-collinear beam

geometries.

Equations [54] and [55] above can be used to show that the optimal probe beam polarisation

direction lies at nl4 Írom the ordinary axis direction which lies at the angle, q, from the normal to the

beam intersection plane, defined as
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tan(n) = tan(*).cos(x) Equation 82

For collinear beam geometries, ï = 0, the ordinary axis can be identified with the pump beam

polarisation direction, and the optimal probe beam polarisation direction lies at r + nl4 from the

normalto the beam intersection plane.

For orthogonal beam geometries, X= nl2, the ordinary axis is normalto the beam intersection plane

for all pump beam polarisations, and the optimal probe beam polarisation direction lies at nl4 from

the normalto the beam intersection plane.

- 
(a) 0 deg 

- 
(b) 30 deg 

- 
(c) 60 deg 

- 
(d) 90 deg

-180 -1s5 -90 4s 0 45 90 1s5 180

Pump/Probe lntersection Angle 1 (deg)

Figure 3: Geometric dependence of the transmitted probe beam intensiÇ on the pump/probe beam

intersection angle and perfectly crossed probe beam polarisers.

The pump beam polarisation angle lies at r = (a) 0, (b) "/r, (c) nls 
and (d)"trto the vertical. The

probe beam is polarised at+nl¿to the pump beam polarisation.

4
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For intermediate beam intersection angles, the cos(1) factor in equation [82] tends to bias the

ordinary axis from the direction of the pump beam polarisation toward the axis normal to the beam

intersection plane, with the extreme of this behaviour for orthogonal beam intersection when the

ordinary axis is normal to the beam intersection plane for all 1.

ln addition, for a pump beam polarised normal to the beam intersection plane, K = 0, the optimal

probe beam polarisation lies at nl4 Írom the normal to the beam intersection plane for all beam

intersection angles.

(i) ,K=0,

(ii) , r=n12.

For the first case, the optimal probe beam polarisation is at nl4 from the normal to the beam

intersection plane for all beam intersection angles. The infinities which prevent equation [82] from

identifying the optimal probe beam polarisation direction for the second case can be avoided by

using equations [54] directly. This equation identifies the ordinary axis as the Y axis, and once

again, the optimal probe beam polarisation lies at nl4 Írom the normal to the beam intersection

pfane for all beam Íntersection angles.

Assuming this probe beam polarisation direction, the geometrical dependencies of the function,

Hr¡n(y, r, 1), on the pump/probe beam intersection angle, 1, for these two cases are

Case 4: For a vertically oolarised pump beam, K = O, and a orobe beam polarised at y = * !/¡,

H,,^1xfu,o,y¡ = cosec' (x) Equation 83

Case 5: For a horizontallv polarised pump beam, * = T/.>, and a probe beam polarised at

y =Kr/4,

^,,^(Tti,i"l= 
cot'(x) Equation 84
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lntersection
Angle

Probe Beam

Pump Sheet

Electric field of the pump beam
lying normalto the beam intersection plane
(rc=0)

(a)

lntersection
Angle

Probe Beam

Pump Sheet

Electric field of the pump beam
lying in the beam intersection plane
(rc = n/2)

(b)

Figure 4: Pump beam polarisation directions leading to simple identification of the optimal probe

beam polarisation direction for all beam intersection angles; (a) a pump beam polarised normalto

the beam intersection plane (rc = 0) and (b) a pump beam polarised in the beam intersection plane

(rc= rl2). Configuration (b) leads to non-zero signal for orthogonal beam intersection.

These geometric dependencies are symmetric with respect to the pump/probe beam intersection

angle, 1, and are shown in Figure 5 for (a) a pump beam polarised normal to the beam intersection

plane and (b) a pump beam polarised in the beam intersection plane.

Equation [84] above matches the cot2(1) experimental result of Nyholm, Fritzon and Alden3 for the

same configuration of a pump beam polarised in the beam intersection plane and a probe beam

polarised at nl4 to the normal to the þeam intersection plane. The cot2(1)cos2(X) dependence of

Lavrinenko and Gancheryonok differs from that derived in this chapter which matches the

experimentat cot211¡ dependence.

x

a

aat'o

x
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- 
(a) 0 deg - (b) 90 deg

6

-90 45 0 45 90
Pump/Probe lntersection Angle I (deg)

4
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.E

I

2

-180 -135 135 180

Figure 5: Geometric dependence of the iransmitted probe beam intensity on the pump/probe beam

intersection angle for (a) and (b)

beam for a linearly polarised pump beam and perfectly crossed probe beam polarisers. The pump

and probe beams intersect in the horizontal plane. The probe beam is polarised at 'rnl+ to the

normal to the beam intersection plane.

The difference between the model of Lavrinenko and Gancheryonok and that discussed above lies

primarily

the beam intersection anqle, 1, and the polarisation direction of the pump beam, rc, defined in

equation [72]. The theory of Lavrinenko and Gancheryonok in the case of a linearly polarised pump

beam appears to represent calculation of the transmission and recombination of the probe beam

polarisation components EXCLUDING the angular dependence of the induced birefringence.

Lavrinenko and Gancheryonok also do not emphasise identification of the characteristic modes of

propagation in the pump medium before multiplication by the terms containing the absorption and

refractive index coetficients for each of the modes. ln the case of a linearly polarised pump beam,

the characteristic modes of propagation are linearly polarised and appear to match those of

Lavrinenko and Gancheryonok.

It should be noted, however, that the difference between the cot2(1)cos2(X) dependence of

Lavrinenko and Gancheryonok and the cot211¡ dependence of this chapter and the experimentally
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determined signal of Nyholm, Fritzon and Alden is small (see Figure 6), and in the absence of error

bars on the experimental result could be considered as a possible solution.

- 
(a) -- (b)
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Figure 6: (b) cot2(x)cos2(x) curve comparison with a (a) cotz1x; curve.

Nyholm, Fritzon and Alden show a graph of signal strength for the range 15o to 60o. The data points

lie closely on the cot'11¡ theoretical curve. To address the concern that the data (on which

experimental error bars are not shown) could equally fit on a cot2(1)cost11¡ curve, Figure 5 shows

the two theoretical curves for the same range as that of the experimental data with both curves

normalised to their values at 15o to minimise the relative difference between the two. lt is clear that

the two curyes are close. However, the fit of Nyholm ef a/.'s data to a cot2(1) curve (see K Nyholnr,

R Fritzon and M Alden "Tt¡to-rlimensional i¡rypgtng_gLaH ¡Ì1_flryxe€_þy.L¿se__c¿t*p-oþ[Jzatio!.

qpedt'oåçA¿y", Õptics Letters, 18 (19), 1A7?--1674, 1993) is much betterthan the approach of the

two theoretical curves to each other in Figure 6. For reference a plot of the difference of the (ld
normalised) cot'11¡cos'11) curve from the (1f normatiseO¡ co(1y¡ curve as a percentage of the

normalised signal at 15o is shown in Figure 7. This graph indicates that the experimental error on

the data of Nyholm eú a/. would have to be of the order of <2-5 o/o of the maximum siqnal at 150 over

the range of experimental beam intersection angles to fit the cot211¡cos21x) curve as well as the

data points appear to fit the cot311¡ curve. For most of the experimental range of beam intersection

angles, it can be seen from Figure 6 that this would represent a significant fraction of the collected

signal. The quality of the fit of Nyholm, FriÞon and Nyholm data points to a cot2(X) curve suggests
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that the theory developed in this chapter provides a better fit to the experimental data in the theory

of Lavrinenko and Gancheryonok.

15 60 75 90

-10 1(degrees)

Figure 7: Percentage difference of the (15o normatiseQ co((¡¡cos21X¡ curve from the (l5o

normatised) cot211¡ curve as a fraction of the maximum signal in the experimental range of Nyholm,

Fritzon and Alden âly= 15o.

The theory developed in this chapter supports the cot2(1) dependence of l-PS

signal of beam intersection angle, 1, found by Nyhotm, Fritzon and Aldens for a

pump beam polarised in the beam intercection plane and a probe beam

polarised al nl4 to the normal to that plane. This theory, and that of Lavrinenko

and Gancheryonok5, predict that for a pump beam polarised normal to the

beam intercection plane, and a probe beam polarised at xl4to the normalto the

intersection plane, the signal is non-zero for all beam intersection angles. This

prediction dramatically increases the range of beam geometries available for

polarisation spectroscopy imaging and in the resultant image resolution.

This prediction is tested experimentally in the next chapter, which presents the

first (to the best of our knowledge) polarisation spectroscopy imaging for

orthogonal beam intersection for a pump beam polarised normal to and a probe

beam polarised at rl4 to the beam intersection plane. The experiment imaged

the LPS signal due to the hydroryl radical in the premixed natural gas/Oz flame

from a modified glass-blowing torch. The same flame was used to eonfirm the
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zero signal level for orthogonal beam intercection for a pump beam polarised in

the plane of intersection.

The model derived in this chapter can be extended to consider the case of a
circularly polarised pump beam. Ghapter lV uses an analogue of an optically

active uniaxial crystal to derive expressions for the geometrical dependence of

the LPS signal in the case of a circularly polarised pump beam. This model

leads to an interesting prediction of spectroscopic behaviour which is not

noted in the case of a linearly polarised pump beam. The predictions of the

theory developed for a circularly polarised pump beam are tested in Ghapter V,

confirming a similar non-zero signal strength for all beam intersection angles

for a specified probe beam polarisation direction.
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Chapter lll: Orthogonal lmaging for a Linearly Polarised Pump Beam.

ln this chapter,

. tùe first (to the best of ou¡ knowledge) orthogonal pumplprobe beam intersection

LPS signal detection, and

o the fil5t (to the best of our knowledge) Orthogonal Polarisation Laser

Spectroscopy imaging (OPLPS)

for a linearly polarbed pump beam i¡ demonstrated.

Conventionally, polarisation spectroscopy is implemented in a counterpropagating, Doppler-free2

pump and probe beam geometry to maximise signal strength and minimise linewidth. However,

polarisation spectroscopy imaging requires a finite beam intersection angle to obtain reasonable

spatial resolution in the collected image. Nyholm, FriEon and Alden3 first demonstrated polarisation

spectroscopic imaging (of the hydroxyl radical in a premixed natural gas/O2 flame for pump/probe

beam intersection angles of 15o and 30o) in 1993. ln their experimental geometry, the linearly

polarised probe beam intersected a horizontally polarised pump laser sheet with the probe beam

polarised at nl4 to the vertical. The signal was shown experimentally to follow a cof11¡ dependence

on the intersection angle of pump and probe beams, 1. The dependence was explained in terms of

the combined effects of the change in the interaction volume between pump and probe beams and

the projection of the pump beam polarisation onto that of the probe beam.

The reporteO cot211¡ falloff in signal with increasing intersection angle leads to a zero signal for a

pump/probe beam intersection angle of rui2. This decreasing signal strength dependence has

implied a limitation on the application of polarisation spectroscopy imaging to relatively small

pump/probe beam intersection angles. Chapter ll described a model developed by Reppel and

Alwahabi23 which predicted this cott(Ð falloff in signal with beam intersection angle, 1, for the

experimental geometry of Nyholm, Fritzon and Alden (for a pump beam polarised in the beam

intersection plane and a probe beam polarised at ru/4 to the normal to that plane). The same theory

predicts a signal strength dependence on beam intersection angle for a pump beam polarised

normal to the beam intersection plane (and a probe beam polarised at nl4 to the normal to that

plane) described by the equation
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H,"(ä,o,X).. cosec2(1) Equation 1

The cotz(l) and cosec2(1) functions are plotted in Figure 1. The cot?11¡tunction drops to zero signal

tor nt2 intersection of pump and probe beams, while the cosec'11¡ function predicts non-zero signal

for nl2 pump/probe intersection. This prediction allows an orthogonal pump/probe beam intersection

geometry to be considered for polarisation spectroscopy imaging. Additionally, the range of beam

intersection angles associated with reasonable LPS signal strength increases for a pump beam

polarised normal to the beam intersection plane of intersection in comparison with the case of a

pump beam polarised in the beam intersection plane.

10

- 
(a) normalto the beam intersection plane

_- (b) lying in the beam intersection plane

6

4

0

15 30 45 60 75

Pump/Probe Beam lntersection Angle 2¿ (degrees)

90

Figure 1: Dependence of LPS signal on pump/probe beam intersection angle, y, lor a pump beam

polarised (a) (nl2 irom the vertical axis) and (b) normal to

(parallelto the vertical axis).

The cosec2(1) signal decreases rapidly with increasing intersection angle. However, for the

purposes of imaging, intersection of pump and probe beams at large angles is desirable in terms of
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increased image resolution. The gain in spatial resolution with increasing beam intersection angle

must be weighed against the corresponding decrease in signal described in equation [1].

Assuming a minimum intersection angle of 10o for effective imaging and a oump beam oolarised

, the ratio of possible signal strengths predicted by the theory

at 10o and 90o is 29.3:1 . (For comparison, the equivalent signal strength ratio in the case of a pump

beam polarised in the beam intersection plane is infinite as the orthogonal signal is zero). A beam

intersection angle of 30o would normally be considered a reasonable angle for application of

polarisation spectroscopy imaging. The signal strength for

beam intersection olane only drops by the relatively small factor of 4:1 between the pump/probe

intersection angles of 30o and 90o. This would indicate that if sufficient signal is obtained for 30o

imaging, 90o beam intersection angle imaging is clearly within the experimental range. Note also

The experiments in this chapter aim to confirm the prediction of non-zero signal for orthogonal

pump/probe beam intersection based on the theory of Chapter 11. The existence of significant signal

for near-orthogonal beam intersection has vast implications for the range of spatial resolution

available to polarisation spectroscopy imaging. ln order the confirm the possibility of non-zero

signal for orthogonal beam intersection, this chapter contains the following three experiments;

(1) confirmation (within the range of experimental error) of zero signal for orthooonal

pump/probe beam intersection in the case of a pump beam polarised rn the beam

intersection plane (as previously demonstrated by Nyholm, Fritzon and Alden3),

(2) the first (to the best of our knowledge) experimental confirmation of non-zero siqnal LPS

strenqth for orthooonal oumpiprobe beam intersection for a pump beam polarised normal

to the beam intersection plane, and the first (to the best of our knowledge) OPLPS imaqes

obtained for the orthogonal pump/probe beam geometry.

(3) the first (to the best of our knowledge) imaqinq of the PLPS siqnal due to the OH radical in

a premixed natural qasiOe flame. The images are obtained for a pump beam polarised

normalto the beam intersection plane. The images set is used to investigate the accuracy

of correction for the probe beam background.

The experiments detected the LPS signal of the hydroxyl (OH) radical in a premixed natural gas/O2

flame from a modified glass-blowing torch. The laser system was tuned to probe tne Ñ>-)(n 1O-O¡
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Q2(8) transition of OH at 309.7727 nm'4. Approximately 3 mm of the base of the flame near the tip

of the burner was imaged using an ICCD. ln the absence of a PMT detection system, all

measurements were taken with the ICCD imaging system. The OH radical indicates the hot flame

zoneo, and should be distributed throughout the base of the small laminar flame. For a

stoichiometric CH¿/Oz flame, the adiabatic flame temperature is 3054 K and the expected OH

concentration - 2.28 x 1 017 cm-3 ".

Before describing the experiment and results, the method of image interpretation used for the PLPS

images collected for this thesis is presented.

lmage lnterpretation

The PLPS experiments described throughout this thesis were based on

a

o line+entre oumping.

In these cases, for both linearly and circularly polarised pump beams, the detected probe beam

intensity was defined in equation [16] of Chapter I as

where the induced dichroism, aue, is identified in equation [32] of Chapter I as

Aulir,, = -¡,
lou.ot

ñrorro
Equation 3

The pump transition is from the shared lower rotational state, J, to the upper rotational state, J'. The

upper rotational state of the probe beam transition is J". The terms, i and i', refer to the orthogonal

polarisation states of the two probe beam components which experience the induced dichroism.

To realistically model the experiment, equation [2] must be rewritten to include some experimental

factors which have been omitted

lprobe- ûansmitted
circ /línear_pump
sossed polafiseß

(x) = ro 

[e 
. f to",t)' ;ru] Equation 2

unønf¡ned combust¡on

I

st¡on

(x)

lo ' fo",*,o, 'Tporariser ']-.n"ty.",
= e,dN.L ." I"'"*'*'' .[r*f{oor,_), #] Equation 4

u Calculated by "Gaseq Chemical equilibria for peffect gases", Version 0.63, Chris Morley,

c. orley@u kg ateway. net
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where

lo is the probe beam intensity incident on the primary probe beam polariser,

fd"te"to,is the collection efficiency of the detection system,

Tporariser and T"n"¡rr", are the transmission axis transmittivities of the probe beam primary

polariser and analyser respectively,

( represents the finite extinction ratro of the probe beam polarisers,

^o.o 
ls the line-centre induced dichroism defined by the pumped populations and the

experimental geometry,

L is the interaction length of the pump and probe beams as measured along the probe beam

path and, in imaging, is related to the pump sheet thickness, W, and the intersection angle of

pump and probe beams, X, via

L = W. , Equation 5

I 
sin (x) 

|

cr"u is the average induced absorptron coefficient for the two probe beam polarisation modes of

propagation in the pump/probe beam interactton regton,

ounperrurbed is the absorption coefficient for the probe beam within the combustion region, but

outside the interaction volume of pump and probe beams,

H is the probe beam path length through the combustion region excluding the interaction

volume of pump and probe beams, and

x is the detuning of the probe beam transition from line-centre

Aside from the efficiency of the detection system and the transmittivities of the probe beam

polarisers (which can themselves lead to a large reduction in the detected signal), this equation

identifies the dependence of polarisation spectroscopy on absorption factors for both probe beam

and pump beam (via the appearance of the pump beam intensity in the expression for the induced

dichroism in equation [3]).

Even with crossed polarisers with extinction ratios of the order of 1O-s-10-6, the transmitted fraction

of the probe beam associated with the extinction ratio, (, of the polariser can be significant with

respect to the magnitude of the collected signal. ln a scanned spectroscopic experiment, it is

possible to determine the non-resonant background if the spectroscopic transitions are well

separated. ln an imaging experiment, usually undertaken with the laser system tuned to linecentre,

either the extinction background (due to residual transmission of the probe beam through the

analyser) must be minimised or pre-determined to allow the signal to be identified from the

background in the collected image.

The first option, to reduce the magnitude of the probe beam extinction background, is limited by the

availabilig of high quality polarisers. The second option is to premeasure the probe beam
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background. For this method to be reliable, the conditions of the probe beam path through the

flame must be nearly identical for both collection of the probe extinction background and for the

signal (including the extinction background component) images. lf this is not the case, the differing

absorption terms in equation [4] may lead to misestimation of the required signal correction.

ldeally, the line-centre induced dichroism, Âcrs, ârìd hence the target species number density, would

be determined from near-simultianeous (on the timescale of the flame evolution) measurement of

the signal from two probe pulses, one with pump beam blocked so that the Lorentzian term in

equation [4] is zero and the intensity represents the background term, B, of the signal, and one with

the pump unblocked with intensity representing the sum of the signal term, S, and the background

term, B. ln the case of such near-simultaneous timlng, the absorption terms will be largely (see

below) equivalent and the ratio of the two pulse intensities, Rs¡nn"¡, will isolate the signal and the

background factors according to the equation

Rsignat =
loroo" B+S S=1+- Equation 6

lprooe-blocked-pump B B

The induced dichroism which appears to second order in the signal factor, S, in the case of

perfectly crossed polarisers may be obtained from the image ratio, R"¡nn"¡, via the following equation.

The simple form of this equation is due to the cancellation of the absorption terms. The ratio

technique above relies on the assumption that the average induced absorption term due to the

thickness of the laser sheet, 
"-o"u 

L, is approximately unity due to the short interaction distance, L, of

pump and probe beams, and is equivalent to its unpumped equivalent. All other absorption terms

cancel if the background and combined signal/background images are taken near-simultaneously

on the timescale of the flame. Note that unless the polariser extinction ratio is known, the induced

dichroism will not be not known absolutely unless calibrated against a known standard. lt is

assumed that the detuning, x, is determined experimentally.

The strong point of a near-simultaneous double probe pulse technique for PLPS signal

interpretation is the ease with which the probe beam absorption terms may be eliminated. ln the

absence of near-simultaneous measurement of the probe beam extinction background, care must

be taken to determine the effects of absorption on both pump and probe beams and correct for the

pulse-to-pulse laser energy fluctuation. Practically, the near-simultaneous double probe pulse

1

G r
Lg

(AcroL
S
=ts

Equation 7Rsignat 1
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technique is achievable with a single pulse by monitoring the rejected output of a Glanlaser

polariser used as probe beam analyser. The rejected component represents the background probe

beam profile subject to the absorption terms, but many orders of magnitude higher in intensity. The

effect of the pump beam on the intensig profile of the rejected component of the probe beam will be

negligible. High attenuation and careful alignment would allow both the signal beam and the

rejected component to be imaged on the same CGD, or alternatively with a double CCD system.

Distortion of the profile due to reflection from the internal surface of the analyser may be corrected

geometrically. The signal strength of the two images could be normalised by blocking the pump

beam and directly comparing the intensities of the signal and the rejected component. Note that this

method allows direct correction of the signal image without simultaneous measurement of the pump

beam energy. Alternatively if the flame and laser profile are steady, an average probe extinction

background may be taken to correct instantaneous and average signal images due to the linearity

of the probe extinction background with probe beam intensity.

The signal term, S, is, however, quadratic in the pump beam intensity (for the linear regime of

optical pumping) which, when combined with the linear dependence on the probe beam intensity,

produces a total cubic dependence on laser energy for a single laser system. lt is difficult to collect

an instantaneous pump beam profile which accounts accurately for the effects of absorption.

A method for obtaining either a near-simultaneous or average probe beam extinction background to

correct the collected images with respect to the probe beam profile has been described above. ln

the case of near-simultaneous probe background collection, the absorptive terms in equation [7]

cancel, aside from those due to the pump beam intensity dependence of the induced dichroism. lt is

not possible to automatically correct for the absorptive terms due to the passage of the pump beam

through the flame. Care must be taken in quantitative imaging to either select a pump transition for

which the flame appears optically thin or to carefully model the effects of absorption of the pump

beam on transmission through the flame.
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lmage Correction

Unless otherwise noted as instantaneous images, the PLPS images below are unweighted

averages of 50 shots and are shown in two modes.

Mode 1 represents the imaqe (corrected for the non-zero background of the ICCD alone), and

(free of probe beam extinction

components) to the background (with flame), B. The ratio is proportional to the square of the

induced dichroism as described in equation [7]above.

Average images were taken after determining that the pulse-to-pulse intensity of the doubled output

of the laser system had a standard deviation oÍ 4.60/o. This small variation was used to justify

collection of average images for a technique that is cubic in laser energy without correction for shot-

to-shot intensity. A second justification for the collection of average images is given in Chapter Vl,

where it is shown that the images in Chapters lll, V and Vl were collected in the saturated regime of

optical pumping (to maximise signal) where the LPS signal is linear with the laser energy.

All grey-scale images in this chapter (with the exception of two early reverse greyscale images) are

plotted on a linear grey-scale normalised to a 5 to 95% scale of the signal strength in each image.

lnstantaneous images are only shown in Mode 1 format to demonstrate the quality of the single-

shot images collected in comparison with the Mode 1 average images.
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Experimental Equipment and Arrangement

A schematic of the orthogonal PLPS experiment for a vertically polarised pump beam is shown in

Figure 2b. The output of a Nd:YAG (Continuum Surelite ll) pumped dye laser (Lambda Physik

Scanmate) operating with Rhodamine 101 was directed to a Lambda Physik frequency doubling

unit to produce the required UV beam at -310 nm to probe the A2>-X2n (0-0) transition of OH. The

UV linewidth and pulse length were estimated to be 0.4 cm-1 and 3 ns respectively. The dye laser

output is specified2u to have linewidth 0.2 cm-1 and pulselength 5 ns.

The UV beam emerged horizontally polarised from the doubling system. A UV telescope/spatial

filter (magnification 4'.1,fi = 50 mm, fz = 200 mm, pinhole diameter = 200 ¡rm) expanded and

cleaned the beam cross-section. The importance of a uniform, interference and diffraction free

probe beam cross-section is described in detail below. The front face reflection from an uncoated

fused silica wedge was used as the weak probe beam. The transmitted the pump beam was

redirected by a fused silica 90o prism (in a reverse orientation to allow the internal reflection from

the hypotenuse surface to produce a net redirection of the pump beam through a small angles) to

pass through a through a fused silica %-wave double Fresnel Rhomb (Halbo Optics: 10 mm x 10

mm input plane dimension) which rotated the plane of polarisation to the vertical for the experiment

involving a pump beam polarisation normal to the horizontal plane beam intersection plane. The

rhomb was removed for the case of a pump beam polarised in the plane of intersection.

The pump beam passed through a vertically (or horizontally depending on the required pump beam

polarisation) aligned Glan-Taylor polariser. A cylindrical lens (f3 = 340 mm) placed after the pump

beam polariser produced the thin sheet which passed through the flame and intersected the weak

probe beam, which was itself expanded by a additional sphericaltelescope (magnification2:1,fa=

75 mm, fs = 150 mm (2")) after being redirected by an aluminium UV mirror. Measurements of the

polarisation state of the pump beam before and after the cylindrical lens indicated that the lens

produced negligible change in pump beam polarisation state. The probe beam passed through the

flame to intersect the pump beam at 90o.

Glan-Taylor calcite polarisers (Karl Lambrecht) were used for the combustion experiments. An A

grade polariser (quoted extinction ratio < Sx10-5) was used for the pump beam. Two E grade

polarisers were crossed in the probe beam path (quoted extinction ratio < 5x10-6). The clear

aperture of the polarisers was 20 mm. A high resolution polariser rotator (Oriel) allowed rotation of

þ More detailed descriptions of the equipment specificatrons than those given in this Chapter are

grven in Appendix V.
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the analyser to + 0.003' or 5.2x10-s radians. An inhouse designed" Allen key adjustment controlled

the vertical and horizontal alignment of the analyser to the probe beam direction. After passing

through the analyser, the probe beam was redirected by a second aluminium mirror and passed

through the combination of two spherical lenses and an iris to be detected by an ICCD-576E

(576x384 pixel array) Princeton lnstruments camera gated at 200 ns and operating with the lens

removed.

The UV pump and probe beam pulse energies were estimated as 4 mJ and 0.16 mJ respectively

before passing through the system optics. The pump sheet height was 25 mm and the sheet

thickness was -< 0.6 mm (for a pump beam energy density of 26J mJ/cm2 or power density of 8.9

MW/cm2). The probe beam was expanded to an area of 35 mm x 10 mm (a probe beam energy

density of 0.046 mJ/cm2 or power density of ß.2 kWicm2). ln polarisation spectroscopy, the probe

beam intensity is assumed to be very much less than that of the pump beam. ln the imaging

experiments described in this chapter and in Chapters lV, V and Vl, no attempt was made to collect

signal in the linear regime. Every effort was made to maximise signal strength, both to confirm non-

zero signal for orthogonal pump/probe beam intersection in the case of a pump beam polarised

normal to the beam intersection plane, and to demonstrate that in the case of a pump beam

polarised in the beam intersection plane, non-detectable signal within the limits of the experiment.

The experiment timing was dominated by the requirement to operate the Nd:YAG flashlamp at 10

Hz to maximise laser energy and optimise temperature stabilisation while allowing for the minimum

ICCD image acquisition rate, which was approximately 1 frame per 0.8 seconds. Ïhe camera and

laser system were triggered with a 1 Hz external signal, while a supplementary pulse train

generatord was connected between the pulse input to the flashlamp and the flashlamp itself (Figure

3). The pulse train generator triggered the flashlamp at 0.1 second intervals by generating nine

equally spaced pulses between each external trigger input. The flashlamp was thus maintained at

the optimum pulsing rate, 10 Hz, although the Nd:YAG Q-switch and ICCD were only triggered once

a second.

The OH radical distribution in a premixed natural gas/O2 welding torch type flame was imaged using

PLPS. A small modified glass-blowing torch producing a laminar flame (Re - 95) was used in the

imaging experiments. The fuel and oxidiser mixture was chosen to maximise the strength of the OH

LPS signal.

" Designed by Jason Peak
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Figure 2: Schematic diagram of the orthogonal PLPS experiment for a pump beam polarised in the

.Thelz-wave rhomb in the pump beam path rotates the plane of

polarisation of the frequency doubled beam to vertical. The probe beam is polarised at n/4 to the

vertical.
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Figure 3: Timing system for single ICCD camera mode operation.

d Designed and built by Derek Franklin.
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The tip of the glass-blowing torch used in the imaging experiments is shown in Figure 4. The tip of

the torch has a diameter of 6.2 mm and the exit orifice has a diameter of 1.2 mm. A secondary ring

of small orifices surrounds the central orifice and is connected to the same gas supply. The

modifications to the torch involved removing the standard fuel/oxidiser controls on the handle of the

torch and attaching the nozzle to the output of a externally controlled premixed natural gas/O2

supply. For the OH PLPS flame images in this and the following chapters, the fuel lean laminar

flame had a Reynolds number of - 95. The flame was extremely steady and allowed average

images to be taken to enhance images in conditions of low signal.

Figure 4: Tip of the modified glass-blowing

burner used in the PLPS and PLIF imaging

experiments. The tip of the torch has diameter

6.2 mm and the exit orifice has diameter 1.2

mm.

The flowrates26 of the fuel and oxidiser lines were monitored via Fischer and Porter 112" and 1t4"

flowmeters. Pressure gauges were attached to each flowmeter to determine the operating pressure.

The temperature of the fuel flow was assumed to be ambient. The fuel and oxidiser were high

pressure compressed natural gas (BORAL Gas) and oxygen (BOC Gases: lndustrial grade, 020G).

For safety, a flashback arrester was attached to the burner inlet port of either the fuel line or the

premixed fuel/oxidiser line. Safety blowoff values were also attached to the high pressure cylinders

to prevent the line pressure from exceeding safe operation levels for the glass flowmeter tubes .
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Diffraction, lnterference and Thermal Gradient Effects on the Probe Beam Profile

Considerable care was taken to produce a uniform probe beam profile and eliminate diffraction and

interference effects. The primary beam expander was used to clean the doubled output of the

Lambda-Physik dye laser and to increase the cross-sectional area of the beam to avoid damage to

mirrors and optical elements. The pinhole in the focal plane also eliminated stray radiation not quite

collinear with the beam path. lrises were used to align both pump and probe beams throughout the

system, but were opened during the experiment to eliminate diffraction effects. Care was taken to

separate the front and back-face reflections from the beamsplitter to produce the probe beam. Even

a slight non-separation of the reflected components of the probe beam resulted in detectable

interference fringes across the probe beam profile.

The probe beam profile was very sensitive to dust particles, interference and edge diffraction

effects as shown in Figures 5 and 6. Figure 5 shows interference fringes in the probe beam due to

incomplete separation of the front and back face reflections from a quarE plate (non-wedged)

beamsplitter. Dust particles on the probe beam optics produced the diffraction patterns across the

probe beam profile in Figure 6. The image is typical of the optical system before careful cleaning of

the system and optimisation of the probe beam profile. The interference and diffraction effects were

not noticeable in single-shot images due to the low signal level, and only became apparent in

average images. The images in Figures 5 to I are 50 shot averages.

The tip of the glass-blowing burner is shown in silhouette at the base of the image in Figure 6.

Small edge diffraction fringes are visible, but it is noticeable how little polarisation change in the

probe beam is induced by glancing reflection from the burner edges. However ND filters should be

used in the detecting system during the setup of the experiment to determine the extent of

transmission of such glancing reflections through the analyser before exposing the ICCD to the full

magnitude of the signal. This is especially the case in beam geometries where the pump beam,

whose polarisation axis is such that it may be easily transmitted through the analysing polariser, is

incident on the burner on the same side as the probe beam imaging optics. lt is interesting to note

that in simultaneous PLIF/PLPS experiments described later in this thesis, the PLIF camera had to

be very carefully shielded from probe and pump beam scattering from the burner tip in all cases to

prevent saturating the CCD, while the PLPS experiment was relatively immune (the experiments

were primarily in the collinear rather than counterpropagating geometries) to these effects.

Note that the non-zero background of the PLPS ICCD (- 55 counts) was corrected in all images

presented in this thesis by taking a 50 image background average after one hou/s temperature

stabilisation at the start of each day's experiment. The background was automatically subtracted
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Figure 5: lnterference fringes in the probe beam profile due to slight non-separation of front and

back face reflections from a non-wedged beamsplitter. This early image is presented in an inverse

greyscale. The silhouette of the 6.2 mm glass-blowing burner tip is at the base of the image. Note

also the diffraction around the edge of the probe beam due to the presence of an iris in the probe

beam path. The pixelation of the image is primarily due the storage format of this ímage, rather than

limitiations of the image collection system.

Figure 6; Diffraction effects in the probe beam profile due to dust on the probe beam optics (before

cleaning). Note also the edge diffraction from the 6.2 mm tip of the modified glass-blowing torch at

the base of the image. These diffraction structures were only detectable in averaged, rather than

instiantaneous, images.
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Figure 7: Flame edge thermal gradient features imposed on a probe beam profile. The shadow of

the tip of the glass-blowing torch may just be seen at the base of the image. The thermal gradient

features at the edge of the image appear to correspond in position to the hot edge of the bulbous

flame. This early image is shown in inverse greyscale.

Figure 8: Central cone thermal gradient features imposed on a probe beam profile with additional

small burner edge and dust diffraction patterns. The tip of the glass-blowing torch is at the base of

the image. lt should also be noted that the thermal gradient features are due to the integrated path

of the probe beam through the flame, while the PLPS signal in the images that follow are

representative of the elliptical interaction region of pump and probe beams.
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from the remainder of the day's images. The average background varied by less than t1 count over

the 576 x 384 pixel array and, after the initial stabilisation period, was constânt over the course of

the day.

The effects of passage through a fuel-lean premixed flame on the probe beam profile was to

introduce polarisation changes due to beamsteering at large refractive indexithermal density

change boundaries. These effects were not present in the images collected for diffusion flames but

were extremely noticeable for premixed, fuel-lean flames, especially if a deep blue central cone

structure was visible at the base of the flame. Figure 7 shows an early probe beam profile (i.e.

probe beam extinction background) taken with a large probe beam cross-section in comparison

with the size of the flame. The tip of the burner may just be seen in silhouette at the base of the

image. The flame in this case consisted of a central deep blue cone anchored to the exit orifice of

the burner. The surrounding flame bulb was a pale blue in colour and extended out from the tip of

the burner. The change in probe beam profile due to passage through the flame is primarily in the

appearance of strong thermal gradient features near the base of the central cone region and the hot

edge of the flame bulb. The thermal gradient features attributed to the hot flame edge corresponded

to a region approximately three to five times larger than the visible extent of the flame itself. Figure

I shows a similar image collected in a later experiment imaging a smaller fraction of the probe

beam cross-section concentrating on the central cone region. The strong central cone shaped

polarisation feature noted in Figure I and later images is common to most of the premixed fuel-lean

flames examined in this thesis.

The relative strength of the probe beam profile structures due to refractive index/thermal densi$

boundaries with respect to the probe beam extinction background can be minimised with the use of

an iris, or alternatively a large pinhole, in the focal plane of the post-analyser beam cleaner. Two

pinholes, - 70 pm and 200 pm, were trialled in this experiment, but both removed too much

information from the transmitted probe beam, resulting in a blurred and incomplete image. A 1 mm

iris gave the best result, as shown in Figure 6, but experimentation with pinholes in the range 0.3-

0.8 mm may show further removal of the thermal gradient structures without loss of image integrity.

Note that it would be premature to attribute the thermal gradient structures to changes in the probe

beam polarisation state due to transmission through thermal density variations in the flame. Visually

similar features occurred in the probe beam profile for uncrossed probe beam polarisers if no iris or

pinhole was used in the beam path and are probably due to largely to thermal beam steering, which

acts to slightly redirect the probe beam path. ln a similar way to the conservation of probe beam

polarisation for glancing reflection from the burner tip, passage through the flame does not appear

to significantly change the polarisation state of the probe beam. Consequently, the rejected Glan-

Laser probe beam component, which would also contain these features, could potentially be used
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for correction of the probe beam background thermal gradient structures. The extent to which the

signal beam and rejected polariser component probe beam profile structures are linearly related

has not yet been determined.

(f ) OrthogonalZero Signal Confirmation Experiment

A preliminary experiment was undertaken with no Fresnel rhomb to confirm that the LPS signal is

zero (within the detection limits of the equipment) for orthoqonal pump/probe beam intersection and

a horizontallv polarised pump beam (with probe beam polarised at nl4 lo the beam intersection

plane) as predicted by Nyholm, FriÞon and Alden. The images for this experiment were collected

as an unweighted average of 50 shots to confirm the zero signal level in a regime where weak or

zero signal was expected.

Linecentre wavelength for the strong OH A2x-X2n (O-O) Qz(8) transition (see Appendix V) was

determined by previous alignment of the experiment for a pump/probe beam intersection angle of

30o and confirmed in the following experiment for a pump beam polarised normal to the plane of

incidence and orthogonal intersection of pump and probe beam. ln addition, the laser system was

scanned through the transition to ensure a zero signal level existed over the transition linewidth.

The premixed, fuel-lean natural gas/O2 flame condition leading to maximal OH PLPS signal was

selected in the previous 30o beam intersection experiment.

Figure 9 shows the raw Mode 1 (50 shot average) image collected for this geometry, and Figure 10

the Mode 2 (50 shot average) corrected image representing the signal (without probe extinction

background), S, to background (with flame), B, ratio, S/8.

The Mode I image of Figure 9 appeared to be identical to the probe beam extinction background

with the pump beam blocked before intersecting the probe beam. The average signal level of the

probe beam extinction background was l5 counts at a gain of 9. lt was necessary to correct the

Mode 1 image for the probe beam extinction background to identify the signal to background ratio,

SiB, as described in equation [7]. The average corrected signal to background ratio in the

flame renion of fhe resultant i¡lode 2 imaae of Ficure lO is 0 02 t 0.1 1 counts. Gonseouentlv--' -'Y-- 
----.==a:-u

nd ratio is zero or below the level of detection

The level of correction for the probe beam background in the Mode 2 image of Figure 10 is

remarkable for a 50 shot average image since the (zero) signal and background were taken in

successive image sets. However, given the steadiness of the flame and the laser system (and since
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the signal term which would be cubic with laser pulse energy in the linear regime of optical pumping

is zero for this experiment), the non-simultaneous method of collecting the average image appears

to be valid. A faint edge of the central flame cone is evident in the corrected image, but this is more

a polarisation structure (as discussed above) and represents the slight variation in the steady flame

cone structure for the two data sets collected, rather than traces of signal. This image emphasises

the need for near-simultaneous collection of a probe beam extinction background with each PLPS

image for correctable imaging in turbulent flames.

The uniformity of the corrected image in Figure 10 is good. The image ratio method is successful in

correcting for non-uniform probe beam background. However, every effort should be taken to

produce a reasonably defect free beam cross-section as it may be difficult to completely eliminate

strong thermal gradient structures due to passage of the probe beam through the flame from the

probe beam defects if there are significant levels of beam steering.

Figures 9 and 10 demonstrate that within the limits of our system, the signal strength in the

case of orthogonal intersection of a pump beam polarised in the beam intersection plane

(and probe beam polarised at nl4to that plane) is zero.

(21 Orthogonal Non-Zero Signal Gonfirmation Experiment

The Fresnel rhomb was returned to the pump beam path to produce a vertically polarised pump

beam. The pump beam polariser was rotated by 90o so that the transmission axis was vertical. The

experiment was otherwise unchanged.

Figure 11 is a (50 shot average) raw OH image obtained for this vertically polarised pump beam

and an orthogonal pump/probe beam geometry. The flame is the premixed laminar fuellean natural

gas/O2 flame previously described. For orthogonal intersection of a pump beam polarised

(and a probe beam polarised at æ14 to that plane) the

signal is clearly non-zero in comparison with Figure g. The signal overwhelms the probe

extinction background which is still present in the image with maximum (spatially) averaged count

levels of - 180 in the flame region for a ICCD gain of 9. The probe beam average background level

due to the polariser extinction ratio is - 15 counts. The experiment was largely unchanged from

(and conducted in the same experimental session as) that of the previous orthogonal zero signal

confirmation experiment, emphasising the zero and non-zero signal dependency on pump

polarisation alone.
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Figure 9: Raw Mode 1 (50 shot average) OH PLPS image for a premixed, fuel-lean natural gas/O2

flame (OH A2r-fn (0a) Oz(8) transition) for an orthogonal pump/probe beam geometry and a

pumo beam oolarised in (and probe beam polarised at nl4 tol the beam intersection olane. The

average count level is 15 at gain 9.
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Fígure 10: Mode 2 conected PLPS image (50 shot average) based on Figure 9 above. The average

conected signal to background level in the flame region is 0.02 r 0.11 counts.
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Figure 11: Raw Mode 1 (50 shot average) OH PLPS image for a premixed, fuellean natural gas/O2

flame (OH A2t-X2[ (O-O) O2(8) transition) for an orthogonal pump/probe beam geometry and a

pump beam polarised normal (and probe beam polarised at n/4) to the beam intersection plane.

The maximum count level is - 180 at gain g.

1mm 2mm 3mm 4mm 5mm
Figure 12: Mode 2 conected PLPS image (50 shot average) based on Figure 11 above. The

maximum signal to background (S/B) level in the flame region is - 10-11. The average signal to

background level at the edge of the image is 0.05 I 0.10, while the interior of the central flame cone

has an average signal to background level of 0.11 + 0.09.
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The Mode 2 corrected (50 shot average) i."gïn"r"d on the (50 shot average) image in Figure 11

is shown in Figure 12.The Mode 2 signal to background level in the flame region is typically - 10-

1 1. The average Mode 2 signal to background level at the flame-free edge of the image is 0.05 t
0.10, while the central (assumed OH free) flame cone region has an average Mode 2 signal to

background level of 0.11 + 0.09, resulting in a maximum (corrected) signal to noise ratio of -
200:1. This is in contrast to the signal to probe extinction background ratio in the Mode 1 image of -
9:1. Figures l1 and 12 represent 50 shot averaged images. lt is clear that correction for the probe

extinction background is necessary to obtain high signal to noise ratios in PLPS imaging. ln this

steady flame is was sufficient to take an averaged background image for correction. However, in

flows and flames that are not steady in time, the probe beam extinction background should be

taken nearly simultaneously with the signal image on the timescale of the flame or flow.

1mm 2mm 3mm 4mm 5mm

Figure 13: Mode 1 instantaneous image for a premixed, fuel-lean natural gas/O2 flame (OH

A22-X2n (O-O) Az(8) transition) for an orthogonal pump/probe beam geometry and a pump beam

. The probe beam is polarised at nl4 to the beam

intersection plane. The maxímum count level in the flame region is - 300 + 50. ïhe average count

level at the edge of the image ís 11 + 10, while the interior of the central flame cone has an

average count level oÍ 24 + 14 counts. The silhouette of the modified glass-blowing burner may be

seen at the base of the image.

The smoothness of the Mode 2 corrected image when compared with the Mode 1 image is also of

interest. The linearity of the LPS signal and background with probe beam intensity leads to

extremely good elimination of diffraction, interference and non-uniform probe profiles if the image
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ratio method defined to calculate the Mode 2 images is used. Once again, the technique depends

on signal image and probe background being collected near-simultaneously on the timescale of the

flame.

A representative uncorrected (Mode 1) instantaneous OH PLPS image is shown in Figure 13 to

demonstrate the similarity between average and instantaneous images for this flame condition.

The steadiness of the flame leads to little variation between the average and instantaneous OH

structures in the PLPS images of Figures 11 and 13. The tip of the central cone region varied in

height by less than 0.3 mm over a timescale of minutes. ln comparison with the average images,

average count levels of 150 to 420 in the regions of maximum signal were noted for the

instantaneous images. Due to the low absolute level of signal and background collected by the

ICCD, diffraction and interference structures are not noticeable in instantaneous images. Note that

the instantaneous image in Figure 13 was taken in a different dataset than the average image of

Figure 11, accounting for the difference in flame position.

Figures ll and 12 demonstrate clearly that the LPS signal is non-zero for orthogonal

intersection and a pump beam polarised (and probe

beam polarised at rl4 to that plane). lt follows that polarisation spectroscopy imaging is

applicable to all beam intersection angles if the signal strength is sufficiently high to allow

for the reduction in signal strength with beam intersection angle according to the cosectl2¿¡

dependence for the above polarisation configuration.

Significance of Orthogonal lmaging with Respect to Spatial Resolution

The imaged area in Figures 11 and 12 is 3.7 mm x 5.5 mm with resolution of 9.5 pm per pixel. For a

beam intersect¡on angle of 3Oo, the equivalent spatial resolution of the elliptical pump/probe

interaction region measured along the axis lying in the beam intersection plane would be half this,

19 pm per pixel. The thickness of the lasersheet and hence of the elliptical interaction region for

this set of average images was estimated to be 700 pm. The thickness of the laser sheet as

measured along the probe beam path is the ultimate limitation on the volume resolution of the

polarisation spectroscopy planar imaging technique.

The collected PLPS image is carried on the circular cross-section of the probe beam and

represents the elliptical intersection region of pump and probe beams. Figure 14 shows the relevant

intersection volume contributing to each pixel in the collected image of the probe beam cross-

section for nonorthogonal beam intersection. The collected image is foreshortened along an axis

lying in the beam intersection plane. While it is tempting to stretch the collected image along this

axis, the stretched imaqe is representative of the distribution of the target species in the elliptical
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interaction region as viewed from an angle of incidence of nl2 - 1, and not as viewed from normal

incidence ( see Figure 15).

The stretched image is representative of the elliptical interaction region as viewed from normal

incidence contributing to a single

pixel in the collected image in Figure 15 may be aporoximated bv the equivalent rectanqular

volume in the stretched imaqe. This is the case if the distance, d, (shown in Figure 15) which

represents the increase in the distance measured along the axis lying in the beam intersection

plane in the elliptical beam intersection volume which is imaged by each pixel, and defined as

d- W

Itan(1)l

is the pixel resolution of the stretched image, p, with

respect to the axis lying in the beam intersection plane. lgnoring any magnification factors due to

imaging systems placed after the probe beam analyser, the pixel resolution, p, is defined as

Pro'
p - î--:--;--í Equation 9

lsrn(?()l

where p*. is the pixel resolution in an orthogonal geometry. This condition requires that the

orthogonal pixel resolution satisfy the equation

pro. - W.lcos(1)l Equation 10

PLPS may be used to easily image regions on the scale of 10 pm per pixel. Given a typical pump

beam thickness of W -300 ¡rm in the UV, the distance, d, is of the order of or smaller than a pixel

image dimension of 10 pm only for beam intersection angles greater than 88o. For a beam

inte¡section angle of 30o, the distance, d, under the same conditions is - !!.'!!q the pixel

image dimen¡ion. The distribution of the target species obtained from the stretched imaoe

will clearly deviate signiflcantly from that which would be infened fiom vlewing the elliptical

interaction region from a posit¡on orthogonal to the pump sheet plane.

The pixel resolution in the collected PLPS image (along the

axis lying in the beam intersection plane) was described in equation [9] above. Maximum pixel

resolution is obtained for orthogonal imaging geometries. The pixel resolution decreases only by a

factor oÍ 2 îor a beam intersection angle of 30o and by a factor of 3.86 for a beam intersection angle

of 15o. This is acceptable given the rapid increase in signal strength for small beam intersection

angles. However, the collected image will compressed in the dimension of the intersection plane

and, even when stretched, the inferred species distribution will represent the elliptical pump/probe

interaction region as viewed from a 60o or 75o angle of incidence (for 30o and 15o beam intersection

angles respectively).
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The maior limit of soatial resolution is due to the finite thickness of the oump beam. The effective

thickness of the pump beam measured along the direction of propagation of the probe beam leads

to a sheet thickness resolution of

W
Equation 11q-

lsin(1)l

Probe Beam

lntersection
Angle

x.

lnteradion
Length, L

Gollected
lmage

Sheet Width, W
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Figure 14: lntersection of pump and probe beams leading to a 1/sin(1) dependence of interaction

length measured along the probe beam path.
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Figure 15: Difference between the stretched image and the elliptical interaction volume with respect

to representation of the target species distribution. For large beam intersection angles, the

thickness of the laser sheet defines the number of pixels over which the signal from a single target

species region will be distributed.

Once again, this corresponds to a decrease of a factor of 2 for a beam intersection angle of 30o

and by a factor of 3.86 for a beam intersection angle of 15o. For a pump sheet thickness of 300 ¡rm,
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this corresponds to a resolution along the probe beam path of 600 pm for an intersection angle of

30o and a resolution of 1.16 mm for a beam intersection angle of 15o.

This lack of resolution due to the thickness of the pump sheet is shared by common imaging

techniques such as PLIF as well as polarisation spectroscopy imaging. The increase in signal

strength at small angles of beam intersection is offset by the decrease in both pixel and beam

thickness resolution in the collected image. Note that there is no loss of pixel resolution in the

direction normal to the beam intersection plane. One dimensional imaging in this direction would

allow high signal strength and no loss of spatial resolution other than that due to the thickness of

the pump sheet.

ce of standard flat flame burners.

(3) Orthogonal OH PLPS lmaging for a Linearly Polarised Pump Beam

All images shown so far in this chapter correspond to symmetrical flames with the pump sheet

aligned to the central axis of the flame. For orthogonal imaging, this geometry allows for

coincidental overlap of the central cone probe beam polarisation feature (which is due to the path-

integrated effect of the probe beam transmission through the flame), and the shape of the region of

OH signal (which originates from the region of interaction of pump and probe beams). The overlap

of these two structures in the flame simplifies the corrected images and incorrectly represents the

degree of correction achieved for the probe extinction background.

The set of images presented in Figures 16 and 17 investigates the adequacy of correction for

thermal gradient features in the probe extinction background for images in which the pump sheet

does not pass through the axis of the flame. The following set of images are for orthogonal beam

intersection (within reasonable accuracy) for a pump beam polarised in the beam intersection

plane. The images are compared with equivalent images for pump beam intersection angles of 15o

and 30o in following chapters.

Figures 16 and 17 show a set of images obtained by scanning the pump beam across the flame tip

using a screw control on the deflecting 90o prism in the pump beam path. Figure 16 shows the (50

shot average) Mode 1 images as the pump beam is scanned across the flame, while Figure 17

shows the equivalent (50 shot average) Mode 2 images. The raw (Mode 1) and corrected (Mode 2)

images for the same pump beam position are shown on the same page to clearly indicate the level

of correction achieved in each case.
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Note that, due to the use of a screw control to rotate rather than purely translate the deflecting

prism, the pump/probe beam intersection angle varied slightly from 90o for this set of images. The

maximum deviation of pump/probe intersection angle from normal incidence was estimated to be

2.8o, so there is some small distortion of the images and the geometry is not purely orthogonal.

However, the signal to noise and signal to background ratios from Figures 11 and '12 have already

demonstrated that the LPS signal is non-zero for an orthogonal geometry and a pump beam

polarised normal to the beam intersection plane (with probe beam polarised aI nl4 to the same

plane).

The image set of Figures 16 and 17 clearly demonstrates the effects of thermal density variation

induced probe beam features in the probe extinction background on both (50 shot average) Mode 1

(uncorrected) and Mode 2 (corrected) images. lt is apparent that the clarity of images in Figures 11

and 12 is due to the coincidence of the edges of the central depolarisation cone feature and the OH

signal in the same region. This coincidence disappears for images where the pump beam does not

pass accurately through the central plane of the axisymmetric flame.

Figure 16 shows that the uncorrected images are clear in the regions where no thermal gradient

features occur. The OH signal is distorted in regions where strong thermal gradient features occur.

However, it is apparent that the corrected images shown in Figure 17 based on a premeasured

average probe beam extinction background minimise the effects of the thermal gradient features

surprisingly well. The Mode 2 correction method is remarkably successful in reducing or eliminating

even strong, sharp thermal gradient features on the probe beam extinction background. Where the

central cone edge structure in the grey-scale 2-D images remains residually in the Mode 2 images,

the strength of the structure is due largely to pattern recognition. The edges of the (corrected)

structure are unnoticeable in 1-D signal cross-section plots and correspond to less than half a

(corrected) Mode 2 count or about 5% of the maximum Mode 2 (corrected) count level. However,

intensiW or profile.

As stated at the beginning of the chapter, the experimental results above support the theoretical

models of both Reppel and Alwahabi2s and those of Lavrinenko and Gancheryonok but do not

differentiate between the two models. However, the experimental results in this chapter stand in

indicating in the case of a

linearly polarised pump beam if the pump beam polarisation direction is aligned normal to the beam

intersection plane. The theory developed in Chapter ll shows that maximum signal in the case of a

linearly polarised pump beam will be obtained for a probe beam polarised at 45o to the normally
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polarised pump beam. Such a polarisation configuration allows significant signal strength for all

beam intersection angles with respect to the signal which would be obtained for the reasonably

small beam intersection angle of 30o. This extends the range of application of polarisation

spectroscopy imaging extensively, considering that combustion experiments are often undertaken

in locations which severely limit laser diagnostic input and detection angles.

his result supports

the prediction (baeed on the theory developed in Chapter ll) that LPS signal

may be obtained for all beam intes.ection angles for specified pump and probe

beam polarisation conligurations. This result allows the development of

polarisation spectroocopy imaging (PLPS) for all pumplprcbe beam

geometries, resulting in a large improvement in the spatial rcsolution available

in the collected images.

A zero LPS signal strength for the case of a Pump beam polarlsed i¡-!lg¡!æ
for orthogonal beam intercection as

reported by Nyholm, FriEon and Aldenr has been conllrmed (to the limlts of the

experimental apparatus).

In Chapter lll, a similar theoretical description of polarisetion spectræcopy to

that derived in Ghapter ll for a linearly polarised pump beam is derived in the

case of a circularly polarised pumP beam. The theory is based on the optical

behavlour of an optically active unlaxial gas.

The predictions of thls theory arc supported by experimental results in Ghapter

lV. The first (to the best of our knowledge) LPS signal and the filst (to the best

of our knowledge) pola¡is¡tion spectloscopy images achieved in the case of a

circularly polarlsed pump beam for orthogonal pumplprcbe beam intersection

are prcrented.
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Figures 16 and 17: Set of (50 shot average) OH PLPS images of the premixed, fuel/lean natural

gas/O2 flame for a pump beam polarised in the beam intersection plane (with probe beam polarised

at nl4 to that plane) and an orthogonal pump/probe beam geometry. The image set was obtained

by scanning the pump sheet across the tip of glass-blowing torch. The two images on each pages

represent conesponding raw (Figure 16: top image) Mode 1 and conected (Figure 17: base image)

Mode 2 images. The images are plotted on a grey scale based on the 5 to 95% signal strength of

each image with black representing the lowest signal.
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(Figures 16 and 17)
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There is no corrected image presented in this case due to the low (barely detectable) signal level.

The mode 1 image above is included to illustrate the typical probe beam (flame present) extinction

background for this image set. The polarisation features are clearly present on the probe extinction

background.
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Chapter lV

Chapter lV. Uniaxial Gas Model of Polarisation Spectroscopy:
Circularly Polarised Pump Beam.

For convenience in the following chapter, the angles defined in Chapter ll are used to

describe the pump and probe beam propagation and polarisation directions: with

pump/probe beam intersection angle, X, and the angle of the probe beam polarisation from

the normal to the pump/probe beam intersection plane, y.

Chapter ll presented an uniaxial model of induced birefringence and dichroism due to a linearly

polarised pump beam. The theory was compared with that of Lavrinenko and Gancheryonoks for

the case of a linearly polarised pump beam. ln addition, Lavrinenko and Gancheryonoks developed

a theory to represent the geometrical dependence of the LPS signal for the case of a circularly

polarísed pump beam.

This chapter compares Lavrinenko and Gancheryonok's model for a circularlv polarised pump

beam with that developed by Reppel and Alwahabiz3 (and described ín detail in this chapter). ln

Chapter ll, the differences between the theories of Lavrinenko and Gancheryonok5 and Reppel and

Alwahabi23 were discussed for a linearly polarised pump beam. The present chapter points out the

differences between the two models in the case of a circularly polarised pump beam. Experimental

confirmation of the non-zero signal predicted by both theories in an orthogonal geometry for a probe

beam polarised at æ/4 to the beam íntersection plane is described in Chapter V.

Lavrinenko and Gancheryonok appear to have applied the derivation method used in the case of

the línearly polarised pump beam to produce expressions for the transmitted probe beam íntensíty

for a circularly polarised pump beam. Their expression for the detected probe beam intensity, l¡66,

is quoted below

lrac = Kt2(sin'z(z'r)sin2 (z)(cr*cr)' +cot'z(z)(c, -cr)') Equation 1
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v¡here

^ 
- -in(r:, \i 

t r,,,,,i'lË",u.i'i*,",oln
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Zp-t't

/¡¡,¡z
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i is the vøiclth of ihe putnpitig f:earn,

nprobÊ: i:; the refractive index of the rnedium at the probe frequenc!, r,rp¡ç3þ3, Ênri

y,¡jktâre the eletíìent* of the thiri-crder tensor of nonlinear stl:;ceptit-tility

Lavrinenko and Gancheryonok were unable to compare this dependence conclusively with that

obtiained experimentially by Zizak, Lanauze and WinefordneiT who previously demonstrated

experimentally a cot2(x) LPS signal dependence on beam crossing angle. Zizak et a/. used a

circularly polarised pump beam. However, the polarisatíon direction of the probe beam was not

specified. The experimental result would match the theoretical descríption of Lavrinenko and

Gancheryonok if the probe beam was polarised normal to, or in, the beam intersection plane (y = 0

or rl2 respectively). The LPS signal was obtained by pumping (seeded) Na in a premixed air-

acetylene flame. Dependence on beam intersection angle was investigated for angles up to 30o.

Above this angle, the signalwas too weak to be detected.

Zizak, Lanauze and Winefordner noted the signal dependence on beam intersection angle "could

be explained by taking into account geometrical considerations ¡elating the ínteraction length

between the beams and component of the pump intensity atong the probe beam'zT . Lavrinenko and

Gancheryonok raised an objection to this description noting that, for a circularly polarised pump

beam, the scalar product of the pump beam polarisation vector and the transmission axis of the

primary probe beam polariser is complex and understanding of the projection of the pump beam

polarisation vector onto that of the probe beam "/oses ifs c/earnessó.

The present chapter presents an alternative model of the geometrical dependence of polarisation

spectroscopy to that of Lavrínenko and Gancheryonok. Clear identíficatíon of the characterístíc

polarisation modes of propagation of the probe beam in the pumped medium is the basis of the

theory. The theory is similar to that described in Chapter ll which proposed an analogy between the

optical behaviour of the pumped populations and the behaviour of a uniaxial gas or crystal.
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However, the susceptibility tensor, s, now includes components which represent the optical activif

of the uniaxial medium.

(ranging from purely circular polarisation modes for

propagation parallel to the induced optic axis, through increasingly elliptically polarised modes to

near-linear polarisation modes for propagation normalto the optic axis) and care has þee¡jake¡-þ

Once again, this model has similarities and differences to the theory of Lavrinenko and

Gancheryonok. The major differences lie in the specific statement of the geometric dependence of

the induced birefringence and the care taken in identifying the characteristic polarisation modes of

propagation in the pumped medium before applying the appropriate refractive index and absorption

coefficients to each.

Optically Active Uniaxial Description of the lnduced Birefringence and Dichroism:

Circularly Polarised Pump Bearn

The derivation in Chapter ll is modified in the case of a uniaxial medium displaying optical activity.

Maxwell's equations for the non-optically active medium were solved in the previous section in

terms of two linearly polarised modes of propagation. For a uniaxial, optically active medium, the

polarisation state of the two solutions is a function of the angle of propagation with respect to the

optic axis.

from the basic theorv considerino the oeometrical factors defined bv the oeometry of the

Following Collett s suggestion, the behaviour of the optically active uniaxial crystal or gas is

modelled by introducing complex off-diagonal elements, ô, in the electric susceptibility tensor to

represent the optical activitY.

u Optical activity is definec, as the rotation c;f the plane of polarisaticn with dìstance propagaied

ihroLrgh a meeliLrm rlue to circular birefringence, the eJifference in refractive index for the h¡vn

orthogonal circular polarisatÌon states.
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Q=e E+i(qXç) Equation 2

beam, the Z axis in the principal section, we may write

Equation 3

iil
ô

Assuming the diagonalised uniaxial geometry of the previous derivation, the displacement vector is

then related to the electric field vector via

lD'l ("3 -¡ô o lfE"l
I o.. I = I ¡o nl o ll r., I equation 4

t;:,1 [o d újG;.1

This equation may be substituted into equation [2] to give the matrix equation

k2 .cos21<p¡ *k'o 
'n3 

¡ô .kã -k2 'sin(q)cos(<p)
p

-iô.k3

-k2 .sin(q)cos(q)

¡z * ko2 'n3

Ir
0 -0 Equation 5

Equation 6

Equation I

0 k2.sin219¡* 
kã'n3

p

The non-trivial solutions are obtained by seüing the determinant of the left-hand matrix to zero in

the usual manner as shown in Appendix Vl. Writing

nZ = n?. (t + l) Equation 7

and

lf we divide through by k3 , and take p as uni$, this simplifies to

I n2 -cos21q¡ + nf ið -n2 -sin(q)cos1q¡)(e,)

| -¡¡ k2+n2o o llE, l=o
[-nt'sin(e)cos(<p) o n2.sin219¡ *"1 )le..)

ôo=--;
nfi

[[Ð'J",,., 
:[,.[=9 "'"'(*, I

s¡na(q) [+j' + cos2(.p). 
"'2

and assuming both ô and o are small, the two refractive index solutions may be written as

1+

Equation 9
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=[.,.(n-, )",",(*l I
l+o2l

-t

2)1- s¡na (q) + cos2 (.p)."'
2

approx

Equation 10

where the subscripts, s and B, represent the two polarisation solutions.

lf we further take only first order terms in the expansion, indicating this by the subscript, O-approx,

equations [9]and [10] may be approximated by

=''.[=9'sin2(q)+ s¡na(q) [n "1, )

2

2

+ cos2 (,p) . o2

+ cos2(9).o2

Equation 1l

Equation 12

[[t^J'J, 
"oo,o* 

:'. [d, ) sin2(v) - l+o2ì_t
2)

0_approx

and

with approximate birefringence

Note that this reduces to

(q)

îo -Ãp

),
s¡no(ø) (t{)' +cos' (ç) o' Equation 13

llo
_appox

/\
I I * cos(p).ø
\ /u_eppDx' 'p.o

Equation 14

for probe beam propagation close to the optic axis, where 9 - 0, and to

[ )'-r*'
* sin'(q)

(l + o')
2

Equation 15

q-,

for probe beam propagation nearly normal to the optic axis, where <p - nlz.
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The term, o, is of second order in equation [15], while the linear birefringence term, 
^, 

is f¡rst order

in the equation [14]. For small A and o, this suggests that

. lf the induced terms, Â and o, are of the same order of

magnitude, equation [93] may be further approximated as

[ )*-*pîläuæ¿ o¡c¡ro¡sm 

=sin"(v)'] Equation 16

q-t

(,'.å)

fì.¡Jrìo. Remembering the assumption of small

induced linear birefringence, equation [7] may be approximated by

ñe:flo Equation 17

so that the term. ^/2,

birefrinqence. An¡¡n/no.

(which

assume smallinduced dichroism and birefringence, i.e. Ân¡¡¡, Afì"¡," <<1),-q@

^An,,^ = -'l'ìo Equation 18

and

Anc¡rc = ø.rìo Equation 19

so that

( n'-n, ) 0_approx
v-o

= cos(ø).^no- Equation 20

( n"-nu ) 0_appDx
small ¡nduæd dichro¡sm

= sin'(ø).An,,n Equation 21

te=t

and
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We proceed to redefine the polarisation spectroscopy geometry applied in Chapter ll of a circularly

polarised pump beam propagating at the angle, 1, to the Z axis and probe beam propagating along

the Z axis. We start from the assumption that the direction of propagation of the circularly polarised

pump beam defines the optic axis, so that the angle of probe beam propagation, rp, with respect to

the optic axis is

q = Tu Equation22

We now assume a variation on the polarisation spectroscopy axis system as described in Chapter ll

for the reminder of this derivation. For convenience, we derive expressions for the polarisation

modes of propagation for the optically active medium in the frame of the pump beam, defining the

optic axis as the Z axis and considering the probe beam as propagating at the angle, 1, to the optic

axis. The pump and probe beams intersect in the YZ plane. The X axis is vertical as usual. lt then

remains to determine the characteristic modes of propagation and to determine the geometrical

dependence of the LPS signal strength for a circularly polarised pump beam in terms of the induced

birefringence defined above.b

For probe beam propagation at an angle, 1, to the induced optic axis, the electric field modes are of

the form

(Eo-"oo-*), = t=ü,P Equation 23

Equation24

where the term, s¡, is given by

t=ü,P

Remember that the electric field plane of the probe beam has electric field defined as

t=ü,Ê Equation 25

where a and b are constants and may be complex. lt can be seen that the electric field modes of

foI-cos2(x) t¡' s,- a. For larger anqles, where cos'11¡ << s, - a,

b The majc,riiy ef the derivaiion is jnciucled in Appendix Vl, and the importantsteps repeætecl in ihis

chapter.
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os2(t() t¡ sr - I and for cos2(1)

<<S,-4.

We consider the f¡rst æse where the two characteristic polarisation modes lie in the electric field

plane of the incident probe beam (cos'(,p) t¡ s. - A). The unnormal¡sed electric f,eld vectors are of

the form

(Eo-"*o' ). = = cos(x) t=c[rÊ Equation 26

Equation 27

Equation 28

lgnoring the shared cos(r) factor, the unnormalised electric field vectors are written

E
!c o-approx -

¡.9.cos(r)

and

E
9p_o_appox -

The probe beam electric field is expressed in terms of the unnormalised polarisation modes, a and

F, as

tr

=tt!=-= 
f Eo_o_"pp,o, +9 Ep_o_"pp,* Equation 29

Ep.¡.-o

where Eøoo._o is the magnitude of the probe beam electric field incident on the (assumed perfect)

primary probe beam polariser.
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The electric field of the probe beam transmitted through a distance, Â, of the birefringent and

dichroic medium is obtained by applying the cr and p absorption and dispersion factors to each of

the terms in equation [29].

+'* (^) 
= f Eo-o-"pp.,"-?n"'*n * g Ep-o-"pp.*"-?n"'*un Equation 30

Eot*-o

The probe beam electric field transmitted through the analysing polariser aligned parallelto the unit

vectof, Ê.n"ryr", , is then given by

Ep'o¡" .. . .. (A)
-tranilltted_lhrcugh_analyær' _

ELprobe-o

f (E"-o-uoo., 'Ê"n",r..r )e 1" 
"'x"t' Equation 31

dd.

+9 (Ep-o-"pp., ' Ê"n",rr", ) e 
'ã " 

"itu'r

The transmitted intensity is related in the usualway to the electric field via

'flfntï,o"0-,n,oush-"nr'r",(n)= I 
el*i".itted-throush-an",rr",(n) l' Equation 32

and, following the same reasoning as for the linearly polarised pump beam, ís finally written as (see

Appendix Vl for details)

lp,oo" (n)
= F"n.(/ , x)(, -"r,o,

(Do
2

' e'(tav ^ Equation 33
(no (x) - ",(z))

L

2-c

where the geometric dependence, aside from that implicit in the induced birefringence, has been

consolidated into the factor, Fc¡rc(y,X)o_epp.*. lf we consolidate the geometrical dependence of

birefringence with that of the factor, F"¡r"(y,I)o_"pprox, wê can write

e[e

((cos' (z). s¡no (Ð' t+cos' (x)) ")'
*(cos(z) 'sin'(z)' cos(r). s¡n(r) (o - o')

2

J.n"(r, l)o_"r,o, =
(cos(7).sin(7))'

Equation 35

Consider the dependence of this function on the intersection angle of pump and probe beams, 1,
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for three experimental configurations of probe beam polarisation angle from the vertical, y

Casel:y=0

Jo," (0,,r)o_"oo,o, =
(sino (z) . t*cos" (r))'

oz = (sin2 (z) tan(t). n + cot(y\)' - o" Equation 36
(cos(7) ' s¡n(z))'

J"r"
1f

,'x).

((sin' (7) . a + 2' cos2 (z))' ")' + (cos ( z) . s¡n' (z) - (o - o' \)'
(cos (z) ' sin (7))'

(sin' ( z) tan(t). t + 2' æt(r))' . o' + sin' (z) . (o - o' )'

1

Ã

1

Ã

apprcx Equation 37

Case 3'. y =nlz

Jor"
(n I
lz'' )"

= æt, ()r).o, Equation 38
_ãpprox

Figure I shows the dependence of the LPS signal strength defined in equations [33] to [35] for a

circularly polarised pump beam for probe beam polarisation angles of y = g, nla 
and 

tr/2. Values of a

= 0.1 and o = 0.05 were assumed for the calculation. The plotted dependencies ere valid according

to the condition above for ¡¿ < 71.6". The divergence of the solution for beam intersection angles

outrside this range (a> 71.6, i.e. cos2(1) << 02, A) is clear.

beam.

The a and p polarisation modes for cos211) .. o', A are of the form

Eo-"pp.* : s'
s

cos' (1) - (s - a)

-sin(1)'cos(1)

where, from equations [11] and [12] and the definition of the term, s, in equation [24], we can see

that, for cos(1) - 0,

Equation 39
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sa_g_approx : I 'sin2(l) Equation 40

and

sp-o-"ppro, = -c2 ' sin2(1) Equation 41
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Figure 1: Calculated dependence of the LPS signal strength, J.¡."(Y,X)o_"pp'o', for a circularlv

polarised pump beam for probe beam polarisation angles of y = 0 (black line), n/a (pink) and r/2

(blue). Values of A = 0.1 and o = 0.05 were assumed for the calculation. The resultant plotted

deþendencies are valid for cos'11¡ >> 02, A, i.e. for pump/probe intersection angles, a < 71.6.
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The o and p electric field vectors are then given by

cos(r)-(1+ a)
sin'(x)

Ec_o_appox = a.sin2 (X).cos(r() cos(r)'(t + n)
_sin(r)

or, more approximately, (since for small induced birefringencæ, 1+ A æ 1)

Equation 42

Equation 43

Equation 44

Equation 45

Equation 46

[o) cos(1)

t^J.¡m
Eo-o-"00,, o Â'sin3 (x)'cos(x)'

o2 .sin'(t) * I
s¡n'(x)

(d 'sin'z(x) + r)."
-sin (1).cos(x) . o

and

Ep-o-"oor, : -o'sin'z (X)

EF-o-"*., = -i'o'(o' + 
^)

which, continuing with the approximation, (since o2 .sin2(r) + Â ov 62 + Â for cos(1) - 0)

1

-i.sin, (1).o
c'

¡.s¡n3 (r).cos(1)
(o'?+l)

These expressions, fof y= n/2, reduce to

(E"-o-"0*,)rj = a'sin'(r) "*(r) [!r]

(Eu-o-***), =î= t'o'(o' -^, ljl
and

Equation 47

Note that we are only interested in the vector component of the electric vectors, as the final

polarisation modes may be normalised to unity.
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- Í,l-Ol | = 12,

circular birefringence. We may approximate a first solution to the transmitted probe beam electric

field in the limit of cos2(1) 11 62, A by normalising the vectors to a maximum component value of

unity along the X and Z axes when 1 = 
r/z and setting the complex electric field components to zero.

The transmitted probe beam electric field is then described as the propagat¡on of purely linearly

polarised probe beam components under the action of the optically active induced birefringence.

The linear approximations to the polarisation modes of propagation are obtained by normalising the

vector to a maximum vafue of unity for the most significant fíefd component and setting the complex

terms of equations [40] and [42] to zero to give

E
La_linear_epprox -

0

cos(x)

sin(1)

and

cos(y)
sin(y). cos(x)

- sin (y) . sin (1)

Equation 48

Equation 50

Ep-o-,,n""r-"oo.t : f.;l
[oJ

Equation 49

Note that the magnitude of the Y component of the a polarisation mode goes to zero as the

intersection angle, 1, approaches nl2.

The probe beam electric field may be written as a sum of the linear approximation electric field

components as shown below.

E
=pmÞe = sin (y) ' sin (;¿) + cos(r)

t:]

For cos2(1) << 02, Â, and assuming that the induced dichroism and birefringence are small, we

assume (in the linear approximation) that the X axis components of the probe beam are equivalent

to the B polarisation mode while the Z and small Y probe beam components represent the o

polarisation mode. The probe beam is then written as

¡ cos(r) 'ì f o l¡cos(r))
Ep.u" =¡ sin(r).cos(r) ¡=¡ sin(r).cos(1) l+l 0 | Equation 51

[-sin(v)'sin(1)J [-sin(y) sin(1)J I o )

and the usual refractive index and dispersion terms applied to the a and p components to describe
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the electric field component transmitted a distance, Â, through the dichroic and birefringent

medium.

( o ì-u.^
Eo,oo"(À) = | sin(v) 'cos(x) 

| 
'e 2

[- sin(y) .sin(1f
gik"Â +

(cos(y))

t:) -ou 
^2e e 

kP^ Equation 52

The derivation in Appendix Vl shows that the resultant intensity of the probe beam transmitted

through an analyser perfectly crossed with the primary polariser is given by

lp,¡" (n)
= F ort(Y, l)rrn ar-app'X

2

.ê a'"'¡r Equation 53

lp.u" (^)
Equation 54

The geometric dependence of the F"¡"(y,1)¡*"r_"ppro, factor and the induced birefringence in the

equation above may be consolidated in the factor, J"¡r"(T,I)r¡n".r_epprox! defined by the equation

where

L+ o2
2

J o," (r, r),,n u, _"ps,o, = sin'? (2' r)' sin' (z) Equation 55
2

Consider the same experimental cases as calculated for cos2(<pl >> o2. Å.

Casel:y=0

Jo* (0, /),,n"",_"ooro, = o Equation 56

Case2'. v =nl¿

Jor"
E

o,z),"*,
= sin, (z) Equation 57

_eppfox
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or, for A, o << I and of the same order of m de,

Case3: y=n/,

These expressions are for cos2(vl .. o'. 
^.

The derivation above has approximated two regimes for the polarisation modes of propagation, for

cost1l¡ ¡¡ o2, ¿ and forcos211) qq c2, Â. The geometric dependence of the LPS signal strength on

the pump/probe beam intersection angle, 1, must consider both regimes within their respective

ranges of approximation. The accuracy of the derived expressions depends on the quality of the

approximation A, o2 << 1. The smaller the induced dichroism and birefringence, the closer the

predicted two curves asymptote to each other over the region of nondefinition, cos2(1) - o2, A.

The model above describes the geometric dependence of the LPS signal strength in terms of a

factor, J(y,X), defined as

lp,u" (n)
transmitted_through-anaryær 

=J.*.()r,X)
I
'probe_0

Equation 60

Combining the results obtained for the two ranges of approximation of the model, the geometrical

dependence of the detected signal (ígnoring factors due to imperfect optícal elements such as the

probe beam extinction background), J"¡r"(y,x), in the case of perfectly crossed polarisers and no

birefringent interpolariser optical elements in the probe beam path may be written as

(n Il- vl\r " )

Equation 59J. ," =0
linear _approx
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For cos2(T) >> o2. a:

(collinear and intermediate (non-orthogonal) beam intersection angles)

Jo,"(r, x)r-.*,o*

((cos'(r).s¡no (r). t+ cos' (r\)-")'

_ 
*(cos(z). sin' (z).cos(r). sin(z) .(o - o'))'

(cos(7) ..¡n (z))'
Equation 61

For cos2(Tl <. o2. a:

(near-orthogonal imaging)

2

Jo," (y, x),,n"",_"pp." : sin'z (z . y) . sin' (x) Equation 62

These equations may be simplified for three common experimental configurations based on the

angle of the probe beam polarisation, y, from the normal to the pump/probe beam intersection

plane:

Casel:y=0

For cos2(1) >t o2. 
^:

(2,)J" r" : 
1 (.,n' (x) tanlr¡. t + 2 - cot(x))' . .'+ sin' (z) . (o - o')'

For cos2({ì << o2. 
^:

Jor" (0,.u )',n""r-"00.,. = o

Case2:y="1¿

J 
"r" 

(o, r) o -upp," 
= ( si n2 ( r) øn I 7¡ . t, + cot( z))' . o'

' "*(X''),,*âr-âppþx 
: sin' (z) ('i)'

)o-*0."

(n
1,,, = cotz (z)'oz

Equation 63

Equation 64

Equation 65

Equation 66

Equation 67

O_appþx

For cos2(1) << o2. 
^:

Case3'.y="lz

For cos2(y) tt o', a: Jo..

Jo*
tr
v'r _appDx

For cos2(1) .< o2. 
^: ),"*,

0 Equation 68
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It is clear that, although probe beam polarisations normal to, and lying in, the pump/probe beam

intersection plane lead to zero signal at a beam intersection angle of nl2, all other probe beam

polarisations lead to non-zero signal for an orthogonal geometry. The signal is maximised for all

beam intersection angles if the pump beam is polarised alrl4to the pump/probe beam intersection

plane (Case 2 above).

Figures 2 and 3 each show two curves representing the signal strength solutions for the two

regimes for a probe beam polarisation angle of "/a. ln Figure 2, the induced constants are set to a =

0.1 and o = 0.05, while in Figure 3, the induced dichroism and birefringence are assumed to be

much smaller and the constants are set to the values of 
^ 

= 0.02 and o = 0.01. The two curves

approach well in the non-defined region for the induced constants A = 0.1 and o = 0.05 in Figure 2.

However, the fit of the two curves is more exact for the case of smaller índuced dichroism and

birefringence (A = 0.1 and o = 0.05) in Figure 3.

Remembering that the geometric dependence of the detected probe beam intensity in the theory of

Lavrinenko and Gancheryonoks is given by the following expression

lr-ae = Kt2 (sin'z(z'r)sin2 (z)(cr*cr)' +cot'z(7)(c, -cr)') Equation 69

where the terms C1 and C2 refer to ratios of elements of the third-order tensor of nonlinear

susceptíbility. Thís expression gÍves the followíng results ín the three probe beam polarisation cases

considered above.

Case l-y--.lO: lrao =Kl2 -cot2(X)(C1-Cr)'

Case 2. y = 
o 
l o: lrs,c = KP (cot'z (r)(C., - Cr)" + sin'? (Z)(C., * Cr )t )

Case 3: y ='lzi lrao : Kl2 .cot2 (Z)(Cr-Cr¡

Equation 70

Equation 71

Equation 72

Case 3 ís obviously the same for both models if the term (C, - Cr)t is assumed proportional to the

term, o2; following a cot311¡ dependence on beam intersection angle.

The expression derived in this chapter for Case 1 reduces to that of Lavrinenko and Gancheryonok

if the term representing the circularly polarised pump beam induced linear birefringence, A, is

deleted, to produce once again a co(1y¡ dependence. The term is an order of magnitude smaller

than the cof11¡ contribution for small beam intersection angles and may be discarded in such

cases. ln regimes where the term is large (for large beam intersection angles), the condition for the

approximations made in the derivation to be valid may not apply and the
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0.05

0.04 - 
li¡g¿r approx.

-Qs¡sral 
approx.

a
\:/o
õ

0.03

0.02

0

0.01

0153045607590
Pump/Probe Beam lntersection Angle,l (deg)

for a probe beam polarisation angle of y --nlt. Values of A = 0.1 and

o = 0.05 were assumed for the calculation. The resultant grey line plo dependence,

Jar"(nl¿,xlo-^ppro*, is valid for the approximation regime, cos2(ï) 2, 62, 
^, 

¡.e. for pump/probe

intersection angles, y < 71.6, while the linear approximation, J"r"(n/o,X)¡*"._" , represented by

the black line, is valid for , y> 71.6.

solution asymptotes to a zero signal for orthogonal intersection. lt would be valid to consider the

linear bírefringent term proportional to the factor, Â, in Case 1 to be a small higher order

approximation contribution.

The expressions obtained by Lavrinenko and Gancheryonok and Reppeland Alwahabi for Case 3

are equivalent if the small linear birefringent term discussed for Case 2 is ignored and the term (C1

+ Cz)z is assumed proportional to the term, ((Á * o")12)" (having previously also assumed the term,

(C,r - Cz)2, to be proportionalto the term, o2).

Summarising these results, the two theories match for the case of a circularly polarised pump beam

if

. (Cr -C2)2n o2,
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. (Cr * Crl' æ ((Â + êyZ¡',
o ârìd it is assumed that the contribution of the first term, which is proportional to the induced

linear dichroism, Â, in equation [61], contributes negligibly to the signal.

ln this respect, it can be considered that the theory of Reppel and Alwahabi is a solution with a

higher order of approximation than that of Lavrinenko and Gancheryonok which. However, the

theory in this chapter states the geometric dependence of the induced birefringence explicitly and

the care tâken ¡n defining the characteristic probe beam polarisation modes has provided a clear

understanding of the nature of the complex projection referred to by Lavrinenko and

Gancheryonoks.

0.001

0.0008 - 
li¡ss¡ approx.

-@g¡s¡¿lapprox

0.0006
¡*s
o
oa

0.0004

0.0002

0

0 15

Pump/Probe Beam lntersection Angle,I (deg)

Figure 3: Calculated dependence of the two approximations representing the LPS signal for a

circularlv polarised oumo beam for a probe beam polarisation angle of y =nl¿. Values of a = 0.02

and o = 0.01 were assumed for the calculation. The resultant grey line plotted dependence,

Jdn(nl+,x)o_.pøor, is valid for the approximation regime, cost11¡ >> 62, Â, i.e. for pump/probe

intersection angles, X < 81.9", while the linear approximation, J¿r.(nla,y)rin""r-"ppror, represented by

the black line, is valid for , 1 > 81.9".

The form of the expressions obtained by Lavrinenko and Gancheryonok and Reppel and Alwahabi

is based on a rapíd faffoff ín detected signal via a co((yl dependence on beam intersection
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angle, proportional to the induced circular dichroism due to a circularly polarised pump beam. An

additional sin211¡ dependent term produces the signal for orthogonal beam intersection. The

additional term is proportional to the factor, (A + o2)2, in the case of the approximation assuming

characteristically linear polarisation modes for the probe beam for near-orthogonal beam

intersection. Polarisation signal may be obtained for orthogonal beam intersection as long as the

probe beam is not polarised normal to, or in, the plane of intersection. Maximum signal is obtained

for orthogonal beam íntersection for a probe beam polarised at rl4 to the beam íntersectíon plane.

Earlier in the chapter, the term, o, was identified as the maximum induced fractional circular

birefringence índuced by a circularly polarised pump beam (for coflinear pump and probe beams),

^ncirJno. 
The term, ^¿, was identified as the maximum induced fractional linear birefringence,

Ah¡¡¡/no, due to a circularly polarised pump beam.

and

An"ir" = o .no Equation 74

ln Chapter l, the J dependence of the induced dichroism (and hence birefringence) was derived as

a summation of a function of the squares of the Clebsch-Gordon coefficients over the contributing

Zeeman states". The expression contains squares of the Clebsch-Gordon coefficients representing

both pump and probe beam polarisation components. ln this way, Teets, Kowalski, Hill, Carlson and

Hanschl derived expressions for the J dependence of

. the /rnear dichroism induced by a linearly polarised pump beam, and

. the circular dichroism induced by a circularly polarised pump beam.

To complete the set of dichroism calculations suggested by the model in this chapter, the

equivalent J dependence of the

. the /rnear dichroism induced by a circuladv polarised pump beam, and

. the circular dichroism induced by a /rneadv oolarised pump beam

must be calculated.

Teets, Kowalski, Hill, Carlson and Hansch's1 J dependence of the induced dichroism in the linear

regime of optical pumping and assuming no significant collisional population transfer was shown in

equation [21] of Chapter I to be proportional to the function, Ç,¿',¡., defined in equation [25] of

Chapter I as

'The populations of eaeh parr of Zeeman siates iinked i:y the selecterl transitioti are åssurneel to be

independent ancl it ìs assumed that no collisional redistribuiion of the population occL¡rs.

^Ànn --'¡o Equation 73
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I "3:;i, " 
. (o.'r,r",","" 

-'j,r.,","" )

Ç.t,,t',.t' : (2J + l)

M

þu.p

M

oI
M

JJ MMo þrote
J,J",M,M"

Equatíon 75

Equation 76

according the equation

Ao';1' = -N, .or,r, 'or,r"
lou,not

ñtouro

Calculation of the additional (¡,,¡',¡ functions is easily achieved by substituting squares of the

Clebsch-Gordon coefficients for the required pumo beam oolarisation, o$ln u,, into equation [75]

and retaining the squares of the Clebsch-Gordon coefficients for the probe beam transition in the

term, oi, ,,,,," - o1, ,",," , for the oolarisation type (circular or linear) of the induced dichroism. The

calculations are included in Appendix Vll and produce an interesting result.

. The J dependence of is

zero for all pump/probe beam transitions.

. The J dependence of is of

opposite sign and exactly half the magnitude of the linear dichroism due to a liryearlv polarised

pump beam.

The additional Ç¡,t',r" functions for the case of an induced linear dichroism due to a circularlv

polarised oumo beam are tabulated in Table 1. Table 2 shows the limiting values of the expressions

in Table 1 as J --+ æ.

For the assumption of the linear regime of optical pumping and no significant collisional population

transfer processes, the additional 6¡,.r,,.r" functions indicate that a linearly polarised pump beam

will induce only a linear dichroism. However, a circularly polarised pump beam may induce

both linear and circular dichroism, which contribute to the LPS signal strength as a function of

beam intersection angle accordíng to equations [61] and [621.

The J dependence of the signal strength due to the Ç,¡',.¡. functions and o.¡,¡,/o.¡,¡. ma! be

consolidated into the Z¡,¡',¡" lunction defined in equation [32] of Chapter I

Âa]¡r. = -*,'*'!i"t 'zr.r'.r,'cr,r,'clr. Equation 77
flopu.p

where

2.,.,.r, = 
o¡'¡- o¡'¡- (¡"1"¡: 

Equation 78
Cr,r" Cr.r'
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J"=J+1 J"=J J"=J-1
J'=J+1 -3 .(2.J - r ). J

zn p't+3) (Jrrf
VJ

3 (2-J - 1)

20 (Jr1)
¡fJ>0

3

20
it J>%

J'=J 3 .(2-J- 1)

20 (Jt1)
ifJ>0

lc\-3 t4.J- + 4'J - 3/

20 (J.(Jtr))
ifJ>0

3 (2.J + 3)

20J
iÍJ>Y2

J' = J-1 3

20
itJ>Y2

3 (2'J + 3)

20J
itJ>Y2

-3 (2.J +3)'(J+1)
20 (2.J - 1).J
iÍJ>Y2
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Table 1: Çt,t',t" factors related to in

the linear regime of optical pumping.

J"=J+1 J"=J J"=J-1
J'= J +1 -3120 3t10 -3110

J'= J 3/10 -3/5 3/10
J' = J-1 -3t10 3t10 -3t20

Table 2'. Limiting values of the (¡,¡'¡' factors in the linear regime of optical pumping related to the

linear dichroism ind as J + .o.

Table 3: T1,¡,¡"factors related to m in

the linear reerime of oBtieai Br-rmp¡ng.

J"=J+1 J"=J J"=J-1
J'=J+l -1t60 1t30 -1t60
J'= J 1t30 -1t15 1t30
J'= J-1 -1160 1t30 -1160

Table 4: Limiting values of the Z¡,.¡',.¡. factors in the linear regime of optical pumping related to the li¡ear

dichroism indu beam as J -+ oo.

J"=J+1 Jt'= J J"=J-1
J'= J +1 -1 (2.J f 3)-(2.J - 1)'J

60

VJ
(2.J+t¡2.1.t+t¡

1 .(2-J + 3).(2.J - 1)

60 (2'J+1) (Jt1)
¡fJ>0

-1 (2.J + 3).(2.J - 1)

60

ilJ>Y2

2(2'J + 1)

J'= J 1 .(2'J r3).(2-J- 1)

60 (2'J+1) (Jt1)
ifJ>0

1 (+-Í *4.J - 3)

60 (J'(Jf1))
¡fJ>0

1 (2.J - 1)'(2.Jr3)
60 (2'J t 1)'J
iÍJ>Y2

J'= J-1

60

ilJ>Y"
(2.J + 1)

2

-1 (2.J - 1)'(2'J t 3) 1 (2'J - 1)'(2'J + 3)

60 (2'J + 1)'J
ilJ>Y"

-1 (2'J - 1\'(2'J+ 3)'(J+ 1 )

60

iÍJ>Y2
(2.,1+ l)2',1
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J"=J+1 J"=J J"=J-1
J'=J+1 -3 (2-r-1).r

10 (2.J + 3) .(.t + t)
VJ

3 .(2.J - 1)

20 (Jr1)
ifJ>0

3

20
ifJ>Yz

J'= J 3 (2'J - 1)

20 (Jr-1)
ifJ>0

-3 (4-J2 +4 J-3)
10

¡fJ>0
(J + 1).J

3 (2.J + 3)

20J
äJ>Y2

J' = J-1 3

20
ifJ>Y"

3 (2.J r 3)

20J
ifJ>Y2

-3 2.J+3 J+
1o (2.J-1).J
itJ>Y2
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Table 5: Corrected (¡,¡',.r'_"o,, factors related to the linear dichrois

zump beam in the linear regime of optical pumptng.

J"=J+1 J"=J J"=J-1
J'= J +l -3t10 3t10 -3t10
J'= J 3/1 0 -6/5 3/10
J' = J-1 -3t10 3/10 -3t10

Table 6: Limiting values of the corrected (.¡,¡,,¡'_*,.. factors in the linear regime of optical pumping

related to the linear dichroism in as J -+ co.

Tabie 7: Correcieci Zr,r,,r"_,on íaciors reiaiecj to the iinear ciieirroisin

pump beam in the linear regime of optical pumplng.

J"=J+1 J"=J J"=J-1
J'= J +1 -1t30 1t30 -1t60
J'= J 1t30 -2115 1t30
J' = J-1 -1160 1/30 -1l30

Table 8: Limiting values of the correcled Z¿¡,,¡' cç,, factors in the linear regime of optical pumping

related to the linear dichroi as J -+ 'o

J"=J+1 J"=J J"=J-1
J'=J+l -1

30

(2.J+3) (2.r -1).r
(2 .J + 1)' .(J + 1)

VJ

1 (2.J f 3) (2.J - 1)

60 (2.Jr1) (J+r)
if J > 0

-1 (2.J f 3).(2.J- 1)

60

iÍJ>Y"
(2'J + 1)

2

J'= J 1 .(2'Jr3) .(2.J- 1)

60 (2'J+1) (J+1)
ifJ>0

-1
30

4.J2 +4.J-3
(J + 1).J

ifJ>0

1 (2'J - 1)'(2.J + 3)

60 (2'Jt1)'J
iÍJ>Yz

J'= J-1 -1 (2.J - 1)'(2'J + 3)

60

iÍJ>Y2
(2'J + 1l2

1 (2.J - 1).(2'J+3)
60 (2'J t 1)'J
ifJ>Y2

-1
30

(2.r -1).(2 .J + 3)-(J + 1)

(z',t+t)'z .J

iÍJ>y,
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TheZ¡,¿,,¿" functions relating to the (¡,¡',.¡" functions in Table 1 are listed in Table 3, with the limiting

values when J -+ ø in Table 4. For reference, the corrected Ç,.r,,¿'_"o,, functions which account for

the contribution of the population of the upper state in the linear regime of optical pumping for

shared pump/probe beam transitions via a additional factor of 2 are listed in Table 5, with limiting

values in Table 6. The corresponding corrected Z¿.,t',¿_*n functions and their limits are listed in

Tables 7 and 8.

The interesting optics contained in equations [61] and [62] lies in the contribution of an induced

linear blrefringence in addition to the conventionally considered induced circular birefringence due

r all but collinear pump/probe geometries. The induced

circular birefringence dominates in near co- and counterpropagating geometries, which would

explain why the effect has not been noted (to the best of our knowledge) in the literature for

spectroscopic applications.

This result would appear to modify the spectroscopic behaviour considered to be characteristic of

polarisation spectroscopy. As can be inferred from the Figures [13] to l14lof Chapter l, a circular

polarised pump beam is favoured for R-pump/R-probe and P-pump/P-probe transitions, while Q-

pump/Q-probe transitions are optimised by a linearly polarised pump beam in a collinear

pump/probe beam geometry.

voured if the induced linear dichroism dominates

Note that the LPS signal for

a linearly polarised pump beam is optimised for Q transitions for all beam intersectíon angles. lt is

clear that selection of optimum transitions for the case of a circularly polarised pump beam is now a

function of beam íntersection angle.

The LPS signal for near-collinear beam intersection for a circularly polarised pump beam is

dominated by the induced circular birefringence (via the term o). However, associating the LPS

signal for near-orthogonal beam intersection purely with the induced linear birefringence (via the

term A/2) is correct only to first order. Difficulties arise with this assumption if the two induced

birefringence terms appearing in equation [62] are not the same order of magnitude.
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Forcos211) <<62,4(near-orthogonal imaging),thegeometrical dependenceof thesignal strength

is (from equation [62]) given by

J"¡," (v,r) = sin'z (2 ' v) ' sin'z (r) lo 
*-"' 

l' Equation 79
lineat_dpptox \ ¿ )

Figures 4 to 6 compare the relative J dependence of the terms, o2 and A. The J dependence of the

induced circular birefringence, o, is given by thè Z¿.¡",¿"_ç¡"_*o functions defined in Chapter l. The J

dependence of the induced linear birefringence, N2, is given by the additional Z¡¡'¡"_ç6¡ functions

calculated in Appendix Vll and tabulated in Tables 3 and 4. Figures 4 to 6 show the J dependence

of the terms, o2 and A, by plotting

(a) twice the additional linear corrected Zr,t',r"_*n functions (to represent A), and

(b) the square of the circular corrected Zr,r,,l"-"n.-*nfunctions (to represent o2)

for P (Figure 4), Q (Figure 5) and R (Figure 6) pump beam transitions respectively.

The three possible probe beam transitions are shown on each figure. For convenience, the

corrected Z.t,¿",¿"_*nfunctions have been used to plot these figures. lt can be seen that the induced

linear birefringence, ¡, and the square of the induced circular birefringence, o', are of the same

order of magnitude even though the circular birefringence appears to second order in equation [79].

The orthogonal LPS signal strength is shown in equation [79] to be proportional to the square of the

factor, (^ + o'2). The square of this factor is shown in Figures 7 to 9 for P, Q and R transitions

respectively. Once again, the three possible probe beam transitions are shown on each figure. The

dip in LPS signal strength at low J for the case of a Q-pump/Q-probe transition is due to the

switchover between dominance of the signal by circular to linear dichroism as J increases.

Q-pump/Q-probe transitions are favoured for orthogonal beam intersection, although P-pump/P-

probe and R-pump/R-probe transitions are also relatively strong for low J. Consequently,

. for near-collinear beams (for a circularly polarised pump beam), P-pump/P-probe and R-

pump/R-probe transitions are favoured,

. for near-ert¡.9æIle! beams, Q transitions are optimal for strong signal.

For intermediate beam intersection angles, the spectroscopic behaviour wifl be a function of both

the induced linear and induced circular birefringence. Thus the dominant birefringent component for

a given beam intersection angle controls the type of spectroscopic transition which is favoured.

It is clear that disparity between the linear and circular corrected Z,¡,,1,,¡" functions for a given J will

lead to conditions when either of the induced finear or induced circular birefringent terms, A or o2,

dominates the behaviour for orthogonal polarisation spectroscopy for a circularly polarised pump
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Figure 4: J dependence of the relative (a) (circularly polarised pump beam) induced linear

birefringence (a first order factor) and (b) induced circular birefringence (a second order factor)

contributions to the square root of the orthogonal LPS signal strength according to Equation [79] in

the case of a circularlv polarised pump beam (P transition) and probe beam polarised at n/4 to the

beam intersection plane. The probe beam polarisation is chosen to maximise orthogonal signal.

The probe beam transitions are indicated on each graph.
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Figure 5: J dependence of the relative (a) (circularly polarised pump beam) induced linear

birefringence (a first order factor) and (b) induced circular birefringence (a second order factor)

contributions to the square root of the orthogonal LPS signal strength according to Equation [79] in

the case of a circularlv polarised pump beam (Q transition) and probe beam polarised at n/4 to the

beam intersection plane. The probe beam polarisation is chosen to maximise orthogonal signal.

The probe beam transitions are indicated on each graph.
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Figure 6: J dependence of the relative (a) (circularly polarised pump beam) induced linear

birefringence (a first order factor) and (b) induced circular birefringence (a second order factor) to

the square root of the orthosonal LPS signal strength according to equation [79] in the case of a

circularlv polarised pump beam (R transition) and probe beam polarised at nl4 to the beam

intersection plane. The probe beam polarisation is chosen to maximise orthogonal signal. The

probe beam transitions are indicated on each graph.
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Figure 9: J dependence of the term, (n - o')', in the case of an R transition and a circularly

polarisæLpuLmgþeam. The probe beam transitions are indtcated on the figure.

beam. Typically, dominant induced linear birefringence terms lead to strong Q-pump/Q-probe beam

transitíons, while domínant induced circular birefringence terms lead to strong P-pump/P-probe

beam and R-pump/R-probe beam transitions.

The next chapter describes an experiment designed to demonstrate non-zero orthogonal signal in

the case of a circularly polarised pump beam as was demonstrated in Chapter lll for a linearly

polarised pump beam. The experiment validates the prediction of strong Q-pump/Q-probe

transitions for orthogonal beam intersection for a circularly polarised pump beam by collecting

orthogonal PLPS images for the of the A2t-X2n (O-O) Qz(8) line of OH. This verification of non-zero

signal for orthogonal signal would allow polarisation spectroscopy imaging to be applied for all

beam intersection angles.

This chapter has described a model of the behaviour of polarisation spectroscopy in

the case of a circularly polarised beam. The model is very similar to that of

Lavrinenko and Gancheryonoks, but extends the approximation level to higher order

terms which are especially important to the spectroscopic behaviour of polarisation

spectroscopy for orthogonal imaging. lmportantly, the model provides an analogy

with the behaviour of an optically active uniaxial crystal, or more accurately uniaxial

gas, to extend our underctanding of polarisation spectroscopy in non-collinear

geometries.
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Chapter V. Orthogonal lrnaging for a Circularly Polarised Pump

Beam.

ln this chapter,

. !Þf!E! (to the best of my knowledge) orthoqonal LPS siqnal is reported, and

. tþflçl! (to the best of my knowledge)

lmaqinq (OPLPS) is demonstrated.

Polarisation spectroscopy is conventionally implemented with near-collinear pump and probe

beams. PLPS ímaging require a non-zero pump/probe beam intersection angle, 1., to obtaín good

spatial resolution of the imaged region. Chapter lll demonstrated that significant signal may be

obtained for the case of a linearly polarised pump beam for all pump/probe beam intersection

angles, supporting the geometricaltheory of polarisation spectroscopy developed in Chapter ll.

A similar geometrical theory of polarisation spectroscopy for a circularly polarised pump beam is

presented ín Chapter lV. This theory also predicts a non-zero signal for orthogonal pump/probe

beam intersection angles for probe beam polarisations which do not lie in or normal to the plane of

intersection.

A cot2(1) dependence of LPS signal in the weak saturation regime was found previously in the

experiment oî Zizak, Lanauze and WinefordneÉ7 (1986) for a circularly oolarised pump beam. The

experiment detected seeded sodium (Na D2 line) in a premixed airlacetylene flame. Zizak, Lanauze

and Winefordner explained the geometric dependence of the signal strength as a function of the

change in the interaction volume between pump and probe beams and the component of the pump

beam intensíty on the direction of the probe beam. The experiment was limited to intersection

angles less than 30o due to low signal strength.

Chapter lV points out the possible equivalence of two theories describing orthogonal polarisation

spectroscopy for a circularlv polarised oump beam: those of Laverinenko and Gancheryonoksand

Reppel and Alwahabi2Tne two theories cannot be distinguished geometrically for orthogonal

polarisation. However, the theory of Reppel and Alwahabi explicitly states that the dominant induced

dichroism is linear, rather than circular, for orthogonal polarisation spectroscopy and a circularly
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polarised pump beam. As a result, the favoured transitions for a single-laser system and a

combusting system (where there is little species population for J < 5), are Q-pump/Q-probe rather

than the conventionally assumed (for a circularly polarised pump beam) P-pump/P-probe and R-

pump/R-probe transitions.

The LPS signal for a linearly polarised pump beam is prooortional to the square of the induced

linear dichroism and, for the polarisation described above, follows a

Fr¡n(ï) = cosectll¡ Equation 1

dependence on pump/probe beam intersection angle. (Note that for a horizontally polarised pump

beam and probe beam polarised atnl4lo the vertical, the dependence on the intersection angle, 1,

follows a cot2(1) curve, leading to zero signal in an orthogonal geometry).

The derivation derived in Chapter lV for a circularlv polarised pump beam required two regions of

approxímation to describe the full range of pump/probe beam geometries. For the first region, near-

collinear and moderate beam intersection angles, circular and elliptical polarisation modes

described the characteristic polarisation modes of propagation through the pumped region. For the

second region, near-orthogonal beam intersection, linear polarisation modes were used to describe

the propagation of the probe beam.

The LPS signal for perfectly crossed polarisers and no interpolariser birefringent optical elements in

the probe beam path is predicted in Chapter lV to be proportional to the factor, J"¡,"(y,I). ln the two

regions of approximation, this factor is written as

For near-collinear/moderate beam intersection anqles, cos2(y) >> o2, A

J.r" (r , l) o _uro,o* --

((cos' (r) . s¡no (t). t+ cos' (r))- ')'
*(cos(z).s¡n'(z). cos(r) ' s¡n(r).(o - ''))' Equation 2

(cos(z) .in(z))'

J",," (y, ï.),,n.",-"pp,o" = sin' (z r) sin' (x) ' 

[ )'
Equation 3

where

"¡ is the angle oí the probe beanr polarisation direction from ihe normal to the beam intersection

piane,

X is the beam intersection angle, and

o is the maximum fractional induced circular di

A/2 is the maximum fractional induced linear di
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Maximum signal is obtained for a probe beam polarised at nl4 lo the normal to the beam

intersection plane. ln this case, equations [2] and [3] reduce to

J.i,"
1T

)o 
"00." 

: 
1 (*'n' (fl tan(z)' L + 2'cot(7))' 'o' + sin' (z) (^ .')' Equation 4

4
T

For cos2(r) .. o', a

r.,"(î x
),,*",

= sin, (z) Equation 5

_approx

Note that for a probe beam polarised in, or normal to, the beam intersection plane, the LPS signal

reverts to a cot2(1) dependence on beam intersectíon angle, with zero signal for orthogonal beam

intersection.

The LPS signal strength is dependent on both the induced linear and induced circular dichroism

due to a circularly pofarísed pump beam via the terms, N2 and o. Assuming pumping Ín the línear

regime and no significant collisional population transfer, the fractional induced circular dichroism

due to a circularly polarised pump beam is proportional to the corrected Zt,t',t"_*n factors for a

circularlv oolarised pump beam defined in Chapter l. The corrected Z¡,¡,,.¡"_so,, factors account for the

contribution of the upper state of the pumped transition to the induced dichroism.

The induced linear dichroism due to a circularly polarised pump beam is shown in Appendix Vll to

be of opposite sign and half the magnitude of the linear dichroism induced by a linearly polarised

pump beam. The induced linear dichroism due to a linearly polarised pump beam is proportionalto

the corrected z,t,,t,,.t"_*n factors for a linearly polarised pump beam defined in Chapter l. The induced

linear dichroism due to a circularly polarised pump beam is proportional to the additional corrected

ZJ.J,,t"_^dt_*,, factors for a circularly polarised pump beam defined in Chapter lV. The Zr,r,,r"_"dd_*,

factors have been summarised in Table 1 assuming a likely laser diagnostic rather than

spectroscopic, experiment, with pump and probe beams sharing the same transition.

The rotational quantum number, J, dependence of the LPS signal for a linearly polarised pump

beam is independent of the cosectl2¿¡ dependence on beam intersection angle described in

equation [1]. However, the J and 1 signal strength dependence is predicted not to be separable in

the case of a circularly polarised pump beam. Thus, the favoured transitions are a function of beam

intersection angle as well as J.
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The predicted J dependence of the LPS signal for a circularly polarised pump beam and probe

beam polarised at r/4 to the beam intersection plane is shown in Figures 1 to 3 for the three beam

intersection angles, 15o, 30o, and 90o, respectively. For small to intermediate beam intersection

angles, the LPS signal follows a similar dependence on J with P and R transitions favoured over the

relatively weak Q transition. However, for near-orthogonal beam intersection the LPS signal

dependence on the rotational quantum number changes dramatically, with Q transitions favoured

over P and R transitions. lt is clear that the spectroscopic behaviour of polarisation spectroscopy

changes for a circularly polarised pump beam as the pump/probe beam intersectíon angle

approaches near-orthogonal geometries. For reference, the LPS signal for a linearly polarised

pump beam is shown for the same set of beam intersection angles, 15o, 3Oo, and 90o, in Figure [4],

[5] and [6] respectively.

The J dependence of the LPS signal is important for spectroscopic temperature diagnostic

techniques as the calculation of (rotational) temperature is based on the ratios of the intensities of

two or more rotational lines. Temperature determination in polarisation spectroscopy is

independent of beam intersection angle for a linearly polarised pump beam. However, as described

above, the competing contributions of the induced circular and linear dichroism due to a circularlv

polarised pump beam produce a geometric contribution to temperature determination using

polarisation spectroscopy. Near-collinear and near-orthogonal pump/probe beam geometries may

be chosen to limit the J dependence to approximately those of the induced circular and linear

dichroism respectively. The transition angle indicating the limit of the term "near-orthogonal" is

defined by the condition, cos'17¿¡ - A, o.
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R-pump/R-probe transition

1J-(2J-1)(2J+3)
VJ15 (J+1)(2J+1)'z

Q-pump/Q-probe transition

1(2J-1)(2J+3) if J>015 J'(J+1)

P-pump/P-probe transition

1 (J+ +3 tf J> y2

15 J.(ZJ+

For the linear dichroism induced bv a linearlv polarised pumo beam

For the linear dichroism induced

(of opposite sign and half the magnitude of the linear dichroism induced

by a linearly polarised pump beam)

For the circular dichroism induced

R-pump/R-probe transition

1 J.(2J + 3)2
VJ3 (J + 1)(2J+1\2

Q-pump/Q-probe transition

11 if J>0
3 J'(J+1)

P-pump/P-probe transition

1 (J + 1X2J-1)2 tf J> y2
3 J' (2J +1\2

Table l: The J dependent corrected Z¿,¡..¡_cD¡êxpressions of Teets, Kowalski, Hill, Carlson and

Hanschl and the additional (non-zero) corrected Zl,r..l._^ao_*nexpressions defined in Chapter lV

assuming pumping in the linear regime and negligible collisional population transfer. The signal is

proportional to the square of this factor for perfectly crossed polarisers and no inter-polariser

birefringent optical elements in the probe beam path.

R-pump/R-probe transition
-1
30

(z ,t+z J- J
VJ

(z.t+ (.t + t)

Q-pump/Q-probe transition
-1
30

(a.î +4'J-3) if J>0
(J + 1).J

P-pump/P-probe transition

1 (J + 1)(2J - 1)(2J + 3) iî J>y230 J.(2J +1)2
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Figure 1: J dependence of the LPS signal for P, Q and R transitions for a circularlv polarised Þump

beam and a pump/probe beam intersection angle of 15o. The probe beam is polarised at ¡/4 to the

beam intersection plane.
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Figure 2: J dependence of the LPS signal for P, Q and R transitions for a circularlv polarised pump

beam and a pump/probe beam intersection angle of 30o. The probe beam is polarised at n/4 to the

beam intersection Plane.
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Figure 3: J dependence of the LPS signal for P, Q and R transitions for a circularly polarised pump

and a pump/probe beam intersection angle of 90o. The probe beam is polarised at d4 to the

beam intersection plane.
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Figure 4: J dependence of the LPS signal for P, Q and R transitions for a linearlv polarised pump

beam and a pump/probe beam intersection angle of 15o. The pump beam is polarised normal to

(and the probe beam polarised at n/4 to) the beam intersection plane.
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Figure 5: J dependence of the LPS signal for P, Q and R transitions for a linearlv polarised pump

beam and a pump/probe beam intersection angle of 30o. The pump beam is polarised normal to

(and the probe beam polarised atnl4 to) the beam intersection plane.
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Figure 6: J dependence of the LPS signal for P, Q and R transitions for a linearlv polarised pump

beam and a pump/probe beam intersection angle of 90o. The pump beam is polarised normal to

(and the probe beam polarised atnl4 to) the beam intersection plane.
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Orthogonal Circular PLPS Experiment

The experiment reported in this chapter was designed to demonstrate that

. orthogonal PLPS for a circularly polarised pump beam and a probe beam polarised at ¡/4 to the

intersection plane of pump and probe beams produces a non-zero signal strength, and

. the orthogonal LPS signal favours Q-pump/Q-probe rather than P-pump/P-probe and R-

pump/R-probe transitions.

Both these results were predicted by the theory developed in Chapter lV. The theories of

Lavrinenko and Gancheryonok and Reppel and Alwahabi both predict non-zero LPS signal for

orthogonal beam intersection for a probe beam polarisation direction not aligned normal to or in the

beam intersection plane. lf the first prediction above is confirmed, non-zero LPS signal may be

obtained for all beam intersection angles for both linearly and circularly polarised pump beams. This

would allow polarisation spectroscopy imaging for any beam intersection geometry for both beam

polarisations. The second result will confirm the predicted spectroscopic behaviour of polarisation

spectroscopy for orthogonal imaging. The spectroscopic behaviour for non-orthogonal and non-

collinear beam geometries may then be predicted from equations [61] and [62] of Chapter lV.

The experiment was a minor variation on that described in Chapter lll for orthogonal imaging for a

linearlv polarised pump beam. The experiment was modified from the case of a linearly polarised

pump beam to test for non-zero LPS signal for orthogonal imaging for a circularly polarised pump

beam. However, time constraints and an ongoing experimental program limited the experiment to

confirming non-zero signal for a probe beam polarised at nl4 to lhe vertical so as not to disturb the

experimental alignment.

One half of the double /"-wave rhomb in the pump beam path before the pump beam polariser was

removed and the remaining 1/¿-wâvè rhomb placed after the pump beam polariser to produce a

circularly polarised pump beam as shown in Figure 7. The OH signal was imaged only for the case

of a probe beam polarised at 45o to the vertical.

The pulse energies were the same as those in the case of a linearly polarised pump beam, with the

UV pump and probe beam pulse energies were estimated as 4 mJ and 0.16 mJ, respectively,

before passing through the optical system. The pump sheet height was 25 mm and the sheet

thickness was -< 0.6 mm (26.7 mJ/cm2 or 8.9 MW/cm2). The probe beam was expanded to an

area of 35 mm x 10 mm (0.046 mJ/cm2 or 15.2 kWcm2).
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Figure 7: Schematic diagram of the orthogonal PLPS expertment

qq4¡1 The lo-wave rhomb in the pump beam path after the pump beam polariser with transmission

axis aligned to horizontal produces a circularly polarised pump beam. The probe beam is polarised

aI xl4 To the vertical.

Burner/Flame System

The orthogonal OH PLPS experiments imaged the OH radical distribution in the premixed natural

gasiO2 flame from a modified glass blowing torch flame described in Chapter lll. The equivalence

ratio was chosen on the basis of maximum LPS signal strength. The resultant laminar flame was

fuel-lean, with an OH distribution extending throughout the flame base.

lmage Correction

As for Chapter lll, unless otherwise noted as instantaneous images, the PLPS images below are

obtained by taking an unweighted average of 50 shots and are shown in two modes. Mode 1

corresponds to an image corrected only for the non-zero background of the ICCD. Mode 2

represents the ratio, S/8, of the signal (without background), S, to the background (with flame), B,

and is proportional to the square of the índuced dichroism. The Mode 2 images were calculated

from the image ratio term, Rsienar, defined in Chapter lll, according to the equation

S=*.,,,-1- -t=BlS-t Equationo
B "srgnal lpro¡e-oncre¿-pump B

r,r¡here Ru¡nn"1 is ihe ratio of the collected PLPS signal (ineluding the probe beam extinction

background), lpror;e, to the probe beam extrnetion baekground (measured with no pump beam

Nd:Yag
Frequency
DoublerDye Laser

Flame
Pu
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preserit), lprobe_Þroc*.eci_purp The grey-scale images in this chapter are plotted on a l¡near grey-scale

normalised to a 5 to 95% scale of the signal strength in each image.

lnstantaneous images are shown in Mode 1 format as simultaneous instantaneous probe profile

backgrounds could not be collected for correction.

(1) Orthogona! Non-Zero Signal Confirmation Experiment

Non-zero LPS signal was immediately detected for orthogonal beam intersection E3
circularlv polarised pump beam with probe beam polarised at n/4 to the beam intersection

plane. The laser system was tuned to the A2)-fn (O-O) Qz(8) transition of OH, a transition which

would not be favoured in the conventional near-collinear theory of polarisation spectroscopy'

Figures I and g show (5Q-shot) average uncorrected (Mode 1) and corrected (mode2) images due

to the OH distribution in the premíxed flame described above. The signal is obviously non-zero and

is distributed throughout the flame with the exception of the cone-shaped OH-free structure at the

base of the flame. This presence of this non-zero signal supports the predictions for the case of a

circularly polarised pump beam of both Laverinenko and Gancheryonoks and Reppel and

Alwahabi23.

The maximum (50 shot) average Mode 1 signal strength in the flame region was 56 counts at a

gain of 9, with more typical average signal levels of 41.5 x 3.2 counts in the region of high OH

concentration. For comparison, the average count level at the non-flame edge of the image was -
8.8 t 1.1 counts, and in the oH-free centralflame cone,6.2 t 0.9 counts.

The Mode 2 corrected image is shown in Figure 9. The Mode 2 count level in the flame region is

typically -4.g t 0.8 counts. The average Mode 2 count level at the edge of the image is - 0'14 I
0.21, while the central OH-free flame cone has an average Mode 2 count level of -0.09 t 0'15

counts. The maximum Mode 2 conected signal to noise ratio is then 24: 1 for this 50 shot average

orthogonal PLPS image for a circularly polarised pump beam'

Figure 3 shows an equivalent instantaneous Mode I OH PLPS for the same

pump/probe/polarisation geometry. Maximum count levels of 275 were detected in the

instantaneous images, with more typical values in the high OH concentration regions on the order

of 133 counts. The instantaneous images differed only marginally from the average images due to

the stability of the laminar (Re - 95) natural gas/Oz flame. Signal levels primarily due to the

polarisation
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Figure 8: Average (50 shot) Mode 1 PLPS image for an orthogonal pump/probe beam geometry

and a circularlv polarised pump beam. The obvious OH signal is generated in a laminar premixed

naturalgas/O2 flame produced by a 1-2 mm jet exit diameter burner. The maximum count levelwas

- 56 counts at gain 9.
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Figure 9: Mode 2 average corrected PLPS image calculated from the image above for an

orthogonal pump/probe beam geometry and a circularlv polarised pump beam. The Mode 2 count

level in the flame region is typically - 4-5. The average Mode 2 count level at the edge of the image

is - 0.14 + 0.21, while the central flame cone has an average count level of - -0.09 + 0.15 counts.
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Figure 10: Mode 1 instantaneous image and an orthogonal

pump/probe beam geometry. The maximum signal level is 275 with a typical value of 133 counts.

The image was chosen for best signal in a set of 50 shots rather than an average count level

image.

extinction background at the edge of the image show count levels of 10.3 + 7.6 counts, and in the

central OH-free cone 18.4 + 9.8 counts.

The images do not require elongation in the horizontal direction to represent the elliptical

intersection volume of pump and probe beams, as is the case for small intersection angle

polarisation spectroscopy. The imaged area is 3.7 mm x 5.5 mm with resolution of 9.5 pm per pixel.

The thickness of the elliptical interaction region for this set of average images was estimated to be

700 pm.

(2) Orthogonal Q-pumPrQ-probe Favouring Gonfirmat¡on

Figures I to 10 above were taken with the pump and probe beams tuned to the A2'-X2I(O-O) Or(A)

transition of OH. Figure 9 in Chapter I indicates that this transition should have near zero signal for

a circularly polarised pump beam in a collinear qeometry, while R2(8) and P2(8) pump/probe

transitions are favoured. However, Figures 4 to 9 in Chapter lV indicate that an induced linear

beam intersection. For this case, the Rz(8) and Pz(8) pump/probe transitions are predicted to be

much weaker.
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Scans through the Pz(8) and Rz(8) pump/probe transitions for the same experiment revealed

no detectable lineshapes for the orthogonal geometry and a circularly polarised pump beam.

This result and further supports the theory

of Reppel and Alwahabi.

ln comparison, for a pump/probe intersection angle of 13.60 and a circularly polarised pump beam,

a scan of the Qz(2) line revealed no detectable signal, while it was easy to detect the strong R2(8)

and Pz($) lines. Signal was also obtained for the Rz(2) and P2(2) lines. This result matches the

conventional theory of the a dominant induced circular dichroism for near-collinear geometriesl and

demonstrates the anoular dependence of the spectroscopic behaviour of the signal.

The spectroscopic behaviour predicted in Chapter lV has been supported by orthogonal

PLPS images obtained experimentally The laser

system was tuned to the A2>-X2n1O-0) Or(8) transition of OH and the OH PLPS signal in a

premixed natural gastO2 flame was imaged. The probe beam was polarised atxl4to the beam

intersection plane. lt was not possible to detect orthogonal OH PLPS signal for R2(8) and

P2(8) transitions for this pump beam polarisation. Despite the low signal level in this

experiment, this result supports the prediction in Chapter lV of an induced linear dichroism

dominating the behaviour of polarisation spectroscopy for a circularly polarised pump beam

and orthogonal beam intersection.

For near-collinear qeometries, a circular dichroism dominates the LPS signal strength for a

circularly polarised pump beam. Consequently, P and R transitions are favoured for the

intermediate to high J quantum numbers which are associated with significant species population

for temperatures typically associated with combustion.

qeometries, this chapter has demonstrated that the LPS signal is dominated by a linear dichroism

induced by the circularly polarised pump beam. For orthogonal beam intersection angles and a

circularly polarised pump beam, Q transition are optimalfor intermediate to high J values.

Chapters ll and lV predict that the orthoqonal LPS signal is dominated by an induced linear

dichroism for both linearly and circularly polarised pump beams. These predictions have been

supported by the experimental results presented in Chapters lll and V. For intermediate to high J

values, Q transitions are then favoured for all orthogonal PLPS experiments.

Q transitions are also favoured for all beam intersection angles for a linearly polarised pump beam.

However, the spectroscopic behaviour of the LPS signaf ís a functíon of beam íntersection angle for

a circularly polarised pump beam. The signal ranges from dominance by an induced circular

dichroism for near-collinear beams to dominance by an induced linear dichroism for orthogonal

l5l
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beams. This geometric dependence of LPS signal strength on J should be modelled accurately in

circular PLPS temperature diagnostics.

Orthogonal PLPS imaging has been demonstrated above for a circularly polarised pump beam. As

described by the theory in Chapter lV, the orthogonal PLPS signal is dependent on both the induced

fractional linear birefringence, N2, and the induced fractional circular birefringence, o, due to the

circularly polarised pump beam. For near-collinear beams, the LPS signal is dominated by the

induced circular birefringence. However, the LPS at intermedìate beam intersection angles is a

more complex function of the two induced birefringence terms.

The complexity of the LPS signal dependence on these two factor is increased by the J

dependence of the induced linear and circular birefringence. The relative strength of A and o is a

strong function of the rotational quantum number. As a result, the angular dependence of the LPS

signal strength is also a function of J.

Figures 11 to 20 show the dependence of the LPS signal strength for a circularly polarised pump

beam on the beam intersection angle, 1, based on the theory presented in Chapter lV. A probe

beam polarised at nl4to the vertical has been assumed. The black line in each figure represents

the linear approximation LPS signal valid for near-orthogonal beam geometries satisfying the

condition cost11¡ 22 c2, Â. The blue line in each figure represents the general approximated LPS

signalvalid for near-collinear and intermediate beam geometries satisfying the condition, cos211¡ ..

o'. In Figures [12] to [14] and [16], the linear approximation signal is effectively zero on the scale of

the figure and lies on the 1axis.

Values for the induced linear birefringence, Àinduced by a circutarty potarised pump 6¿¡¡, âod the induCed circular

birefringence, o, for Figures 11 to 20 were selected based on the ratio of the corrected Zt,t',,t"_-n

factors calculated in Chapters land lV. The correctedZt,t,,t"_co, factors induced by a circularly

polarised pump beam and tabulated in Chapter I were used to represent the J dependence of the

induced circular dichroism. The additional correctedZ,t,,t'.,t"_"od_*,, factors induced by a circularly

polarised pump beam and tabulated in Chapter lV were used to represent the J dependence of the

induced linear dichroism due to a circularly polarised pump beam. As this gives a ratio of the two

birefringence terms and not absolute values, a range of constant factors were used to scale the

birefringence terms for each figure.

Figures 11 and 12 show the predicted LPS signal strength as a function of beam intersection angle

for P(2)-pump/P(2)-probe and P(8)-pump/P(8)-probe transitions respectively. Values of

r Àc¡rcularly polarised pump ¡u". = -0'021, and

. o = 0.045

were assumed for J = 2, and
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¡ Acircularly polarised pump beâm = -0'0019, and

. o = 0.073

were assumed for J = 8. Figures 13 and 14 show the equivalent curves for R-pump/R-probe

transitions. The values of the birefringence terms used in the calculations are listed in the caption at

the base of each figure.

The figures for P and R transitions show typical falloffs in signal strength with beam intersection

angle to near-zero signal at orthogonal beam intersection. For these transitions, the contribution

due to the (circular pump beam) índuced linear dichroism, which is strongest for Q transitions, does

not contribute significantly to the signal strength in comparison with the signal due to the induced

circular dichroism. Figures f fo 14 indicate the low signal predicted for orthogonal beam

intersection for P-pump/P-probe and R-pump/R-probe transitions.

Figures l5 and 16 show the equivalent LPS signal as a function of beam intersection angle for

e(2)-pump/Q(2)-probe and Q(8)-pump/A(8)-probe transitions respectively. The value of the

constant scaling factor used to calculate the induced birefringence terms for Figures 11 to 14 was

also used to calculate Figures '15 and 16. The increased strength of the induced linear dichroism

(due to the circularly polarised pump beam) for Q-pump/Q-probe transitions is immediately

apparent in the figures in the significant signal for orthogonal beam intersection.

Figures 17 and 18 show the signal strength for the same Q-pump/Q-probe transitions, but with

double the constant scaling factor used to calculate Figures 11 to 16. Similarly, Figures 19 and 20

show the Q-pump/Q-probe transitions with three times the constant scaling factor as that assumed

in Figures 11 to 16.

It is clear that the decay of LPS signal to near zero signal with increasing beam intersection

angle is not always characteristic of polarisation spectroscopy for the case of a circularly

polarised pump beam. Significant increase in LPS strength for intermediate and near-

orthogonal beam intersection angles will occur if there is a strong (circular pump beam)

induced linear birefringence. Depending on the relative values of the induced linear and

circular birefringence terms, the orthogonal LPS signal may be of the order of, or even

larger than, the signal at even the small beam intersection angle of l5o. lt should be noted

that the signal for near-collinear beam intersection angles (X < 5o) is always strong-
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Figure '11: Calculated dependence of the two approximations representing the LPS signal for a

circularly polarised pump beam ( for a probe beam polarisation

angle of ,{ = 
nlt. Values of acr-rcurarry porarised pump beam = -0.021 and o = 0.045 were assumed- The

demarcation angle between the two regimes is 81.7".
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Figure 12: Calculated dependence of the two approximations representing the LPS signal for a

circularly polarised pump beam (P(8)-pump/P(8)-probe transition) for a probe beam polarisation

angle of y =n14,. Values of Aor*,"nrporarised pumpbeam = -0.0185 and o = 0.0725 were assumed. The

demarcation angle between the two regimes is 82.2.
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Figure 13: Calculated dependence of the two approximations representing the LPS signal for a

circularly polarised pump beam ( for a probe beam polarisation

angle of y =nlt. Values of &¡ro¡rarry porarised pump bcam = -0.00925 and o = 0.11 were assumed. The

demarcation angle between the two regimes is 83.7".
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Figure 14: Calculated dependence of the two approximations representing the LPS signal for a

circularly polarised pump beam (R(8ì-oump/R(SFprobe transition) for a probe beam polarisation

angle of y = 
nlq,- Values of Â"¡ro¡¡¿¡y porarised pump be€m = -0.0145 and o = 0.0925 were assumed. The

demarcation angle between the two regimes is 83.1".
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Figure 15: Calculated dependence of the two approximations representing the LPS signal for a

circularly polarised pump beam (Q(2)-oump/Q(2)-probe transition) for a probe beam polarisation

angle of T = 
nlt. Values of 4¡rcura.y porarised pump b€am = -0.0575 and o = 0.014 were assumed' The

demarcation angle between the two regimes is 76.1".
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Figure 16: Calculated dependence of the two approximations representing the LPS signal for a

circularly polarised pump beam (Q(8)-oump/Q(8)-probe transition) for a probe beam polarisation

angle of y =nlc. Values of &¡rcurarryporarised pumpbeam = -0.065 and o = 0.001 15 were assumed. The

demarcation angle between the two regimes is75.2.
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Figure 17: Calculated dependence of the two approximations representing the LPS signal for a

circularly polarised pump beam (Q(2)-pump/Q(2)-orobe transition) for a probe beam polarisation

angle of T = nl¿. Values of &¡r*r"rry porarised pu'p = -0.01 15 and o = 0.028 were assumed. The

demarcation angle between the two regimes is 70.2'.
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Figure 18: Calculated dependence of the two approximations representing the LPS signal for a

circularly polarised pump beam (Q(8Þpump/Q(8)-probe transition) for a probe beam polarisation

angle of y = 
nlq. Values of &¡rct¡rarry porar¡sed pump beam = -0.13 and o = 0.0023 were assumed. The

demarcation angle between the two regimes is 68.9".
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Figure 19: Calculated dependence of the two approximations representing the LPS signal for a

circularly polarised pump beam (Q(2)-pump/Q(2)-probe transition) for a probe beam polarisation

angle of I = nlc. Values of &¡rq¡rany porarised prrp = -0.'1725 and o = 0.042 were assumed. The

demarcation angle between the two regimes is 65.5".
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Figure 20: Calculated dependence of the two approximations representing the LPS signal for a

circularly polarised pump beam (Q(8)-oump/Q(8)-probe transition) for a probe beam polarisation

angle Of y -- nl+. 
ValUeS of &¡rcurarry potarised pump Þeam = -0.195 and o = 0.00345 were aSSUmed. The

demarcation angle between the two regimes is 63.8".
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Strong (circular pump beam) induced linear birefringence is characteristic of Q-pump/Q-probe

beam transitions, especially for large J. The dominance of the linear birefringence based

contribution to the signal strength is a function of the relative strengths of the induced linear and

induced circular birefringence terms for the selected transition.

Figures 22 and 23 show a series of Mode 1 and Mode 2 OH PLPS images taken for a circularlv

polarised oumo beam for a range of beam intersection angles. Each image is a 50 shot average of

the OH PLPS signal (for the n2>-Fu (0-0) Qz(8) transition) in a fuel/lean premixed natural gas/O2

flame. lmages for beam intersection angles of 20o, 30o, 45o, 55o, 60o, 70o, 8Oo and 90o are

presented. ln each case, the probe beam was left undisturbed and the pump beam redirected to

intersect the probe beam at the required angle (See Figure 21).
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Figure 21: Experimental arrangement for polarisation spectroscopy imaging for a circularly

polarised pump beam with variable beam intersection angle. The angle at which the pump beam

intersects the probe beam can be varied by moving the pump beam redirection mirror (directly after

the beamsplitting wedge in the pump beam path) parallel to the probe beam path and repositioning

the mirrorto reflectthe pump beam through the flame, intersecting the probe beam. Forthe images

in Figures 15 and 16, the pump beam was circularly polarised by a combination of a polariser (to

ensure an initially polarised pump beam) and a lo-wave Fresnel rhomb. The probe beam is

polarised atnt4Io the vertical and the pump and probe beams intersect in the horizontal plane.

Figure 22 shows the Mode 1 images collected for the given beam intersection angle. Figure 23

shows the equívalent Mode 2 images. The ímages are interleaved so that corresponding Mode 1

(top of each page) and Mode 2 (base of each page) images are shown on the same page. This
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allows the relative difficulty of probe beam correction with respect to the thermal gradient structures

introduced by passage through the flame to be demonstrated for a range of beam intersection

angles.

The images in Figures 22 and 23 are not stretched along the horizontal axis to represent the

elliptical pump/probe beam interaction region, but are shown with the horizontal scale of the

orthogonal images. This allows the effectiveness of the probe beam correction to be studied as a

function of beam intersection angle. Note that any defects introduced by imperfect correction in

regions of LPS signal will be emphasised in the stretched images. lt is easy to note that a larger

fraction of the image area where the LPS signal occurs will be influenced by overlapping thermal

gradient features on the probe beam profile for small beam intersection angles. lt is suggested that,

when imaging with small beam intersectíon angles, greater care should be taken to minimíse

thermal gradient structures in the probe beam profile or, alternatively, to collect signal from probe

beam regions where such features do not occur. The images in Figures 22 and 23 are plotted on a

greyscale based on the 5 to 95% signal strength of each image with black representing the lowest

signal.

The images in Figures 22 and 23 were obtained for a transition previously considered not favoured

for the case of a circularly polarised pump beam. This strength of the LPS signal for the Azt-XtII

(O-O) Oz(8) transition is due largely to an induced linear dichroism rather than the induced circular

dichroism usually associated with a circularly polarised pump beam. lt should be noted that the

collected images are of high quality for the range of beam intersection angles investigated (20o to

goo) ind¡cating that the induced linear dichroism, which is dominant for orthogonal beam

intersection, is still significant for beam intersection angles as low as 20o.

Figures 22 and 23: (Pages following) A series of (50 shot average) OH PLPS images of the fuel-

lean premixed natural gas flame for a circularly polarised pump beam for beam intersection angles

of (a) 20", (b) 30", (c) 45o, (d) 55", (e) 60", (f) 70", (g) 80" and (h) 90o. The probe beam is polarrsed

aI nl4 Io the vertical. Figure 22 (Iop of each page) shows the Mode 1 image collected for each

beam intersection angle. The corresponding Mode 2 image is shown in Figure 23 (at the base of

each page) to demonstrate the relative difficulty of probe beam correction with respect to the

thermal gradient structures as a function of beam intersection angle. The images are plotted on a

greyscale based on the 5 to 95% signal strength of each image with black representing the lowest

signal.
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(Figure 22)
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(Figures 22and23)

(c) 45o Beam lntersection Angle
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The experiment was not quantitative as the pump beam energy was not measured for each beam

intersection angle, and would be expected to be a function of angle of reflection from the redirection

mirror. However, the signal did not increase rapidly as the beam intersection angle decreased. The

maximum OH PLPS signal was approximately 50 counts for orthogonal beam intersection and

approximately 65 counts for 20" beam intersection. This suggests that the strong increase in LPS

signal commonly associated with decreasing beam intersection angle does not occur for all J for a

circularly polarised pump beam.

This result may be compared with the reported OH A2>-X2l (1,0) and NO A2t*-X2n (O,O) spectra of

Lofstedt and Aldenla probing a premixed hydrogen/nitrous-oxide flame for a beam intersection

angle of 10o. LPS excitation scans collected using linearly and circularly polarised pump beams

showed the strong presence of non-favoured branches; NO R2(29.5) for the case of a linearly

polarised pump beam and NO Qr(26.5) for the case of a circularly polarised pump beam. The

authors ascribed the presence of these non-favoured transitions to the presence of minority

polarisation types in the pump beam. The experiment was optimised for dual species (OH at 285

nm and NO at 226 nm) detection, requiring suboptimal alignment of the polarising" and lensing

systems for each of the individual wavelengths. A polariser placed after a spherical lens produced

the linearly polarised pump beam used to produce the spectra. The authors state that in the case of

a circularly polarised pump beam, "a sinqle Fresnel rhomb was insefted immediatelv after the

focussing lens". ln this second case, it is possible that a polariser was not used to ensure the

linearity of the beam polarisation entering the rhomb and the assignment of the spectroscopic

behaviour to minority polarisation types may be valid. However, despite the slight wavelength

dependence in the extinction behaviour of the polarisers it is unlikely that that the authors'

explanation is valid in the case of the linearly polarised pump beam, where the pump beam

polariser would be expected to produce a highly linearly polarised beam for both wavelengths.

The theory described in Chapter ll predicts purely linearly induced dichroism induced by a linearly

oolarised oump beam. The standard theory of polarisation spectroscopy based on the calculation of

the induced linear dichroism itself accounts the so-termed non-favoured branch in Lofstedt and

Alden's spectra for the case of a linearly polarised pump beam. Table 4 in Chapter I lists the limiting

values of the (¡,y,¡" factors which are proportional to the induced linear birefringence as J -+ -o for a

linearly polarised pump beam. The ratio between the birefringence induced for R-pump/R-probe

and Q-pump/Q-probe transitions in the linear regime and for large J is 1:4. This leads to a ratio of

u Lofstedt ancl Aieienla noted that the extinction arrgle for the prol:e beanr polarisers diffe¡"eel slighily

between the two probed frequencies The experiment was set with the extineticln angle as a

eonrprr:nrise between the two.

o Note that í ¡ L funetions and eorrected (,,¡.,r'functions are largely independent of J foi J > 5.
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16 in relative signal strength for the transitions discussed. This factor does not account for the

relative Boltzmann populations for the two transitions. ln a hydrogen-nitrous oxide flame,

temperatures are high enough to populate J levels up to 35. For Lofstedt and Alden's spectrum in

the case of a linearly polarised pump beam, the NO R2(29.5) line is approximately half the intensity

of the NO Q2(35.5) line. Given the quadratic dependence on species number density, the above

ratio of induced birefringence and assuming pumping in the linear regime, this level of signal could

be explained by a ratio of Jã - 2.8 between the populations of the J = 29 and J = 35 states. Figure

24 shows the Boltzmann distributions" for the NO X2n 1v = 0) state assuming temperatures of

'1400,'1700 and 2000 K. The ratios between the populations of the two states are 1.6, 1.5 and 1.3

respectively for each of these temperatures. Assuming no saturation in the experiment of Lofstedt

and Alden and ignoring all collisional effects, the theory described in Chapter I in the limit as J -+.o

in combination with the Boltzmann population fractions expected for a hydrogen/nitrous-oxide flame

predicts the ratio of signal strengths for the NO R2(29.5) and Qz(35.5) lines to within a factor of four.
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Figure 24. Boltzmann distributions of populations for the NO X2u iv = O) state assuming

temperatures of 1400, 1700 and 2OO0 K (Br.ro = 1 .705 cm-12e)

However, it is more difficult to explain the non-favoured Q2(26.5) transition appearing in the LPS

spectrum for a circularly polarised pump beam. The theory of Teets, Kowalski, Híll, Carlson and

Hansch predicts a limit of zero LPS signal strength as J + oo for Q-pump/Q-probe transitions in the

case of a circularly polarised pump beam. Although the theory developed in Chapter ll allows for an

induced linear dichroism due to a circularly polarised pump beam, the contribution of this linear

dichroism to the total signal is four orders of magnitude lower that that due to the induced circular
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dichroism for a beam intersection angle of 10o. This implies that it is unlikely that a purely circularly

polarised pump beam would produce an LPS NO spectrum with Rz(20.5) and Q2(26.5) lines with

signal strength ratio - 2:1. ln this case, it must be assumed that the spectroscopic behaviour is due

to a signifìcant linearly polarised component in the pump beam due to the possible absence of a

polariser before the rhomb used to create circular polarisation in the pump beam.

Chaoterc lll and V demonstrate eroerimentallv that olan laser nolarisationr

This supports the predictions of the

theories developed in Chapters ll and lV. The theory developed in Chapter lV shows that

maximum orthogonalsignal is obtained for a probe

beam polarised at 45o to the plane of intersection of pump and probe beams.

It has also been shown in this chapter that the spectroscopic behaviour of the LPS

strength is a function of beam intersection angle,

dependent on dominance of either an induced linear or an induced circular dichroism

due to the circularly polarised pump beam. A corollary of this is that the LPS signal

dependence on beam intersection angle, 1, does not always demonstrate a rapid

increase in signal strength as I decreases from nl2. However, the LPS signal is always

relatively high for near-collinear beam geometries (x < 5o).
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Chapter Vl: Near-Collinear Polarisation Spectroscopy lmaging in

Combustion.

This chapter demonstrates the technique of near-collinear polarisation spectroscopy

imaging developed by Nyholm, Fritzon and Alden3. The PLPS signal representing the

OH distribution in a laminar premixed natural gas/O2 flame is imaged for beam

intersection angles of 30o and 15" for a horizontally polarised pump beam. The probe

beam is polarised at nl4 to the vertical.

imaqinq. The chapter includes a summary of the significant papers on polarisation

spectroscopy imaging.

Planar Laser Polarisation Spectroscopy in Combustion

Laser polarisation spectroscopy was developed initially as a spectroscopic techniquel'2 due to the

Doppler-free linewidth available for low-pressure experiments and counter-propagating pump and

probe beams. The application of LPS to imaginq, via the PLPS technique, has been limited to a

relatively small number of experiments

1 Nyholm, K., Fritzon, R. and Alden, M.,

polarization spectroscopy'' (l 993)3.

2 Nyholm, Fritzon, and Alden,

(1 994)13.

3 Lofstedt, Fritzon and Alden,

pol a rization spectroscopv" ( 1 996)30.

4 Lofstedt and Alden,

spectroscopv" (l 996)1 
5.

5 Reppel and Alwahabi, (2002)31'

Nyholm, Fritzon and Alden demonstrated the first PLPS imaging, presenting two-dimensional

images of the OH radical dístribution in a CH+/Oz flame for the (near-collinear) beam intersection

angles of 15o and 30o, The output of a Nd:YAG/dye laser system was doubled to probe the A2>-
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X2n 1O-O¡ e1(9) transition of OH. lmages were presented for flames with fuel equivalence ratios of

0.5 and 2.0 as well as a pure diffusion flame.

After a preliminary investigation of OH LPS signal strengthl2 in combustion of OH in

Nyholm, Maier, Aminoff and Kaivola, 199f), Nyholm

Fri¿on and Alden extended the 1-D polarisation spectroscopy technique to 2-D PLPS imaging. The

horizontally polarised pump laser beam was formed into a thin laser sheet using a cylindrical lens.

The linearly polarised probe beam (polarised at 45o to the pump polarisation direction) was allowed

to intersect the pump sheet as an unfocussed beam-

The probe beam was expanded and spatially filtered to obtain a near flat-top profile. The 0.5 mJ

pump beam was focussed ínto a premixed CH41O1 flame by a f = 600 mm cylindrical lens. The

pump sheet height at the flame was 5 mm and the beam thickness was <200 pm. The laser

linewidth was 0.1 cm-1 and the pulse length was - l0 ns. Based on these numbers, the pump sheet

irradiance was - 5 x 106 Wcm2. The saturation regime in which the images were taken was not

stated by Nyholm ef a/.

The probe beam was imaged onto a Princeton lnstruments (5765) ICCD camera by a f = 150 mm

lens after passing through crossed polarisers with extinction ration < 1O-5. An aperture was placed

at the lens focus and the beam was allowed to expand before reaching the ICCD. A UG11 coloured

glass filter was used to minimise non-resonant contributions to the detected probe beam

background.

Nyholm, Fritzon and Alden presented four single-pulse 2-D images of the OH polarisation

spectroscopy signal for a premixed CHy'O2 flame with 2 mm nozzle diameter

. for an equivalence ratio of 6 = 0.5 at a beam crossing angle of 15o (maximum signal

8000 counts)

. for a pure methane diffusion flame at a beam crossing angle of 15o (maximum signal

600 counts)

. for an equivalence ratio of 0 - 0.5 at a beam crossing angle of 30o (maximum signal

3000 counts)

. for an equivalence ratio of O - 2 at a beam crossing angle of 30o (maximum signal 600

counts).

' Saturaticn curves presented by N-vholrn, tüarer, Arninoff and Kaivr:|a1z indleated e lear saturatic¡n of

ihe CH LPS sìgnal colleeted íor an (assumed since ìt is not ciear in the paper's text) acetylenelair

flame for purnp interrsities of l05wcm2 (for a uV linewicith of 0 24 crn"1)
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The images were uncorrected with a background count level of less than 20 counts. Allowing for the

foreshortening of the images in the plane of intersection of the pump and probe beams, the images

show the characteristic OH distribution for premixed (broad regions of OH indicating combustion)

and diffusion flames (thin OH structures at the flame edge controlled by the diffusion rate of air into

the central fuel core). The images also indicate the proportionality of the signal to the intensity of the

probe beam leading to a modulation of the signal component of the image by the probe beam

profile. The single-shot images show evidence of interference fringes (possibly due to the

beamsplitter used to form the pump and probe beams) and a faint diffraction edge on the circular

probe beam profile (possibly due to the aperture creating the flat-top probe profile). However, the

OH structures are clearly defined and there is no evidence of thermal beam-steering features due

to passage of the probe beam through the flame. The authors also noted lhat "Experiments in

measurements.'3

Nyholm, Fritzon and Alden determined a cot311¡ dependence of LPS signal strength on beam

intersection angle for the case of a horizontally polarised pump beam (which was discussed in

Chapter lll). Based on the signal levels in the collected images, Nyholm, FriEon and Alden then

predicted signal to background ratios of greater than 1000:1 could be obtained for small beam

intersection angles.

The authors noted that the rotational temperature maps could be obtained from two images taken

for different rotational línes for conditions of no saturation using the theory of Teets, Kowalski, Hill,

Carlson and Hanschl. Nyholm ef al. calculated a temperature map for the premixed CHy'Oz flame

from 1 0 shot average images for the transitions, Qr (2) and Qr (9) for a beam intersection angle of 30o.

The temperature scale on the images ranges from 2000-3500K, and an average temperature for

the flame was estimated to be 2950K. The adiabatic temperature for a stoichiometric CHy'O2 flame

is 3054 K 
b.

The temperature map shows an improvement in image quality due to image averaging and

reduction in probe beam profile modulation as a result of taking the ratio of the two images.

lnterference fringes are still seen, but the temperature map is much more uniform with respect to

signal continuity than the single shot images. No statement of saturation regime is made for the

temperature map presented. However, the general theory of Teets ef al. which was used to

calculate the temperature map alfows the same rotational number dependence for Q transitions in

the saturated and linear regime of optical pumping.

r' Calculated lty "Gaseq Chemk;al eçuiiibria for perfect gases", Version 063 Chris Morley,

c oiley@ukgateway.net
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Nyholm, FríEon and Alden suggested, in conclusion, investigation of "oressure effects on

lineshapes. on cotlisional relaxation. and on sional strenqth", adding, "Preliminary spectral

Nyholm, Fritzon and Alden increased the level of complexity of experimental arrangement in their

next paper which compares the imaging capabilities of two coherent techniques, degenerate four'

wave mixing (DFWM) and laser polarisation spectroscopy (LPS), in combustion.

Both techniques are based on the intersection of a thin laser sheet and a cylindrical probe beam to

image the elliptical intersection region of both beams. ln polarisation spectroscopv, a single pump

beam intersects a probe beam, the signal being the polarisation change induced in the probe beam.

ln DFWM (as applied in Nyholm, Fritzon and Alden's paper), counter-propagating (and spatially

overlapping) pump beams (in a phase-conjugate geometry) intersect the probe beam resulting in

the generation of a fourth beam counter-propagating with respect to the probe beam.

The aim of the experiment was single-pulse 2-D temperature measurement in a premixed

propane/oxygen flame produced by a bumer similar to a welding torch. A Nd:YAG pumped dual-

wavelength dye laser system was used to allow simultaneous collection of OH A2>-X2l (0-0) signal

for two rotational transitions, Qr(2) and Qr(9) at 308.084 and 309.623 nm respectively. Ïhe UV

wavelengths were produced by two KDP crystals in series in the beam path, each tuned to one of

the duaÞwavelength dye laser outputs. The resultant UV beams had pulse durations of - 10 ns and

bandwidths of 0.1 cm-1. The two UV beams followed the same beam paths throughout the

experiment before separation of the two wavelength components by a diffraction grating (600 lines

per mm, blaze 2.5 pm) prior to imaging. A coloured glass filter was placed in front of the CCD

camera to minimise íncoherent light in the collected image in the case of the polarisation

spectroscopy experiment.

The arrangement of the polarisation spectroscopy experiment is shown in Figure 1. The probe

beam profile was near top-hat as only the central 5 mm of the expanded beam width was used and

the pulse intensities were determined from the non-signal regions of the probe beam imaged on the

detector after passing through the crossed polarisers (extinction ratio quoted as 1O-s). The pump

beam was horizontally polarised. The pump/probe beam intersection angle was not specified. The

pump beam energy was - 1.5 mJ and the probe beam approximately - 4 pJ. The pump sheet was

- 5 mm high and < 0.2 mm thick. This corresponds to a pump beam irradiance of 150 x 105 Wcmz.

The authors noted that the LPS images were obtained were in the unsaturated regime of optical

pumprng.
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Figure 1: Experimental arrangement for the dual wavelength polarisation spectroscopy temperature

mapping of Nyholm, Fritzon and Aldenl3

The DFWM experiment geometry was more complex and is shown in Figure 2. The two UV beams

(- 5 mJ) were split into pump and probe beams using a primary 50/50 beamsplitter. A secondary

beamsplitter was used to further split each of the probe beams into a transmitted and a reflected

component. The reflected probe beam components were directed to intersect the pump sheets at

approximately a 15o angle.

Before passing through the flame, the probe beam was focussed through a 0.2 mm pinhole by a f =

500 mm spherical lens and diverged towards the flame after reflection from the secondary 50/50

beamsplitter. The counterpropagating signal beam converged back through the second

beamsplitter to an iris placed at the equivalent focal plane of this beam before expanding to a

second (collimating) spherical lens (f - 1000 mm). This lens was placed so as to image the flame

dírectly on the CCD camera. The images due to the two rotationaltransitions were separated using

the diffraction grating and imaged on the same CCD chip. Care was taken in collimation in order to

minimise distortion of the image by the grating. flt is interesting to note that a collimating imaging
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system, when trialled in the experiments reported in this thesis, demonstrated the greatest

susceptibility to beam steering features in the collected image due to transmission of the probe

beam through a flame.l

Nd.Yag

DualWavelength
Dye Laser

BeamDump
KDP(r1)

KDP(12) Beam Splitter Mirror

Prism
Filter Lens Cylindrical

Lens

Pinhole

Lens lris Mirror

0

Grating

ccD
Flame

Lens Beam
. Dump

/
Figure 2: Experimental arrangement for the dual wavelength DFWM temperature mapping of

Nyholm, Fritzon and Alden13.

The two wavelength fractions of the probe beam which were transmitted through the secondary

beamsplitter were coflimated (f = 1000 mm lens) and directed to the diffraction grating and, at a

different diffraction order, were imaged on the CCD chip (creating four images). This allowed shot-

to-shot correction for the probe beam profile for the DFWM experiment assuming that transmission

through the flame introduces no distortion of the probe beam profile.

The flame used in Nyholm, Fritzon and Alden's experiment was a very thin (- 5 mm) lean

propane/orygen premixed flame produced by a wefding torch (orifice díameter 2 mm). Oxidiser rich

flames studied in this thesis produced beamsteering structures in the pre-analyser probe beam

profile, an effect whích reduced as the fuel/oxidiser ratio increased, however, such structures have

not been reported by Nyholm, Fritzon and Aldens'13. The lack of these features may be due to

unreported imaging strategies or the slightly larger burner orifice diameters for these papers.

l,lD Filter

Beam
Splitter

Mirror

sllt

M
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However, imaging for reduction of flame transmission beamsteering features should be considered

as integral to coherent combustion imaging diagnostics.

To compare the two techniques, Nyholm, FriEon and Alden took the following simple theoretical

descriptions of degenerate four wave mixing and polarisation spectroscopy signal strength. For

DFWM, to first order the signal strength is given by

lor*¡, € (8, Non (J))' 'lo",o,, .lp,rpz 'lp,o" Equation 1

r¡¡here l¡¡y17¡¡u1 i$ the intensity of the DFI /M signal,

B¡ is the transition probability of the transition,

NçH(J) is the numben density of the target spectes in the lower state,

lpumpr ârìd ipumpe ãl'Ê the intensities of tlre two çounter-prelpagating punrp beatns, and

lprooe is ihe probe bearn inteirsìty.

For polarisation spectroscopy (assuming a low polarisation extinction background, no inter-polariser

birefringent elements, perfectly crossed polarisers, negligible initial population of the upper state of

the transition and in the linear regime of optical pumping), the signal strength is given by

lprrs * (c, 4,, ruon 1J))' 'lo,'o' .lo.* Equation 2

where

Br is the transition probabilíty of the transttion,

NoH(J) is the number density af the target species in the lower state,

lp¡ps is the PLFS signal.

lp,on" is the Probe benm intensitY,

lpr.p is the purnp beam intensity ancl

_(¡ is the J dependent factor defined by Teets, Kowalski Hill, Caflson and l-lanseh.

The DFWM signal is effectively quadratically dependent on the pump beam intensity and linearly

dependent on the probe beam intensity. The signal is quadratically dependent on the number

densig of the target species in the lower state of the pumped transition. ln this regard, the coherent

LPS and DFWM techniques show the same dependence on beam intensity and number density.

The advantage of the DFWM technique is that high quality polarisers are not required. There is a

limit to the size of high quality polarisers which, when added to the restriction on birefringent optical

elements between the probe beam polarisers in the probe beam path, severely limits the area

which can be imaged by polarisation spectroscopy. DFWM is not subject to this restriction, and

does not demonstrate the extinction background characteristic of polarisation spectroscopy.

However, as shown above, the experimental arrangement and alignment procedure is much more

complex. Nyholm, FriEon and Alden compared the applicability of the two techniques in this paper.
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lf the signal to noise ratio achievable with DFWM is significantly larger than that for polarisation

spectroscopy, it is more logicalto consider DWFM in preference to LPS as an imaging diagnostic.

Nyholm, FriEon and Alden successfully demonstrated sinqle-pulse 2-D temperature mappinq in a

flame using OH DFWM and LPS based on the equations [1] and [2]. The temperature maps

obtained via DFWM ranged from a minimum temperature of - 1500K and exhibited a maximum

signal to noise ration of 50:1. ln the case of polarisation spectroscopy, the maximum signal to noise

ratio was - 75:1. Temporal and spatial PDFs of temperature for a set of - 50 images showed an

average flame temperature of - 2300 t 200 K determined in the DFWM experiment. The spatial

PDF of LPS signal is much broader (- 2200 t 300 K) and the average temperature associated with

the temporal LPS PDFs is lower (- 1800 t 200 K). The adiabatic temperature for a stoichiometric

propane/orygen flame is 3095.4 Kd. lt should be noted that the flame in this experiment was fuel

lean which would produce a lower flame temperature. Differences between the temperatures

obtained with the two techniques are easily attributed to the technical difficulties reported for the

experiment including the difficulty in tuning the dual laser system simultaneously to the maxima of

the respective rotational absorption lines and the effect of spatial averaging due to the small size

and temperature distribution of the experimental flame. ln addition, slightly different regions were

imaged in the two experiments, with the DFWM experiment imaging below the flame tip and PLPS

experiment imaging a region slightly higher in the flame.

The authors noted the importance of a high quality spatial probe beam profile as both techniques

are línear with the probe beam intensity, necessitating the use of a spatial fílter in the beam path

prior to the flame. The etfect of the reduction in energy due such filtering is minimal as both DFWM

and PS require low laser intensities. A technical difficulty noted by the authors is the overlapping of

equivalent pixels in the two rotational images and the two respective probe beam profiles collected

on the CCD for correction of the DFWM images

ln conclusion, Nyholm, FriEon and Alden note that the theoretical models used are the simplest

available and do not include the effects of absorption (or absorption coefficient differences between

the two transitions), which may be especially significant for the OH in such a flame. The authors

suggested that an improved experimental geometry for DFWM would have the two pump beams

entering the flame from opposíte directions rather than being retro-reflected through the flame by a

mirror to minímise the effects of absorption. The authors also note the need to investigate

" Ëstìmateeifrorn Í:iguies I and I of Nyholnr, Ëritzon and l\lden s papert'.

'j ealculated by "Gaseq Chemical *quilibria for peffect gases", Version 0 6'3 Chris Marley,

c orley@irkgateway. net
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. This statement is based

on the deviation of low J predicted populations from a straight line fit to a Boltzmann population plot

found by Nyholm32 (

spectroscoov", 1994). This would lead to an overestimation of the population of the Qr(2) state

based on the collected LPS signal, an hence to an underestimation of the calculated temperature.

Nyholm, FriÞon and Alden demonstrated that both DFWM and PLPS produce similar signal to

noise levels in imaging of the OH radical in a fuel-lean propane/orygen flame. On the basis of

possible size of imaged area, DFWM is preferable to PLPS. However, the DFWM experimental

alignment is far more complex, requiring accurate overlapping of the two pump beams.

For a horizontally polarised pump beam, the LPS signal follows a cot2(1) dependence on

pump/probe beam intersection angle, 1. Nyholm, Fritzon and Alden stated that DFWM signal

decreases less rapidly with increasing pump/probe beam intersection angle. This suggests good

DFWM signal may be obtained for intermediate beam intersection angles allowing high spatial

resolution in the collected image. Further comparisons of the two techniques are required to

determine which is optimal for combustìon diagnostics. However, the simplici$ of alignment is a

good argument for preferring polarisation spectroscopy for small scale imaging in combustion.

Lofstedt, Fritzon and Alden published the first NO PLPS image in 1996 ("lnvestiqation of NO

use of as part of an investigation of

detection of nitric oxide using polarisation spectroscopy. The experiment was largely unchanged

from that of Nyholm, Fritzon and Alden3 which produced the first OH PLPS image. A mixing system

was added to the Nd:Yag pumped dye laser/doubling system used for the OH experiment to

produce radiation near 226 nm to pump the n*t*-X2II (0-0) band of NO. The pump beam was

horizontally polarised and the pump and probe beams intersected at an angle of 8.5o.

The Q2(10.5) NO PLPS image for a premixed H2lN20 flame was an average of 200 shots and was

corrected for both the (average) probe beam background and (average) flame emission

background. The image shows a characteristic central distribution of NO within the flame region.

The imaged area was '10 mm x 11 mm. The sheet thickness was 0.5 mm.

Lofstedt, Fritzon and Alden carefully specified the optics required to "image the coherent signal'3o

carried on the unfocussed probe beam. A lens with focal length, f, and an aperture are placed in

front of the ICCD imaging camera. The lens is placed a distance, 2f, Írom the flame, and the

surface of the detector a distance, 2f, after the lens. The aperture is placed half-way between the

lens and the detector surface. A 230 nm interference filter and a Schott BG 24 coloured glass filter

were used to minimise the detected background for the image.
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The authors concluded that the PLPS technique showed great promise, especially in reduction of

resonant fluorescence background due to the coherent nature of the technique. However, Lofstedt

ef al. noted a major problem was the spatial and temporal variation of the probe beam profile due

largely to the combined doubling and mixing system.

ln the same year, Lofstedt and Alden extended the preliminary investigation of the NO imaging

described in their previous paper to present the fourth planar laser polarisation spectroscopy paper

existing in the literature. The paper takes advantage of coincidences between the spectra of the

hydroxyl and nitric oxide radicals, via the OH A2>-X2n (1,0) and NO A2x*-X2il (O,O) bands (285 nm

and 226 nm respectively). Lofstedt and Alden used both the doubled and mixed output of a

Nd:YAG/dye laser system to simultaneously pump OH and NO in a premixed H2lN20 flame with a

single laser. A single detection system captured both images after separation of the two wavelength

components by a Pellen-Broca prism. A Schott UG11 fitter and a standard bandpass (230 nm) filter

were placed in the separated 285 nm and 225 nm beams respectively before detection on a síngle

CCD. The imaging system consisted of a f = 500 mm lens placed at approximately 1m from the

CCD. The Pellen-Broca crystalwas placed between this lens and the detector (See Figure 3).

The 285nm and 226 nm beam energies were - 10 mJ and 5 mJ respectively. The polarisation of

the two pump beams was matched by using a double Fresnel rhomb to rotate the polarisation of the

226 nm beam by 90o. For experiments with circularly polarised pump beams, a single Fresnel

rhomb was placed in the beam path after the sheet forming cylindrical lens. lt appears that no

influence the experiment. This is evident in the presence of an NO R2(29.5) line in the sample

spectrum presented for a linearly polarised pump beam and a NO Q2(26.5) line in the spectrum in

the case of a circularly polarised pump beam as discussed in Chapter V. The Bernard Halle probe

beam polarisers were specified to have an extinction ratio oÍ 1O-7. The laser linewidth was - 0.15

cm-r at 285 nm and 0.8 cm-t at 226 nm. The pulse length was -10 ns.

Lofstedt and Alden published the first OH PLPS images and the first NO PLPS images for circularly

pofarised pump beams. The pump and probe beam íntersected at an angle of 20o. The
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Figure 3: Experimental arrangement for the dual species PLPS imaging (OH at - 285 nm and NO

al - 226 nm) of Lofstedt and Alden15.

images, resulting from the coincidence of the OH P1(9.5) and NO Rr(20.5) lines, were 100 shot

averages and possíbly show residual probe beam thermal beamsteering features superimposed on

the signal after subtraction of the probe extinction background and correction for the probe beam

intensity profile (collected with no pump beam present). The authors also collected single shot

images. The imaged region was - 6 mm high and the maximum signal to noise ratio was - 15:1 .

The experiment was limited by technical difficulties. The intensity of the mixed beam was controlled

by rotating the míxing crystal to mínimise dominatlon of the sígnal by one of the two signals. The

sheet forming lens was not achromatic, resulting in the two pump sheets being displaced -0.5 mm

with respect to each other, thus imaging slightly different regions in the flame. ln addition, the

polariser crossing angles providing minimum extinction background for the two beams differed

slightly. An additional problem was that the maxima of the "coincident' NO and OH absorption lines

did not match exactly, although this effect can be corrected for reasonably in a theoretical model

provided the pulseto-pulse variation of the wavelength is known. The experiment was biased
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between the two optimal configurations for the OH and NO signals resulting in the relatively low

signal to noise ratio. However, the experiment is a very good example of a double species imaging

experiment which can be achieved with a single laser/single detection system. The quality of the

probe profile correction for the images is exceptional considering the probe beams were not

spatially filtered in this experiment.

The limiting factor of the dual-species detection technique with a single laser system is not

technical, but the restriction on the transitions which coincide between the two species, which may

correspond to low population or highly temperature dependent states in a given experiment. The

coincident lines suggested in this paper are actually suitable for a large range of flame

temperatures; OH Qr(9.5yNO Q2(20.5) and OH P1(11.syNO R2(35.5)".

Lofstedt and Alden noted that the dual species experiment could be improved greatly by the use of

an achromat lens as long as the coincidence of the two pump beams does not photochemically

breakdown NzO in the flame leading to excess OH concentrations. lf photochemical breakdown is

expected, one of the two UV beams could be delayed by a time of the order of the pulse length and

the ICCD gate increased slightly. lf two additional probe beam polarisers are available, the two

probe beam components could be aligned to cross the sheet plane from opposite directions but in

the same sense of propagation direction with respect to the pump beams (i.e. at beam intersection

angles of 1 and -1 for the two wavelengths) to image the same image plane before redirection for

imaging on a single CCD. This would avoid sub-optimal alignment of the probe beam polarisers and

the requirement to spectrally separate the two images. Note that in this case, the path through the

flame (and hence absorption) differs for the two probe beams.

Aside from the four papers described above, the only other PLPS imaging paper available at the

time of writing is that of Reppel and Alwahabi which presented orthogonal PLPS images for both

circularly and linearly polarised pump beams. Those images were collected in the saturated regime

of optical pumping. Chapters V and Vl of this thesis have presented additional saturated PLPS

images collected for circularly and linearly polarised pump beams respectively. There has been no

attempt to quantify the signal or saturation in these images. The next chapter (Chapter Vll)

describes an imaging experiment comparing (average) PLIF and PLPS images collected

simultaneously where the saturation has been quantified. The advantage of comparing the OH

distribution using the PLIF and PLPS techniques is that both signals result from the same pump

sheet allowing simultaneous collection of the images due to both techniques and negating the need

to overlap two pump beams accurately.

* The OH Aj(9.5)/NO Az{20 5) transition pair requires a linearly polarisecl pLrn-ip beam ancÍ the OFI

P1i11 5)/NCI Rr(35.5) transìtion pair reqr"rÌres a citcuiarly polarised pump beam.
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(1) Near-Collinear LPS lmaging in Combustion Experiment

This chapter describes a near-collinear PLPS experiment imaging the OH distribution in a
premixed CH41O2 flame from a modified glass-blowing torch for beam intersection angles of 15o

and 30o. The experiment is designed for direct comparison with the imaging experiment of Nyholm,

FriÞon and Alden and to highlight the degree of correction for an (average) probe beam

background whích may be achíeved for laminar flames.

The near-collinear PLPS experimental arrangement is shown in Figure 4. The optics were largely

unchanged from the orthogonal PLPS experiment. The horizontally polarised pump beam was

redirected to intersect the probe beam in a near-collinear geometry (at either 15o or 3Oo beam

intersection angle). The Z¿-wave rhomb was removed from the path of the pump beam which

emerged roughly horizontally polarised from the doubling system. A polariser was then used to

accurately define the horizontal pump beam polarisation axis. The probe beam was polarised atnl4

to the polarisation axis of the pump beam. The probe and pump beam energies were estimated to

be 160 pJ and 4 mJ respectively. The laser system was tuned to pump the A2r-fn (0-0) az(8)

transition of OH at - 309.772 nm. The laser linewídth was estímated to be 0.4 cm-1 and the pulse

length - 3 ns.

The PLPS images in this chapter are unweighted 50 shot averages and are shown in the two

modes described in Chapter lll. Mode I represents the image minus for the non-zero background

of the ICCD alone, and represents an uncorrected image as a sum of the LPS signal, S, and the

probe beam extinction background, B. Mode 2 represents the ratio of the LPS signal (corrected for

the probe background) to the probe extinction background and is proportional to the square of the

induced dichroism.

The Mode 2 images were calculated from the image ratio term, Rs¡snar, defined in Chapter lll,

according to the equation

}=R..n", -t=B I 
s-1 Equation3

v rprobe-blocked-pump B

where R"¡sn"¡ is the ratio of the collected PLPS signal (including the probe beam extinction

background), lproue, to the probe beam extinction background (measured with no pump beam

pfeSent), I probe_btocked_pump.

The average background of the ICCD ( - 55 counts) varied by less than +1 count over the 576 x

384 pixel array over the course of a day and was automatically subtracted (after one hou/s

temperature stabilisation at the start of each day's experiment) from eâch of the following images.
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Figure 4: Experimental arrangement for near-collinear polarisation spectroscopy imaging for the

case of a horizontally polarised pump beam. The probe beam is polarised at 45o to the vertical.

The validity of taking average images in the case of a nonlinear technique is always questionable

(The PLPS signal ís linear wíth the probe beam intensity and, in the linear regime, quadratic wíth

respect to the pump beam intensity). However, the following images were taken to determine the

effect of thermal gradient features on the OH PLPS images for a range of beam intersection angles

and, both to maximise signal strength and to minimise the dependence on the pump beam profile,

in the saturated, rather than linear, regime. Thus the PLPS technique becomes linearly dependent

on the laser intensity. The relative stability of the laser system (the standard deviation of the pulse-

to-pulse UV intensity was 4.6%) then supported the use of the following average images for image

interpretation purposes.

The images are presented as sets of consecutive vertical cross-sections through the base of the

flame obtained as the pump sheet is spatially moved across the tip of the burner. The Mode 1 and

Mode 2 PLPS images for a pump/probe beam intersection angle of 30o are shown in Figures 5 and

6 respectively. The figures are presented in an interleaved form (two images to a page) to allow

direct comparison of raw and corrected PLPS images. Figure 5 represents the Mode 1 images for

an image set obtained by spatially scanning the pump beam across the base of the flame. The

images represent consecutive cross-sections of the OH PLPS signal through the flame base. The

equivalent Mode 2 images are shown in Figure 6. The top image on each page of the figure is the

Nd:Yag Dye Laser
Frequency
Doubling Unit

Pump
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relevant Mode 1 image of Figure 5, while the equivalent base image represents Figure 6. Figures 7

and 8 show a similar set of Mode 1 and 2 images for a beam intersection angle of 15o.

The position of the laser sheet with respect to the central axis of the flame determines thg¡gs.!!þ!

of the foreshortened reqion of LPS signal on the circular cross-section of the probe beam. The

probe beam cross-section remains circular for all beam intersection angles. However the

foreshortenedr elliptical interaction region of pump and probe beams progresses in position across

the probe beam background as the pump sheet is scanned spatially across the flame. As a result,

the LPS signal moves through the strong central cone-shaped thermal gradient structure on the

probe beam profile as the pump beam is swept across the flame. A strongly visible probe beam

extinction background in the Mode 1 images implies a relatively weaker maximum signal in the

selected image. The relatively strong probe background in the Mode 1 images of Figures 5 and 7

where the pump sheet passes through the edge of the flame is due to the low OH concentration in

this region. The images are individually scaled for the greyscale to include pixels in the 5 to 95%

range of intensity.

The Mode I images for 30o and 150 beam intersection have maximum signal count levels of -320

counts and -550 counts at an ICCD gain of 9 respectively. The probe beam extinction background

was approximately 35 counts. However, after correction for the probe beam background, the Mode

2 images of Figures 6 and 8 demonstrated an average noise level in non-flame regions of - 0.1

count, with maximum corrected signal levels of 16 and 25 lor the for the 30o and 15o images

respectively. This demonstrates the important difference between the signal to background ratio

(-9:1 and -16:1 respectively in these cases) and the much higher signal to noise ratio (- 160:1 and

-250 'l respectively) in polarisation spectroscopy, and the necessity for accurate correction for the

probe beam profile in polarisation spectroscopy imagtng.

The scale in the Mode 1 and Mode 2 images of Figures 5 and 7 is 105 pixels per millimetre or 9.5

pm per pixel, creating an imaged probe beam area of 3.7 mm x 5.5 mm. One limitation in

polarisation spectroscopy is the size of high quality polarisers. The increase in background due to

the birefringence, b, of inter-polariser optical elements in the probe beam path (according to

equations [10] and [1 1] of Ghapter l) restricts the use of magnifying optics between the probe beam

polarisers to increase the imaged area. The polarisers used in these experiments had a clear

aperture ol 20 mm. The smaller imaged area in the images in this chapter is due to the

magnification of the post-analyser transmitted probe beam.

The circular cross-section of the probe beam carries information on the elliptical interaction region

of pump and probe beams. The ímages must be stretched by the inverse of the sine of the angle of

tby the facior sirr('¿) in the ieCD detection plane
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intersection to represent the imaged area (as viewed from an incidence angle of n/2 - a as

discussed in Chapter lll). The converse of this is that, for a flame of radius, r, the required imaging

probe beam width in the horizontal plane is r.sin(1). The reduction in required probe beam width is

significant for small pump/probe beam intersection angles, but is limited by the consequent

decrease in horizontal resolution of the corrected image. Thus a wide flame expanse may be

imaged on a relatively narrow ICCD area using polarisation spectroscopy if a small beam

intersection angle is selected.

The decrease in resolution is evident in Figures 9 and 10, which show the stretched Mode 2 images

for the case of pump/probe intersection angles of 15o and 30o respectively. The 15o signal is

obviously imaged on a much smaller fraction of the probe beam profile than in the case of a 30o

beam intersection angle. Stretched images for small beam intersection angles will then be more

sensitive to the etfects of imperfections in the probe beam profile and average background

correction. ln addition, the OH distribution is tilted in both sets of stretched Mode 2 images, but is

more pronounced in the case of the 15o beam intersection angle. The alignment of the glass

blowing torch was based on comparison with the unstretched image on the ICCD which, if the

misalignment is small, underestimates the angle of vertical (normal to the beam intersection plane)

misalignment of the flame by a factor of 1/sin(2¿), where 1 is the pump/probe beam intersection

angle.

The Mode 2 images indicate that correction for, in this case average, probe beam extinction

background is stil! highly successful for non-collinear imaging. The prominent thermal

gradient structures present on the probe beam profile which modulate the OH PLPS signal

in the uncorrected Mode I images are largely absent in the Mode 2 image ratio corrected

images.
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Figures 5 and 6: (Pages following) Set of OH PLPS images of the fuel/lean premixed natural gas/O2

flame for a horizontally polarised pump beam and a 30o beam intersection angle. The probe beam

was polarised at rl4 to the vertical. The image set was obtained by scanning the pump sheet

across the tip of glass-blowing torch. The two images on each pages represent conesponding raw

(top image) Mode 1 and conected (base image) Mode 2 images. The images are plotted on a

greyscale based on the 5 to 95% signal strength range of each image with black representing the

lowest signal.
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(Figures 5 and 6)
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(n) (Figures 5 and 6)
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These is no corrected image in this case due to the low signal level. The image is included to

illustrate the typical probe beam (flame present) background for this image set.
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Figures 7 arrd 8: (Pages following) Set of OH PLPS images of the fuel/lean premixed natural

gas/O2 flame for a horizontally polarised pump beam and a 15" beam intersection angle. The

probe beam was polarised al nl4 to the vertical. The image set was obtained by scanning the

pump sheet across the tip of glass-blowing torch. The two images on each pages represent

corresporrding raw (top ímage) Mode 1 and corrected (base image) Mode 2 ímages. The images

are plotted on a greyscale based on the 5 to 95% signal strength range of each image with black

represerrting the lowest signal.
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(Figures 7 and 8)
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(c) (Figures 7 and 8)
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(Figures 7 and 8)
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(Figures 7 and 8)
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(Figures 7 and 8)
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(Figures 7 and 8)
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(Figures 7 and 8)
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(Figures 7 and 8)
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(Figures 7 and 8)
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(p) (Figures 7 and 8)
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These is no corrected image in this case due to the low signal level. The image is included to

illustrate the typical probe beam (flame present) background for this image set.
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Figure 9: (Pages following) Set of OH PLPS images of the fuel/lean premixed natural gas/O2 flame

for a horizontally polarised pump beam and a 30o pump/probe beam intersection angle. The probe

beam is polarised at nl4 to the vertical. The image set corresponds to the stretched Mode 2 image

set of Figure 3 obtained by scanning the pump sheet across the tip of glass-blowing torch. The

images are plotted on a greyscale based on the 5 to 95% signal strength range of each image with

black representing the lowest signal.
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Figure 10: (Pages following) Set of OH PLPS images of the fuel/lean premixed natural gas/O2 flame

for a horizontally polarised pump beam and a 15o pump/probe beam intersection angle. The probe

beam is polarised at nl4 to the vertical. The image set corresponds to the stretched Mode 2 image

set of Figure 5 obtained by scanning the pump sheet across the tip of glass-blowing torch. The

images are plotted on a greyscele based on the 5 to 95% signal strength range of each image with

black representing the lowest signal.
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The Mode 2 images in the figures on the previous pages have not been corrected for the pump

beam profile. This correction is difficult to ímplement on a shot-to-shot basis in polarisation

spectroscopy. The pump sheet is usually focussed as it passes through the flame and diverges

after leaving it. Assuming the pump sheet is collimated with respect to its height (the width of the

pump beam will vary as it is focussed by a cylindrical lens into the flame), the optics shown in

Figure 11 can be used to determine the pre- and post beam profiles.

A beamsplitter, placed before the primary focussing lens but after the pump beam polariser, can be

used to split off a front-face reflection of the pre-flame pump beam. A second lens with the same

focal length as that producing the pump sheet can be used to image the pump beam on a second

camera directly (after attenuation) or indirectly via collection of the fluorescence of a dye cell. The

post-flame pump profile may be collected in an similar configuration. The high intensity of the pre-

and post-flame pump beams means that an intensified camera is not required. lt was noted

experimentally that the LPS signal is not as dependent on the purity of the polarisation state of the

pump beam as that of the probe beam, so non-birefringent optics placed after the polariser in the

pump beam path are acceptable.

This collection system can be calibrated by comparing the two pump sheet profiles in the absence

of a flame. The system depends on accurate collimation of the pump sheet with respect to its height

and also depends on there being limited distortion of the sheet due to beam steering effects as it

passes through the flame.

Flame Post-flame
pump
profile

Pre-flame pump profile

A

B

Figure 1 1: Configuration for pulse{o-pulse collection of pre- and post-flame pump beam profiles.
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Absorption of the pump beam is a significant factor in image interpretation. The absorption of the

probe beam can be cancelled from the Mode 2 images if the probe beam absorption background is

collected nearly simultaneously with the signal image on the timescale of the flame. ln this case, the

probe beam path of the background and signal are comparable. lt is assumed that the difference in

the probe beam average absorption coefficient in the pump/probe interaction region due to the

presence of the pump beam negligible. However, the LPS signal is quadratic with the pump beam

intensity leading to a more exacting requirement on correction of absorption factors for the pump

beam profile than for a linear laser diagnostic technique. The most applicable solution for

quantitative application of PLPS in a flow or flame where the distribution of the target species

cannot be modelled (and hence pump beam intensity cannot be approximated across the width of

the flow/flame) is to choose a low absorption transition.

Beamsteering and lensing due to thermal gradients in the flame can effect both pump and probe

beams. The two behaviours lead to inaccurate interpretation of the collected images. For example,

if significant thermal beam steering results in "holes" in a probe beam profile, a strong signal image

with negligible probe beam background may be misinterpreted as representative of the true target

species distribution if the probe profile is not collected for comparison.

Beamsteering and thermal lensing features in the probe beam profile may be minimised by the

appropriate imaging methods. Beamsteering effects in PLIF images are typically small due to a

combination of relatively small flame dimensions and collection of a focussed image. A smallflame

dimension with respect to the distance to the imaging system is important in minimising the

beamsteering spatial offset of the LPS signal from each point in the image. The limited depth of

focus of an imaging system constralns the strongest collected signal to correspond to those

fluorescence components with wavefront curvature largely unchanged by the thermal refractive

index gradients. This limits density gradient effects in the collected image to primarily spatial offsets

of the signal source position.

Figure 12 shows a typical arrangement for PLIF image collection. lt can be seem that the spatial

offset of a beamsteered component of the induced fluorescence is minimal if the distorting flame or

flow dimension is small. Figure 13 shows the beamsteering offsets typical of a 310 nm UV beam

passing through a laminar (Re - 3000, orifice diameter 3 mm) natural gas simple jet flame. The

beam diameter was reduced to - I mm by an iris before passing through the flame. A set of 22

shots showed a maximum beam deflection of the centre of the I mm diameter beam of less than

0.0091o. For this dataset, the probe beam was detected by a CCD camera at a distance of 1.888 m

from the flame without imaging optics (as shown in Figure 14) to determine the uncorrected extent

of the beamsteering.
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A successful imaging arrangement for minimised beamsteering in polarisation spectroscopy is

shown in Figure 15. A lens system is necessary to reduce the effects of beamsteering. lf no lens

system is used, the probe beam position on the imaging system is fully subject to full beamsteering

offsets as shown in Figure 14. A (typically) unsuccessful beamsteering reduction system is shown

in Figure 16. The use of two lenses spatially separated exactly by the sum of their two focal lengths

transfers the beamsteering inherent in the input probe beam to the transmitted beam. For a given

beamsteering deflection angle, there will be a given distance of the detector after the second

imaging lens (as shown in Figure 16) for which the beamsteering will be negligible. However for

detector positions before and after this distance, there will be net beamsteering in the collected

image. Given that there may be a range of beamsteering deflection angles associated with a

transmission through a flame, the imaging optics shown in Figure 16 are not generally appropriate

for representative imaging of the pump beam plane. lt is interesting to note that the imaging

configuration suggested by Lofstedt, FriEon and Alden is similar to that in Figure 16. Lofstedt ef a/.

place the surface of the detector at the position of the second lens in the figure. lt can be seen that

this arrangement retains purely beemsteering effects, but does discriminate against probe beam

components with radii of curvature which have been changed by passage through refractive index

gradients.

The most successful imaging system (Figure l7) found in the experiments undertaken in this thesis

required two lenses and an iris introduced to reduce the contributions of flame emissions and

induced fluorescence to the collected signal. The signal is carried on the probe beam profile and

has the same radius of curvature as the probe beam. The collected image is subject to two

interferences,

. beamsteering and thermal gradient lensing distortions of the probe beam profile, and

. background flame emissions and laser induced fluorescence (LlF) due to the pump laser sheet.

lf there are no beamsteering effects, the probe beam, and associated LPS signal, can be imaged

with any conventional beam cleaning system which would remove the thermal lensing structures

and non-signal contributions with radii of curvature different from that of the probe beam.. The iris at

the focal plane of the primary imaging lens cuts LIF contributions to the image background as the

emissions and fluorescence focus at a larger distance from the primary lens and are largely

blocked by the iris.

The background is further cut down by the usual l/f falloff in isotropic radiation intensity with

distance from the source, r. ln all PLPS images presented in this thesis, the flame background was

negligible with maximum average levels of less than two counts at a gain of 9.0. The iris also acts

to limit detection of high intensity scattering from the pump sheet. The scattered pump sheet light
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Displaced
Signal
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Refractive Index
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Figure 12: Beamsteering in PLIF images. lf the beamsteering boundary is relatively close to the

flame the displacement of the signal will be small. A large flame will produce correspondingly larger

signaldisplacement in the collected image.
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Figure 13: (22 shot) Distribution of the beamsteered

probe beam position due to thermal refractive index

gradients in a laminar (Re - 2000) natural gas flame.

The probe beam was d d without imaging optics

to determine the extent of beamsteering without optical

correction. The maximum deflection corresponded to a

beam deflection angle of 0.0091o.
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Figure 14: Detection of beemsteering using no imaging optics for image collection. The elimination

of imaging optics maximises the effects of beamsteering in the collected image.
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Figure 15: Opticalconfiguration for maging the probe beam profile and LPS signal
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Figure 16: lmaging configuration which will retain beamsteering effects in the collected image

unless the image plane is chosen to minimise the spatial offset of the probe beam image (as

shown) for the range of beamsteering angles associated with the given flame.
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Figure 17: Optimalopticalconfiguration for minimising beamsteering, thermal lensing and

fluorescence contributions in polarisation spectroscopy images.
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Figure 18: Scattering of the strong pump beam by small particles collected on an early uncorrected

OH PLPS Mode 1 image when the pinhole in the imaging system was removed. The greyscale

colour map with darkest colour representing lowest signal has been chosen to highlight the

scattering and blurs the central OH PLPS signal. The silhouette of the misaligned iip of the burner

can be seen at the base of the image

focuses at the same distance from the primary lens as the flame background emissions and

fluorescence. Figure 18 shows pump beam scattering collected in an early uncorrected PLPS

image with the pinhole removed. Such scattering was eliminated from the collected mages when

the pinhole was replaced.

Experimentally it was determined that qbtainellfel

a secondary imaqinq lens positioned to imaqe the primary lens flame imaqe plane on the

With the iris open, this is an analogue of the imaging configuration

to minimise beamsteering distortions in a PLIF image (Figure 12). The iris is then closed to reduce

image contributions due to thermal lensing, fluorescence and scattering with any radius of

curvature other than that of the probe beam. The probe beam passes through the secondary lens

and, after passing through the focus, expands to fill the input aperture of the ICCD detector (acting

without a lens imaging system). The required magnification of the PLPS image is achieved by

moving the ICCD array and the secondary lens along the probe beam path. As the PLPS imaqe is

carried on the cross-section o

to be focussed.

Note for this optical configuration, it would simply be coincidental for the PLPS and PLIF images

(obtained by openíng the central íris) due to the same laser sheet to have the same magnificatíon. lt

is also of interest to note that thermal gradient effects on the probe beam profile due to passage
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through the small symmetrical flame used in the imaging experiments were minimal for distances

less than -10 cm from the -10 mm diameter flame. Distortion of the probe profile (largely

unchanged in spatial distribution with distance from the flame)was noted atdistances from 10 cm

to the largest distance investigated , - 2 m, after the flame. Focussing the imaging optics on source

planes more than 10 cm from the flame position imaged the thermal gradient features present at

that position. These structures were present even with the iris included in the imaging system and

should be associated with similar radii of curvature to that of the probe beam and hence identified

with beamsteering rather than thermal lensing. Consequently, it makes sense to "image" the probe

beam profile at the point of minimum apparent distortion due to thermal gradient features, i.e. the

central plane of the flame itself, to minímise thermal gradient structures in the PLPS ímage. Note

however, if the flame diameter is large with respect to the distance at which thermal gradient

features appear in the probe beam, this imaging technique will not be as successful as in a smaller

flame.

The averaged images in this chapter for the near-collinear beam intersection angles of 15o and 30o

show that correction for thermal gradient features in the probe beam profile using the Mode 2 image

ratio method is valid and produces images of the same quality as for the case of orthogonal beam

intersection. The relatively higher signal and higher signal to background ratios in the near-collinear

geometry gives incentive for use of this configuration in experiments where the signal is weak.

However, for imaging purposes, the relative increase in signal is confined to beam intersection

angles less than 20o. The very high signal levels associated with beam intersection angles of the

order of degrees in single point experiments are not available to imaging experiments where image

resolution requires a moderate beam intersection angle. Single point experiments for small beam

intersectíon angles are afso subject, in combustion, to rapid change of signal strength due to slight

beamsteering of the beam intersection angle, with a corresponding difficulty in quantitative

interpretation of the results. The playoff between increased signal and decreased image resolution

for the range of realistic imaging beam intersection angles is to a large extent constrained by the

parameters of individual experiments.

An additional factor which clearly indicates an advantage in near-orthogonal imaging is the loss in

resolution with respect to the pump sheet width with decreasing beam intersection angle. The

thickness of the pump sheet as measured along the probe beam path is given by W.sin(1) where W

is the width of the pump sheet. For a beam intersection angle of 15o, the resolution along the probe

beam path decreases by a factor of 3.86 from that for orthogonal beam intersection. For a pump

beam width of - 400 mm, the effectíve pumped volume thíckness measured along the probe beam

path increases to 1.55 mm. The resolution due to the width of the pump sheet is the ultimate limit

to the volume resolution of imaging techniques such as PLIF and PLPS.
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The images in this chapter demonstrate the imaging application of and difficulties

associated with combustion PLPS. There has been no attempt to quantify the range

of number densities of OH detectable with this technique as, to maximise signal

strength, the images have been collected in the saturated regime of optical pumping,

rather than the linear regime described by the theory of Teets, Kowalski, Hill, Carlson

and Hanschl.

It has been shown in this thesis that both near-collinear and orthogonal beam

intersection geometries allow correction for thermal gradient structures in the probe

beam profile. Note that in both cases, the ideal experiment would collect probe beam

profiles nearly instantaneously with each signal image on the timescale of the flow or

flame for accurate shot-to-shot correction. The increased signal in near-collinear

images is justification for using small beam intersection angles. However, the loss of

resolution due to the pump sheet width is a major factor in recommending the

orthogonal beam intersection geometry.
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Chapter Vll: Simultaneous PLIF and PLPS in Combustion

This chapter compares the LIF and LPS laser diagnostic techniques for detection of

the OH radical. The laser system was tuned to the Qz(8) transition of ttre A2>-X2U 1O-

0) band of OH. Simultaneously collected (average) PLIF and PLPS images due to the

OH distribution in a laminar premixed natural gaslO2 flame from a glass-blowing

torch are presented. The PLPS images were collected in the saturated regime of

optical pumping and the PLIF images in a near-linear saturation regime and

demonstrate significant differences between the predicted OH distribution for each

technique.

OH LIF and LPS signal is also shown as a function of flame equivalence ratio in a

premixed natural gas/air flame from a rectangular mixing burner. Once again, the

LPS signal was saturated while the LIF signal was collected in the linear regime. A

tinear relationship between the (saturated) LPS and (linear regime) LIF signal when

corrected to represent number density is demonstrated.

Comparison with OH concentrations calculated using the equilibrium module of the

CHEMKIN library indicates that the predicted (relative) OH concentration for both LIF

and LPS techniques ctosely matches the calculated results for fuel-rich flames.

Based on the number density scaling factor between calculated and experimentally

predicted OH concentration, the LIF and LPS signals overestimate the OH

concentration for fuel-lean flames.

The previous chapters have investigated practical implications for experimental application of

PLPS. The range of beam intersection angles for non-zero LPS signal has been extended to allow

orthogonal beam intersection with significant implications for the spatial resolution of the collected

images. Models of the dependence of the signal strength on the polarisation directions of pump and

probe beam and the beam intersection angle have been developed. The effects of thermal density

gradient induced structures on the probe beam profile have been discussed.

These results are important to the application of polarisation spectroscopy imaging. For quantitative

use of polarisation spectroscopy as a combustion diagnostic technique, the dependence of the LPS
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signal on number density of the target species in a range of combustion environments must be

determined.

Polarisation Spectroscopy as a Quantitative Laser Diagnostic Technique

Laser polarisation spectroscopy was first applied as a combustion diagnostic technique to the

detection of trace species seeded into or produced by chemical reaction from seeded species in

flames. The use of seeded species makes the technique applicable to chemical analysis and

provided the basis for the development of polarisation spectroscopy to detection of low

concentration combustion species.

The first application of polarisation species to combustion was by Ernst and Torring in 1982.

Ernst and TorrinE ffilgþ--ße57'u$pf-:S{ryd¡qi,- þV-

Free 1982)33 detected the

unstable species CaCl produced in a flame reaction in a low pressure cell (10-5 Torr partial

pressure, 0.05 Torr total cell pressure) using a microwave-optical polarisation spectroscopy

technique (MOPS). The pump and probe beams shared a common ground state. The probe beam

was tuned to an electronic transition and the (linearly polarised and counter-propagating) pump

beam tuned to a microwave transition of the target species . The probe beam was polarised at 45o

to the probe beam polarisation axis. ln order to investigate hyperfine splitting of the ground state of

CaCl, the pump laser was tuned to the N = 6<-5 and N = 3<-2 transitions in the 2> ground state of

CaCl and the probe beam to the Pr(6), P2(6), Pi(3) and Pz(3) B2t <- Xzn 1O,O¡ optical transitions.

Doppler-free polarisation spectroscopy of the opt¡cal probe beam transitions of the B2t <- Xzl 10,0¡

band of CaClwere also investigated.

ln 1983, Ernst ("Qspi2jÊI. Qnlpn"l= MS!eSAç5.-l!t-EJ&!e"

ECACloryÐil suggested the suitability of polarisation spectroscopy in flames for investigation

of gas phase reactions producing radicals or molecules that are hard to evaporate. Ernst

compared the signal to noise ratios for three techniques; polarisation spectroscopy with slightly

uncrossed polarisers (02 = €), saturated absorption spectroscopy and intermodulated fluorescence

spectroscopy. Using the assumption that the major noise level in each technique is due to

fluctuations in either the detected probe intensity (for coherent techniques) or the pump beam

intensity (for the intermodulated fluorescence), Ernst suggested that polarisation spectroscopy

would demonstrate the highest signal to noise ratio for the condition

ooL. Çt'' Equation 1

whr:i-e

i, is the extinetion ratio oí the probe bearn polartsers'

cru is the lineeetrtre a[:sorption c':efficient, and
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L is the absoi-ption length

Experimentally, Ernst reported investigation of the All-Xtr 11,0¡ band of BaO and the B2Ð-X2t (O,O)

band of CaCl with polarisation spectroscopy using a circularly polarised pump beam (to probe the

t-> P and R transitions) and a linearly polarised pump beam (to preferentially probe the Q

transitions).

The basis of the experiments of Ernst and Torring33 and Ernsts was spectroscopic investigation

Tong and Yeung af Trece )tu

extended the concept of polarisation spectroscopy in combustion to the detection of trace

species rather than spectroscopic investigation in 1985.

Tong and Yeung studied the detection limits for seeded atomic species in flames using polarisation

spectroscopy in comparison with other techniques. Na and Ba were seeded into a laminar

acetylene/air flame produced by a 6 cm slot burner. Using a counterpropagating beam geometry

and a circularly polarísed pump beam, Tong and Yeung applied polarisation modulated detection

(PMD) to improve the polarisation spectroscopy detection limit. For comparison, amplitude

modulated detection (AMD) was also investigated

The authors used the theory of Wieman and Hansch2.The polarisation modulation allowed a step

function modulation of the linearly polarised pump beam polarisation before it entered à 1/¿-wâYa

Fresnel rhomb to become circularly polarised, periodically rotating the input plane of polarisation by

g9o. The resultant pump beam polarisation oscillated between right and left-handed polarisation

states. The background of the signal is unchanged with pump polarisation. However, the

handedness of the pump beam controls the sign of the induced dichroism, via the term, s, in

Wieman and Hansch's exprèssion for the signal strength (repeated below) in the case of a circularly

polarised pump beam.

!=¿*e'+1 os--I-*1 .'1- Equation2
lo - - 2 1+x' 16 1-x'

This does not affect the sign of the LorenÞian term (shown in red), but reverses the sign of the

dispersive signal (shown in blue). Oscillation (at 800 Hz) between the two pump beam states

allowed difference measurement of the dispersive term in the above equation, while eliminating the

constant background and the Lorentzian term. Note that this experiment requires a non-zero

polariser uncrossing angle, 0. (Note: although the paper appears to suggest that polarisation

modulated polarisation spectroscopy was undertaken with perfectly crossed polarisers, this

statement in fact refers to the final calculation of trace element detectability using the maximum

signal to noise ratio characteristic of perfectly crossed polarisers. This interpretation of the intention
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of the paper is supported by the reported dependence of the signal on laser intensity and species

concentration.)

Tong and Yeung made great efforts to quantify the behaviour of the technique. The polarisation

spectroscopy lineshape (normalised to the same background intensity) was investigated as a

function of polariser uncrossing angle for a circularly polarised pump beam. The polarisation

modulated polarisation spectroscopy lineshape for the case of a linearly polarised pump beam (with

polarisation modulation leading to oscillation of the pump beam polarisation between orthogonal

polarisation directions) was investigated as a function of angle from probe beam polarisation. As

expected, maximum s¡gnal was obtained for a linearly polarised pump beam polarisation direction

lying at 45o to the probe beam polarisation axis. A quadratic dependence on laser intensity and a

linear dependence on species concentration (over 3 orders of magnitude) was found (supporting

the argument above that the technique was applied with slightly uncrossed polarisers).

The PMD experiment led to detection limits (S/N = 2) of 30 ppt" for sodium and 37 ppb for barium, a

factor of 5 improvement on the results obtained using amplitude modulated detection. The authors

concluded that PMD polarisation spectroscopy leads to detection limits comparable to, or better

than, atomic fluorescence spectroscopy and noted the advantage of polarisation spectroscopy with

respect to detection of resonance transitions.

Lanauze and Winefordner (;lppjìclp-¡lsl^A-P¡¿ßp!:Ð1" .'1pçeÛqoss-Å¿y- fcf

EJp1npnfu_êngJ_VSp_', J986)36 noted this application of polarisation spectroscopy to high

sensitivity trace species detection and, to extend the range of experimental applicabili$,

proposed operation with pulsed dye lasers rather than the frequency-stabilised (Ar-ion pumped)

ring dye laser used by Tong and Yeung3u. Using the theory described in Demtrodertt lwhich

summarises the results of Teets, Kowalski, Hill, Garlson and Hanscht¡, Lanauze and Winefordner

apptied polarisation spectroscopy with a circularly polarised pump beam and an excimer pumped

Lumonics (EDP 330) tuneable dye laser to obtain detection limits (at S/N = 3) of 2 pglL (= 2 ng/ml,

c.f. Tong and Yeung 0.03 ng/ml) of Na in an air/acetylene flame from a 6 cm long slot burner,

however requiring an 3000 pulse average to obtain this result. The experiment was extremely

limited by an achievable polariser extinction ratio of 1t2OO 
b, afthough the probe beam Glan-

" l-he eoncentration iimit states refers to the concenti'aiinn of the seeded se lr.:tion

" The polariser extinction ratir: may be quoteci in eiiher af the tv;r: fornrs, e g. 1Û6 ot"'10-6. I his thesis

sticks to the cc-rnvei:tron of using tlte ratio less than unity to rnateh îhe extinctian trackgrourtd tern:, f,,

rn expreesir:ns for the poiarisation spectroscopy signal strength
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Foucault polariser pair were specified with 10-6 extinction ratio. This is probably due to birefringence

introduced by the use of a prism. four mirrors (and a front face reflection from a quartz flat and.

. ln addition, the pump

beam was limited to the - 500 mJ/pulse available from the laser system. lf the effects of

birefringence were minimised by placing the optical elements outside the region enclosed by the

probe beam polarisers, it is probable that extinction ratios of the order of 10-6 would have been

obtainable with this experiment, leading to detection limits of 0.1 ng/L (= 0.001 ng/ml, c.f. Tong and

Yeung 0.03 ng/ml) for a 3000 pulse average. As it stiands, this experiment demonstrates that

polarisation spectroscopy can be applied with inter-polariser optical elements, however at a large

loss in signal to noise ratio. The suitability of pulsed dye lasers for polarisation spectroscopy

detection of trace species is also clearly demonstrated.

At first glance, the 1986 paper of Zizak, Lanauze and Winefordner (çlqqs-bea/X{alArizalpt:-itl

flafleq with a-pulÊecl clvç lasel')38 paper repeats many of the experimental results of the paper of

Lanauze and Winefordnero which shares two of the authors of this paper. However several very

important conceptual advances are made in this paper which dramatically advance the

concept of polarisation spectroscopy laser diagnostics. The most important of these was þ

Noting the recent measurement of OH concentration in flames via saturated absorption

spectroscopy using a UV cw dye laser probe beam and a UV pulsed dye laser pump beam by

Kychakotf, Howe and Hanson (1984)3e, Zizak, Lanauze and Winefordner attempted to detect

OH in a premixed air-acetylene capillary burner using polarisation spectroscopy.

sample votume, the authors focussed a pump beam into the air-acetylene flame to intersect the

probe beam at intersection angles oÍ y= 7o to 45o to find a cot'11¡ dependence of signal strength on

beam intersection angle. The remainder of the experiments were undertaken for a beam

intersection angle of X= 70. The spatial resolution for this configuration was - 0.7 mm3 with a

pump/probe beam interaction length of - 1.5 mm. ln an extension of the experiment described in

paper of Lanauze and Winefordner3o, their previous papero, Zizak, Lanauze and Winefordner

obtained the first 1-D profile of the (NaCl seeded at 300 pg/ml) sodium profile in an ace$lene/air

slot bumer flame. The profile, each point representing a single shot measurement, was obtained by
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traversing the slot bumer across the intersection volume of pump and probe beams. This

experiment was improved by the removal of interpolariser optical elements leading to an

experimentally determined polariser extinction ratio of 1.7 x 1Oa and resultant detection timit of

l0 ¡rg/ml. lt is not stated if this is and averaged or single-shot result. Both pump and probe beams

were focussed into the flame to improve spatial resolution.

tn their conclusion, Zizak, Lanauze and Winefordner point out the difficulty in direct

interpretation of the measured induced dichroism, Âcr, in terms of the absolute number

density of the target species due to collisional perturbation of the population of the Zeeman

sublevels and suggest that

oases."

The development of polarisation as a combustion diagnostic technique can be traced from this

1986 paper ol Zizak, Lanauze and Winefordner. Experimental investigations of polarisation

spectroscopy detection of combustion and flow species were extensive from 1993-1996.

. OH: (Nyholm, Maier, Aminoff and Kaivola,

spectroscopv" (1993)40, Nyholm, FriEon and Alden,

(1993)3, Nyholm,

(1994)32, Nyholm, Friuon and

Alden,

(1 994)41.

. NH and OH: Suvenev, Dreizler, Dreier and Wolfrum,

NH J

flames" (1995)42.

NHs and CO: Nyholm, Fritzon, Georgiev and Alden,

(1995)43.

G2: Nyholm, Kaivola and Aminoff,

(1995)44, which was foreshadowed by a much earlier investigation by Aminoff, Kaivola and

Nyholm, (First Europ. Conf. on Quantum Electronics. Hanover, Germany, Digest of Technical

Papers (University Hanover, Hanover, 1 988), Paper MoCD4))45.

N2 : Kaminski, Lofstedt, FriEon and Alden,

(1996)46.

NO: Lofstedt, Fri2on and Alden,

pol a riz atio n sp e ctroscopv" ( I 996)30.

NO and OH: Lofstedt and Alden,

polarization spectroscopv" (1 996)47.
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These experiments were largely interpreted on the basis of the simple rate equation theory of

Teets, Kowalski, Hill, Carlson and Hanschr which includes very little analysis of collisional

processes. Notwithstanding this, the theory appears to be remarkably applicable to these

atmospheric pressure and high collision rate experiments. However, the authors of the papers

listed above continually call for investigation of the effect of collisional population transfer on the

polarisation spectroscopy signal to allow truly quantitative experiments:

of the masnetic sublevels."

Nyholm, Maier, Aminoff and Kaivola

"Detection of OH in flames usino polarization spectroscopy'Ao

Despite the need to quantify LPS via realistic population models, very few experimental

investigations of the quantitative dependence of polarisation spectroscopy on saturation or

collisional processes in combustion exist in the literature. Reichardt, Giancola and Lucht

(

measurements". 2O0O))48 and Reichardt, Di Teodoro and Farrow ("Collisional dependence of

, 2OOO)49 represent the most significant papers in

investigating this aspect of polarisation spectroscopy.

Reichardt, Giancola and Luchtas used a Hencken burner which produced a well-characterised

H2lair flame to measure line-centre and line-integrated OH LPS signal as a function of equivalence

ratio for Pr(2) and Qr(8) transitions for both focussed and unfocussed beams. The pump and the

probe beams intersecte d aI 4.7" and wère tuned to transitions in the A tE*-X tfl10,0) band of OH

near 306 nm. A circularly polarised pump beam was used to probe the Pr(2) transition and a linearly

polarised pump beam for the Q1(8) experiments. A 2.6 cm unfocussed beam intersection length

was used for unsaturated measurements to produce sufficient signal, while the saturated signal"

was collected with focussed beams for a beam intersection length of 3 mm. The probed volume

was - 2.5 cm above the surface of the Hencken burner.

'' Saturation measurements inCìcated the LFS signal wes iinearly clependent r:n the laser tntensity

for pump intensiiies greater than - 60 tvlW/cm2.
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The number density predicted by the experimental LPS signal was compared that calculated using

a NASA Lewis equilibrium code. Correction for absorption were considered in the LPS

determination of number density, with a maximum correction oÍ 45To in OH concentration. The

linecentre absorptivity measurements were also checked against the equilibrium number densities

confirming that the OH concentrations produced in the flame showed a similar dependence on

flame equivalence ratio to the equilibrium calculations for fuel-lean flames. However, the OH

concentrations calculated from the absorptivi$ measurements predicted higher OH concentrations

than the equilibrium calculations for fuel-rich flames. The authors attributed this to edge effects due

to diffusion in the fuel-rich flames.

The (absorption corrected) number densities predicted by the linecentre and line-integrated LPS

signal were very similar in their dependence on flame equivalence ratio for both unfocussed and

focussed beams. The experimentally determined number densities closely matched the equilibrium

calculation number densities for fuel-lean flames, but underestímated the number densities for

near-stoichiometric flames for the case of unfocussed beams for the P1(2) experiment and for both

focussed and unfocussed beams for the Q1(B) experiment. The underestimation was least obvious

for the Qr(8) experiment for the case of focussed beams. The best fit to the equilibrium number

densities was obtained for the P1(2) experiment for focussed beams. The linecentre absorptivity

was least for the P1(2) experiment. Due to the lower sensitivity to absorption in the saturated

(focussed beam) experiments, Reichardt, Giancola and Lucht's equivalence ratio experiment

demonstrated that low absorption, saturated regime LPS produced quantitative predictions

of OH number density in an atmospheric pressure Hzlair flame for nanosecond laser pulse

lengths.

Reichardt, Di Teodoro and Farrowae followed the paper of Reichardt, Giancola and Luchtas with

an investigation of the collisional dependence of LPS for picosecond laser systems. OH LPS signal

was monitored as a function of buffer gas (argon) pressure in a flow-cell. The frequency doubled

output of a distributed feedback dye laser was used to pump the A zt*-X tn1O,O¡ P1(2) transition of

OH. The laser pulse length was 120 ps. The laser was circularly polarised and the two beams

intersected at an angle of 0.6o for a beam intersection length of 25 cm. The OH was produced by

photolysis of HzOz produced by bubbling argon through 85% wt. % H2O2.

OH LIF and OH LPS line-centre signal was monitored for the saturation measurements. The OH

LIF signal showed a typical saturation curve with saturation for pump inadiances above 1OMWcm2.

The OH LPS curve showed an unusual double structure with increasing pump beam intensi$. The

LPS signal showed a cubic dependence on signal strength for pump intensities below - 2 MWcm2

and appeared to enter a saturated regime for pump intensities above 40 MWcm2. However, the
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LPS signal exhibits a plateau between these two regimes at - 1OMWcm'. The authors noted that

similar plateaux in the short-pulse theoreticalstudies of DFWM were attributable to Rabi beating.

The pressure dependence of LPS signal was investigated for unsaturated (- 1 MWcm2¡ and

saturated (- 500 MWcm2) pump beam intensities for cell pressures from 10 - 500 Torr. The

authors calculated that this pressure range corresponds to a dephasing rate of - 2 x 108 - 1010 s 1.

The unsaturated LPS signal drops by a factor of 18 as the pressure increases from 10 to 500 Torr.

ln comparison, the saturated LPS signal drops Þy a factor of 3 over the same pressure range. The

unsaturated LPS signal was corrected for absorption, but the saturated LPS signal was not

corrected for absorption.

The experimental LPS signals were collected for a laser pulse length oÍ - 120 ps. Reichardt, Di

Teodoro and Farrow derived an analytic expression for the (unsaturated) LPS signal strength using

a perturbative theory which assumes an exponentially decaying laser pulses. ln this theory, the

line-centre (unsaturated) LPS signal is given by

,ro.u[ro).[ffi)'

r*[r.[#)
Equation 3

wliere

lps is the line-centre- (unsait¡raled) Lt-rS *ignal

N is the molecuiar enneentration,

7.s is the "r:oherener: dephasing rate betweerì any two Zeenran states in leveis g anel e"ae in

s-1 , and

ypuise is the pulse cìeeay raie in s-1

Using this theory, Reichardt, Di Teodoro and Farrow predicted a fall in unsaturated LPS signal of

close to 103 for the pressure range 10 - 100 Torr for a 10 ns laser pulse length. The analytic

expression closely matches the experimental unsaturated LPS signal dependence on cell pressure

if a pulse-length of 85 ps is assumed. A density matrix numerical analysis by the authors also

predicted the experimental saturated LPS signal dependence on cell pressure. The experimental

results of this paper indicate that the saturated LPS signal is less affected by collision rate

than the unsaturated LPS signal. The additional theoretical investigations suggest that

saturated LPS signal due to a picosecond laser system will be less susceptible to collision

rate than that due to a nanosecond laser system.
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lnfrared LPS

The following investigations are worth mentioning in passing as they involve recent developments

which increase the applicability of polarisation spectroscopy to combustion.

A major limitation on the application of polarisation spectroscopy to combustion is in the number of

accessible transítions in the visíble and UV for the most important combustion species. There has

been an increasing effort to extend laser combustion diagnostics to the infra-red wavelength range

to take advantage of the large range of vibrational transitions available for combustion species and

accessible to existing laser systemsso 5t Th¡s investigation has also been intensified by the

development of lR cameras for imaging applications. An advantage of the infrared LPS technique

over infrared fluorescence techniques is the lack of spectral filtering required to discriminate against

the strong background for combustion systems in the infrared region'

ln 2002, Roy, Lueht and Mcilroys2 presented LPS of CO2 where both pump and probe beams

were in the mid-infrared (- 2.7 pm). The authors claimed that the experiment was one of the first

mid-infrared LPS experiment reported in th"e literature.

The experiment pumped the "P(13) and P(14) resonances of the Q O0 q -+ p 01 0) transition of

COr'o'. Experiments were taken at sub-atmospheric pressure (in a low-pressure cell) and in an

atmospheric pressure CO2 jet. The experiments were supported by a time-dependent density matrix

computation which modelled the Zeeman state populations of the upper and lower levels of the

pumped transitiond.

The mid-infrared beams were produced by a frequency doubled Nd:YAG pumped optical

parametric Aenerator (OPG). The infra-red pulse length for this system is - 4 ns and the linewidth <

0.016 cm-l. The 21 pm beam had pulse length - 5 ns and an energy of - 4 mJ. The experiment

used a near-collinear pump/probe beam geometry with a beam intersection angle of - 7o. The

pump beam was circularly polarised. The 1 mJ pump and 30 mJ probe beams were focussed to -
100 pm diameter with a beam interaction distance of - 2 pm. The polarisers were made from TiOz

with an crossed extinction ratio of 2.5 x 1Os for the atmospheric pressure experiments. The

pressure induced birefringence of the cell windows increased the achievable crossed polariser

extinction ratio to I x 10-s for the low-pressure cell experiments. The infrared LPS signal was

detected (after passing through a bandpass filtef) by a liquid nitrogen cooled lnSb detector

d k-, mo.de l the P(14) iransitron. R*y, t-ucht enci Mcilroy uscd 58 Zeeman sta,te* ancl tnro [:¿lth siates

" 
-fhe baiidpaçs filier usÊd was not speeified iti ihe paper
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(Judson, EG&G) and amplified by a 1.6 MHz bandwidth amplifier produced by the same

manufacturer.

The experiment was conducted in the saturated regime. The density matrix calculated lineshapesr

closely matched experimental lineshapes for the P(13) and P(14) transitions for the atmospheric

pressure CO2 jet flows and reasonably matched the dispersive lineshape obtained for the P(14)

transition in a COz low pressure cell (120 Torr). A linear dependence of the infrared LPS signal (for

the P(14) transition) on the square of the number density of CO2 in a COz/Ar flow at atmospheric

pressure was noted experimentally, although this dependence predicted a non-zero LPS signal

intercept at zero CO2 concentration. Roy, Lucht and Mcilroy suggested either flow-meter uncertainty

at low flow rates or

aroon concentration in the iefþ2 could explain the non-zero intercepts. This claim was supported by

a slightly narrower lineshape found for a low concentration COz flow (CO2:Ar = 0.31) in comparison

with a high concentration CO2 flow (CO2:Ar = 14).

The density matrix calculations of Roy, Lucht and Mcilroy produced matches of 3-5:1 between

experimental and theoretical lineshape signal to noise ratios for the atmospheric pressure flows.

The lineshape for the low-pressure cell was complicated by incomplete modelling of the stress

birefringence of the cell windows. The high level of equivalence between the density matrix

calculations and the experimential results indicates that mid-infrared LPS may be developed for

quantitative number density determination.

The two papers of Settersen, Farrow and Gray,

s p e ct rptsçpzy o [-!Ç !-!s'ót a n d

describe double-resonance LPS experiments which avoid the requirement for infra-red detection by

pumping in the infrared and probing in the UV. The papers investigated a range of double-

resonance techniques; two-colour polarisation spectroscopy (TC-PS) and two-colour resonant four-

wave mixing spectroscopy (TC-RFWM) to detect photolytically produced CH3, ând TC-PS, TC-

RFWM and two-colour laser induced fluorescence (TC-LIF) to detect OH in a flame.

t The density rnatrix calculations assumeci a pulse with Feturier transfornr limited freqitency

speetrurrr ancj ¡:ulse iength of 2 ns in cornf-rarisoir witl-r tire ex¡:erimetrtal puise lerrgth c¡f ^-4-5 ns and

lÌnewiclth of < 0,01Õ cm-r.

n Roy, Lucht anci Meiirny calculated spontancous en:ission rates of 7 7Eg s.1 fr:r F('i3)and 7.848 s1

t-cir P(14) The lçinetie theory of oeases was usecj to ealcuiat$ a dephasing rate nf 9.3 x 10e s't fi:r

tO2iCÕ2 collisions anel 86 x 10e s-1 for CO2/Ai collisions Rny ef *=/. note JþpJttbß!¡flÊJifilgfef

r-'l crss-secfia¡ls are ¡: ra b a ls Iv laraer far Cö-ÇQ, co/lisions"
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For OH, Seftersen, Farrow and Gray tuned the pump transition to the infra-red X2n- X2fI (1,0) ro-

vibrational band of OH, and the probed transition to the UV A2l.- X2n 1t,1) electronic transition

from the upper state of the pumped transition. ln the case of TC-LIF, the fluorescence was

monitored via the A2t*- Xzil (1,0) band of OH.

Spectra and saturation curvesn were obtained for the three techniques. TC-PS and TC-RFWM

spectra obtained by scanning the pump beam near 3366.6 cm-1 with the probe beam tuned to the

UV A2>*- Xzn 1t,1) Q11(4f) transition of OH showed high signal to background ratios ( t103 for TC-

PS) in comparison to the TC-LIF experiment which demonstrated a signal to background ratio of 2'

due to the thermal background for the lean, premixed (atmospheric pressure) methane/air flame.

Based on these spectra, Settersen, Farrow and Gray estimated OH detection limits in the ground

state of 5 x 1012 cm-t per quantum state for TC-PS. Rotationally populated populations were noted

in these TC-PS, TC-RFWM and TC-LIF spectra. The authors estimated that >90% of the pumped

population is redistributed among the rotational states of the pump transition during the - 1.5 ns

laser pulsd. The rotationally populated lines were strongest for the TC-LIF experiments, followed by

the TC-RWFM and TC-PS experiments. Settersen ef al. suggest that the relative strength of

the rotationally populated lines implies that

RET'Ã4.

Setterson, Farrow and Gray53 also used TC-PS used to detect the important combustion

intermediate GH3. This species is difficult to detect due to the rapidly predissocciation of its

electronically excited states and spectral interferences. The CHs radical was produced by flash

photolysis of acetone or CH¡|. The lR pump beam was tuned to transitions from the X'4r", v, = g

band to the X t\r", u, = 1 band of CH3, while the UV probe beam was tuned to transitions from the

shared lower state in the i'Ar", u== 0 band to the upper state É'4,r', u. = 0 band. Setterson ef aL

noted a CHs detection limit of 2 x 1013 cm-t per quantum state.

The development of lR/lR and IR/UV polarisation spectroscopy extends the range its range of

application as a combustion diagnostic where spectral interferences prevent the equivalent use of

h Saiuration cf the pum¡r trarrsition was shcwn tofçliaw a 1/(1-rlll"",) ciependence forT{)-LlF and a

l2l1'1+41/iro,13 dependerice on the pu;np beem intensity lR. satur:liion irite,¡ttsiiies sf '10t) MWcrn2 arrcj

UV satL¡ration intensities eif 1 i'ilW/crn'were repr:rted.

' The l'C-[-lF signelwas detected after spectraïfíitering by a 1/8 m^nroncehrr:rlrator

rThe probe hearn \¡;as deiayecl by Û 25 ns v.viih respect to the pumB beanr
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fluorescent techniques. However, as in the case of UV/UV PS, quantitative number density and

temperature determination will require extensive knowledge and modelling of collisional population

transfer.
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Simultaneous PLIF and PLPS in Natural Gas/Oz and Natural Gas/Air flames

The current chapter describes two experiments in which LIF and LPS signals are simultaneously

collected. The first experiment presents simultaneously collected (average) PLIF and PLPS images

due to the OH distribution in a small fuel-lean natural gas/Oz flame. The PLIF and PLPS signals

may be collected simultaneously as the PLIF image is the fluorescence due to the laser sheet and

the PLPS signal is produced by passage of the probe beam through the same sheet. The two

images thus relate to the same distribution of the target species within the pump sheet volume and

can be compared directly to compare the imaging capability of both techniques.

Burner

Figure 1. Configuration for collection of a PLIF image. The fluorescence by target species

molecules pumped by the laser sheet is imaged by the ICCD camera. The resulting image indicates

the spatial distribution of the target species in the plane of the laser sheet.

The second experiment presents LIF and LPS signal as a function of fuel equivalence ratio in a

natural gas/air flame from a rectangular mixíng burner. The LIF and LPS signal (after correction to

represent the number density of the target species contributing to the signal) is compared with the

OH number density calculated by the equilibrium module of the CHEMKIN (combustion modelling)

library. The results of this experiment indicate that the species number densities predicted by

(saturated) LPS and (linear regime) LIF signal for nanosecond pulse length laser systems show

similar dependence on equivalence ratio in an atmospheric pressure natural gas/air flame.

ICCD
CameraCW
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lntroduction to Planar Laser lnduced Fluorescence (PLIF)

Planar Laser Induced Fluorescence images the fluorescence due to the spatial distribution of the

pumped target species population in the plane of the pump sheet. An ICCD camera is placed

orthogonal to the pump sheet to collect the fluorescence ( Figure 1)'

[do*n

No

Figure 2: Closed two-level system

The LIF signal, l¡¡p, due to fluorescence induced by optical pumping of the transition from the lower

state, 0, to the upper state, l, is given bfo

t.,, = hu.N,.A'o .fi a" Equation 4

where

h,, rs the energy of the emÍtted photon,

Nr is the population density of the upper state of the pumped transition,

A1e is the Einstein coeffìcient for spontaneous emission from the upper to the lower state of

the pumped transitionk,

O is the solid angle from which the imaging optics collect the signal, and

dv is the pumped volume from which the fluorescence is collected.

The LIF signal is then proportional to the population of the upper state of the pumped

transition.

Consider the twoievel rate equation model for a closed twoìevel system discussed in Appendix ll

(and shown in Figure 2) with lower state population number density, Ns, ârìd upper state

population numbçr density, N1. The total population density is

N1(t)+Ns(t¡=¡ Equations

* The fluorescent transition need not be the same as the pumped transition, but is assumed to be

so in this chapter for simplicíty of the discussion,

N1

rup
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The transition rate from the lower to the upper state may include both stimulated absorption and

collisional transition rates and is denoted by the term, ruo. The transition rate from the upper to the

lower state includes spontaneous and stimulated emission as well as collisional transition rates

(which may include quenching terms) and is denoted by the term, r¿o,,n. The totaltransition rate, r, is

defined as

r = rup+ rdoríì. Equation 6

The time dependence of the population density of the upper state, N(t)o, assuming an initially

unpopulated upper state is given by

N1(t) : r',1 
tt- (1- "-) 

Equation 7

For later reference, the number density difference between the upper and the lower state of the

pumped transition is

No(t)-N1(t) = N 1- 2.t9
r

1- e*il )( Equation I

The expressions for the number densities for this simple model c,ontiain transient exponential terms

and converge to steady-state solutions for times, t > 3ir, where r has been defined in equation [5].

Characteristic rates and timescales for the significant collisional and optical population transfer

processes are required to allow the timescale, 1/r, to be determined. Table 1 shows typical

timescales for the significant collisional and optical processes for the A2l-X2fI (O-0) band of the OH

radical in atmospheric pressure flames.

lf, for the sake of simplicity, we ignore all collisional processes other than the quenching rate, Q1s,

(from the upper state, 1, to the lower state, 0) and write the stimulated emission rates from the

lower state to the upper state and from the upper state to the lower state as BorW and BroW

respectively the term, r, may be written as

r = BqlW + BroW + Qro +Aro Equation 9

v¡here

ßç1 is the EÉnstein cc¡efficient Tor stirnulatecï atrsorption írom state, {i, tc siate, '1,

Ë1¡ isthe F:insiein eoefficientfoistimulated emission frotn state, i, to state, ü,

A,o is the Ëinsiein e oeffieient for s¡lontaneous errission from state. 'i. ter state, [ì, and

W is the speciraf energy rJensity of the pump irearn, i e l,,le wherr* i, is the spe*tral ii'tærliance (thr:

irradiance per unii fiequ*t"iey interval)
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Population Transfer
Process

Rate (s-') Gharacteristic
Timescale (ns)

Gomments

Spontaneous Emission 1.4 x 10" s-' 714 ns (Eckbreth")

Quenching from the A'X
state (v'= 0)

0.6 x 10es-1

5.6 x 10o s'

1.7 ns

1.79 ns (Eckb_¡eth'" quoting Bergano
et a\.". Flame measurement
760 Torr)
(Tobai ei a1,* quoting Daily
and Rothe"r. Six-level model
ol aCHalai¡ flame)

RET in the A" state (v'= 0) 1.1 x 10"s-' 0.9 ns (Tobai et a1."" quoting Daily
and Rothe"'. Six-level model
of a CH¿/air flame)

RET in the Xztl state (v" = 0) 2.2x 10" s-' 0.45 ns (Tobai et a!._"" quoting Daily
and Rothe"'. Six-level model
of a CH¿/air flame)

VET in the A't state (v' = 0
to v'= 1)

4.6 x 10o s-' 2.2ns (Tgbai et al"" quoting "" for
105 Pa)

Total removal rate in the A'x
state (v'= 0)

0.8 x 10"s' 1.25 ns (Tobai et a1."" quoting Daily
and Rothe"'. Six]evel model
ot a CHlau flame at 2000 K)

Total repopulation rate in the
X2r state (v" = 0)

1.8 x 10" s-' 0.56 ns (Tobai et al.oo)

Chapter Vll

Table 1: Characteristic rates and timescales for the significant collisional and optical processes for

the for the A2z-X2n (0-0) band of the OH radical in atmospheric pressure C1+lair flames

It can be seen from Table 1 that the rate of spontaneous emission is negligible for the OH

radical in atmospheric flames in comparison with collisional population transfer. The timescale

associated with collisional quenching is - 1.8 ns so that, even disregarding the contribution of

optical pumping, the transient exponential terms in equations [6] and [7] die out on a timescale

of the order of 5.4 ns. lt is clear that if the stimulated emission and absorption rates are much

less than the quenching rate, there will be significant population variation over the 5 ns length of

the laser pulse. However, if the stimulated emission and absorption rates are much greater than

the quenching rate, the pumped populations will be approximately constant over much of the

laser pulse length.

Consider the steady-state solutions to equations [4] and[5]

,l

1+
Q.,o + A,,o

Bo.,W + B.oW

Equation 10

and
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(No - Nl ).,"*y-rt t" 
: N

(*,)iff".J,,".å"j,omnated - 
i-r;'..1:* ì itti -Hu) = - 

[

(N, -N,)¡g¿;¡1'*mnared * 
[,-, [U:*)

1

There are two regimes where these steady-state expressions may be approximated. For a

quenchino dominated steady-state regime, Qro >> B1eW, BslW, A1e, these expressions reduce to

Bo,,W

Q.,o + A.,o
Equation 12

Equation 11

Equation 13

and

For a stimulated emission dominated steady-state regime, B1eW, BslW >> Qro, A1s, equations [9]

and [10] approach

(N,)"¡..0y-"ør. =*.f.= 
t|: I =quation 

14
' ' 'iù-muläteo- emisston-dom¡nated I Bo., + B.,o /

and

r / t' lì Equation 15(No-N1)",""cy-"r't" =tt¡'lt -z'l;''srimuíated em¡sion-dominared-'' [' 
- 

lrBol *8lo))

Equation [9f indicates that, assuming that the pumped populations have reached steady-stafe, the

upper state population (and hence the induced fluorescence) in a quenching dominated regime is

linearly proportional to the pump beam intensity via the term, W. ln the saturated, steady-state

regime, as shown in equation [11], the upper-state population is independent of pump beam

intensity.

A corollary of the above is that, for the quenching rate of 5.6 x 108 s-t for the A2t state of OH,

operation in the saturated (steady-state) regime implies that transient exponential terms in

equations [7] and [8] are associated with a much shorter timescale than the 5 ns laser pulse length.

ln this case, the pumped populations can be assumed to be constant over much of the laser pulse.

[Note that this simple model does not include more complex collisional population transfer

processes such as rotational and vibrational energy transfer and is only indicative of the general

behaviour of the pumped populations.l
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(1) Simultaneous PLIF and PLPS lmaging in a Premixed Natural Gas/Oz

Flame from a Modified Glass-Blowing Torch

The following imaging experiment was performed tn

. the saturated (steady-state) regime of PLPS, and

. near-linear regime of PLIF.

The PLIF and PLPS imaging techniques may be applied qimultaneously as the PLIF signal ís the

fluorescence due to absorption from the pump sheet while the PLPS signal results from the

transmissíon of the weak probe beam through the pump sheet. The fluorescence due to the probe

beam is normally negligible in comparison with that due to the laser sheet due to the large

difference in irradiance of each beam.

The simultaneous collection of PLIF and PLPS images allowed investigation of the relative

distribution and saturation of the OH signal for the two techniques as a preliminary to quantitative

experiments described later in this chapter to compare LIF and LPS in a natural gas/air flame from

a rectangular mixing burner as a function of equivalence ratio. Typically, PLIF images appear free

from the thermal gradient and beamsteering effects that plague coherent laser diagnostic

techniques in combustion and are apparent in the PLPS images presented in this thesis. The PLIF

images collected in this experiment were free of thermal beamsteering structures. However the

spatial resolution of the PLIF images was not sufficient to conclusively state independence from

such effects when compared with the scale of the thermal gradient structures in the simultaneously

collected PLPS images.

The PLIF and PLPS imaging experiment compares simultaneously collected average images

representing the same OH distribution in a stable premixed natural gas/O2 flame. The LPS signal

was highly saturated at 8.9 MWcm2 and the LIF signal was collected in the nearJinear regime of

optical pumping. Sínce the two signals are related to the intensity of the laser sheet, this result

indicates that the saturation of the LPS signal occurs at a much lower intensity than the LIF signal.

Note that this result disagrees with the LIF and LPS saturation curves presented by Reichardt, Di

Teodoro and Farrow, where the linear behaviour of the LIF signal and the cubic behaviour of the

LPS signal (for a picosecond laser pulse-length) occur for pump irradiances of less than 1MWcm2

with a plateau region occurring Ín the LPS saturation curve at - 10 MWcm2.

A major problem with the imaging experiments described in this thesis was in the signal strength of

the polarisation spectroscopy images. lt was necessary to select the flame with highest OH PLPS

signal in order to obtain high quality images and to operate at the highest laser energy available. For

example, a natural gas/O2 flame produced much better signal than a natural gas/air or H2lO2flame,

as would be expected from the equilibrium OH concentrations for each flame and the quadratic
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dependence of the signal on target species number density. lt was for this reason that the LPS

imaging experiments were not conducted in the linear regime of optical pumping.

Most of the images in this thesis were collected for a natural gas/O2 flame from the modified glass-

blowing torch described in Chapter lll with best signal obtained for a small fuel-lean flame close to

blowoff. For comparison with the images due to the premixed flame, Figure 3 shows an example of

a (1OO shot) average A2x-X2n (O-O) Pr(8) OH PLPS image for a methane diffusion flame (minus

the probe beam extinction background). The image had a maximum average signal above the

probe extinction background of 40 counts at a gain of 9.0 for a beam intersection angle of 13.6o and

a circularly polarised pump beam. The diffusion flame was very small to enable it to be imaged in

the small sample region above the bumer, with the methane flow reduced to practically nothing to

create a nearly spherical, barely visible flame sitting over the burner tip. An equivalent stretched

image is shown in Figure 4 to demonstrate again the distortion of the imaged region in the collected

image. A second average image was taken with the laser wavelength slightly detuned to confirm the

image corresponded to OH PLPS signal and not to flame emissions.

The simultaneous PLIF and PLPS imaging experiment described below used a horizontallv

oolarised pump beam and a 13.6o pumpiprobe beam intersection angle to probe the OH distrìbution

in a fuel-lean premixed natural gas/O2 flame from a modified glass-blowing torch. The experimental

arrangement is shown in Figure 5. The PLPS geometry and optics were largely unchanged from the

imaging experiment described in Chapters lll, V and Vl. The exceptions to this were the exception

of the absence of the 1/rwàyê or 1/¿-\itàyê rhomb previously used to rotate the plane of polarisation

of the pump beam to vertical or to produce a circularly polarised pump beam and an additional

horizontal aperture used to truncate the pump sheet to allow direct scaling of the two images.

The PLIF ICCD was positioned normal to the pump beam sheet and triggered with a 10 ns gate to

collect the fluorescence and scattered signal.

while the weaker PLPS siqnal was collected at a oain of 9.0. The timing was an extension of the

previous PLPS experiments (see Figure 6). The primary trigger for the PLPS timing (which

controlled the laser and PLPS ICCD) was allowed to trigger an additional ICCD which collected the

PLIF signal. Due to timing jitter with respect to triggering of the PLPS ICCD, the PLPS signalwas

collected with a gate of 200 ns. However, checks confirmed that flame emissionsr collected by the

PLPS imaging system were insignificant for the fuel lean natural gas/O2 flames from the modified

glass-blowing torch imaged with thís gate.

'Flame emissions for ihe fuel lean naturaigaslO2 flarne fiom tho modifieei gless"biowing tcreh were

iypicaily less tlran one count on a 50 shet average at !Jein 8.Û for tl'lis llaie
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1mm 2mm 3mm 4mm 5mm

Figure 3: OH PLPS image collected for a natural gas diffusion flame and corrected for the probe

beam extinction background for a circularly polarised pump beam and a beam intersection angle of

13.6o. The probed transition was A2t-X'n (O-O) Pz(8). The tip of the modified glass blowing torch is

at the very base of the image.

s(\Í)<-lO(Ol\-@O) mm

Figure 4: Stretched OH PLPS image shown in Figure 3 indicating the dimensions of the probed OH

distribution in the elliptical pump/probe interaction region for the beam intersection angle of 13.6o.

The tip of the modified glass blowing torch is at the very base of the image-

The PLIF ICCD was positioned 965 mm from the premixed flame. The resultant PLIF images

collected with an f2 lens took up only 27 x 18 pixels of the 576 x 384 pixel array as shown in Figure

7. Figure 8 shows the equivalent OH PLPS image, which utilises much of the available 576

(t
3
3

N
3
3

3
3

3
2
1

mm
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Figure 5: Experimental arrangement for simultaneous PLIF and PLPS imaging. The pump beam is

horizontally polarised and the probe beam is polarised aln/4 to the vertical. The pump and probe

beams intersect at 15o in the horizontal plane.
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Figure 6: Timing controlfor simultaneous PLIF and PLPS imaging.
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Figure 7: Uncorrected (50 shot average) OH PLIF image indicating the small fraction of the ICGD

array utilised to image the approximately 3 mm high sheeUflame interaction region at a distance of

965 mm. Two flat regions of signal due laser scatter are visible at the base of the small flame OH

distribution. The pump sheet height producing the PLIF signal and the scattering from the tip of the

burner was < 3 mm and the region of OH signal approximately 4 - 5 mm wide. The minimum focus

distance for the PLIF ICCD camera was - 800 mm without additional lens systems.

Figure 8: Uncorrected (50 shot average) Mode 1 OH PLPS image collected simultaneously with the

PLIF image in Figure 7. The relative scale of the two flame images (the images in Figures 7 and I
represent the full 378 x 576 array of the ICCD detector) indicates the relative resolution for the given

experimental arrangement.
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x 384 pixel array ol the PLPS ICCD, imaged approximately 1.3 m beyond the flame. The difference

in spatial resolution is obvious from the two images. Although additional lenses could be used to

magnify the PLIF image, the clear advantage to be inferred from the two images is the high spatial

direct resolution available to PLPS when applied as a remote visualisation technique.

The PLIF signal strength decreases as the square of the objecUimage distance, r, as does the level

of detected flame emissions. The background emissions are then typically minimised by the use of

spectral filters. The PLPS signal is carried on the probe beam cross-section and signal strength will

be strong as far as probe beam can be propagated. Background flame emissions may be

minimised by both spatial and spectral filters, and additionally reduce due to the É variation with

distance. ln this experiment, the PLPS IGCD camera was placed approximately 1.3 m from the

flame. However, the ICCD camera could as easily been placed at a greater distance from the flame

limited only by the degree of divergence of the probe beam. Note however, that the imaging optics

would be reselected to minimise thermal density gradient structures in the collected images as

discussed in Chapter Vl.

PLIF and PLPS images for the A2>-X2n (0-O) Q2(8) transition were simultaneously collected

representing 17 parallel planes as the pump beam was spatially scanned across the base of the

flame. The PLPS image set is similar to those obtained in Chapters lll, V and Vl. Checks were

made that the depth of field of the PLIF ICCD lens system included the full 6 mm width of the tip of

the small burner and flame used in the experiment so that the PLIF images are in focus for all l7

images of the PLIF image set.

The PLIF images required no background correction, flame emissions being undetectable and

signal levels on the level of - 1000 counts ata gain of 0.1. A 310nm (FWHM 10 nm) narrowband

filter and a 10 ns gate was used to minimise flame background emissions in the PLIF images. OH

PLIF signal due to the unfocussed probe beam was not detected in the PLIF images when the

pump sheet was blocked at this low gain.

The background flame emissions in the case of the collected PLPS images were on the order of 1

count at a gain of 8.0 for the fuel lean natural gas/O2 flames imaged below. Detectable background

flame emissions were noted in PLPS images collected for more luminous and sooty flames. lt

should be noted however, that the PLPS imaging system included no spectral filtering elements for

all images presented in this thesis. The PLPS imaging system minimised PLIF contributions to the

PLPS signal by using an lens/iris system to spatially filter the PLPS signal (no PLIF contributions to

the LPS signal were noted throughout the experiments in this thesis).
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ln order to compare the signal due to each technique, it is necessary to interpret the images in

terms of the number density of the target species. The theory of Teets, Kowalski, Hill, Carlson and

Hansch predicts that the PLPS signal is proportional to the square of the induced dichroism

experienced by the probe beam, A"Ï,. , according to the equation

lp,-ps =lprcoe-o'(e.r (n"1'.¡') Equation 16

where

lp¡ps is the PLFS signal,

lprobe-o is the probe beam intensity incident on the primary probe beam Bolariser,

( is the extinction ratio of the probe beam polarisers, and

K is a e onstant which inclucjes geometrical factors.

The induced dichroism is proportionalto the sum (defined in Chapter l)

n"ll.' = 
3 

(*, 
"' 

(o',.*u,u" - o'',,,.ur. ) . c"" ) Equation 17

where

.\ciii, , is ihe indueed diehi"oism experienced by the probe bearn for the transition (J M) to

(J",M"), and is defineci as the difference in absorption coefficients for the iwo orthogonal

polarisation states, i and i', of the probe beam,

N.,¡¡ is the number density of the lower state 1J,il/),

.t}:ii,.,,,. is the rotationallZeemãn component of the absorption cross-seetion for the probe

transitroii (J,M) to (J",M"), and

C¡,;, is the non-rotational (e g. eleeti-o¡ric/vrbrational) ccmponent of the absorption cross-section

for the probe iransition (J,M) to (J",M').

For the case of a shared pump and probe beam transition, the contribution to the dichroism by the

population of the upper state of the transition must be considered and the expression for the

induced dichroism becomes

)t )'c".) Equation 18o _o¡'

ln comparison, the PLIF signal is proportional to the number density, N¡,,y,, of the upper state of the

pumped transition which, for the case of a shared pump and probe beam transition, corresponds to

the number density of the upper state of the probed transition, N¡".

lrr,, æ Nr. Equation 19

MÀI
NJ

JJ-,M
N.,*Acri'¡'

JJ (tI
M
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The steady-state dependence of the upper state population on the pump sheet intensity, louro, given

earlier in the chapter in equation [10], may be rewritten as

(NJ",M' )steaoy-"t¿t' 
æ

1
Equation 20

tffi)
1+

so that the saturation behaviour of the PLIF signal is described by the equation

dl"r,
steady -statè

Equation 21

1+
1"",

louto

where l"rt is the saturation intensity and d is a constant.

lf the saturation is small, so that lp,,p (( 1""t, the steady-state behaviour of the PLIF signal becomes

lrr,,
louto

Equation 22
steady - st€te
low pump ¡ntens¡ty

1"",

lf the saturation is large, i.e. lpump >> 1.4, the steady-state PLIF signal approaches independence of

the pump sheet intensity

d

lr., Equation 23
steady -statê
h¡gh_pump_¡ntensity

The saturation behaviour of the PLPS signal may also be described in two regimes. The theory of

Teets, Kowalski, Hill, Carlson and Hanshl predicts that the induced dichroism is linearly dependent

on the pump beam intensity for low beam intensities. lt is reasonable to assume the induced

dichroism approaches a constant value for large beam intensities, i.e.

I*rr-..-- 
,-.^-^,.. = l^*-o '(6 + c'(to","o ¡') Equation 24

lw _pump_intensity

lrlr, = lprooe-o '(€ * H) Equation 25
high pump intensity

where G and H are constants dependent on the induced dichroism.

For a single laser system with shared pump and probe transitions, the PLPS signal demonstrates

the following dependence on laser intensity, l.

lr.r, = k'l+ g'13 Equation 26
lm _pump-intensity
shacd_pump /prcbe_ t€nsit¡ms

trrr, : (t + n).1 Equation 27
high_pump_intensity
shaFd_pump /pDbe_tEns¡tions

where g, h and k are constants.
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lf the LPS signal is conected for linearity with the probe beam profile, for the probe beam extinction

background and the square root taken to represent the induced dichroism, the dependence on laser

intensity becomes

A0*_r, = n[-l Equation 28
low _pump_¡ntens¡ty
shâred_pump /poÞe_ trans¡tions

aorrr.
h¡gh_pump_¡ntensity
shared_pump/pþbe_ trãnsit¡ons

:Jñ Equation 29

The simultaneously collected n2>-X2n(O-O) Or(S) OH PLPS and PLIF images of this experiment

are presented in Figures 9 and 10 respectively. The two image sets represent simultaneously

collected images for a series of vertically oriented cross-sections through the flame as the pump

sheet is spatially scanned across the tip of the burner. The images in each set are 50 shot

averages, uncorrected for laser intensity fluctuations. The images have been corrected as

described below to represent terms proportional to the number density of the target species.

Figure 9 shows images of the square root of the (50 shot) average PLPS Mode 2 signal. The

images are also stretched along the horizontal axis by the factor 3.86 for allow direct comparison

with the distribution of signal in the PLIF images. The PLPS images are corrected for the extinction

background due to the crossed probe beam polarisers, the ratio, S/8, calculated and the square

root of each pixel signal taken to produce an image proportional to the induced dichroism.

The PLPS images are presented in inverse grey-scale, with the darkest colour corresponding to

lowest signal and the lightest colour to highest signal. The speckled region at the base and right-

hand edge of each image corresponds to regions outside the probe beam profile where the image

correction technique produces anomalous count levels. The full range of the colour map has been

selected to map the 5-95% range of the corrected signal in each image to avoid bleaching of the

image by random high count levels in the non-probe profile region. lt will also be noted that the

flame appears to be tilted in the stretched PLPS images. This highlights the accentuation of

misalignment to the axis normal to the pump/probe beam intersection plane in stretched PLPS

images for small beam intersection angles.

Figure 10 shows the uncorrected PLIF images, presented in a false colour map where lighter

colours represent high signal levels and darker colours low signal levels. A71 x 51 pixel region of

the full image collected by the PLIF ICCD has been selected for these expanded images. The

images required no correction for dark counts ( -0 counts for this ICCD) and, as discussed above,

effectively no correction for flame emissions or PLIF contributions due to the unfocussed probe

beam. The horizontal band of signal at the base of each PLIF image is laser scattering from the tip

of the burner. The lack of flame emission is clear in the images where the pump beam is close to

the edge of the flame and there the OH PLIF signal due to the pump beam is close to zero.
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Neither the PLPS nor the PLIF images in Figures 9 and 10 have been corrected for the pump sheet

intensity profile.

Fþures 9 and 10: (Pages following) Set of simultaneous OH PLPS and PLIF images of a fuel/lean

premixed natural gas/O2 flame for a horizontally polarised pump beam (with a probe beam polarised

at nl4 to the vertical axis) and a pump/probe intersection angle of 13.60. The image set was

obtained by translating the pump sheet across the tip of glass-blowing torch to image a series of

parallel, vertically oriented cross-sections through the flame- The two sets of images represent

conesponding PLPS (Figure 9) and PLIF (Fþure 10) images. The pixelation of the PLIF images (71

x 51 pixels) is due to the relatively small fraction of the CCD array occupied by the flame image.

The PLIF images are unconected. The PLPS images have been conected for the probe extinction

background, the factor, S/8, calculated and the square root taken to represent the induced

dichroism. The last image in the PLIF image set has been omitted as it is e ively blank.

Figure 9: PLPS images as described in the caption above. The PLPS images are plotted on a

greyscale based on the 5 to 95% signal strength of each image with black representing the lowest

signal.
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Figure 10: PLIF images as described in the caption above. The PLIF images are plotted on a false

colour map based on the 0 to '100% signal strength of each image with black representing the

lowest signal and lightest colours maximum signal.
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Significant differences between the images produced with each technique are immediately obvious.

The saturation of collected images was investigated to determine the regime for which each set of

images was collected before the images could be interpreted.

To allow direct comparison of the saturation of the signal distribution for the PLIF and PLPS

images, a pump beam position in the flame was chosen so the major OH signal did not overlap any

thermal density gradient features (approximately case (k) in Figures 9 and 10 above) which could

introduce errors in estimating signalstrength. Figures 11 and 12 show (a) verticaland (b) horizontal

cross-sections of the signal strength in the collected (50 shot average) PLIF and PLPS images for

case (k) respectively.'The series of curves on each figure represent the signal as the laser energy

(both pump and probe beams) is reduced by UV ND filters from that at which the images of Figures

11 and 12 were collected. The differing signal behaviour between the two techniques noted in the

images of Figure 1 1 and 12 is emphasised by the dramatic difference between the PLIF and PLPS

vertical cross-sections.

There is little difference in the trends of the horizontal cross-sections between the two techniques

aside from an apparent ditference in the width of the OH distribution for the two techniques after

accounting for the required elongation of the collected PLPS image to represent the elliptical

pump/probe intersection volume. The horizontal width of the stretched OH PLPS cross-section,

even when corrected to represent number density, is smaller that that for the OH PLIF cross-

section. (Note that the probe beam was much larger than the area of the flame, so that the PLPS

images are not truncated by the probe beam proflle.)

It should be remembered that for the small beam intersection angles, (as discussed in Chapter lll)

the stretched PLPS image represents the elliptical interaction region as seen from an angle of

incidence of nl2 - 1 where 1 is the beam intersection angle. The PLPS signal intensity is the

integrated signal along the probe beam path as it passes through the pump sheet. For a pump

beam thickness of - 0.2 mm and a beam intersection angle of 13.6o, the signal is integrated along a

pump/probe path length of 0.85 mm. However, even in a small flame such as that used in this

experiment (about 4 mm extent of horizontal OH distribution for detectable signal), averaging over

this path length would not account for the difference in apparent horizontal extent of the OH

distribution in the PLIF and the stretched PLPS images due to the relatively slow horizontalvariation

of the OH number density across the flame.

The horizontal cross-sections have been included to indicate the level of absorption for passage of

the pump sheet through the flame, which would complicate the interpretation of the saturation

curves later in this section. However, these cross-sections are relatively symmetric around the

central axis of the flame with any existing asymmetries equally ascribable to the slight vertical
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misalignment of the flame. Consequently, absorption is not considered in the following discussion of

the vertical cross-sections.

Figures 11 and 12 show the uncorrected (aside from a background level correction in the case of

the PLPS images) PLIF and PLPS signal cross-sections respectively. Figure 13 shows vertical

cross-sections calculated from the OH PLPS vertical cross-sections in Figure 12 to represent the

square root of the Mode 2 probe corrected signal.

The vertical cross-sections of Figures 1 1 and 13 should be relatively comparable with respect to the

distribution of signal if the two techniques share the same dependence on target species number

density and pump sheet intensity. However, the PLIF signal drops linearly from a maximum signal

at the top of the pump sheet, to zero just above the tip of the burner, while the square root of the

corrected PLPS signal remains high for all heights above the burner tip where the pump beam was

presentt.

The saturation of the uncorrected PLIF, uncorrected (aside from the background) PLPS and square

root Mode 2 PLPS signals as a function of fractional laser intensi$ is shown in Figures 15 to 18.

The range of curves in each figure represents the sampled signal at different heights above the tip

of the burner. The saturation of the collected images was investigated by placing ND filters in the

laser beam, cutting both pump and probe beam simultaneously. The images of Figures 9 and 10

were collected at the 100 o/o level of laser intensity.

The sample region was placed at the midpoint of the pump beam path through the flame. For the

PLIF images, the sample region is 1 pixel x 1 pixel corresponding to a sample area of 0.206 mm x

0.206 mm. For the PLPS images, which have a greater spatial resolution, the sample region is 19

pixels x 19 pixels corresponding to approximately the same sample area as for the PLIF images.

The ND filter transmission for each (average) PLPS/PLIF image pair was determined by measuring

the probe beam transmission in a region of the collected PLPS image with no apparent OH signal.

Figure 14 shows the measured ND filter transmittiviÇ in comparison with the nominal transmission

factor. The X-axis represents the nominal UV ND filter rating.

Figures 15 and 16 show the saturation of the uncorrected PLIF signal. A fit to the saturation

dependence of equation l21l for the data collected at a height oÍ 2.47 mm above the tip of the

burner (where the signal level is highest) indicates thatthe images of Figure l0 were collected in

' Tlre pump sheet was truncated at top and bas* to limit the height of the sheet in clrder to protride

ã sen3s of seale between the PLIF ai¡d P[-PS ìnrages
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the linear (or near-linear) regime of optical pumping. The PLIF signal is then linearly dependent on

the pump sheet intensity and must be corrected for the pump sheet profile intensity to represent the

spatial distribution of the population in the upper state of the pumped transitionn.

Figure 17 shows the saturation of the uncorrected (aside from the background correction) PLPS

signal for a range of heights above the burner tip. Figure 18 shows the saturation of the equivalent

square root of the corrected PLPS signal, representing the magnitude of the induced dichroism. Fits

for the data sampled 2.5 mm above the burner tip to the roughly cubic and linear saturation

dependence of the uncorrected PLPS signalof equations [26]and l27lare shown on Figure 17. Fits

for the same dataset to the linear and constant saturation dependence of the induced dichroism of

equations [28] and l29lare shown on Figure 18.

It is clear that the PLPS images of Figure 9 were taken in a highly saturated regime. Figure 18,

which shows the saturation dependence of the induced dichroism, indicates that the PLPS signal in

Figure 9 is independent of changes of up to 50% in the pump sheet íntensity. lf the pump profile is

reasonably constant, the images of Figure 9 require no correction for the pump beam intensity.

Correction for the pump profile is only required if the pump intensity drops to less than 50% of the

pump intensity at a height of 2.5 mm above the tip of the burner.

An average pump sheet profile was measured at the end of the simultaneous PLIF and PLPS

experiment by imaging the fluorescence from a fused silica cuvette containing Rhodamine 101 in

the pump path at the position where the flame was located. The concentration of the dye was

reduced until the collected fluorescence was linear with the dye concentration. The resultant vertical

pump beam intensity profile is shown in Figure 19. The intensity of the sheet reduces significantly

from a maximum at the top of the sheet to the base of the sheet at the tip of the burner in a similar

manner to the reduction of PLIF signalwith decreasing height above the burner.

Figure 20 shows the PLIF saturation vertical cross-sections corrected for the vertical intensity of the

pump sheef. lt ¡s clear that the distribution of the corrected PLIF signal cross-sections differs

siqnificantlv from the square root of the Mode 2 PLPS cross-section shown in Figure 13. Figure 21

compares the corrected PLIF and the square root Mode 2 PLPS cross-sections from Figures 20

and 13 respectively collected at 100% laser energy. The square root Mode 2 PLPS cross-section

(representing the induced dichroism) is approximately constant between 0.5 and 2.5 mm above the

n AssurnÌng the quenching rate is constant r:ver the imageel region

o Ëacll column r.f ihe 5û shot averag€ uneo¡reeied PL.IF iinæge was divideel by the equivaient punrp

sheet prafile of Figure 22 inormaliseel to ihe intensity at the arbitrary height of 2 47 nrm above the

burner tip).
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tip of the bumer. However, the sheet corrected PLIF signal rises near-linearly with distance from the

burner tip.

The difference cannot be attributed to the width of the laser sheet as both the corrected PLIF signal

and induced dichroism are linearly dependent on the sheet width. The sheet profile shown in Figure

19 is constant enough that the PLPS images need not be corrected for heights greater than 0.8 mm

above the tip of the burner. Both cross-sections have been corrected for their dependence on pump

intensity cross-section and probe beam profile as required given the relative saturation of each

technique.

The collection efficiency of the PLIF lens was considered as a possible source of the near-linear

reduction in PLIF signal strength near the burner tip if the tip blocked an increasing fraction of the

PLIF fluorescence from reaching the collection lens close to the burner tip. However, the PLIF grid

scaling images show a constant whitescale intensity in the imaged region, and consideration of the

geometry refutes this argument.

The difference between the corrected PLIF and PLPS cross-sections cannot be attributed to

either saturation as described by equations [22] to [29] above or to optical factors. The PLPS

signal is in the highly saturated regime and should be independent of transient exponential

changes in population. However, the PLIF signal was collected in the linear regime of optical

pumping where transient effects may still contribute to the population number density

during the length of the laser pulse. The models used to analyse the above data are very

simple and include minimal discussion of collisional population transfer other than

quenching. Collisional processes such as rotational energy transfer (RET), vibrational

energy transfer (VET) and dephasing (change of Zeeman state on collision) have been

ignored. lt can be concluded from the differences in corrected signal distribution that

comparison of PLIF and PLPS signal in atmospheric pressure flames must consider

reasonably complex models of collision processes for quantitative analysis.
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Figure 11: (50 shot average) PLIF image (a) vertical and (b) horizontal cross-sections for

approximately case (k) in Figures 9 and 10 above. The vertical cross-sections were taken at the

midpoint of the pump sheet path through the flame and the horizontal cross-sections at a height of

1.85 mm above the tip of the burner. The data consists of either a single column or a single row of

the 50 shot average uncorrected PLIF image. 1 pixel in the PLIF images corresponds to a sample

area of 0.206 mm X 0.206 mm. The range of curves on each figure represent the signal strength as

the laser energy (both pump and probe beams) is reduced by UV ND filters (the curves are labelled

with the nominal ND filter transmission) from the laser intensity at which the images in Figures 9

and 10 were collected.
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Figure 12: (50 shot average) PLPS image (a) vertical and (b) horizontal cross-sections for

approximately case (k) in Figures 9 and 10 above. The vertical cross-sections were taken at the

midpoint of the pump sheet path through the flame and the horizontal cross-sections at a height of

1.85 mm above the tip of the burner. The data consists of either the average of 19 columns or 19

rows of the 50 shot average uncorrected (aside from a zero background correction) PLPS image-

The sample size was chosen to match that of the PLIF cross-sections in Figure 11. The range of

curves on each figure represent the uncorrected PLPS signal strength as the laser energy (both

pump and probe beams) is reduced by UV ND filters (the curves are labelled with the nominal ND

filter transmission) from the laser intensity at which the images in Figures 9 and 10 were collected.
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Figure 13: (50 shot average) corrected PLPS image cross-sections for approximately case (k) in

Figures 9 and 10 above. The vertical cross-sections were taken at the midpoint of the pump sheet

path through the flame. The data consists of the average of 19 columns of the 50 shot average

uncorre d (aside from a zero background correction) PLPS image corrected to represent a cross-

section , i.e. to the square root of a Mode 2 corrected PLPS

image. The sample sÞe was chosen to match that of the PLIF cross-sections in Figure 11. The

range of curves on each figure represent the signal strength as the laser energy (both pump and

probe beams) is reduced by UV ND filters (with nominal transmission as labelled) from the laser

intensity at which the images in Figures 9 and 10 were collected.
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Figure 15: PLIF saturation curves for a range of distances above the burner tip as a function of ND

filter transmission percentage. The PLIF images of Figure 10 were taken at 100% transmission on

this scale. X axis error bars are included for the data set for a distance of 2.47 mm above the

burner tip. As the PLIF data originate from a single averaged pixel, there are no Y axis error bars.

The orange line is a fit to the h = 2.47 mm data according to equation [21]. The 100% transmission

level corresponds to a pump sheet intensity of 8.9 MWcm2.
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Figure 16: Fit of the h = 2.47 mm data from the figure above to the saturation curve (orange)

defined in equation [21] indicating the PLIF signal was collected in the near-linear regime of optical
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Figure '17: PLPS saturation curves for a range of distances above the burner tip as a function of ND

filter transmission percentage. The PLPS images of Figure 9 were taken at 100% transmission on

this scale. X and Y axis error bars are included for the data set for a distance of 2.5 mm above the

burner tip. The dashed green line is the fit of the h = 2.5 mm data to the saturation dependence of

equation [26] and the solid green line is the fit to equation [27].
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Figure 18: Saturation curves for the square root of the corrected PLPS signal shown in the figure

above. The dashed and the solid green line are the fits of the h = 2.5 mm data to the saturation

dependence described by equations [28] and [29] respectively. The 100% transmission level

corresponds to a pump sheet intensity of 8.9 MWcm2.
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Figure 19: Vertical pump sheet profile for the simultaneous PLIF and PLPS experiment.
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Figure 20: (50 shot average) PLIF image vertical cross-sections of Figure 11 corrected for the pump

sheet profile. The range of curves on each figure represent the signal strength as the pump energy

is reduced by UV ND filters (the curves are labelled with the nominal ND filter transmission) from

the laser intensity at which the images in Figures 9 and 10 were collected.
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Figure 21: Gomparison of the corrqcled PLIE vertical cross-section and the squerctqqt Mode 2

PLPS vertical cross-section collected at the same laser energy as the images of Figures 11 and 12'

The cross-sections have been normalised for comparlson to the signal strength at the arbitrary

height o12.47 mm above the tip of the burner.

(2) Simultaneous LIF and LPS signal vs. Equivalence Ratio in a Natural

Gas/Air Flame from a Rectangular Mixing Burner

This experiment was essentially the same experiment as in the case of simultaneous PLIF and

PLPS imaging. The two CCD cameras were once-again used for data collection. However, the

modified glass-glowing torch was replaced by a standard rectangular burner built in the School of

Chemical Engineering by ldzham Fauzi Mohd Ariff and Muzhar 
p'

An internal structure consisting of a honeycomb of 0.6 mm internal diameter tubes supplied the

natural gas and air flows (see Figure 22).Irhe honeycomb was made up of bundles of 7 tubes, each

consisting of a central natural gas tube surrounded by 6 air tubes. The disparate number of

fuel/oxidiser tubes was designed to closely match the relative flows of fuel and oxidiser required to

produce an stoichiometric natural gas/air flame. The internal tube structure was encased in a brass

case and surrounded by a 18 mm wide nitrogen shroud.

0

p

Research Project Repr:ñ, ?-000
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Figure 22: Fuel and oxidiser tube structure in the interior of the mixing burner. The shorter (0'6 mm

internal diameter) tubes supply the air flow and sunound the longer tubes supplying the natural gas.

The internal tube structure was encased in a brass case and surrounded by a 18 mm wide nitrogen

shroud.

The fuel and oxidiser mixed above the surface of the burner and the flows were adjusted until the

flame base was lifted - 2-3 mm as shown in Figure 23. Figure 24 shows the burner in operation.

The nitrogen shroud is supplied through the - 18 mm gap surrounding the central burner casing.

The outer casing which contains the nitrogen flow can just be seen in the figure'

The flowrates of the fuel, oxidiser and nitrogen lines were monitored via Fischer and Porter 112" and

'114" flowmeters. Pressure gauges were attached to each flowmeter to determine the operating

pressure.

The mixing burner was designed to produce a uniform flow distribution. Figure 25 shows OH

(nr>-*n (O-0) Az(B)) pLlF images of natural gas/air flames produced by the mixing burner for a

range of flame equivalence ratios. The images are presented in a false colour map with black

representing zero signal and lightest colours representing the highest signal. The images were

collected at a gain of 1.76 and background contributions (which were mainly due to fluorescence

induced by the probe beam rather than to flame emissions) were corrected for.
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Figure 23: Near-stoichiometric natural gas/air flame lifted - 2-3 mm above the surface of the

rectangular mixing burner.

Figure 24: Rectangular mixing burner in operation. The nitrogen flow surrounds the CHy'air flame

and isolates the combustion process from the ambient air.

The pump sheet was less than 5 mm high and passed through the flame - 20 mm above the

surface of the burner. The distribution of PLIF signal indicates the path of the pump sheet through

the flame. The PLIF images are 200 shot unweighted averages and were collected in the linear

regime of optical pumping. The signal is then proportional to the product of the laser intensity at the

selected point in the flame and the local number densi$ of the target species. The vertical variation

of the signal is largely due to the pump sheet intensity profile. However, the flame chemistry should

be uniform at a given height above the surface of the burner for a perfectly flat
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Figure 25: (200 shot)

average OH PLIF images for

the natural gas/air flame

produced by a (rectangular)

premixed burner for a range

of equivalence ratios. The

nitrogen shroud surrounding

the burner was insuff¡cient to

prevent edge effects due to

diffusion forming in the three

fuel-rich flames with highest

fuel concentration. The

increase in OH concentration

at the edge of these flames

is apparent in images (g), (h)

and (i). The colour map of

the images are scaled from 0

to 100% of the signalrange

in each images. and a false

colour map applied to

highlight the spatial

variations in the OH signal.

Black indicates zero signal

and highest signal is

indicated by the lightest

colours. The sheet

propagates from left to right

in the images. The

absorption of the sheet as it

passes through the flame

can be clearly noted. The

equivalence ratio for which

each image was taken is

listed beside each image.
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Figure 26: Horizontal cross-sections of (200 shot

average) OH signal in Figure 25 at a height of 20

mm above the surface of the burner. Each

datapoint corresponds to an sample area of 0.206

mm x 0.206 mm. The equivalence ratio for which

each image was taken is listed on each image.
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flame. The horizontal variations in the signal are due to the combined effects of non-uniform

fuel/oxidiser mixing, imperfect shielding from the ambient air by the nitrogen shroud and absorption

of the pump sheet.

Figure 26 shows horizontal cross-sections of the uncorrected PLIF signal at a height of 20 mm

above the surface of the burner. The absorption of the pump sheet as it passes from left to right

through the flame is apparent. lt is also clear that the nitrogen shroud surrounding the burner was

insufficient to prevent edge effects due to diffusion in the three fuel-rich flames with highest fuel

concentration. The increase in OH concentration at the edge of these flames is apparent in the

images and cross-sections (g), (n) and (i) of Figures 25 and 26. These edge effects give an

estimate of the enent to which the ambient air diffuses through the nitrogen shroud. The centre of

the flame is minimally affected by air diffusion and we can assume that the central flame OH

concentration is close to that which would be calculated based on the equivalence ratio of the

fuel/oxidiser mix.

Simultaneous PLIF and PLPS images were collected as sets of 100 images for a range of flame

equivalence ratios. The PLPS images were collected using a region of interest on the CCD array

of 50 rows of 576 pixels eachq. Due to the limited image area, it was not possible to simultaneously

collect a section of the probe beam which was signal free to correct the PLPS signal for the probe

beam profile on a shot-to-shot basis.

An average probe beam profile was used to correct the PLPS signal. Flame emissions for the

PLPS images were less than I count for all flames in this experiment. PLIF image backgrounds of

flame emissions and fluorescence from the probe beam were taken as a function of equivalence

ratio to correct the PLIF images. A number of PLIF and PLPS images in each dataset were null

images, missing the signal due to jitter largely introduced by the improvised timing system. These

images were not used in the averaged results. The first 10 shots in each datasetwere discarded

after it was noted that the laser energy took approximately 10 shots to stabilise'

Saturation curves for the LIF and LPS signal with pump sheet intensity were collected

simultaneously for a near-stoichiometric flame The saturation of the LIF signA! (corrected for the

probe extinction background) is shown in Figure 27 as a function of percentage of the pump sheet

intensity at which the simultaneous PLIF/PLPS experiment was undertaken. The 100o/o sheet

intensity was estimated to be - 4.4 MWtcm'. The nominal

q The timing progräm became erratic during ihe experirtrent dr¡e to a heatvvai¡e fhe irnprovised

timing of the ex¡:erin:ent was curtiollecl by the reaiir¡ut tirne of tire Fl-P$ lCüD lvhich was itself a

functicrr cf thc nrinrber cf ro¡.vs oÍ the CCD çelecteel in the regioit nf interest fr:r tire set of images
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Figure 27: (2OO shot average) LIF signal (corrected forthe probe beam fluorescence background)

collected for a near-stoichiometric natural gas/air flame from the rectangular mixing burner as a

function of percentage of pump sheet irradiance at which the simultaneous LPS and LIF experiment

was conducted(4.4 MWcm2). The signal was collected in the centre of the burner, 20 mm above

the burner surface.
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Figure 28: Square root of the (200 shot average) LPS signal (corrected for the probe beam

extinction background) collected for a near-stoichiometric natural gas/air flame from the rectangular

mixing burner as a function of percentage of the pump sheet irradiance at which the simultaneous

LPS and LIF experiment was conducted (4.4 MWcm2¡. Tfre signal was collected in the centre of

the burner, 20 mm above the burner surface.
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Figure 29: The square root of the corrected (highly saturated)LPS signal (corrected for the probe

beam extinction background), the (linear regime) LIF signal (corrected for the probe beam

fluorescence) and the OH number density predicted by the equilibrium module of the CHEMKIN

library plotted as a function of flame equivalence ratio for the natural gas/air flame from the

rectangular mixing burner. A CH¿/air flame is assumed for the CHEMKIN calculations.
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Figure 30: The square root of the (highly saturated) LPS signal (corrected for the probe beam

extinction background) collected as a function of equivalence ratio and shown in Figure 29 is

linearly related to the linear reqime LIF siqnal (corrected for the probe beam fluorescence) shown in

the same figure.
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transmission of the ND filters used to attenuate the laser energy (pump beam only) was used to plot

this data. The LIF signal is obviously collected in the linear saturation regime. The saturation curve

for the LPS signal (corrected for the probe beam extinction background) shown in Fígure 28 shows

that the LPS signal is c/ose to saturation at the maximum pump sheet irradiance of - 4.4MWcm2.

This agrees with the onset of saturation of the PLPS images as shown in Figure l8 for the

simultaneous PLIF and PLPS imaging experiment. The non-zero intercept in the case of the LIF

signal is unlikely to be due to Rayleigh scattering as this would be proportional to the pump sheet

intensity. The flame emissions for the PLIF images of this flame were undetectable at the

experiment gain of 6 and the average fluorescence contribution due to the probe sheet (at this high

gain) has been corrected for.

The simultaneously collected (linear regime) LIF and square root of the (saturated) LPS

signal is shown in Figure 29 as a function of flame equivalence ratio'. The LIF and LPS signal

was collected for the same sample area of 0.2 x 0.2 mm in the centre of the flame from the

rectangular mixing burner at a height of 20 mm above the burner surface. The LIF signAl was

collected at a ICCD gain of 5 and is

due to the pump-ghee't. The Lfs qtgnalis (which

is assumed to be independent of the equivalence ratio) to

represent the number density of the target species.

There has been no attempt to correct for absorption of the pump sheet or the probe beam.

Preliminary experiments indicated absorption of up to 26Yo of the probe beam for near-

stoichiometric flames. This corresponds to a maximum deviation of 14o/o in the pump sheet intensity

in the centre of the flame assuming a symmetric OH distribution along the beam path through the

flame. The (linear regime) LIF signal is linearly dependent on the pump sheet intensity in the target

region. lt can be expected that the LIF signal for near-stoichiometric flames has been

underestimated by - 14o/o due to this absorption. The (saturated) LPS signal is dependent on the

collected probe beam intensity, but independent of variations of the pump sheet intensity. The

square root of the (saturated) LPS signal (after correction for, i.e. subtraction of, the probe beam

extinction background) is then proportional to the square root of the absorption of the probe beam

as it passed through the flame. Due to the central position of the sample region in the flame, the

square root of the absorption of the probe beam as it passes through the flame is equivalent to the

'l-he experirn*ntal equi.ralenee ratir¡s caieulated fi"*m the relative Ìlot-vs cf ttre natural gas and air

was founcl to be unrierestimated (when tire experimental t-lË signai rr,'as eampared with the OH

number densit¡r clepenrlence on equivalence ratioi ijil* to ¡iriscaiÌbration of the %" rtatural gas

ilownieter. T he experirrrental naturaI Eas flc,r¡",s were oor¡-eeted by a constant facior to allow the i--lF:

signal io 'oest matcir the eqr-rilibriun¡ ûl-i nr-rrnbet clerrsit,rr c.lepe:ielence on equirralenee ratio
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absorption of the probe beam at a point half-way through the flame (i.e. at the sample point). As the

pump and probe beam path length through the flame vary only by - 3%, the (background corrected)

pLlF and the square root of the (probe background corrected) saturated PLPS signals will

demonstrate the same dependence on absorption as a function of flame equivalence ratio.

Assuming a symmetric flame, the linear regime LIF signal and square root of the saturated LPS

signal in Figure 29 should be underestimated by the same factor oÍ - 14o/o for near-stoichiometric

flames with the highest OH number densities.

Note that a definite advantage of the saturated LPS technique is that the absorption

dependent intensity parameter is the probe beam profile which is measured at the

ICCD, while the (linear regime) LIF technique requires that the pump sheet intensity

within the flame at the target volume be known for correction. The pump sheet

intensity at the sample point may be estimated for steady, symmetric flames, but is

othenrise a source of error in data correction. The saturated LPS technique requires

only absorption dependent beam intensities which may be measured directly outside

the combustion region.

The absorption factor common to both the (background corrected) linear regime LIF signal and the

square root of the (probe extinction background corrected) saturated LPS signal may be eliminated

if the square root of the LPS signal is plotted age¡nst the LIF signal (Figure 30). This plotting method

eliminates both the effects of absorption and average variations in laser energy due to the linear

dependence of both techniques on laser energy.

There is a clear linear relationship between the number densities predicted by the two techniques'

The data was taken for a range of flame equivalence ratios for an atmospheric natural gas/air

flame. The linearig between the square root of the (probe background corrected) saturated LPS

signal and the simultaneously (background corrected) linear regime LIF does not appear to affected

by the large range in flame conditions and flame temperatures (- 1540 to 223Q K based on

estimated equilibrium flame temperatures" for the range of flame equivalence ratios) in this

experiment.

Figure 29 shows the (probe fluorescence corrected) LIF signal and square root of the (probe

extinction background corrected) LPS siqnal in comparison with the calculated equilibrium OH

' Tenrperatures pror.,idecl by Dr llassam Dally of ihe Schocl of Meehanical Engineering, 'lhe

University of Adelaiee, using the equilibriiim maiJule of the ei-{ËMKll! library assuming a ÇVlaiair

flarne
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number density Íor a CH¿tair flame (solid pink line)t as a function of flame equivalence ratio. The

number densities were calculated using the equilibrium module of the combustion modelling

CHEMKIN library. The data and the calculated OH number densities in Figure 29 were normalised

by an arbitrary scaling factor to allow direct comparison. (The equilibrium OH number density for a

stoichiometric CH¿/air flame is - 1 x 1016 cm-t¡. The population of the J = I line is very stable with

respect to the range of temperatures of the flame in this experiment, showing a maximum deviation

of - 3 o/o lor an extremely fuel lean flame from that for a stoichiometric flame, and characteristically

< 1% deviation from the stoichiometric J = I flame population for most of the flame conditions

studied. The effects of both temperature and chemical composition (equilibrium calculations were

also undertaken for compressed natural gas as well as assuming pure CHa) were undetectable with

respect to the plot of calculated equilibrium OH number density as a function of equivalence ratio.

ln Figure 29, the (probe fluorescence corrected) LIF sional and square root of the (probe extinction

background corrected) LPS siqnal have nearly the same dependence on flame equivalence ratio

and closely follow the calculated equilibrium OH number density curve. However, the LIF and LPS

signal for fuelJean flames similarly lie above the calculated OH number density curve, even if the

underestimation of the near-stoichiometric LIF and LPS signal due to absorption is considered.

There is no obvious explanation of the variation of the LIF and square root of the LPS signal from

the calculated equilibrium number densities for fuel-lean flames in this experiment. However, the

similarities of the dependence of the LIF and square root of the LPS signal on fuel equivalence ratio

strongly suggests a relationship between the number densities predicted by the two techniques for

this flame. Figure 30 demonstrates a clear linearity between the number densities predicted

by the (background corrected) linear LIF signal and the square root of the (probe extinction

background corrected) saturated LPS signal in a graphical form where absorptive effects are

common to the two techniques and are cancelled by the plotting method.

lgno¡ng the effects of absorption, the corrected (linear regime) LIF and corrected square root

(highly saturated) LPS signal should both be linearly proportional to the number density of the OH

radical in the target region. The linear regime LIF signal is proportional to the number densi$ of the

upper state, N¡",

lpLrF-rin""r-.sir" æ N¡' Equation 30

The square root of the highly saturated (probe background corrected) LPS signal is proportional to

the saturated induced dichroism

t OH co¡centrations also pretvidect by Dn tJassan"l Dally of ttre Scl'roo! al hlec;!-ranieal Ëngineering,

l-he Unì'yersi'ry of Adeiaiele risir,g the equilibr'ìurrr mndule of the üHËMl'ilN library assumìrrg e

ül-.|.+/air fianre, and also for a ilNGiair flame
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Looking at equations l27lto [29], it is not difficult to believe that the linear regime LIF and the highly

saturated (probe background corrected) LPS signals are proportional to the total number density of

the target species. However, the linear regime LIF signal is inversely proportional to the quenching

rate via the dependence on the number density of the upper state of the pumped transition, N¡". The

quenching rate is a function of the flame chemistry and hence of equivalence ratio. The linearity

between the linear LIF and square root of the (probe background corrected) saturated LPS signal,

i.e. the (saturated) induced dichroism, suggests that the induced dichroism is also somehow

inversely proportional to the number densiÇ of the upper state of the pumped transition.

(o"::: )nie*y-*tu,"r"o 
: 

3((*rr - Nr',r')n,nn-sruråred '(o',,,,"' - o'.,",u,u'l'c"" 
)

Remember that for the simple twoJevel model (including collisional quenching as the only collisional

population transfer rate) assuming a linear regime of optical pumping, the population of the upper

state of the pumped transition is given by

(N1)steaoy-state : * '[++] tquation 33\ ''qænrítins-dominated I Qro + Aro /

The difference in population between the lower and upper states of the pumped transition is

(No - N, )"e"¿y -"t"t" = t [.,t -, [=t',Y lì Equation 34\ u ',il-àó,¡ñs_-do.¡n"r.o - '''[' - 
[Qro * n* ))
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A0h¡gtrly-satumteo æ lr¡r, -lprou"-o '6
highly_setuÉted

Equation 31

where (assuming a shared pump and probe beam transition)

Writing the Zeeman state dependence of these factors explicitly, the induced dichroism may be

written as

(o':r,)r"È*î,=*,na,ed, - ì[[,, , [*#)) (o',"",, -o',,.u",","J

Equation 35

The appearance of the difference in the squares of the Clebsch-Gordon coefficients for the

characteristic modes of propagation of the probe beam in the sum in equation [35] means that

constant terms in the (blue coloured) coefficient term in the equation disappear under summâtion to

leave

Àc¿¡'i' )satu.at"o
/ (sleady-state

quench¡ng_dom nated)

= 2.N yl,l t', ,* ì
î[(.4,'-, + Arc-¡ )

JJ'
'(o'r.r"*r" - o'rr",r,r" )'Cu Equation 36
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lf the spontaneous emission rate is insignificant with respect to the quenching rate, which is

assumed to be independent of the M, equations [30] and [33] may be rewritten as

(N1)steaoy-srate : f+ì-Bo.,w Equation 37
' ' quench¡ng_dom¡nated \ UIO ,/

(o.,:::.)mi#,.rr""'inared) ' [u*)'I(eo,-,w'(o',",'n"-o',,"',*')'c'') 
Equation 38

This simple model indicates that for this simple, two-level, linear (quenching-dominated)

saturation regime model of population

. ignoring all collisional population transfer rates other than quenching directly into the lower state

of the pumped transition (assumed to be independent of M), and

. for an insignificant spontaneous emission rate in comparison with the quenching rate,

Note however, that this simple models

requires that the LIF and square root of the LPS signal are both in the linear (steady-state) regime.

This, however, does not agree with the saturation of the square root of the LPS signal shown in

Figure 28. However, the model is very simple, and does not predict the difference in saturation

intensities for LIF and LPS signals shown in Figures 15 and 18, and 27 and 28 above.

This chapter has shown that saturated LPS and linear regime LIF (for the A 2>-X'n(O,O) pr(g)

transition) predict a similar dependence of OH number density as a function of flame equivalence

ratio for an atmospheric pressure natural gas/air flame from a rectangular mixing burner. The

similarity between the predicted number densities due to the two techniques is highlighted by the

plotting method which, due to the simultaneous collection of linear regime LIF and saturated LPS

signal from the central region of rectiangular mixing burner, allows absorption factors to be

cancelled. The predicted number density dependence on equivalence ratio closely follows the OH

number densíty predicted by the equilibrium module of the CHEMKIN library for fuel-rich flames, but

overestimates the OH number density for fuel-lean flames. Reichardt, Giancola and Luchta8

similarly showed a strong correspondence between saturated LPS signal 1o¡ a Hzlai¡ flame and

number density calculated by a NASA Lewis equilibrium code for the A 2>-X tn1O,O¡ Pr(2) and Qr(8)

transitions of OH. Saturation curves collected for a near-stoichiometric flame indicated that the LPS

signal in the experiments described in this chapter (for a nanosecond pulsed laser system)

saturates at a much lower pump sheet intensity that the LIF signal. This result is supported by

'' Ncte tlrat the analysis in this chapter ignores any irairsient or exponential eleeay cotrtributÌons to

the Llf signal.
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saturation measurements (Figures 15 and 18) obtained fora premixed natural gaslO2flamefrom a

modified glass-blowing torch.

However, simultaneously collected highly saturated PLPS and linear regime PLIF images in the first

section of this chapter predict dramatically different OH number densiÇ distributions as a function of

height in a natural gas/O2 flame from the modified glass-blowing torch. The saturated LPS images

predict near constant OH concentration over the base 3 mm of the natural gas/O2 flame. The LPS

images were corrected for and divided by the probe beam background and the square root taken to

represent OH number density. The linear regime LIF images however, even after correction for the

intensity profile of the pump sheet, predict a near linear drop of OH concentration close to the tip of

the burner. The difference between the two sets of images cannot be understood in terms of field of

view of the PLIF ICCD. lt is possible that the method for collecting the pump sheet intensi$ profile

was flawed and the experiment should be repeated.

The agreement between the simultaneous linear regime LIF and saturated LPS predictions of

number density (for a nanosecond pulse length laser system) as a function of flame equivalence

ratio show great promise for comparative use of the fluorescence and the coherent techniques in

combustion environments where there is a strong fluorescence or radiant background. The LPS

technique may be applied to detection of resonant transitions and requires little spectral filtering,

although for imaging applications, care must be taken to minimise thermal density gradient

structures in the collected image. ln this thesis, we have demonstrated that the range of beam

geometries has been extended to allow PLPS images to be collected for all beam intersection

angles. PLIF and PLPS images may be collected simultaneously as the PLPS image results from

the transmission of the probe beam through the pump sheet and the PLIF image from the

fluorescence from that sheet.

The experiments in this chapter were limited by the weak LPS signal, especially in the natural

gas/air flame form the rectangular mixing burner. The number density dependence on the flame

equivalence ratios is promising. However, further simultaneous linear LIF and saturated LPS

experiments should be undertaken in an range of well characterised flames to confirm this result. lf

imaging experiments are undertaken, accurate correction for the probe beam background in the

case of the saturated LPS signal and for the pump sheet profile in the case of the linear regime LIF

signal must be applied. Flames from standard burners should be well isolated from ambient air by

nitrogen shrouds to avoid the appearance of edge effects due to diffusion which complicate the

interpretation of the experimental results.

An investigation of saturation of the LPS signal as a function of probe beam intensity should also be

undertaken as increased probe beam intensity will increase the delectability of the LPS images. The
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probe beam intensity must be very much less than the saturation intensity due to the pump beam in

order to not perturb the pumped population densities.

It has been suggestedas 
ut that the future of LPS as a laser diagnostic technique lies in picosecond

pulse length laser systems where the signal is less susceptible to the effects of collisional

population transfer. However, at this stage of quantification of polarisation spectroscopy in

combustion, parallel investigations of nanosecond and picosecond LPS will provide valuable

information about trace combustion species, as collisional information is as important as absolute

number densities in combustion modelling.

The next two chapters integrate the results of Chapters ll and lV into a Jones matrix format suitable

for the calculation of the realistic LPS experiments including misalignment of imperfect optical

elements. Chapter Vlll describes the general dependence of the LPS signal due to passage of the

probe beams through the region of induced birefringence and dichroism as a function of beam

intersection angle and polarisation directions of the pump and probe beams in matrix format. These

matrices may be combined with general Jones matrices representing polarisers, rhombi, and

birefringent inter-probe beam-polariser cell windows to easily calculate the LPS signal strength for

specific experimental arrangements. Chapter lX defines the behaviour of imperfect optical elements

important to the þehaviour of polarisation spectroscopy. Combined Jones matrices for the most

common experimental configurations are derived. Similarities and significant differences from the

equations derived by Teets, Kowalski, Hill, Carlson and Hanschr are noted in the resultant

calculations of LPS signal strength.
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Chapter Vlll: Jones Matrix Description of the Induced Dichroism and

Birefringence

The calculation of the LPS signal in Ghapters ll and lV may be simplified and applied

to a wide variety of experimental configurations by the application of Jones matrix

calculus60. This chapter adapts the standard Jones matrices for birefringent and

dichroic materials to describe the results of Chapters ll and lV. This allows the LPS

signal in more general experiments including imperfect and misaligned optical

elements to be calculated rapidly. The following chapter, Ghapter lX , summarises

combinations of Jones matrices representing the most common experimental

confTgurations.

R. Clark Jonesuo developed the Jones calculus to describe the effect of a series of optical elements

in the path of a collimated, polarised beam in terms of 2X2 matrices. Clark Jones considered

Þolarisers, retardinq beamplates, þjlgflinf¡gn! and dichroic materials as the basic optical elements.

As the elements do not include lensing elements, the calculus does not requíre 3X3 matrices to

describe the transmitted electric field.

ln the Jones calculus, the polarisation state of a collimated beam is defined by a two element

vector, termed the Jones vector, representing the electric field of the beam in the plane normal to

the direction of propagation. The polarisation state of the beam is defined aside from an arbitrary

phase factor so the Jones Vector, E, ís equivalent to the Jones vector, !eio.

The action of optical elements in the probe beam path is described by 2 X 2 matrixes, the Jones

matrices. The optical elements act on the Jones vector via a matrix calculus with the order

dependent proviso that the progressive transmission of a beam, with Jones vector, E, through the

optical elements represented by the matrices, A, B and C, is described by the equation

Etransrnitreo-ttougt-¡,8,c:g'(E'(A'E))=(q'E'A)'E Equation 1

The combined matrix, q.q.A , may thus be used to describe the ordered action of the set of

opticalelements, A, B and C.
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The standard description of the behaviour of an imperfect polariser may be used to illustrate the

Jones calculus and to clarify its usage for those not familiar with it.

Standard Jones Matrix Description of the Behaviour of lmperfect Polarisers

A perfect polariser is assumed to completely absorb or deflect from the beam path one polarisation

component of an input beam. An imperfect polariser will transmit a fraction, tr, of the input beam

electric field polarised parallel to the polariseis transmission axis, and a fraction, t2, of the input

beam electric field polarised parallel to the extinction axis of the polariser. The extinction and

transmission axes are typically orthogonal. The extinction ratio, [, of the polariser is defined as

Equation 2

and represents the ratio of the transmitted intensities for light polarised parallel and perpendicular to

the extinction axis of the polariser.

Consider a polariser placed in the path of the probe beam in the coordinate system of Chapter ll.

The probe beam propagates along the Z axis and is polarised at the angle, y, to the vertical X axis.

The electric vector of the probe beam may be written as

cos(y)

sin(y)

0

Equation 3

Equation 4

where Erooe represents the electric field of the incident probe beam, and Eo is the magnitude of the

electric tield of the incident probe beam.

The transmission axis of a polariser in the probe beam path and aligned at an angle, n, to the

vertical X axis, may be represented by the unit vector, ú , where

\¡l =

cos(a)

sin(n)

0

-sin(r)
cos(4)

0

The extinction axis of the polariser is represented by the unit vector, ti

u: Equation 5
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The component of the electric vector of the probe beam which is transmitted through the polariser

is given by the vector equation

Eoro¡e r'ansmitted E E
þrarrTi-at-q = t,(!59.û) E + tr(==g ù) û Equation 6

EEo Eo Eo

where the order dependent convention for complex vectors of Appendix lll has been preserved with

the inner or dot product of two vectors providing the projection of the first vector onto the second.

This equation simplifies to

Epob€-transm¡tted
polariær_at_rì 

=
Eo

*"ty).($Pcos(2¡) + 
gP, 

+ sin(r).f!/sin(2¡)

cos(y). 
(L :!)"¡n124)+sin(y).,(t' t!) - 

(t' :t')"os(2n)) Equation 7

0

where the right hand side of the equation may be rewritten as a function of the probe beam

polarisation as

E
lpmbe transm¡ted

polÊriser_at_t

P,.

%"

%.

cos(y)

sin(y)

0Eo

Equation I

This equation isolates the original probe beam polarisation vector to the right of the equation. The

matrix on the left of this vector represents the action of the polariser on the incident probe beam

electric field. The unknown components of the 3X3 polariser matrix do not participate in the

calculation of the transmitted polarisation state of the probe beam. The Jones calculus was

developed as a2)(2 matrix system to utilise this property.

For the probe beam described above, the representative 2X2 Jones vector is

E: EO
cos(y)

sin(y)
Equation 9

The Jones matr¡x describing the action of the imperfect polariser, P(a), aligned with transmission

axis at the angle, r¡, to the vertical X axis of the probe beam with polarisation axis lying at the angle,

y, to the X axis is given by
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(t -tr) cos(2q) +
2

(t' -t')
2

cos(n) -s¡n(n)
sin(n) cos(n)

_(t:ü)*s(2n)+qP

Chapter Vlll

Equation 10

Equation 11

Equation 13

(t., + tr)
2

(t,' -t')
2

sin(2t)

sin(2n)

Jones calculus characteristically simplifies matrices defining optical elements, such as P(q) above,

by defining each matrix in terms of rotation matrices and a simplified action r-n3trix which expresses

the characteristic behaviour of the optical element in its simplest form. ln the case of the polariser

considered above, the angle between the frame of the probe beam and the frame based on the

transmission and extinction axes of the polariser is q. The rotation matrix associated with a rotation

of a vector through this angle is

P(n):

R(n) =

and for a reverse rotation

R(-n,:[:ï8ì ;:E) [::;li]) ;Iliì)
Equation 12

The effect of these two matrices applied in series is to return a vector to its original state via the

action of unit matrix as

R(n)R(-a) =
1

0

0

1

To define the action of an imperfect polariser on the linearly polarised electric field of a collimated

beam, the rotation vector, R(-r¡), is first applied to rewrite the polarisation state of the probe beam in

the frame of the transmission and extinction axes of the polariser. The simplified polariser matrix in

this frame reduces to

(t. ol
R.-0,** = [ä ;r) 

Equation 14

and is independent of the angular position. Equation [14] is the standard Jones matrix for an

imperfect polariser assuming no phase differences are introduced between probe beam

components parallel and perpendicular to the polariser transmission axis. The probe beam is

returned to the original frame by application of the rotation vector, R(n ). The combined operation is

represented by the matrix series

p(n):R(n) po,o,*o R(-n)=[".",.'ß .:J,1ì) t: ;) [::;lî) "'[l?,) 
Equation15
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which is equivalent to the matr¡x of equation [10]

Jones calculus describes the transmission of a polarised input beam. The calculus does

not describe the behaviour of unpolarised light. ln addition care must be taken in definif ion

Consider the action of two imperfect polarisers with action matrix defined by equation [14]. lf

perfectly crossed, the combined polariser matrix is given by

as would be expected, and if perfectly aligned, the combined polariser matrix is

Equation [17] describes a combined matrix which defines a polariser with extinction ratio

oolariserwitM.Thismaybetrueforpolariserswherethe
transmission/extjnction mechanism is based on reflection (where repeated reflections may be used

to increase the purity of polarisation of a transmitted beam). However, where the extinction ratio is a

function of optical imperfections, such as flaws in a calcite crystal polariser, the action matrix does

not accurately define the behaviour of the polariser and predicts erroneous results in equations [16]

and [171. The Jones matr¡x representing the action of an imperfect polariser is reconsidered in

Chapter lX.

We continue now from this introduction to Jones calculus to derive matrices representing the

efiects of the induced dichroism and birefringence on the transmitted probe beam electric field'

?)
0ì (t..¡"

t-lt,) [ o

(T,
-l

Io t)t:
0

t,, .t,
1

0
Equation 16= t, .t,Psimptrne¿ 'Psrmptrrrec

pedecuy _crossed

ol (¡? olt:t'lt,) lo É)

(t,

Io ;)t: Equation 17Ps¡rnpliRe¿ 'Psimptitieo
perfectly _aligned

Equation 18
€comoined
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Matrix descriptions of the induced linear dichroism and birefrinEence due to a

linearly polarised pump beam

Conventionally, the Jones matrix representing transmission a distance, Â, though a linearly

birefringent and dichroic material is written

B:
-oo,^e2 .e-i.ko.1\ 0

.e-¡.ko.Ae

0e.
Equation 19

Equation 20

Equation 21

20

or

ôcr; .
4e .e 0

&rn.^ i.&^.n

9ry- 
^B:e 2 "'e ¡rçv.^

k

2

.e4e0 2

where Ç and G are the wavenumbers for ordinary and extraordinary polarisation modes of

propagation, and cto and a" are the equivalent absorption coefficients, and we have defined

ko +k"
^u: ,

cto + c[e Equation220av =
2

and

Âk6 : ko -k.

Âc[tn = Go -d.

Equation 23

Equation 24

ln this matrix format, it is assumed that the ordinary polarisation mode of propagation cotresponds

to the first component of the electric field of the Jones vector, and that the extraordinary polarisation

mode of propagation corresponds to the second component of the vector. ldentifìcation of the

angular directions of the two induced polarisation mode components of the probe beam in the

experimental geometry will allow the results obtained in Chapter ll to be applied in a matrix format.

Consider the set of system axes based on the probe beam path described in Chapter ll, and termed

the probe beam frame in this chapter with axes X, Y and Z. The Z axis corresponds to the direction

of propagation of the probe beam. The X axis is vertical. The pump and probe beams intersect in

the horizontalYZ plane. The probe beam polarisation direction lies at the angle, 1, to the verticalX

axis in the usual sense of rotation with respect to the XYZ axes. The electric field of the probe beam

ts

Equation 25
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The linearly polarised pump beam propagates at an angle, 1, from the Z axis, with the sense of the

rotation towards the positive Y axis. The frame of the pump beam is described by the right-handed

set of axes, X', Y' and Z'. These axes are defined as X' = the vertical X axis, Y' = the component of

the pump beam polarisation dírection lyíng Ín the XY plane and Z' is the direction of propagation of

the pump beam. The polarisation direction lies at the angle, r, to the vertical X' axis in the usual

sense of rotation for a right-handed set of axes. The pump beam electric field which represents the

induced optic axis of the uniaxial medium is parallel to the unit vector,

Equation 26

As shown in equations [54] and [55] of Chapter ll, the unit vectors representing the ordinary and

extraordinary polarisation modes may be written

ÊLordinary - Equation 27
cos2 (*) + sin2 (r) ' cos'(l)

and

Ê
lextraordimry - Equation 28

cos2(*) + sin2(r) - cost(x)

These vectors lies at the angles of inclination, yo and "{e, ol the ordinary and extraordinary

polarisation directions from the vertical X axis in the electric field plane of the probe beam given by

y^ : -ât""f !9{'.ì Equation 2e¡ u 
\cos(1)/

and

,í.=âta(a(r<).cos(1)) Equation 30

Note that the two polarisation modes are orthogonal. We may then define the simplified Jones

vector X, axis, XJones_¡nearlcump, to lie at the angle, To, to the vertical X axis of the pump/probe beam

geometry. The simplified Jones vector Y, axis, YJones-rinêar-pr.p, lies at the angle , Te = To + r/z 
, to the

verticalX axis.
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The simplified Jones matrix for a dichroic and birefringent medium written in equation [201

describes the behaviour of the optically pumped system with respect to the simplified axes, X" and

Y". The additional rotation matrixes, R(yo) and R(lo), combine with the simplified Jones matrix for a

dichroic and birefringent medium to define the action of the dichroic and birefringent medium

for a linearly polarised pump beam in the frame of the probe beam with vertical X axis as

B,'n"u, - R(ru).8,,n"",_u,,0 R( Yo) Equation 31
_pump

franle

where

0

0

'e

&on n i.o\" n
d"t 

-^

8,,n"", ou.o =e 2 "'e-¡k"''^ e4.e2

To:-â

Equation 32

Equation 33

oo,n 

^
i.*,n.n

24e

and

The terms, Âk¡¡¡ ând Àa¡¡n, reeuired for calculation of the birefringent and dichroic Jones matrix in

equation [32] are functions of the angle of intersection of pump and probe beams and are obtained

from the linearly polarised pump beam induced birefringence, An¡¡n(1),

ln,' (x.) - no n" (x) = (1 - sin2 ( r<) sin2 (x)) (n" - n"; Equatron 34

Matrix descriptions of the induced linear and circular dichroism and birefringence

due to a circularly polarised pump beam

There are two regimes for which the characteristic polarisation modes of propagation of the probe

beam due to a circularly polarised pump beam may be approximated easily:

. for cos'11¡ .( o2, a, and

. for cos2(r) << 02, 
^,

where o/, has been identified as the fractional induced linear birefringence due to the circularly

polarised pump beam and o the equivalent circular fractional birefringence'

The pump/probe beam geometry used in this chapter for the case of a linearly polarised pump

beam is adjusted slightly for the case of a circularly polarised pump beam as was done in Chapter

lV. lt is assumed that the pump beam propagates along the Z' axis and the probe beam, polarised

at the angle, y, to the vertical X' axis, propagates at the angle, ?(, to the Z' axis. The pump beam

polarisation axis representing the induced optic axis lies along the direction of pump beam

propagation.
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The polarisation modes of propagation induced by a circularly polarised pump beam for cos2(1¿) >>

o', Â are given in equation [26] of Chapter lV.

(Eo-"*.'), = cos(r)

where the term, s,, is defined as

r=ü,Þ Equation 35

Equation 39

Equation 40

t=c[,Þ Equation 36

Remembering that the general unit electric vector for a beam propagating at the angle, 1, to the Z'

axis and with axis of polarisation lying at the angle, 4, to the vertical X' axis is written

( cos(n) I
Ên*-o,_**,,,,o,=l sin(q).cos(r) I Equation3T

[-sin(r¡).sin(1)J

It can be seen that the angles of inclination of the polarisation vectors to the vertical X' axis, 7¡,

defned in equation [35], are

(*J'-1+s'

(r*)o-*u,o, = [+). 
sin2(1ç)+ '*,[,) +æs2(v)'c2

('u)o-"*'", = [=9' s¡n2(x) - s¡na(x) 
[d, )' 

+ cos2(1) .o2

r=ürÊ Equation 38

To second order, the terms, s., of equation [36] are defined in equations [11] and [12] of Chapter lV.

and
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For small intersection angles, y- O, oÍ pump and probe beams, these two equations reduce to

(s,)o-60r.' = o.cos(I) Equation 41

and

(su)o-"oo,o, = -o'cos(r) Equation 42
. . ,I*0

while the angles of inclination of the polarisation vectors, T¡, rTtâY be approximated by

yo = -Tp Equation 43

, even in this near-

collinear approximat¡on, so that the eppl¡cat¡on of the standard birefringent and dichroic matrix is

not possible in this regime. However, it is possible to express the action of the induced

birefringence and dichroism in this case in matrix form. The XY frame of the probe beam electric

field frame is used with the X axis vertical in orientation and XY and Z (the direction of propagation

of the probe beam) making a right-handed axial system..

For simplicity, equations [39] and [40] are rewritten as

(to)o-"00.' =â*b

and

("u)o-"0"*:a-b

where

":[+J sin2(7¿)

and

sina(1) 
[!4)' 

+cos,(2¿) o2b-

Equation 44

Equation 45

Equation 46

Equation 47

Equation 48

The rewritten electric field modes of propagation are

(i'"'cos(1) I
(Eo-.'^, ), = cos(t)'l cos(x)'(a + u) 

|

[-sin(1)-(a+ø))

and

(Eo-"00.,)u : cos(1)

i.o.cos(x)
cos(x).(" - u)

-sin(1).(a - o)

or, in the XY polarisation frame of the probe beam, as

Equation 49
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(Eo-uoor, );.0"-b€am-rrame - *t(') 
[

(Eo-"'*" )8,0"-beam-rråme - *t(r) ['

^ 
=* 

[=0,*-, 
*i'

i-o.cos(x)
a+b

. o.cos(r)
a-b

Chapter Vlll

Equation 50

Equation 51

Equation 53

Equation 54

Equation 55

Equation 52

as a linear combination of the two polarisation modes, ignoring the common cos(1) factor,

/- \L tÈ \Lp-u" lLprcoe-x I

E" - [E^*-rJ

Ep.o" _ l=*-,1 = " l'.".cos(x))*e.li-"-cos(x)lEo [E*_r./ ( a+b J ( a-b /

We now express the probe beam electric field,

leading to two simultaneous equations with solutions

("-b
o .cos(x)

a+b)

ELpobe-x

ELøo¡eB=-*'['"'*-' *'
")o.cos(x)

After transmission a distancæ, Â, through the birefringent and dichroic region, the electric field of the

probe beam is written

eik..^
i.o.cos(r)

a+b
*3."-T'n -"'*u'n

i.o.cos(r)
Equation 56

a-b

or

E**.... . -&*.n -i.ok*.nhÐsiiled 
^ 

.

-=-a..e 

4 .p 2

Eo'e-?^ 'e ¡'kåv'^

&u. .

+B.e a
i.o.cos(r)

e-0 E"*"-, +i

i.o.cos(r)
a+b

a-b
o.cos(X

e
a-b

Substitution of equations [54] and [55] and introduction of the term, Q, defined as

r=(+-. +) ^
into equation [57] (see Appendix Vlll) gives

.,,"*-,) 
[' 

""ï;t")

=,.*-,) (' ""ï;(t))

Equation 57

Equation 58

1

2-b ,. (- (a+b)
-e'4.[Ewo._, *i.;;;ó

which may be rewritten in terms of the input probe beam polarisation

Equation 59
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E
!pmbe

tEnsmi[ed 
^ Equation 60

The Jones metrix for the act¡on of the dichroism and birefringence induced by a circularly polarised

pump beam for cos2(1) >> 02, a is then given by

llqy
2

b cos((,)+ia sin(,þ)

sin (0) (r' - o' )

o sin(4) cos(x)

b cos(g)-i a sin($)
B"ir" 

-pun,p
cosz 17 ¡rto', 't
probe _ fGme

e Equation 61
b

o cos(x)

Note that this matrix is written in terms of the XY polarÍsation frame of the probe beam with the X

axis vertical (normal to the beam intersection plane). A combined matr¡x including rotation matrices,

as in equation [31], is not required to represent the action of the region of induced dichroism and

birefringence due to the derivation method used to avo¡d diff¡culties with the non-orthogonal

polarisation modes of the probe beam.

For small beam intersection angles, A- O, substitution of the terms, a and b, obtained from the

approximate refractive index solutions of equations [41] and l42l into the Jones matrix of equation

[60]gives

B.'r"-orto
7^O

cos(0) sin($)

-sin(þ) cos(rþ)
Equation 62

probe_frame

Note that this matrix is independent of rotation with respect to the XY plane, as would be expected

for two purely circular characteristic modes of propagation for the case of a near-collinear

pump/probe geometry and no clearly defined beam intersection plane.

The induced birefringence, Ân6,"(1), required for calculation of the term, $, for a circularly polarised

pump beam for the general range of pump/probe beam intersection angles, cosz()ú) >> o2, A, is

given to second order by the equation

x) Â+o2
2

Ah.'," _[o-ffrr-_
no

sin'(x) + cos'(x).o' Equation 63
no 2

where ns is the unperturbed refractive index.

(n.cos(ô)+i.a-sin(ô) o'sin(0)'cos(r) l r= \=;[ =$fi# bcos(o)- asin(o)J t;ffi-;l
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Case 2: cos2lrì .. ,r2. a

This regime of pumpiprobe intersection angles was modelled in Chapter lV by considering the

propagation of purelv linearlv polarised probe beam components through the region of dichroism

and birefringence. The probe beam components were subjected to the action of the ø and p

induced birefringence and dichroism. The two linearly polarised probe beam components are

approximatelv orthogonal for cos211) << 02, a.

For large pump/probe intersection angles, the X component of the probe beam is identified as the B

polarisation mode. The remaining YZ components of the probe beam in the plane of intersection of

. The frame of the probe

beam must be rotated through +nlz Íor application of the dichroic and birefringent Jones matrix

defined in equation [20]. ln this case, the simplified Jones vector X" axis lies at the angle, 
n/r, 

to the

vertical X axis of the pump beam frame, while the simplified Jones vector Y" axis lies at the angle,

Ye = Yo *nlz= n, to the vertical X axis.

The simplified Jones matrix of equation [20] is combined in the usual manner with the rotation

matrices of angle of rotation, \ = 
nlz, giving the combined probe frame matrix in the frame of the

probe beam

l''.,. l."ur ¡co.o^

:e 2
ê 4 .è 2 0

B"ir" 
-prrpcost(z ¡-..o', r

probe_Írame

\u!.,, ìÞr, ãoÞo, \k,,, ,n.u, ,pp,u,

0 e 4 .e 2

Equation 64

The induced birefringence, Àn"¡r"-¡¡n n-"ppror(X), used to calculate the terms, Ah¡r"-r¡n""r-"pøox âñd

^crc¡rc_tinear_appro*, 

for the combined Jones matrix of equation [64] for a circularly polarised pump

beam and cos'(x) << o'2, a is given, to second order, by

Aîcirc tÌnear 
"oo,o" 

(ï)
- 

[' hn 
= sin2 ry, 

(¡ t "')
no \'rt 2

Equation 65
no

where ns is the unperturbed refractive index
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ln Summary:

The Jones matrices representing the action of the region of induced birefringence and dichroism þ
the frame of a probe beam " (propagating at l to the pump beam and polarised at y to the beam

intersection plane) and applicable for all beam intersection angles, 1, are given by

: polar¡sed at r to the beam intersection plane:

B,,*"r-ouro : R(Yr)'8,,*rr-orro' R(-Yr)
pobe_ftame

Equation 66

where

0

&¡n 
^

4 -&n¡,2

Btin."r-purp : e
e .e 0

e
^q¡ 

.
4 .e

Equation 67

Equation 71

Equation 72

¡.4.n
2

v^ = -atanl*tll Equation 68, u 
\cos(x)/

and the terms, Ák¡¡¡ and Âc¡¡¡, ârê obtained from the induced birefringence, Ân¡¡¡(1), given by

¡n," (x) = ño - D. (r) = (1- sin'z(r)'s¡nt (r))'(n" - n") Equation 69

where

u X = the normalto the beam intersection plane, Y = lies in the beam intersection and normal to the

direction of propagation of the probe beam and Z = the direction of propagation of the probe beam.

303

9q.,r o.cos(ö) + i-a .sin(S) o.sin(g).cos(x)

b.cos(Q)-i.a.sin(ô)
Bo*-outo =

æf 1x¡>rl.a
prcb€_t'âme

e2
s¡n(0)- a'-b' Equation 70

b
o-cos(x)
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Equation 73

Equation 74

and the induced birefringence, An"i."(I), required for calculation of the term, þ, is given by

¡n"*(r) 
= 

îo -hp _
no no

where no is the unperturbed refractive index, o is the fractional induced circular birefringence and

M2 the fractional induced linear birefringence due to the circularly polarised pump beam.

Note that for near-collinear beam intersection, 1- 0, equation [70] reduces to

8.i,"-putp
7.-O
probe_frâme

=eT " .e rk"' 
^

cos(0) sin($)

-sin($) cos(0)
Equation 75

case 2: cos2(r) << o2, a

o.un (

B.i,"-prtp :( ã ^'' ir""'r'l

coslr) r"'.r 
I

Þrobe_l me \

*o,.-*,,"0r* .
e 4 .e

0

2 0

Ígl=]l:L¡¿err n ¡rk.r.1==aor* n
2e 4 .e

Equation 76

where the induCed birefringenCe, Âfl"ir"_t¡r,".r_"pp-r(X), uSed tO CalCUlate the termS, Âkc¡rc-l¡near-approx ând

Ac["ir"_tir*ar_"pp.r, is given by

aî,r,"-r¡n*,-"pp,, (x) 
^, 

sin, (1¡. F1"1) Equation 77
nonoL

where no is the unperturbed refractive index, o' is the fractional ¡nduced circular birefringence and

N2the fractional induced linear birefringence due to the circularly polar¡sed pump beam.

This chapter has derived general Jones matr¡ces wr¡tten ¡n the frame of the probe

beam to describe the transmission of a potarised beam a distance, À, through a

birefringent and dichroic medium. The derivation takes note of

r decomposition of the probe beam into the characteristic polarisation modes of

propagation in the pumped medium, and

. the geometrical dependence of the induced birefringence.

These Jones matrices allow variations of the standard experimental geometry to be

investigated easily for all beam intersection angles, 1, via standard Jones matrix

methods. Ghapter lX demonstrates the calculation of combined matrices

(') 
[+d)'*"o,'(r) 

o'
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representing a series of optical components placed in the probe beam path to model

a range of standard polarisation spectroscopy experiments'
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Chapter lX: The Effect of lmperfect and Misaligned Optical Elements.

tn polarisation spectroscopy, the primary limitation on the achievable siqnal to

backqround ratio is the extinction ratio of the probe beam polarisets, (. Teets,

Kowalski, H¡ll, Carlson and Hanschr noted that the intensity background is

proportionalto the term, ( +02 +bz ,

where

I is the extinction ratio of the probe beam polariser pair,

0 is the angle of deviation from perfect crossing of the probe beam polarisers and

b represents the birefringence of any optical elements placed in the probe beam

path between the probe beam polarisers.

Given that polarisers with extinction ratios -10€ are commonly available, this chapter

will investigate experimental variables which will affect transmitted electric field on

the order of magnitude of 103 to find the limiting factorc on quantitative polarisation

spectroscopy. The primary soufces of such variations are imperfect and misaligned

optical elements. This chapter uses Jones calculus to investigate the effects of each

of these factors on the LPS signal strength.

This chapter begins with a revision of the matrix description of the principal optical elements in the

probe beam path likely to contribute to the LPS signal and background. Once the optical

characterlstics of the elements are defined, the effects of

. input probe beam polarisation,

. misalignment of the optical elements, and

. imperfectopticalelements

are investigated for their influence on the LPS signal-
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Matrix Descriptions of lmperfect Optical Elements

ln Chapter Vlll, we noted that the conventional Jones matrix representing an imperfect polariser

does not represent the behaviour of an imperfection-limited polariser. As the behaviour of the probe

beam polarisers is of primary importance to polarisation spectroscopy, we consider the following

description of imperfectionlimited polariser matrices below. This section also describes the

behaviour of rhombi, waveolates and birefrinqent optical elements applicable to polarisation

spectroscopy.

(i) lmperfect Polariser Matrices

The conventiqnalJones matrix representing an imperfect polariser is

p-__..__.,^_-, = ltt o'l 
Equation 1r conventionat - 

[. 0 l, )

where t1 is the transmittivity of the polariser along the transmission axis, and tz is the transmittivity of

the polariser along the extinction axis. ln this thesis, the extinction ratio of a polariser is defined as

the ratio, for unpolarised input, of transmittivities of electric field components polarised parallel to

the extinction and to the transmission axes, i.e.

F - ft, ì' Equation 2
6conventionat = 

[,, J

As shown in Chapter Vlll, for two such polarisers placed in series, the combined polariser matrix is

given by

,Ël::iîï$",,* pconventio"", : 
[,; ,]) t: ,i) = u ,, [; I 

Equation 3

for identical polarisers with crossed transmission axes, and

pconventionar .p*n". -(''t o l.lt' o 
ì : l'; 9ì Equation 4

perrecry-arisned 
¡ntionar-[o trJ (.o trJ-(to t3)

for identical polarisers with aligned transmission axes. The two perfectly aligned polarisers combine

to act as a polariser with extinction ratio given by the product of the extinction ratios of each.

E_
5.¡nventronal cornblrted -

pelecily _aligned

Equation 5

This result implies that two such polarisers, each with an extinction ratio of 10-6, could be used in

aligned series to act as a polariser with extinction ratio of 1O-12 (assuming the polarisers could be

aligned with an accuracy of 10-12¡. lf the polariser extinction ratio is a function of optical

imperfections, such as flaws in a calcite crystal, the conventional Jones matrix is not sufficient to
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represent the behaviour of the imperfect polariser and predicts erroneous results in equations [4]

and [5].

The Jones matrix representing the action of an imperfect polariser is reconsidered in the present

chapter. A more realistic model of the polariser behaviour which includes the effects of imperfection

scattering requires the

. transmission, t1, of a fraction of the probe beam electric field polarised parallel to the

transmission axis of the polariser

. transmission, t2, of a fraction of the probe beam electric field polarised oarallel to the extinction

æ,
. scattering of a fraction, s1, of the probe beam electric field polarised parallel to the transmission

axis to be transmitted polarised parallelto the extinction axis, and

. scattering of a fractiorì, s2, of the probe beam electric field polarised parallel to the extinction axis

of the polariser to be transmitted polarised parallel to the transmission axis of the polariser.

The possibility of phase changes associated with the scattering" has not been considered in this

chapter. The polariser model attempts to obtain an order of magnitude estimate of the

change in the LPS signalfor a more accurate model of imperfect polariser behaviour'

The Jones matrix representing these four attributes is written as

(r.
8n,p",r..r - I ^'\Þr

s2

t\2
Equation 6

Equation 7

with extinction ratio

6mpe*ec,=t$#)=[tFJ

The standard Jones imperfect polariser matrix then represents imperfect polariser behaviour for

regimes where the extinction axis transmission, t2, is very much greater than the imperfection

constants, s1 and s2, i.e. tz >> sr, s2. For a greater imperfection level, the imperfectionlimited Jones

matrix given above may be used to describe the polariser behaviour'

u ionee cair:r-riLrs ip 'nnsei r,:¡i the a:iSLlmPticil indivicju:rl eie.:etric fiel'd conipr: nents reÌain a

cr:hererit phase relalir¡¡rshin This c¡¡us the eieetrie field ti'ansrn issiotl il-rr(ji¡Gh eøch nntici;l

llle¡'nent ti:¡ r¡i:i¡¡i¡:ed btl acidinc rinnclinc el+ciri+ ficitJ ccrnoc¡nei:ts ratlrei than intensities lf

l¡-r,q-j$-Içt-1[C.-Se-Qe.]¡eJqq*r¡ll-S3iË-L!!-.ì-¡,ÐJîi-ql-S..Ap]r-lþafl.q ln the fr:llov¡inç seetiori:;, it is asstimeeJ

that tbe çcatterinq centrns within a hiçir-qu;.llity cul:e poialser;lfe srnall enouç¡ir to int¡:ari a rnirlitnal

plrase ehange to the scattered raijiatirrl ancj h<+i:ce th¡:t tiie use r:t *lones calcitltts ¡s r¡aiieJ
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Two imperfectioniimited polarisers acting in series, are represented by the combined matrices for

identical polarisers with crossed transmission axes

oßon:Í,îf-","*"o pmperrec,:[-'3, 
ï') [l i):[,:,:;1,, ';::;:'],1) eouationa

and for identical polarisers with aliqned transmission axes

,,#å:.0ff_"'nn"0 pmperfec, = [l ì;) [ll i;)= [¿l Il,:l f; ;l:';;)
Equation 9

These matrices take account of the rotation matrices required to write the analyser matrix in the

frame of the primary polariser. The combined extinction ratio for two such perfectly aligned,

imperfectionJimited polarisers is

F .. .-*¡i :[(t3 *t,'tr)'- *(t', *tr)'''r'l 
=quation 

10
'ËT"'si'-eiiËB8i"cûon-rrmreo IG .sr .sz)l *(,, +tr)2 .sf )

For sr, sz and tz of the same order of magnitude, and remembering that 1 > t1 >> t2, s1, s2 for a good

polariser, equations [8lto [10] reduce to

Þ .Þ
' rmpelecl ' impefect

perfectly _crossed
s.[z

l,'L o
Equation 11

0 t1 .t2

for , and

¡\
I 
P':i"l::, 

-,,^^^, 
'P''"'r""r 

J\ perfectly_alrgned ,

f .q
'1 '2

s1 t! + s, .s,
Equation 12

s- tz

for , with of

z
Scombined-imperfecùon 

-limitedperfectly _aligned
s-tr

(
-1. Equation 13

The resultant combined extinction ratio for two perfectly aligned imperfection-limited

polarisersforimperfectionleve|ssatisfyingtheconditiofl,S1,S2=tz,@
. This is more

representative of the experimental behaviour of such polarisers than the extinction ratio suggested

by the conventional Jones polariser matrix calculation in equation [5]. Note also that the rnatrix of

equation flll
149!-s2. and is dePendent

1 and t2.
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Note:

The mathematical treatment above does not include phase differences introduced by the different

optical path lengths experienced by the two transmitted polarisation components, which may be

signifrcant as shown below. For a calcite crystal, the ordinary and extraordinary refractive indicesGl

are no = 1.72 and n* = '1.5'1 ât 1,o = 303 nrn. Over a path length, L, the ordinary and extraordinary

rays generate a phase difference, $, of

I

ö=2.n.i.(n" -n.) Equation 14
Ào

where Ào is the vacuum wavelength of the transmitted radiation. For a 10 mm calcite crystal, this

represents a phase dìfference of 14 000n, or trryq

compqnents d2.l_rnn0.

The flatness of the polariser surfaces is also an issue. A difference in path length, ÅL,

¡L=- Lo- EquationlS
flu ^- flo

introduces a phase difference of 2n beh¡¡een the two transmitted polarisation components. ln the

ease of the calcite crystal above, this corresponds to approximately a fifth of a free-space

wavelength. This level of flatness is well within the tolerance of high quality manufacture and any

phase difference may be included in the polariser matrix by including a complex phase factor, e'0, in

the extinction constant, tz. The following results may be adjusted by replacing ihe factor, t2, by t2 e'0

Equivalent terms may also be included in the imperfection factors, as long as the scattering does

not dephase the scattered electric field component.
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(ii) lmperfect Rhomb and Waveplate Matrtces

Rhombi and wavepletes may be used to create a circularly polarised pump beam or to rotiate the

plane of polarisationb of either pump or probe beam. ln the first case, it is used after the pump

beam polariser, in the second, it is used prior to the primary beam polariser.

A quarter-wave plate or rhomb is used to introduce a phase difference of 
n/2 

between two equal and

orthoqonal, linearly polarised components of the incident pump beam to produce circularly polarised

light. Alternatively, a half-wave plate or rhomb, introducing a phase difference of ru between the two

eoual components, may be used to rotate the linear polarisation of incident beam by n/2.

A waveplate introduces the required phase difference via birefringence. A rhomb introduces the

phase difference via reflection at internal (totally internally reflecting) surfaces. ln both cases, the

input beam must contain electric tield components in each of the two polarisation modes of

propagation in the rhomb or waveplate for a phase difference between the two components to be

introduced.

The behaviour of a rhomb or waveplate may be imperfect in two respects

¡ the introduced phase difference may differ fÍomn12, for a quarter-wave plate, or nÍor a

half-wave plate, and

o the rhomb or waveplate may be misaligned to the input beam polarisation direction so

that the two input probe beam components are not equal.

The second effect may be dealt with using conventional Jones calculus and rotation matrices. The

first must be explicitly stated in the relevant Jones matrix. We ignore the effects of imperfections in

the crystal or waveplate material itself as the effects of these are likely to be much smaller in

magnitude than the effects of misalignment or introduced phase difference". For the sake of

simplicity in the following section, we base the following paragraphs on the matrix description of a

rhomb.

t A half-weve rho6b rotated through an angle, tJ, with respeet to the ineieieni prc'r:e beanr

¡rolarisetiori rotäTes ihe ¡:lane of poiarisaticln of ihe transinitted 'bearrr through the attglc+, 20.

' in the case oí a waveplate ol rhonrb, we deal with probe beanr polarisatir..rn eor"nponents erf the

sen¡e order of magniiue'ie of intensit!¡. l¡: the easc ol a polai'iser. ,rne polarisation eoirlpcrre¡rt is

many orders of magnilucie less in intensity than the *ther anc! sÕ måy be significenillr infiuenced by

ihe cnntri!:utiou of a small se attc,recl compr'netrt froi-¡i the otÌrer'
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The Jones matrix for a perfect quarter-wave rhomb is

F
1

0

'fI

0e
0

-L
-t'-

8 lr
0
.tr

-t.-
4

e

eperfect _

Equation 16
1n"u" rhomb4-

where either of the two matrices is acceptable within the Jones algebra as the electric field is only

required to be determined to within an arbitrary phase factor. The matrix is written with respect to

the frame of the rhomb or waveplate, so that the X¡¡e's and Y,¡o'¡ axes refer to the probe beam

components polarised parallel to the "ordinary' and "extraordinary" transmission axes of the rhomb.

The equivalent Jones matrix for a half-wave rhomb is

('t o ì
F r =l -'n I Equation 17
'ærect-]-wave-rhomb 

[O .-''i )

We describe an imperfect rhomb by allowing the phase factor in these matrices to differ from

"14 of "12.

F ,^ ---:('t oì EquationlsI imperfect_rhr,mb 
[O " 

," 
J

and

Absorption along the optical path within a rhomb is the same for both polarisation components as

the induced phase difference is due to total internal reflection rather than to birefringence' Due to

total internal reflection (and assuming normal incidence onto the face of the rhomb), the fractional

transmission is the same for both polarisation modes and is assumed to be uni$ in this chapter'

The Jones matrix for a half- or quarter-wave plate may also include small polarisation dependent

absorption factors caused by the birefringent nature of the optical element.

Typical Jones matrices in each case are of the form

ûrhomb 
T 10

0 e '''
Equation 19Ea2I (non dichrcrc )

impertect_r homb

where

T ìs the path length through ihe rvaveplate or ihornb,

o¡¡e,5 is the absorptron coeffieient for the rhomb' and

(.

t
(1

Io

2 0

1llrr".: -r

EI rirchro¡c
imperlect_wave plate

0 e Equation 20

2
T

=e
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(ï¡,¡3ye.¡¡1¿1ç_¿ ílftd u*oo*-r¡"1¿^2 -c)të the ordiirary and *xtrâorciinary al-:sarptintr coefficìents fcr the

lvave-p!ate with die flrotgll, Åc;r.y¡6y¿-o¡¿re - lI-v¡ave-ï:rart-o - cr,.vave-pr¡te-.e

(iii) Linearly and Circularly Birefringent Optical Element Matrices

(representing birefringent optical conrponents in the probe beam path between the

probe beam polarisers)

As noted by Teets et al., the LPS signal strength is strongly dependent on the birefringence of

optical elements between the probe beam polarisers. Experimentally, the effects may be minimised

in situ by applying pressure to the birefringent elements, inducing stress birefringence. ln practice,

non-birefringent optical materials should be chosen for inter-polariser usage.

We are primarily concerned with non-focussing optical elements, such as cellwindows in the probe

beam path, which may introduce ellipticity into the probe beam path due to intrinsic or stress

birefringence. The optic axis of such an element may not be known. The birefringence of the

element acts to introduce a phase difference between the two polarisation components of an input

probe beam with respect to the frame of the optical element. ln this regard, the birefringent element

may be considered to be acting as a waveplate or rhomb.

The Jones matrix representing a linearly birefringent optical element may be written as

Bllnearly-birefringent-elemont =
0

0

e-'b
Equation 21

where b is the phase difference introduced between the two incident polarisation states in the frame

of the optical element introduced by dispersion. lf dichroism is significant over the thickness, t, of

the birefringent element, the Jones matrix may be modified to be written

-u=c
10

o e,b.*Y,
e2 n

Equation 22B ¡rchroic
linear ly * bir efrilrgent_ element ilo ,: t0 e'o.e 2

where o¡ o ârd cr.'_s âtê the ordinary and extraordinary absorption coefficients for the birefringent

element and the factor, Aoo_'n = ob_o - oÞ_" , is the linear dichroism of the optical element with

respect to the direction of propagation of the probe beam within the medium.

Purely circularly birefringent optical elements must be represented by a matrix which is independent

of rotation as the (purely) circular birefringence is not a function of the polarisation direction of the

probe beam. To satisfy thís condition, the matrix must be of the form

(a -oìo,' l" I Equation23
[b a) (-b a)
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and may be written as

Bcirrutady-birerringent 
- 

elemat = Equation 24

where, once again, the introduced phase difference þetween the two probe beam components is b.

The matrix is unchanged by application of rotatíon matrices.

The matrix representing the behaviour of a dichroic circularly birefringent element is written

where crb c¡rc ev is the average of the cr and p absorption coefficients for the birefringent element and

the factor, Aoo_o. : ob_o - cru_' , ís the circular dichroism of the optical element with respect to the

direction of propagation of the probe beam within the medium.

The Jones wave-plate, rhomb and birefringent matrices described above are based on the

conventional Jones matrices, but also include consideration of absorptive components and

imperfections in the opticalelements. The imperfection-limited polariser matrix has been developed

to estimate the application of imperfection'limited polarisers, where the conventional Jones

imperfect polariser matrix gives misleading results as described above.

(Ðcos

. lb\
-srnl - |

\2)

Bdi.¡,ro¡" = e
cirNlarly _ birefringent_ elemenl

|:¡ j

auo clc T

4

Equation 25
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Combined PolariseriDichroic-Birefringent Medium/Polariser Matrices

Polarisation spectroscopy is based on the dichroism and birefringence experienced by a linearly

polarised probe beam. The LPS signal is that fraction of the probe beam intensity which passes

through crossed polarisers enclosing the dichroic and birefringent region. ln some experimental

configurations, additional optical elements may lie between the probe beam polarisers. We can

combine the matrices representing the effects of the probe beam polarisers, iÛ91l].@9l
components and the birefrinqent a¡lllljehroic medium to describe the combined

transmission of the probe beam electric field. This approach is limited only by the increasingly

unwieldiness of the resultant matrices in more complex experiments. The transmitted electric field

may be calculated by applying the combined matrix to a Jones vector representing the input electric

field of the probe beam.

This section calculates several of the most common combined polariser/optical medium

combinations for the three induced birefringence/dichroism matrices derived in Chapter Vlll.

lmperfectionlimited polariser matrices are assumed. The result obtiained may then be applied to

conventionalJones polariser matrices by setting the imperfection constants, s1 and sz, to zero.

(i) Polariser/ lnduced Linearlv Dichroic-Birefringent Medium/Polariser Matrix

Consider the case of a linearlv polarised oump beam with no birefringent optical elements between

the probe beam polarisers. We use the coordinate system of the previous chapters with the pump

beam polarised at the angle, rc, to the vertical X axis. The probe beam is polarised at the angle, y, to

the X axis. The pump and probe beams intersect at the angle, 1, in the YZ plane.

Chapter Vlll noted that the induced ordinary polarisation direction characteristic of propagation of

the probe beam is aligned at the angle, yo, to the X ax¡s where

¡t = -ã,""[!9{El Equation 2G
, u 

\cos(x)/

The ordinary and extraordinary ray polarisations are orthogonal, requiring an input beam

polarisation (due to transmission through the primary probe beam polariser) lying at the angle, yo +

nl4,lo the vertical X axis for maximum LPS signal.

Assuming that the transmission axis of the primary probe beam polariser is to be aligned to this

direction, we take into account the possibility of misalignment of the transmission axes of both

probe beam polarisers. We allow the primary polariser to be misaligned to the angle, Yo + ztl4, to the

vertical X axis by the angle, Ay. The analyser is allowed to deviate from perfect crossing with the

primary polariser by the angle, Â0. We define the transmission axis of the primary probe beam
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polariser to lie at the angle, To + nl4 + AT, to the vertical X axis, and the nearly crossed analyser

transmission axis to lie at the angle, îrt2 + LO, to the transmission axis of the primary polariser. Note

this definition of the "uncrossing angle" of the probe beam polarisers, Â0, is opposite in sign to that

used byTeets, Kowalski, Hill, Carlson and Hanschl.

ln the frame of the probe beam electric field axês, XproueYp.ou" (with Xproue vêñical and Yprou"

lying in the beam intersection plane), the combined matrix describing the transmission of

the probe beam through the two polarisers and the linearly dichroic/birefringent region is

written

[Note that, due to the length of the expression, the right-hand-side of the equation has been written

on three linesl. The resultant matrix, C¡¡¡s6¡, mâ| be applied to a two-element probe beam input

beam electric vector written in the Xp,roueYpobe frame of the probe beam electric field plane to

evaluate the transmitted probe beam electric field and hence the LPS signal.

The rotation matrices may be rearranged to write the combined matrix as

cn"u, =n[r.* T*or+^0) Pmperrecr *[-[r. *I*^y.^e))

n(rr) B',.",,-0,,0' n(-rr) Equation 27

n(r, *ä.or) Bmpe.,ec *[-(t,.ä- r))

c,in""r : R(yr) R[++ ay+ re) %0",r""t -[-[?.*. *))
Blin"",. 

- 
prrnp

Equation 28

Equation 29

*(ä.o,) r,,*,,*, -[-(ä.*)) *e',t

or, alternatively,

C,,n*, : *[r,.ä) -(å.^y +^0) Emperrec, -[-(å.^r.*))

-rrr, 
*(ä)B nr",

"(-Ð
R(^ry)

.ê

0

Empe,r*t' n(-lv) n(<v, .il)

where

cev .

Btin"a,. :ê 2 0
oo.^ ¡.4!.rr

e4 .e 2

^0e4

Cl'n"", = R
1l

ro* 
4

C,,n"",
partia

R
( n.l
[-(v, 

+ 
Z)J

Equation 30

and

.e-i.kåv.^

.Ak
2

]:" 
+'.e-i*""n 

[e'o "?r) 
Equation 31
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0= ^
Equation 32

The partial matrix, Crin"", , defined as
pan¡al

represents the combined action of the polarisers and induced linearly dichroic-birefringent

medium in a probe beam polansation frame with

respectivelY, i.e. the frame of a primary polariser with

transmission axis aligned atn/4to the induced ordinary axis.

to maximum LPS signal.

For reference (for the case of a linearly polarised pump beam), the X" axis lies at the angle, To +

rl4, to the vertical X axis and the Y" axis lies at the angle' To + 3nl4' to the vertical X axis in the

plane of the electric field of the probe beam.

The partial matrix for the polariser/induced linearly birefringent and dichroic medium/polariser

combination is calculated in Appendix X and takes advantage of the matrix expansion derived in

Appendix lX which expresses a matrix of the form, R(n) M R(-n), as an additive series of simple 2 x

2 matrices, i.e.

Aaì_t
4)

(:liÍ;i 'J:?,Ì,) ("-d).[; ?) ,".0,

.["]#;i :ni ;ì) (".Ð.[1 T) ,"_0,
R(n).M.R(-n) = R(n) R(-q) =

or, in the case of rl = Ân << 1, to

2

b

d

a

c

Equation 34

R(^n) M R(-aa)=*,on,[l i) *,-*,=[l Ð.[-:î, ,l.l) ^'
Equation 35

The derivation assumes identical probe beam polarisers with imperfection constants, sr- sz - s <<

1, and expresses the partial matrix to first order expansion in the small variables by

-[-[;. or . o'))

-[+) B nu",-0,.0 -[ä) -tr) R.p",r.", n(-nv)

C,'".", - Rl
partral \

1T

-+2
DlrmperfectAy+40

Equation 33

C,',,"n,
part¡al

dav .

ll'¿ z '' '" rk" 't

Ç0
-40 + i.(r (

Equation 36

where
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, _ tz - fis-;-1,5
r1

Note that polar¡ser imperfection term,

So--
t1

appears only to secÆnd order in the matrix end so does not occur in equation [36].

Equation 37

Equation 38

Writing the $ dependence expl¡c¡tly, equation becomes

where the induced linear Ào, and the in wavenumber, Ak, two

polarisation modes of propagation of the probe beam are functions of the beam intersect¡on engle

and are shown in equations [68] and t65l of Chapter ll respectively to be proportional to the

induced birefringence, Àn¡¡n(1),

ln, 
" 
(x)

Âîo ,''.

: ('1- sin2 1"¡.sin' (x)) Equation 40

Here, the term, Âno_r¡n, is the induced linear dichroism for collinear pump and probe beams.

The partial matrix of equation [36] takes account of possible misalignment of the primarv

p9l@gf, Ây, , Â0, with resPect to

the X"Y', axes. Equations [36] and [39] show that the partial matrix is independent to first

orderofmisalignmentoftheprimarypo|ariserwiththeangle,To+nl4,totheverticalXaxis.

The angle, yo, is the angle of the ordinary polarisation axis from the vertical X axis and is related to

the direction of the optic axis induced by the pump beam. Consequently, the partial matrix of

equation [36] is independent to first order of misalignment of the probe beam with respect to the

ordinary and extraordinary axes induced by the pump beam. This is reassuring, as experimentally,

it is reasonably difficult to align the pump and probe beams polarisation directions to the same

accuracy with which the probe beam polarisers are crossed.

n. The matrices have been calculated using the

assumption that all angle deviations, Ay etc, the induced birefringenUdichroic term, Â{, and polariser

constants, o and (, are of the same order of magnitude, with the consequent condition that ( >> o2.

A probe beam with input polarisation direction misaligned by a small angle, nl4 + LV, to the induced

ordinary axis, close to the transmission axis of the primary probe beam polariser, and represented

by the electric field vector

318
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Âu.A 
^k'^_^u+t.-

42

0l

)1
Equation 39
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E=E. t:îiill)=E, I

Eou, f 1l
q ="lllru''[a*J

=q'"-?'n'"-'*'"

ü"". ( c
= t? .e-n "'"-i** n .l m.n _o,*,

[¿
(c, l

^ 'l oo'n 
- Âe + r .Âru + i.4!-A I\¿ 2)

1

ary
Equation 4'l

Equation 42

will be transmitted through the analyser with electric field (to first order in the small coefficients)

given by

lJi
I

^k.^2
ary

=tf e-?ne-kåv^[+ 
^1., 

y]="*r*[l)

beam polariser.

The transmitted intensity for a probe beam aligned close to the primary probe beam polariser

transmission axis and transmitted through the analyser/induced linearly dichroic-birefringent

region/polariser combination is then

This expression is equivalent to that of Teets ef a/. given their opposite definition of the direction of

A0. However, the term, iLk'N2, appears with opposite sign in the partial matrix above when

compared to Teets ef al.'s expression for the transmitted probe beam electric field for the case of a

linearly polarised pump beam.

Note once again that,

siqnal strenqth.

A probe beam polarisation input at æ/4 to the transmission axis of the primary polariser (used as an

element to select one component of the probe beam rather than using a Fresnel rhomb to rotate

the input plane of polarisation) produces an transmitted electric field (to first order) given by

tr clig, lt\ ^ .-?n'e'¡'k"''^ ( c ì
Eout - äE;' .l ' I = t? .------------=-.1 a., .i\ . 

^k 
.^ | fquation 44

Eo Jf [t/ tî--ao+(.,;)

lou,

lo 1,,n"", o,*u
probe:älrgned

= tl 'e'""' "
( a (rcr.rr)' (^i4- o0.!^r4]'l rquation ¿s

[€tao', 16-*'4 2 
)

_ to_ prìmary _ poläriser

with transmitted intensitY
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.' pDbe_at_ u /4 _to_pnmary-polanser

Equation 45

Aside from the obvious reduction in transmitted intensity by a factor of 2, the effect of using

the primary polariser as a polarisation component selector is to add an extra term to the

Chapter lX

background and to chanoe the nt of the term which is linear with the induced

@,Àct

(ii) ircularly Dichroic-Birefringent Medium/Polariser Matrix

Consider the case of a circularly polarised pump beam with no birefringent optical elements

between the probe beam polarisers. The pump and probe beams intersect in the YZ plane.

Equations describing the action of the region of induced birefringence and dichroism in the

XprobeYprobe frame of the probe beam were derived in Chapter Vlll. The equivalent matrix

representing this behaviour and written in the Xo,oo"Yproue Plobe beam frame is

(o .cos(t) + i.a .sin(t)) o ' sin(x)'cos(x,)

where

":[+) "i.,{x)

s¡n(x) ^'-b"\ b'cos(1)-i'a.sin(x)
o.cos(x)

Equation 46

Equation 47

b: Equation 48

and the terms, N2 and o, represent the fractional linear and circular dichroism induced by the

circularly polarised pump beam respectively.

The characteristic modes of probe beam propagation for the case of a circularly polarised pump

beam are elliptically polarised. For near-collinear pump and probe beams, the polarisation modes

are purely circularly polarised and the direction of polarisation of the probe beam does not affect the

LPS sþnal. The characteristic polarisation modes progressively tend towards linear polarisation as

the angle between pump and probe beams approaches n/2. The ordinary polarisation axis for this

beam intersection angle lies in the horizontal plane, h=n12, and a probe beam polarisation ot3nl4

to the vertical X axis is required for maximum signal.

sin,0r) 
[^;"' )' 

*"or'(x) o'
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ln Chapter lV, it was shown that a probe beam polarised at nl4 (or 3nl4) to the vertical X axis leads

to non-zero LPS signal for all beam intersection angles and is the probe beam polarisation which

produces maximum signal for orthogonal beam intersection. ln order to be consistent with the

probe beam polarisation required as the beam intersection angle approaches nl2, we select an

optimal probe beam polarisation direction of 3rl4 from the X axis for the following discussion.

We define the primary probe beam polariser transmission axis to lie at the angle, 3nl4 + Ay, to the

vertical X axis, and the nearly crossed analyser transmission axis to lie at the angle, n/2 + 
^e, 

to the

transmission axis of the primary polariser. ln the frame of the probe beam polarisation axes,

XprobeYprobe, the combined matrix describing the transmission of the probe beam through the two

polarisers and the dichroic/birefringent region is written

c",*-pu,p : -(T - 
^ï 

+ 
^e)' 

lmærrect - [-(?. 
ot . *))

'8. Equation 49
-drD_pump

*[?. or) E'*n*, -[-(tä. t))
or, as rewritten in the previous section

co.-ou,o = -[?) -( î. *+^0) p,.*n"o -[-(ä.^r.*))

-[-?) Bo*-*'o -[tä)

n(a) 8.** n(-¡y) -(-i)
Equation 50

C"¡r" Equation 51

The partial combined matrix is derived in Appendix Xl under the same assumptions as for the case

of a linearly polarised pump beam and is given by

_pL mp
-[i) RC crfc

part a

The partial matrix,

";,i", 
: -(å+ ay + re). %'",r*t -[-(;. o,. ot))

Equation 52

-t- 
?)'Bci,c-pump 

-t?) n(¡v)'Pimperrecr n(- rv)

represents the combined action of the polarisers and induced circularly dichroic-birefringent

medium in a probe beam polarisation frame with X" and Y" axes lying at 3xl4 and 5nl4 to the

vertical X axis respectively. Once again, the partial matrix takes account of possible misalignment

of the primary polariser with respect to the induced optic axis frame, Ây, ând mis-crossing of the

analyser with the primary polariser, 40.
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r 0

+i.9'ö Ç
b

a'-b' o.cos(1) Equation 53

ll'¿ z '' -Â0+$ 2.b-o.cos(x) 2.b

where

L =t2 : -[l Equation 54b- 
t1 -v5

and where the term representing the scattering imperfections in an imperfectionìimited polariser,

which has been written as

t=9 EquationSS
t1

to avoid confusion with the induced circular dichroism term, o, for the case of a circularly polarised

pump beam, does not occur in the first order matrix of equation [53]-

Writing

co'"
pst¡al _

tl .¿-7'". e-¡-kâv'^

0

(m+i.n) Ç

Equation 56

Equation 57

Equation 58

Equation 59

and

a
Jl=-

b

so that

tl '¿- z ''' e-i.k v'^

Ç

-Â0+S'(m+i'n)

Ç

-^0

Co,.
par{ãl

:)

or

(-Ào+' +*n.oî^)*i (" + '+) ç

0

the LPS signal for a probe beam closely aligned to the transmission axis of the primary probe beam

polariser is

ao'+(m'+nt)
tr ^k^

r2 t

,J 
.[ AcrÂ

i)l*,
I

)
to-Primery

2 4
Equation 60

lo

^k^ 
AaÂm. +n.-

4_polariær

= t1 'e-"*'n

.^e
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For near collinear angles, 1, of pump and probe beams, where sin211¡ << 1, the terms, a and b,

reduce to

a:0
b : o.cos(1)

and the terms, m and n, to

m: -1
ñ=0

Equation 61

Equation 62

Equation 63

Equation 64

The partialcombined matrix may then be written as

or

The linear and circular partial combined matrices given in equations [39] and [66] are very similar in

form and produce the same first order independence of misalignment of the input probe beam

polarisation with respect to the transmission axis of the primary polariser, ÀY, and of the primary

probe beam polariser with respect to the induced optic axis frame, Ày.

For the analyser/induced circular dichroism-birefringence/polariser combination matrix described by

equation [66] assuming a near-collinear geometry and with a probe beam closely aligned to the

primary probe beam polariser, the transmitted intensi$ is given by

This expression is once again equivalent to that of Teets ef a/. allowing for the opposite definition

convention in direction of Â0 with the exception, once again, that the term, i'Ak'Â/2, appears with

opposíte sign in the partial matrix above when compared to Teets et a/.'s expression for the

transmitted electric field for a circularly polarised pump beam. The more general transmitted

intensity of equation [60] reduces to this expression in the case of near-collinear beam intersection.

The geometric dependence of the induced dichroism, Âo, and difference in wavenumbers, Âk, for

the two probe beam polarisation components for a circularly polarised pump beam required for

calculation of equation [67] and the more generally valid expression of equation [60] is that of the

lþ1.,,",,", o,,o =-tr.e o*'r.|, r*oo'.qS.toï' r^e 
^k^l\'0 /apprcx_collineär \ /

prcbe-aligned to_pflmary-polar¡s¡ I

Equation 67

C. r"
near collnear
partial

ll'¿ z " '" it'" n

(0
-^0-0 q

Equation ô5

C"," (0
¡e-Snl*¡ I n (,

2) 4

near collinear
partiaT

t?-.t"'eik"'^
Equation 66
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induced birefringence, An"¡r". This dependence was shown in Chapter lV to have the general form

(for cos2(1)>t o', 
^)

¡ nn",," (z)l
[l-J,"oo,o":

sin'(z) 
[ )'*"or' 

(z)'o' Equatron 68

For near-collinear beams, this reduces to

= cos(X)-o Equation 69

x
_approx:0

(iii) Polariser/lnduced Circular Dichroic-Birefringent Medium/Polariser Matrix
aa o'

As described in Chapter lV, the characteristic induced modes of propagation approach linear

polarisation for near-normal intersection of pump and probe beams. The ordinary ray is polarised at

To = rf2 to the vertical X axis, with the orthogonal extraordinary ray polarisation lying parallel to the X

axis. This requires a probe beam input with polarisation lying at 3nl4 to the vertical X axis to

maintain a right-handed axial system with the propagation direction of the probe beam representing

the Z axis.

As such, the combined matrix and partial combined matrices in this case are special cases of Case

(i) for a linearly polarised pump beam with ordinary ray polarisation lying at 7o = n/2 to the vertical X

axis. ln the frame of the Xprou.Ypro¡e Probe beam, the combined matrix is given by

Cci*-li*ar-app." : R ,, . +)' ";,jå-,'"",-"00,"'' 
R 

[-(ro 
. i,') Equation 70

with partial combined matrix written in a probe beam polarisation framewlth X" and Y'axes lYing at

3nl4 and 5nl4lo the vertical X axis as

or

Note that due to the similarity between the partial combined matrices for the æses of a linearly

polarised pump beam and a (near-orthogonal intersection) circularly polarised pump beam, the LPS

signal follows the form based on an induced linear dichroism
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Ccirc 
-linear-approxpart¡al

l?.e z''.e'n-n
10

-40+i.Q C

Equation 71

Ccirc-linear- appmx
parlial

(,

Aa_Ae + _A
4

0

l*¡.A!-n (
)2

Equation 72
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Ir, Jp+ _nea_appox 
=tf e""'^ 

[,+À02 
rq]''ry--ou(oïn)l eauationzs

prob o_pnmary_polariser
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rather than the form (equation [67]) associated by Teets ef a/. with a circularly polarised pump beam

and near-collinear pum p/probe beam intersection.

The induced birefringence, An"¡r"_¡¡*rr_approx, required to calculate the geometric dependence of the

induced dichroism, Aa, and difference in wavenumbers, Ak, for a circularly polarised pump beam

(for cos2(1)<.ot, A) was shown in Chapter lV to be

Af,"ir" r,n"u,
"oo,o" 

(X)
= sin, (x)

(l + o')
Equation 74

no 2

where N2 and o, represent the fractional linear and circular dichroism induced by the circularly

polarised pump beam respectively.

It has been shown in the previous three sections, that the matrices derived in Chapter Vlll to

describe the behaviour of the induced birefringence and dichroism may be combined with

matrices representing imperfect probe beam polarisers to produce relatively simple

combined matrices summarising the action of the combined system.

The near-collinear expression for the transmitted probe beam intensity derived by Teets eú

al. for a linearly polarised pump beam may be applied directly for all beam intersection

angles. However, the LPS signal for the case of a circularly polarised pump beam follows

the form derived by Teets et aL only for near-collinear beam intersection. For near-

orthogonal beam intersection, the LPS signal for a circularly polarised pump beam follows

the form characteristic of the LPS signal for a linearly polarised pump beam due to the

dominance of an induced linear dichroism in both cases. For intermediate beam

intersection angles, and a circularly polarised pump beam, the LPS signal follows the form

of equation [60], where the geometric dependence of the induced birefringence of equation

[68t must be used to determine the induced dichroism, Âcr, and the wavenumber difference,

^k.

The LPS signal is sensitive to misalignment from perfect crossing of primary probe beam

pofariser and analyser, Â0. The LPS signal is, however, independenf to first order of

misalignment, Ay, of the primary polariser from an angle of nl{ to the induced ordinary

polarisation axis, i.e. misalignment from the condition which provides maximum LPS signal

strength. The detected signal is also insensitive to slight misalignment or small ellipticity of
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the incident probe beam polarisation with respect to the transmission axis of the primary

polariser.

The matrix representing the action of an imperfection-limited polariser has produced

combined matrices equivalent to those which would be produced by the conventional

Jones matrix for an imperfect polariser. The imperfection constants, s1 and s2, do not

appear in the first order forms of the combined matrices. For imperfection levels such that

the approximation, sr, sz - t2 , is valid, the LPS signal is independent of the scattering terms

in the imperfection-limited polariser matrix and the standard Jones matrix representing an

imperfect polariser may be applied.

(iv) Polariser/Linear lnduced Dichroic-Birefringent Medium/Polariser Matrix with

Linearly Birefringent lnter-Polariser Optical Elements

Often the experimental anangement demands that cell windows and optical elements are placed

between the probe beam polarisers enclosing the region of induced birefringence and dichroism. lf

the optical elements exhibit birefringent or dichroic behaviour, either intrinsic or induced by a

pressure difference on the two surfaces of the optical element, additional terms are contributed to

the form of the transmitted LPS signal.

Teets ef a/. described both additional background and signal contributing terms dependent on the

optical element birefringence term, b, in the LPS signal strength. However, if the optical element

birefringence is linear, the orientation of the ordinary and extraordinary axes of the element with

respect to the probe beam polarisation slAlt! affect the LPS signal strength. A birefringent optical

element with ordinary or extraordinary axis roughly aligned to the probe beam polarisation direction

will see minimal contributions due to the element birefringence as the probe beam will be

transmitted primarily along one characteristic polarisation mode. Birefringent contributions are

maximised if the probe beam polarisation direction lies equally between the ordinary and

extraordinary polarisation axes. This dependence is not noted in the theory of Teets ef a/.

Appendix Xll derives a combined matrix for an analyser/birefringent elemenVinduced linearly

dichroic and birefringent medium/birefringent elemenVpolariser. The ordinary axes of the two

birefringentelements, initial, i, and final, f, are defined to lie atthe angles,nl4+ a¡,(i= i, f ), tothe

induced ordinary polarisation axis.

The combined matrix is written in the X"Y' frame of the probe beam as
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crin"",*u*",ry-tirÞrrinsÊnt-opriær-eremen,s =n(rr* T-*+le)'P,,'**" *[-(* *T*ot.*))

'n[r, *]*a,) o -[-[".ä.",))
.R(y, ). B,*_r-o . n(-v, )

r,.*[-[' *f,*a,

.Rmp"rca *(-(r..

rì
yo +- +ai 

).

v, *i*o)

Equation 75

Equation 76

.R

crineer+rh€ary-þißrins@nr-opücår-eremenrs = n[rr * f * lr * le) 'B'*n* -[-(?. ot . *))

Rearranging the rotation matrices, this becomes

7t

4

'8,,n 
", .PUMP

+.R
",) 

r, -[-[ä.",))

ä)

[n(or).P,*n"o n(-ay)] -[-[

*[î.",) 
' 

-[-[ä.",))

"(ä.t)' B.p',ca -[-[t' *i. or)

or, finally,

Ct¡nqr+t¡ma¿y-uotkqent-optiel-eþmenF = *[^ .ä) 
þ(;. 

nr+re) p*--" -[-[ä+Âv+*)]

' 8,,*",-*".0 -(; 
)1. 

[n(",)'8,' R(-a,)][n(.,).8, .R(-a,)] 
t-(-

,,.ä))

: *[r, -ä) 
"mrræady-brrenÍnsÊnt-optcar-eremants 

*[at, .äÙ

Equation 77

For convenience, the standard form of the linearly birefringent matrix is expanded in a linear

approximation as

0
Bi = Boi 1-ibj

Equation 78

: B0¡

where it is assumed that the birefringent term, b¡, is small. Note that, as defined, the phase

difference introduced between the two probe beam components is 2'þ.

("tot o I
I o 

"-'o'.,¡ 

=

[i; T) t;
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Equation 79
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The combined partial matrix, C'neærrnearv_ui.rinsenr_opricar-eremenrs, is derived in Appendix Xll and written

This form consists of the partial matrix for the case of no birefringent elements between the

polarisers with an additional term for each birefringent element. Each additional term is the product

of the birefringence term, b¡, and the sine of twice the angle, a¡, of deviation of the birefringent

element's ordinary polarisation direction from nlo =n14, where 1s is the alignment of the induced

ordinary polarisat¡on axis of the region of induced dichroism and birefringenc,e from the vertical X

axis. The matrix indicates that a linearly birefringent inter-polariser optical element may be

rotated to minimise the birefringent contribution to the transmitted intensity.
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(v) Polariser/Circular lnduced Dichroic-Birefringent Medium/Polariser Matrix with

Linearly Birefringent lnter-Polariser Optical Elements

It is reasonable to expect that the combined matrix in the case of a circular induced birefringence

and dichroism should have a similar dependence on inter-polariser linearly birefringent optical

elements to that noted in the case of a linear pump beam.

of,

The ordinary and extraordinary modes of propagation, in case of a circularly polarised pump beam,

are elliptically polarised. As described in Chapter lV, the transmitted intensity is maximised for an

input probe beam polarisation alignment ol nl4,3nl4 ... to the vertical X axis. For convenience in

derivation, the ordinary axes of the birefringent inter-polariser elements are defined to lie at the

angles, nl4 + ah 0 = i,f ) to the vertical X axis in the combined matrix. The result is then interpreted

in terms of axes lying at the angle, 3nl4 + a¡, ü = i,f ) to the vertical X axis by replacing the term, a¡,

by the term, a-para¡ =nl2 + a¡ . The comb¡ned matrix is written as

ccirc+rinea.y-'rerrin0trr-opri*r-oromonrs = *(T. nv + ne)'lmp',¡"u -[-(?. ot. *))

*[î.",) u -[-(ä.",))
.B , Equation 80
-urc_pump

*[ä.",) ,, -[-(ä." 
))

"(?. rr) B,*"* -[-('ä. r))

ccirc+rinear,y-bi*insqt-opr¡ø,-e,em*. = *(aä) *(ä. lv + ne)'Emperoa -[-(ä. t. *))

"[,ä) [-(;n",) 
,, -[-(;."'))]

'8"r"-ouro

[-[;*",) 
,, -[-[;.")] -[*ä)

n(¡y). Pmperrect n(-¡v) -(-rä)

= * 
[t ä)' 

ccircr 
'neanr-oirerr'sent-op',-"'-o' 

* (

Equation 81

î)-3
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The partial matrix is written in the X"Y" polarisation frame with the ordinary, or X", axis lying at3nl4

to the vertical X axis and is derived in Appendix Xlll as

or in terms of the angle, a_parE,

The second matrix of the right-hand-side of equation [83] can be seen in the equivalent linear pump

beam equation, and represents the contribution of the inter-polariser birefringent elements. Once

again,

(vi) Polariser/Linear or C¡rcular lnduced Dichroic-Birefringent Medium/Polariser

Matrix with Circularly Birefringent Inter-Polariser Optical Elements

The matrix component representing the linearly birefringent optical elements in sections (iv) and (v)

show a dependence on the angular alignment of the ordinary and extraordinary axes of the

elemenl lt is fairly obvious that there will be no such angular dependence for circularly birefringent

optical elements. The derivations of the partial combined matrices in this section follow those of

cases (iv) and (v) with the birefringent optical element matrix being independent of rotation

matrices, which hence are not required in the combined matrices.

The matrix describing the circularly birefringent optical elements is written as

Bcrc:B'crc (:ïl?) ;I8l""0*. [[; T).' [_', ;) Equation84

where, once again, the introduced phase difference between the probe beam components is

2b.

Appendices XIV and XV calculate the combined matrices for circularly birefringent inter-polariser

optical elements enclosing the region of induced birefringence and dichroism in the probe beam

path. The partialcombined matrices are

ccirc+linearly _b¡refringent _optiÉl-elements
partial

C"r" 00
(0, .sin(za,)+b, sin(2a,)) O

palial

t? .Boi .Bo, -e ? '' tÎ .Bo¡ . 80, .s ? n

Equation 82

c c¡rc Flinearly _ birefringenl _ opt¡€l_ elements
pa11¡a¡

tl .Bo, .Bo, .s-? "
Equation 83

C ctfc
partial 0 0

tî .Boi .Bo, .e 
tî 

" . 

" 'n'" 
n

+
i-(b, 'sin(za-parar )+ b, .sin(2a-para,)) o
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for the case of a linearly polarised pump beam, and

for the case of a circularly polarised pump beam. lt can be seen that the contribution of the

circularly birefringent inter-polariser optical elements is represented by the second matrix on the

right-hand sides of equations [69] and [70].

We have developed combined matrices representing the action of an analyser/region

of induced birefringence and dichroism/polariser in the probe beam path. The

matrices are simple and may be used to easily investigate the dependence of the LPS

signalon input probe beam polarisation states'

It has been shown that the transmitted intensities calculated using these matrices

reduce to those of Teets ef at (aside from the sign associated with the term, ¡'^k'^/2)

for near-collinear beam intersection and input probe beam polarisations closely

aligned to the transmission axis of the primary probe beam polariser. The LPS signal

calculated by Teets et al.Íor the case of a linearly polarised pump beam is applicable

for all beam intersection angles. However, the LPS signal in the case of a circularly

polarised pump beam takes the more general form shown in equation [60] for

intermediate beam intersection angtes 1cos2(1) >>

conventionalty associated with a linearly polarised pumP beam for orthogonal beam

intersection.

The intensity contributions to the LPS signal strength due to linearly birefringent

inter-polariser optical elements may be minimised by rotation of the optical elements

around the axis defined by the direction of propagation of the probe beam. The

birefringent intensity terms produced by circularly birefringent inter-polariser optical

elements cannot be minimised by rotation.

It should also be noted that the polariser model above predicts that the polarisation

of the extinction background term, Ç, of the LPS signal is normal to the polarisation

of the primary LPS signal components. The extinction background term is polarised

Ccirc*circularly
partial

_birefringenl_ optiEl_elements C"i," 00partial
+ Equation 86

(b, + b,) 0
t?.B0r.Bo,.e-"

" 
ik,,,r tî . 80, .80, -e ? "
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parallel to the extinction axis of the analyser, while the LPS signal terms are

polarised parallel to the transmission axis of the analyser. This indicates that, for the

, a second polariser Placed

after and aligned with transmission axis parallet to the probe beam analyser will

further decrease the extinction background level with respect to the LPS signal

components. The preferred configuration to decrease a probe beam extinction

background would then be a single polariser used to polarise the probe beam, and

two polarises in series with aligned transmission axes to act as probe beam

analyser. lt is also optimal to use a rhomb to rotate the input probe beam polarisation

so that its polarisation direction lies parallel to the transmission axis of the primary

polariser.

The polarisation signal is most sensitive to mis-crossing of the probe beam

polariserc, Â0. The combined matrices are independent, to first order, of slight

misalignment of the input probe beam polarisation with respect to the transmission

axis of the primary polariser. ln addition, the matrices are independent of

misalignment of the primary probe beam polariser from an angle oÍ nl4 to the

induced ordinary axis, an orientation which produces maximum LPS signal.
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Nomenclature

Chapter l: lntroduction to Polarisation Spectroscopy.

Conventions:

Complex numbers are written as x + i y

Subscripts:

circ with respect to circular polarisation.

corr refers to a correction which accounts for the contributions of the pumped upper state

population to the induced dichroism in the linear regime of optical pumping.

crossed_polarisers for the case of perfectly crossed polarisers.

lin with respect to linear polarisation.

lower with respect to the lower state of the transition.

probe with respect to the probe beam.

pump with respect to the pump beam.

unconfined combustion for the case of unconfined combustion where no birefringent inter-

polariser optical elements are required in the probe beam path.

upper with respect to the lower state of the transition.

x with respect to the X-axis, which lies in the horizontal intersection plane of pump and probe

beams.

y with respect to the Y-axis, which correspond to the axis along which the pump and probe

beams propagate.

z with respect to the Z-axis, which is vertical.

- with respect to right circular polarisation.

+ with respect to left circular polarisation.

Variables and Constants:

Roman Alphabet

b birefringence of optical elements in the probe beam path between the probe beam polariser

pair.

c speed of light.

C¡,.r" non-rotational (e.9. electronic/vibrational) component of the absorption cross-section for the

probe transition (J,M) to (J",M").

D(x) dispersive lineshape.

I
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Eo probe beam electric field strength incident on the input polariser of the probe beam

polariser pair.

Eprobe_rransm*ted probe beam electric field strength transmitted through the nearly crossed probe

beam polarisers.

ñ Planck's constant divided bY 2n.

iprobe polarisation state of the probe beam component.

ipume polarisation state of the pump beam.

lprobe_transmitte6 intensity of the probe beam transmitted through the probe beam analyser.

J rotational quantum number of the shared lower state of the pump and probe transitions.

J' rotational quantum number of the upper state of the pump transition.

J' rotational quantum number of the upper state of the probe transition.

L interaction length of pump and probe beams measured along the probe beam path.

L(x) Lorentzian lineshape.

M Zeeman quantum number for the state J.

M' Zeeman quantum number for the state J'

M' Zeeman quantum number for the state J"

n refractive index. lf a subscript is used, it denotes the appropriate polarisation state.

N¡ Boltzmann equilibrium population of the lower state, J, shared by both pump and probe

transitions.

N¡n¡ number density of the lower state, (J,M), shared by both pump and probe transition.

N;u' number density of the upper state, (J',M'), of the pump transitions.

NJM ro*", number density of the lower state, (J,M), of the pumped transition.

NJM_rpp", number density of the upper state, (J',M'), of the pumped transition'

P transition Jrpp", = Jro*", - 1 (AJ = -1)

Q transition Jrpp", = Jro,rer (AJ = 0)

R transition Jrpp", = Jror", * 1 (ÂJ = +1)

lreetserar relaxation ratio ranging in value between -1 and 1, defined as

- _'l-y'rleers_er_"r = 
r*¡.

Spursed saturation parameter for a pulsed laser system.

S* saturation parameter for a cw laser system.

t laser pulse length.

x relative detuning of the probe beam from linecentre for the probed transition (J,M).



Nomenclature

Greek Alphabet

o( absorption coefficient. lf a subscript is used, it denotes the appropriate polarisation state.

o!jî",*" absorption coefficient for the probe transition (J,M) to (J",M") for the probe beam

polarisation component, ip'ou..

"j:i" total absorption coefficient for the probed transition from the lower state, J, to the upper

state, J", for the probe polarisation component, iorou..

X pump/probe beam intersection angle.

Àc¿ optically induced dichroism at the probe beam angular frequency.

Auo linecentre induced dichroism for the probe beam.

¡"11, induced dichroism for the probed transition from the lower state, J, to the upper state, J",

for the two orthogonal polarisation states, i and i', of the probe beam.

An optically induced birefringence at the probe beam angular frequency'

1 linewidth of a Lorentzian dichroism, ¡cr.

y lifetime of the lower, J, state of the pump transition.

y' lifetime of the upper, J', state of the pump transition.

0 a small angle of deviation from perfectly crossed probe beam polarisers. Teets ef a/ use the

direction convention that the angle between primary probe beam polariser and analyser is

nl2 - 0.

oJ,J. total absorption cross-section for the probe transition divided by the factor 2J +1.

o.¡,J, total absorption cross-section for the pump transition divided by the factor 2J +1.

offr"" rotational/Zeeman component of the absorption cross-section for the probe transition (J,M)

to (J',M'), for the probe polarisation component, ip'o0".

"jiin", rotational/Zeeman component of the absorption cross-section for the pump transition (J,M)

to (J',M'), for the probe polarisat¡on component, iou.o'

(r) angular frequency of the probe beam.

(ùp angular frequency of the probe beam at linecentre.

(.r)pump angular frequency of the pump radiation.

( the finite extinction ratio of the probe beam polarisers.

(¡,¡,,¿"factor a function of only the rotational quantum numbers for the pump and probe

transitions defined by Teets, Kowalski, Hill, Carlson and Hansch as



Nomenclature

(¡,¡,,¡" =(ZJ+1)
I"Tïîn, . (o!,r.,","" 

-1,,r",r,". )
M

I "ï:""r,"'M

Ç,J,,J3enerarfactor a Ç,t.t,,t" factor defined by Teets, Kowalski, Hill, Carlson and Hansch and

stated to be applicable to cw or pulsed laser application.

(J,J,,¡..u,factor e-Ç.t,.t,,t" factorvalid in the linear regime of opticalpumping in an experiment

where spontaneous emissions and collisional population transfer between the Zeeman

states or the upper and lower states of the pump/probe transitions is negligible. The corr

subscript refers to a correction which accounts for the contributions of the pumped upper

state population to the induced dichroism.

Z¡,¡,,.r.factor a function of only the rotational quantum numbers for the pump and probe

transitions which combines all rotational dependence of the induced dichroism aside from

the rotational dependence of the Boltzmann equilibrium populations and defined in this

thesis as

v_LJ,J',J" -
o¡,¡' '6J,.r"

Cr,r''C.,,r"

ZJ,J,,J,_senerarfactor Zt,t,t ÍaCIOrs relating to the 6l,.t,,.rjenerar faCtOrs WhiCh are stated tO be

applicable to cw or pulsed laser application.

ZJ,J,,J"_"oo factor Z¡,¡,,.¡" factors relating to the (¡,.r,,.r"_*o factors valid in the linear regime of

optical pumping in an experiment where spontaneous emissions and collisional population

transfer between the Zeeman states or the upper and lower states of the pump/probe

transitions is negligible. The corr Subscript refers to a correction which accounts for the

contributions of the pumped upper state population to the induced dichroism.

I"3ïi,"
M
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Chapter ll: Uniaxial Gas Model of Polarisation Spectroscopy. Linearly Polarised

Pump Beam

Conventions:

ln notation, an underline has been used to represent a vector and an overscore a unit vector

Complex numbers are written as x + iy.

Subscripts:

e with respect to the extraordinary polarisation mode.

lin with respect to a linearly polarised pump beam.

o with respect to the ordinary polarisation mode.

probe with respect to the probe beam.

pump with respect to the pump beam.

x with respect to the x axis of the principal axis system of the gas.

y with respect to the y axis of the principal axis system of the gas.

z with respect to the z axis of the principal axis system of the gas.

ll with respect to the polarisation component of the probe beam which is parallel to the pump

beam polarisation direction.

I with respect to the polarisation component of the probe beam which is perpendicular to the

pump beam polarisation direction.

Variables and Constants:

Roman Alphabet

B magnetic flux density.

c speed of light.

Cr ratio of the elements of the third-order tensor of non-linear susceptibility, used in the

expression for LPS signalstrength obtained by Lavrinenko and Gancheryonok, and defined

AS

¡- - I'nzz
"t - xuu

C2 ratio of the elements of the third-order tensor of non-linear susceptibility, used in the

expression for LPS signal strength obtained by Lavrinenko and Gancheryonok, and defined

as

c X'tztz2-
l,tzz't

D magnitude of the displacement vector
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E electric field strength.

Eo magnitude of the electric field of the probe beam incident on the primary probe beam

polariser.

Êe"t aorain"ry unit vector of the probe beam component normal to the ordinary axis.

Êextraordinary-approx

un¡t vector electric field for extraordinary probe beam component based on the assumption

the induced birefringence is small, îe - rìo

Êopri"_"*rs unit vector of the pump beam electric field which represents the direction of the optic axis.

Êo,o,n"o unit vector of the probe beam component lying parallel to the ordinary axis.

Ep,ouu electric vector of the probe beam incident on the primary probe beam polariser and

assumed to be aligned to the transmission axis of the primary polariser. The polariser is

assumed to be Perfect.

Ep,ou" (,t)
tÉnsmitted

elect¡c vector of the probe beam after transmission a distance, Â(X), through the region of

induced dichroism and birefringence.

Ep.o" (^)
-iransmilted through_anslyser'

electric vector of the probe beam transmitted through the probe beam analyser after

passing after passing a distance, z\(I), through the region of induced dichroism and

birefringence.

Ê0,.0 unit electric vector for the pump beam.

Ê0,,0_, unit pump vector in the electric field plane of the pump beam and perpendicular to the

pump beam electric vector.

function of the projection of the probe beam electric vector onto the ordinary and

extraordinary unit vectors, defined as

f = (Eo.o" 'Ê-0,*' 
) 

'(Ê".,n"o 'Ê"n",r,", 
)

Frin(y,rc,X) geometric dependence (aside from that implicit in the induced birefringence) of the

LPS signal strength for perfectly crossed polarisers and a linearly polarised pump beam.

E,"(y, *,x) =
(sin (zy) .(cos' (x) - sin'? (rc)'cos'? (x)) - cos(2y) sin (2rc) . cos (x)

(1- sin'?(rc) sin'(x))'

function of the projection of the probe beam electric vector onto the ordinary and

extraordinary unit vectors, defined as

f

g
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I = (Eo.o"' Ë""t,"o,uinurv )' (Êextraorcinary' Êanalvs", )

Gr¡n(*,X)function representing the geometric dependence of the induced birefringence.

G," (*,x) = 1- sin2 (K)'sin'(x)

Hr¡n(y,r,X) function representing the combined geometric dependence of the factors,

Fr¡n(y,r,X) and G¡¡n(r,1¡2 in the LPS signal strength for perfectly crossed polarisers and a

linearly polarised pumP beam.

H,"(y, *,X) = t'"(y,*,X) 'G," (.,X)'

sin(zy) (cos' (rc)- sin'? (rc)'cos' (x))-cos(2y)'sin(2rc) cos(x))'

sin' (x) .(1 - si 1rc) sin'?(x))

magnetic field strength.

intensity of the probe beam incident on the primary probe beam polariser.

expression for the LPS signal strength derived by Lavrinenko and Gancheryonok.

lp,oÞ"
tEnsmilted

(r)
through_ ånålyser

intensity of the probe beam transmitted through the probe beam analyser after passing a

distance, Â(X), through the region of induced dichroism and birefringence.

j current density.

k magnitude of the wavevector.

k6 magnitude of the free space wavevector for the probe beam.

k"u average of the magnitudes of the ordinary and extraordinary wavevectors.

k" magnitude of the wavevector for the probe beam component polarised parallel to the

extraordinary axis.

ko magnitude of the wavevector for the probe beam component polarised parallel to the

ordinary axis.

ktt magnitude of the wavevector for the probe beam component polarised parallel to the pump

beam polarisation.

kr magnitude of the wavevector for the probe beam component polarised perpendicular to the

pump beam polarisation.

k wavevector.

Ê0,u" unit vector of the wavevector for the probe beam'

K constant used in the expression for LPS signal strength obtained by Lavrinenko and

Gancheryonok, and defined as

. ,2

K = 
gf o)Prct" I t '""'l'lt 

P t- (
Clffi ) lh"''l lEo'o"l ltso"'ol

H

le

lr.ae
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I width of the pumping beam, used in the expression for LPS signal strength obtained by

Lavrinenko and Gancheryonok.

L(X) probe beam path length in the region of induced dichroism and birefringence, given by

L(x) = --u/-
I sin(1)l

n refractive index.

nav average of ordinary and extraordinary refractive indices.

rìe extraordinary refractive index.

rìo ordinary refractive index.

nprobe refractive index of the medium at the probe frequency, rÐprobe, used in the expression for

LPS signal strength obtained by Lavrinenko and Gancheryonok.

Er(X.,y,rc) component of the probe beam electric field which is parallel to the pump beam

polarisation.

Poroinary component of the probe beam electric field which is parallel to the ordinary axis, (i.e. the

component polarised parallel to the Y' principal axis).

Qr(X,y,*) component of the probe beam electric field which is perpendicular to the pump

beam polarisation.

Qextraordinary component of the probe beam electric field which is parallel to the extraordinary

axis, (i.e. lying in the X'Z' principal plane).

r position.

Ê"n"ry,., unit vector parallel to the transmission axis of the probe beam analyser.

t time.

W thickness of the pump beam.

x relative detuning of the probe beam from linecentre for the probed transition.

X x axis of the probe beam axis system, which is normal to the beam intersection plane.

X' x axis of the principal axis system.

Y y axis of the probe beam axis system, which lies in the beam intersection plane and normal

to the direction of propagation of the probe beam.

Y' x axis of the principal axis system.

Z z axis of the probe beam axis system, which corresponds to the direction of propagation of

the probe beam.

Z' z axis of the principal axis system, which corresponds to the direction of the optic axis.

vilt
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Greek Alphabet:

crav average of ordinary and extraordinary absorption coetficients.

cre absorption coefficient for the probe beam component polarised parallel to the extraordinary

axis.

c¿o absorption coefficient for the probe beam component polarised parallel to the ordinary axis.

cr' absorption coefficient for the probe beam component polarised parallel to the pump beam

polarisation.

c¡a absorption coefficient for the probe beam component polarised perpendicular to the pump

beam polarisation.

X pump/probe beam angle of intersection measured from the direction of travel of the probe

beam.

I¡jn elements of the third-order tensor of non-linear susceptibility, used in the expression for

LPS signal strength obtained by Lavrinenko and Gancheryonok.

Ak small difference in the magnitudes of the ordinary and extraordinary wavevectors.

^n 
small induced birefringence.

Ârio linecentreinducedbirefringence.

Âo small induced dichroism.

Àuo linecentre induced dichroism.

e susceptibility tensor relating the electric vector to the displacement vector.

y angle of the probe beam polarisation from the normal to the pump/probe beam intersection

plane.

n angle of the ordinary axis direction from the normal to the beam intersection plane.

q angle of the probe beam propagation with respect to the induced optic axis.

K angle of the pump beam polarisation axis from the normal to the pump/probe beam

intersection Plane.

^, 
path length of the probe beam through the region of induced birefringence and dichroism.

p magnetic suscePtibility.

p charge density.

ro angular frequency.

tne linecentre angular frequencY.

(ùprobe probe beam angular frequency, used in the expression for LPS signal strength obtained by

Lavrinenko and Gancheryonok.

IX
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Chapter lll: Orthogonal lmaging for a Linearly Polarised Pump Beam

Conventions:

Compfex numbers are written as x + iy

Subscripts:

iand i' orthogonal polarisation states of the two probe beam components which experience the

pump induced dichroism.

Variables and Constants:

Roman Alphabet

B probe beam extinction background due to the finite extinction ratio of the probe beam

polarisers.

d distance which represents the increase in the distance measured along the axis lying in the

beam intersection plane in the elliptical beam intersection volume which is imaged by each

pixel, and defined as

N: W- 
ltan(x)l

fdetector collection efficiency of the detection system.

H probe beam path length through the combustion region excluding the interaction volume of

pump and probe beams.

Hr¡n(y,rc,x) function representing the combined geometric dependence of the LPS signal

strength for perfectly crossed polarisers and a linearly polarised pump beam and defined in

Chapter ll.

lo probe beam intensity incident on the primary probe beam polariser.

lprobe LPS signal (including probe extinction background).

lprobe_brocked_pump ptobe extinction background (obtained by blocking to the pump beam).

lprobe- transmitted
circ /l¡neár _pump
crossed _polariseß
unmnfned combustion

LPS signal (including the probe beam extinction background) obtained for either a circularly

or linearly polarised pump beam for the case of crossed polarisers and unconfined

combustion where there are no birefringent optical elements in the probe beam path

between the probe beam polarisers.

J shared lower rotational state of the pump and probe transitions.

J' upper rotational state of the pumped transition.

J' upper rotational state of the probe transition.

L interaction length of pump and probe beams measured along the probe beam path.

X
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Mode 1 a largely uncorrected image (corrected for the non-zero background of the ICCD alone).

Mode 2 image representing the ratio, S/8, of the pure signal, S, (free of probe beam extinction

components) to the background (with flame), B. The ratio is proportional to the square of

the induced dichroism.

p pixel resolution of the stretched image with respect to the axis lying in the beam intersection

plane, and ignoring any magnification factors due to imaging systems placed after the

probe beam analyser, defined as

Pno"

' lsin(x)l

pno" pixel resolution in an orthogonal beam intersection geometry, with respect to the axis lying

in the beam intersection Plane.

q pump sheet thickness resolution measured along the direction of propagation of the probe

beam, given by

q=, w,,
' lsin(x)l

Rsisnar ratio of the LPS signal (including probe extinction background), lproue, to the probe extinction

background (obtained by blocking to the pump beam), lproue_brocked_pump, âfìd related to the

pure LPS signal, S, to probe extinction background, B, ratio, S/8, via the equation

R.¡snur =- lo'¡" =q+-9=r*Pt' 
lomoe btocked pump B B

S signal component of the collected probe beam intensi$, above the probe beam extinction

background.

Tanary.er transmission axis transmittivity of the probe beam primary analyser.

Tporariser transmission axis transmittivity of the probe beam primary polariser.

W thickness of the laser sheet.

x fractional detuning of the probe beam transition from line-centre.

Greek Alphabet

A2x-Xril (0-0) transition of OH transition from the v = 0 vibrational band of the ground

electronic state X2fI to the v = 0 vibrational band of the first electronic state A2x of the

hydroxylradical, OH.

eav average induced absorption coefficient for the two probe beam polarisation modes of

propagation in the pump/probe beam interaction region.

crunperrurbed absorption coefficient for the probe beam within the combustion region, but outside

the interaction volume of pump and probe beams.

1 intersection angle of pump and probe beams.
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Àuo line-centre induced dichroism experienced by the probe beam, and defined in equation [32]

of Chapter I as

aur,¡ir" =-t, # 
.zr,.t,,t 'Gr,r,'cr,r"

where the pump transition is from the shared lower rotiational state, J, to the upper

rotational state, J', the upper rotational state of the probe beam transition is J' and the

terms, i and i', refer to the polarisation states of the two probe beam components which

experience the induced dichroism.

ï angle of the probe beam polarisation from the normalto the pump/probe beam intersection

Plane.

K angle of the pump beam polarisation axis from the normal to the pump/probe beam

intersection Plane.

{ finite extinction ratio of the probe beam polarisers.

xil
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Chapter lV: Uniaxial Gas Model of Polarisation Spectroscopy: Circularly Polarised

Pump Beam.

Conventions:

Complex numbers are written x + iY

Subscripts:

O_approx approximation assuming characteristic circular or elliptical polarisation modes of

propagation for the probe beam components for near-collinear and intermediate beam

intersection. Defined by the condition, cos'11¡ tt o2, 
^.cr with respect to the cr characteristic polarisation mode of propagation of the probe beam.

B with respect to the p characteristic polarisation mode of propagation of the probe beam.

linear_approx approximation assuming characteristic linear polarisation modes of propagation for

the probe beam components for near-orthogonal beam intersection. Defned by the

condition, cos'12¿¡ (. 02, Â.

x with respect to the X axis (which is normal to the beam intersection plane).

y with respect to the Y axis (which lies in the beam intersection plane).

z with respect to the Z axis (which represents either the direction of propagation of the pump

or probe beam).

Variables and Constants:

Roman Alphabet

a constant, may be complex.

b constant, may be comPlex.

c speed of light.

C1 ratio of the elements of the third-order tensor of nonlinear susceptibility, used in the

expressíon for LPS signal strength obtained by Lavrinenko and Gancheryonok, and defined

as

C2

hzzl-1 =-
I'tzzt

ratio of the elements of the third-order tensor of non-linear susceptibility, used in the

expression for LPS signal strength obtained by Lavrinenko and Gancheryonok, and defined

AS

^ l'tz'tzw2=-
Xpzt

displacement vector.

electric field vector.

xill

D

E
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Eprobe electric field of the probe beam incident on the primary probe beam polariser.

Eprotæ_o magnitude of the probe beam electric field incident on the probe beam primary polariser.

Ep.ou"(À) electric field of the probe beam after transmission a distance, À, through the region

of induced birefringence and dichroism.

Eptane_of_potaris.¡¡e¡ llêhêrâl form of the electric field of the probe beam.

Eproo" (^)
t€nsmilted_ through _anaiyser

probe beam electric field after transmission a distance, Ä, through the region of induced

birefringence and dichroism and the probe beam analyser.

F.¡."(T,X) geometric dependence of the LPS signal for the case of perfectly crossed polarisers and

no inter-polariser birefringent optical elements in the probe beam path aside from that

implicit in the induced birefringence.

f complex coefficient of the a polarisation mode electric field vector in the vector

decomposition of the probe beam electric field in terms of the unnormalised polarisation

modes, o and p.

g complex coetficient of the p polarisation mode electric field vector in the vector

decomposition of the probe beam electric field in terms of the unnormalised polarisation

modes, cr and p.

Imc expression for the LPS signal strength derived by Lavrinenko and Gancheryonok.

lprobe_g intensity of the probe beam incident on the probe beam primary polariser.

lp.o" (n)
transmitled_th0ugh_analyser

probe beam intensity after transmission a distance, À, through the region of induced

birefringence and dichroism and the probe beam analyser.

J"¡,"(T,X) function representing the combined geometric dependence of the factors, F"¡'"(y,X)

and the induced dichroism due to the circularly polarised pump beam in the LPS signal

strength for perfectly crossed polarisers and a linearly polarised pump beam and written for

the two approximation regimes

For cosz(x) tr ot, À: collinear and intermediate beam intersection angles

((cos' (r)' sin' (r)' t+ cos2 (x))' r)'
2

Jo,.(l,l)o-,oo,o, =
*(cos(z). sln'(z). cos(r). s¡n(r).(o - o')

(cos(7).sin(7))'

For cos2(1) .. ot, a: near orthogonal imaging

J"'," (T, x),,n""r_upp., = sin'z (2 ' t¡ sin' (x)

k

ko

magnitude of the wavevector.

magnitude of the free space wavevector for the probe beam

XIV
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ko magnitude of the wavevector associated with the o polarisation mode of propagation of the

probe beam.

kB magnitude of the wavevector associated with the p polarisation mode of propagation of the

probe beam.

I width of the pumping beam, used in the expression for LPS signal strength obtained by

Lavrinenko and Gancheryonok.

na refractive index associated with the u polarisation mode of propagation of the probe beam.

hp refractive index associated with the p polarisation mode of propagation of the probe beam.

rìe extraordinary refractive index.

no ordinary refractive index.

rìe unpumped refractive index for the probe beam transition.

nprobe refractive index of the medium at the probe frequency, rDprobe, used in the expression for

LPS signal strength obtained by Lavrinenko and Gancheryonok.

Ê"n"ry.", unit vector representing the transmission axis of the probe beam analyser.

sr 1 = cr, Þ s function related to the u and p refractive index solution via the equation

tt2tn I

l-- | =1+s,
\n" /

W thickness of the pump beam.

x fractionaldetuning from linecentre, rrls.

Greek Alphabet

oav average of cr and p absorption coefficients for the probe beam.

cr,c absorption coefficient associated with the cr polarisation mode of propagation of the probe

beam.

cs absorption coefficient associated with the p polarisation mode of propagation of the

probe beam.

X pump/probe beam intersection angle.

I¡jrr elements of the third-order tensor of non-linear susceptibility, used in the expression for

LPS signal strength obtained by Lavrinenko and Gancheryonok.

ô complex off-diagonal elements in the electric susceptibility tensor representing the

optícalactivi$.

ô vector containing the complex off-diagonal elements in the electric susceptibility tensor

representing the optical activity.

A twice the induced fractional linear birefringence due to a circularly polarised pump beam

defined via the equation 
"3 

: n3'(1 + l) such that a < < '1, and hence approximated by

h. = ho (1 + Â/2) so that An¡¡n/no = A'/2.

XV
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induced dichroism for the probed transition from the lower state, J, to the upper state,

J", for the two orthogonal polarisation states, i and i', of the probe beam-

electric susceptibility tensor.

angle of the probe beam polarisation direction from the normal to the beam intersection

plane.

angle of propagation of the probe beam with respect to the induced optic axis.

path length of the probe beam through the region of induced birefringence and dichroism.

magnetic susceptibility.

fractionalinduced circular birefringence for a circularly polarised pump beam. defined via

the equations o = ô/no2 and Anc¡rc = o'no.

square of the Clebsch-Gordon coefficient for a pump beam with polarisation, ioun.o, for the

transition from state (J,M) to (J',M').

square of the Clebsch-Gordon coefficient for a probe beam with polarisation, i, for the

transition from state (J,M) to (J',M").

c

v

q

^
tr

o

u J.J',M,M'

_tuJ,J",M,M

oJ,L" total absorption cross-section for the probe transition divided by the lacto¡ 2J +1.

o¡,1, total absorption cross-section for the pump transition divided by the factor 2J +1.

o) angular frequency.

(D¡ linecentre angular frequency.

o)probe probe beam angular frequency, used in the expression for LPS signal strength obtained by

Lavrinenko and Gancheryonok.

(¡,.1,,.¡"factor a function of only the rotational quantum numbers for the pump and probe transitions

defined by Teets, Kowalski, Hill, Carlson and Hansch and described in Chapter L

(¡,¡,,¡"_-,, factor a (¡,¡,,¡. factor valid in the linear regime of optical pumping in an experiment where

spontaneous emissions and collisional population transfer between the Zeeman states or

the upper and lower states of the pump/probe transitions is negligible. The corr subscript

refers to a correction which accounts for the contributions of the pumped upper state

population to the induced dichroism.

(J¡,,J._"oo_.oofactor additional (¡,¡,,¡"_-,, factor related to the linear dichroism induced by a

circularly polarised pumP beam.

Z¡,¡,,.¡.factor a function of only the rotational quantum numbers for the pump and probe

transitions which combines all rotational dependence of the induced dichroism aside from

the rotational dependence of the Boltzmann equilibrium populations and defined in Chapter

t.

Zr,l,,J^_.onfactor Z¡,¿,,¿" Íaclors relating to the (r,.r,,¡"_*,., factors valid in the linear regime of

optical pumping in an experiment where spontaneous emissions and collisional population

XVI
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transfer between the Zeeman states or the upper and lower states of the pump/probe

transitions is negligible. The corr subscript refers to a correction which accounts for the

contributions of the pumped upper state population to the induced dichroism.

Z¡.¡,,.r,¡o¿_*,.factor additional 2t,,t,,,t,_*n factor related to the linear dichroism induced by a

circularly polarised PumP beam.

xvll
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Chapter V: Orthogonal lmaging for a Circularly Polarised Pump Beam

with respect the near-collinear and intermediate beam intersection angle

approximation regime defTned by the condition, cos'11¡ >> 02, a.

add with respect to the additional calculated linear dichroism due to a circularly polarised pump

beam.

circ with respect to circular polarisation.

corr refers to a correction which accounts for the contributions of the pumped upper state

population to the induced dichroism in the linear regime of optical pumping.

lin with respect to linear polarisation.

linear_approx with respect to the near-orthogonal beam intersection angle approximation regime

defined by the condition, cos'(X) .. o', A, where the characteristic polarisation modes of

propagation of the probe beam are assumed to be linearly polarised.

Variables and Constants:

Roman Alphabet

B probe beam extinction background due to the finite extinction ratio of the probe beam

polarisers.

Fr¡n(X) dependence of the LPS signal strength due to a linearly polarised pump beam on

pump/probe beam intersection angle, 1, and defined in Chapter ll.

J shared lower rotational state of the pump and probe transitions.

Jcirc(y,X) dependence of the LPS signal strength due to a circularly polarised pump beam on

pump/probe beam intersection angle, 1, the polarisation direction of the probe beam

polarisation direction from the vertical, y, and the induced linear, N2, and circular, o,

induced dichroism due to the circularly polarised pump beam, and defined in Chapter lV.

J"i," (/,/)o-uoo,o"

function representing the J dependence of the LPS signal strength due to a circularly

polarised pump beam for the near-collinear and intermediate beam intersection angle

approximation regime defined by the condition, costl1¡ >> o2,4., and defined in Chapter lV.

XVIII
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J"'," (T' ï ),'n"ur-"oor*

function representing the J dependence of the LPS signal strength due to a circularly

polarised pump beam for near-orthogonal beam intersection angle approximation reg¡me

defined by the condition, cost(t) << o.2, and defined in Chapter lV'

lprobe LPS signal (including probe extinction background).

lprobe_brocked_pump probê extinction background (obtained by blocking to the pump beam).

Re Reynolds number.

Rsisnar ratio of the LPS signal (including probe extinction background), lproue, to the probe extinction

background (obtained by blocking to the pump beam), lp¡sbe_Þrocked-pump, ârìd related to the

pure LPS signal, S, to probe extinction background, B, ratio, s/8, via the equation

R.¡sn"r =- 
lP'u" 

=t: t=r**
lprone-btockeo-pump B B

S signal component of the collected LPS signal, above the probe beam extinction

background.

Greek Alphabet

X pump/probe beam intersection angle.

A (twice) the maximum fractional induced linear dichroism due to a circularly polarised pump

beam.

y angle of the probe beam polarisation direction from the normal to the beam intersection

plane.

õ maximum fractional induced circular dichroism due to a circularly polarised pump beam.

Z¡,¡,,¡.factor a function of only the rotational quantum numbers for the pump and probe

transitions which combines all rotational dependence of the induced dichroism aside from

the rotational dependence of the Boltzmann equilibrium population defined in Chapter l.

Z¡,¡,,¡."¡6 "o*factor additional Zl,r,,l"_*n factor representing the J dependence (aside from the

rotational dependence of the BolEmann equilibrium population) of the induced linear

dichroism due to a circularly polarised pump beam defined in chapter lV.

ZJ,r,,l. .oofactor Z¿,¿,,¡" faclor accounting for the contribution of the upper state of a shared

pump/probe transition to the induced dichroism. Valid in the linear regime of optical

pumping in an experiment where spontaneous emissions and collisional population transfer

between the Zeeman states or the upper and lower states of the pump/probe transitions is

negligible.
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Chapter Vl: Near Collinear Polarisation Spectroscopy lmaging in Combustion

Variables anC Gonstants:

Roman Alphabet

B probe beam extinction background due to the finite extinction ratio of the probe beam

polarisers.

lp,or" LPS signal (including probe extinction background)'

lp.¡._uo"r..c_pro probe extinction background (obtained by blocking to the pump beam)'

r radius of the flame.

Rs¡smr ratio of the LPS signal (including probe extinction background), lpooe, to the probe extinction

background (obtained by blocking to the pump beam), lprobe-broc*e-d3ump, âñd related to the

pure LPS signal, S, to probe extinction baCkground, B, râtio, S/8, via the equation

Fl - l**" -B + S=1'S
"!¡g[rd lr,oo.-**-*.e B B

Re Reynolds number.

S signal component of the collected LPS signal, above the probe beam extinction

background.

W thickness of the PumP sheet.

Greek Alphabet

X. pump/probe beam intersection angle.

T angle of the probe beam polarisation direction from the normal to the beam intersection

plane.

K angle of the pump beam polarisation axis from the normal to the pump/probe beam

intersection plane.
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Nornenclature

ChapterVll: Simultaneous PLIF and PLPS in Combustion

Subscripts:

high_pump_intensity with respect to large steady-state saturation, lpu¡p >> 1"61.

highly_saturated with respect to a steady-state regime which is highly saturated.

linear_regime with respect to a steady-state regime which is linear with the specified beam

intensity.

low_pump_intensity with respect to small steady-state saturation, lp,,p << 1r"1.

quenching_dominated steady-state regime where Qro >> BroW, BorW, Aro.

saturated with respect to a steady-sate regime which is independent of the specified beam

intensity.

shared_pump/probe_transitions with respect to the case of shared pump and probe beam

transitions.

steady-state with respect to the steady-state solutions of the target species populations.

stimulated_emission-dominated steady-state regime where B1eW, BelW >> Qro, Aro.

Variables and Constiants:

Roman Alphabet

Aro Einstein coefficient for spontaneous emission from the upper state, 1, to the lower state, 0,

of the pumped transition.

probe beam extinction background due to the finite extinction ratio of the probe beam

polarisers.

Einstein coefficient for stimulated absorption from the lower state, 0, to the upper state, 1.

Einstein coefficient for stimulated emission from the upper state, 1, to the lower state, 0.

non-rotational (e.g. electronic/vibrational) component of the absorption cross-section for the

probe transition (J,M)to (J",M").

a constant.

pumped volume from which the LIF signal fluorescence is collected.

a constant dependent on the induced dichroism.

a constant dependent on the induced dichroisrn.

a constant dependent on the induced dichroism.

a constant dependent on the induced dichroism.

energy of a photon.

LIF signal Intensity.

PLIF signal.

PLPS signal.

probe beam intensity incident on the primary probe beam polariser.

B

Bo,,

Bto

C¡,¡'

d

dv

g

G

h

H

hu

ll,.

lpur

lplps

lprobe-o
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lps

lpump

K

k

L

M

(analytic) line-centre (unsaturated) LPS signal of Reichardt, DiTeodoro and Farrow

intensity of the pump beam.

a constant in an expression for the LPS signal which includes geometrical factors.

a constant.

absorption length.

Zeeman quantum number.

Mode 1 a largely uncorrected image (corrected for the non-zero background of the ICCD alone).

Mode 2 image representing the ratio, S/8, of the pure signal, S, (free of probe beam extinction

components) to the background (with flame), B. The ratio is proportional to the square of

the induced dichroism.

N molecular concentration or total population densi$ of the target species population.

N1 population density of the upper state, 1, of the pumped transition.

No population density of the lower state, 0, of the pumped transition.

N¡¡, number density of the lower state of the shared pump and probe transitions, (J,M).

N¡,u, number density of the upper state of the pump transition, (J',M')

N," number density of the upper state of the pumped transition with rotational quantum number,

J".

Qro quenching rate from the upper state, 1, to the lower state, 0.

rup combined transition rate from the lower state, 0, to the upper state, 1, of the pumped

transition.

rdown combined transition rate from the upper state, 1, to the lower state, 0, of the pumped

transition.

r total transition rate between the lower state, 0, and the upper state, 1, of the pumped

transition, defined as r = rup+ rdown.

t time.

s term related to the induced dichroism and defined by Wieman and Hansch.

S signal component of the collected LPS signal, above the probe beam extinction

background.

W spectral energy density of the pump beam (i.e. l"/c where ln is the spectral irradiance (the

irradiance per unit frequency interval and c is the speed of light).

x detuning.

Greek Alphabet

cr,o linecentre absorption coefficient.

T pump/probe beam intersection angle.

Âa induced dichroism.
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^cr¡'i'
induced dichroism experienced by the probe beam, defined by Teets, Kowalski, Hill,

Carlson and Hansch.

induced dichroism which produces the PLPS signal.

'coherence dephasing rate between any two Zeeman states in levels g and e", defined in

the derivation of Reichardt, Di Teodoro and FarroWs analytic expression for LPS signal

strength.

laser pulse decay rate defined in the derivation of Reichardt, Di Teodoro and FanoWs

analytic expression for LPS signal strength.

polariser uncrossing angle.

rotational/Zeeman component of the absorption cross-section for the probe

transition (J,M) to (J",M").

solid angle from which the LIF imaging optics collect fluorescence.

extinction rat¡o of the probe beam polarisers.

Àoprps

ï.s

ïpft"

offu,,,"

e

o

E
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Chapter Vlll: Jones Matrix Description for the Geometrically Dependent lnduced

Dichroism and Birefringence

Conventions:

Complex numbers are written x + i Y

Subscripts:

Q_approx for the case of a circularly polarised pump beam, with respect the near-collinear

and intermediate beam intersection angle approximation regime defined by the condition,

cost11¡ tt ot, 
^.ü one of the characteristic polarisation modes of propagation of the probe beam induced by a

circularly polarised pump beam.

av an average with respect to the ordinary and extraordinary polarisation modes of

propagation of the probe beam.

p one of the characteristic polarisation modes of propagation of the probe beam induced by a

circularly polarised pump beam.

circ with respect to the induced circular birefringence due to a circularly polarised pump beam.

circular_pump with respect to a circulady polarised pump beam.

e with respect to the extraordinary polarisation mode of propagation of the probe beam.

extraordinary with respect to the extraordinary polarisation mode of propagation of the probe

beam.

lin with respect to the induced linear birefringence due to a linearly polarised pump beam.

linear_approx for the case of a circularly polarised pump beam, with respect to the near-

orthogonal beam intersection angle approximation regime defined by the condition, cos'11¡

.. ot, A, where the characteristic polarisation modes of propagation of the probe beam are

assumed to be linearly polarised.

linear_pump with respect to a linearly polarised pump beam.

o with respect to the ordinary polarisation mode of propagation of the probe beam.

optic axis with respect to the induced optic axts.

ordinarywith respect to the ordinary polarisation mode of propagation of the probe beam.

perfectly_aligned with respect to polarisers with perfectly aligned transmission axes.

perfectly_crossed with respect to perfectly crossed polarisers.

probe with respect to the probe beam.

probe_0 with respect to the probe beam incident on the primary probe beam polariser.

probe _frame with respect to the probe frame.

simplifìed with respect to the frame of the optical element which reduces the Jones matrix for

that element to its simPlest form.
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Variables and Constants:

Roman Alphabet

a term related to the induced linear birefringence, N2, and the induced circular birefringence,

o, due to a circularly polarised pump beam according to the equation

" = [o - "1l.sin2 rv)'-[ z )""'t*¡
b term related to the induced linear birefringence, N2, and the induced circular birefringence,

o, due to a circularly polarised pump beam according to the equation

b:

B Jones matrix representing transmission a distance, Â, though a linearly birefringent and

dichroic material.

Btin""r_purp simplified Jones matrix representing transmission a distance, .4,, though a linearly

birefringent and dichroic material due to a linearly polarised pump beam in the X"Y" frame

of the simplified matrix.

B,,n""r-ou.o
probe_frame

Jones matrix representing transmission a distance, À, though a linearly birefringent and

dichroic material due to a lrnearly polarised pump beam in the XYZ frame of the probe

beam.

Brr"-ou.o
cos?17¡>>o2,.t
prcbe frame

Jones matrix for the action of the dichroism and birefringence induced by a circularly

polarised pump beam in the frame of the probe beam for cos'11¡ >) 02, a.

B"ir" pun p
probe _ fråme
¡,-O

Jones matrix for the action of the dichroism and birefringence induced by a circularly

polarised pump beam in the frame of the probe beam for 1 - 0.

B"¡r"-pr.p
cos'(r¡..o2,t
probe_fEme

Jones matrix for the action of the dichroism and birefringence induced by a circularly

polarised pump beam in the frame of the probe beam for cos'11¡ .. o', 
^.

E electric field of the probe beam.

Ee magnitude of the probe beam electric field incident on the primary probe beam polariser.

(Eo_"oo,or), r= cÍ, Ê vectors representing the polarisation modes of propagation induced by a

circularly polarised pump beam for cos2(1¡ tt o', 
^.

sina (x) 
[T,)' 

+ cos2 (x).o,
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Êexrraoroinary unit vector representing the extraordinary polarisation mode of the probe beam for a

linearly polarised pump beam.

Êopr"_u,is unit electric vector which represents the induced optic axis of the uniaxial medium for a

linearly polarised pump.

Êo.,n"o unit vector representing the ordinary polarisation mode of the probe beam for a linearly

polarised pump beam.

Êprane_or_porarisãrion general electric vector for a beam propagating at the angle, 1, to the Z' axis and

with axis of polarisation lying at the angle, ¡, to the vertical X' axis.

Eprone electric field of the probe beam incident on the primary probe beam polariser.

Eprobe_o magnitude of the electric field of the probe beam incident on the primary probe beam

polariser.

Eprobe- tansmiLled- I

electric vector of the probe beam transmitted a d¡stance through the region of induced

birefringence and dichroism.

Eprobe- transmitted
polañser_åt_ rl

component of the electric vector of the probe beam transmitted through a polariser with

transmission axis aligned at the angle, n, to the X axis.

Eprobe_x X component of the unit probe electric field vector in the frame of the probe beam.

Eprobe_y Y component of the unit probe electric field vector in the frame of the probe beam.

ka wavenumber for the c polarisation mode of propagation of the probe beam due to a

circularly polarised pump beam.

kr, wavenumber for the p polarisation mode of propagation of the probe beam due to a

circularly polarised pump beam.

k" wavenumber for the extraordinary polarisation mode of propagat¡on of the probe beam due

to a linearly polarised pump beam.

ko wavenumber for the ordinary polarisation mode of propagation of the probe beam due to a

finearly polarised pump beam.

kuu average of the two characteristic polarisation modes of propagation of the probe beam.

P(n) Jones matrix describing the action of the imperfect polariser (aligned with transmission axis

at the angle, n, to the vertlcal X axis) in the frame of the probe beam.

Psimpriried simplified polariser matrix.
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R(n)

Si,

Nomenclature

DI simplif€d
pedectly _âligned

simplified polariser matrix for an analyser with transmission axis perfectly aligned with a

primary polariser.

Rimotrneo
pelectìy _uossed

simplified polariser matrix for an analyser with transmission axis perfectly crossed with a

primary polariser.

rotation matrix associated with a rotation of a vector through the angle, q.

term related to the a and b induced refractive indices induced by a circularly polarised

pump beam via the equation

r -¡2

I 
n'l =t*s, t=u,P

\.n" /
tr fraction of the input beam electric field transmitted polarised parallel to a polariser's

transmission axis.

t2 fraction of the input beam electric field transmitted polarised parallel to the extinction axis of

a polariser.

û unit vector representing the transmission axis of a polariser aligned at the angle, ¡, to the X

axis in the frame of the probe beam.

q unit vector representing the extinction axis of a polariser with transmission axis aligned at

the angle, r1, to the X axis in the frame of the probe beam.

X X axis of the probe beam frame (vertical).

X' X axis of the pump beam frame (vertical).

XJones_rinear_pump simplified Jones matrix X. axis characteristic of the propagation of the probe beam

through the region of induced birefringence and dichroism due to a linearly polarised pump

beam.

X. X axis in the frame of the simplified Jones vector.

Y Y axis of the probe beam frame (lying in the beam intersection plane and normal to the

probe direction of propagation).

Y' Y axis of the pump beam frame (lying in the beam intersection plane and normal to the

pump direction of ProPagation).

YJone¡inear_pump simplified Jones matrix Y. axis characteristic of the propagation of the probe beam

through the region of induced birefringence and dichroism due to a linearly polarised pump

beam.

Y" Y axis in the frame of the simplified Jones vector.

Z Y axis of the probe beam frame (parallel to the probe direction of propagation).

Z' Y axis of the pump beam frame (parallel to the pump direction of propagation).
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Greek Alphabet

cr¿ absorption coefficient for the o polarisation mode of propagation of the probe beam.

cr(6 absorption coefficient for the p polarisation mode of propagat¡on of the probe beam.

cre absorption coefficient for the extraordinary polarisation mode of propagation of the probe

beam.

cro absorption coefficient for the ordinary polarisation mode of propagation of the probe beam.

oav average of the absorption coefficients for the two characteristic polarisation modes of

propagation of the probe beam.

A coefficient of the cr polarisation mode vector in the linear decomposition of the probe beam

unit vector into the two polarisation modes due to a circularly polarised pump beam.

B coefficient of the p polarisation mode vector in the linear decomposition of the probe beam

unit vector into the two polarisation modes due to a circularly polarised pump beam.

x pump/probe beam intersection angle.

^ 
(twice) the fractional induced linear birefringence due to a circularly polarised pump beam.

acrr¡n induced dichroism due to a linearly polarised pump beam.

Âcr"¡r" induced dichroism due to a circularly polarised pump beam for cos211¡ >> o', 
^.

acrin"",._"ppro" induced dichroism due to a circularly polarised pump beam for cos211) << 02, a.

Akr¡n difference in wavenumbers for the ordinary and extraordinary modes of propagation of the

probe beam for the case of a linearly polarised pump beam.

Ak"¡r" difference in wavenumbers for the s and p modes of propagation of the probe beam for the

case of a circularly polarised pump beam for cos211¡ )) o2, a'

Àkrinu"r_"pp'o, difference in wavenumbers for the cr and p modes of propagation of the probe

beam for the case of a circularly polarised pump beam for cos2(1) (( 02, Â'

Anr¡n(X) induced birefringence due to a linearly polarised pump beam, derived in Chapter ll.

An"¡,"(I)induced birefringence due to a circularly polarised pump beam for cos2(1) >> a2, A, derived

in Ghapter lV.

Arìr¡n,",_"pp.o"(X) induced birefringence due to a circularly polarised pump beam for cos211) .. ot, A,

derived in ChaPter lV.

g term including the induced dichroism and the difference between o and p wavenumbers

due to a circularly polarised pump beam and defined as

ò=lak"''" -¡.4o"'*).¡'[2 4 )

y polarisation direction of the probe beam with respect to the vertical X axis.

fa angle of inclination of the a polarisation direction from the vertical X axis in the electric field

plane of the probe beam.

yu angle of inclination of the p polarisation direction from the verticalX axis in the electric fleld

plane of the probe beam.
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T" angle of inclination of the extraordinary polarisation direction from the vertical X axis in the

electric field plane of the probe beam.

yo angle of inclination of the ordinary polarisation direction from the vertical X axis in the

electric field plane of the probe beam.

q angle of the transmission axis of a polariser in the probe beam path from the X axis.

r< polarisation direction of the pump beam with respect to the vertical X' axis.

^ 
pump/probe beam interaction length, measured along the probe beam path.

o fractional induced circular birefringence due to a circularly polarised pump beam.

( polariser extinction ratio.

€comb¡ne¿ combined extinction ratio for two polarisers with perfectly aligned transmission exes.
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Chapter lX: The Effect of lmperfect and Misaligned Optical Elements.

Conventions:

Complex numbers are written x + iY

Subscripts:

0_approx

with respect to the collinear and intermediate beam intersection angle approximation

discussed in Chapter lV for a circularly polarised pump beam for cos2(1) >> o-2, 

^'
approx_collinear with respect to approximately collinear pump and probe beams.

cos'11¡ tt o', a with respect to the collinear and intermediate beam intersection angle

approximation described in Ghapter lV for a circularly polarised pump beam.

cos'1x¡ << 02, A with respect to the near-orthogonal beam intersection angle approximation

described in Chapter lV for a circularly polarised pump beam.

circ with respect to a circularly polarised pump beam or a circularly birefringent optical element.

circular_pump with respect to a circularly polarised pump beam.

j= i, f i = initial, f = final birefringent optical element in the probe beam path between the probe

beam polarisers.

lin with respect to a linearly polarised pump beam.

linear_approx with respect to the linear approximation derived for near orthogonal beam

intersection for a circularly polarised pump beam in Chapter lV such that cos2(1) (( 02, A.

linear_pump with respect to a linearly polarised pump beam.

perfectly _aligned with respect to an analyser with transmission axis perfectly aligned with

that of a primary polariser.

probe_aligned_at_n/4_to_primary_polariser with respect to a probe beam with polarisation

direction aligned atnt{lo the transmission axis of the primary probe beam polariser.

probe_aligned_to_primary_polariser with respect to a probe beam with polarisation direction

aligned to the transmission axis of the primary probe beam polariser.

perfectly _crossed with respect to an analyser with transmission axis perfectly crossed with

that of a primary polariser.

Variables and Constants:

Roman Alphabet

a term related to the birefringence due to a circularly polarised pump beam and defined in

Chapter lV as

(t-o'l ,,,a=l " ¡.srn-(x)\z)
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Nomenclature

ai angle defining the orientation of the ordinary axis of a linearly birefringent optical element,

such that the ordinary axis of the element lies at the angle, nl4 + aj ( j = i, f ), to the induced

ordinary axis of the region of induced dichroism and birefringence due to the pump beam.

a_para¡ angle related to a¡ and defined as a-para¡ =nl2 + ãi.

b term related to the birefringence due to a circularly polarised pump beam and defined in

Ghapter lV as

b-

Use context to differentiate between this usage and the term, b, used to represent the

birefringence due to birefringent optical elements in the probe beam path between the

probe beam polarisers.

birefringence term due any optical elements placed in the probe beam path between the

probe beam polarisers as used by Teets, Kowalski, Hill, Carlson and Hansch,

or

phase difference introduced between the two orthogonal incident probe beam polarisation

states by dispersion.

(half the) phase difference introduced between the two probe beam components by each

birefringent optical element in the probe beam path.

matrix representing each linearly birefringent optical element û = i, f) in the probe beam

path.

matrix representing each circularly birefringent optical element in the probe beam path.

coefficient of the matrix in the linear expansion of the linearly birefringent optical element

matrix.

Blinearly 
- 

birefringent- elem€nt

B¿¡"¡roi"
linearly _ birefringent_elemenl

Bcircularly 
- 

birefringent - element

Bo¡"nro¡"
circulariy _ birefringent_element

Jones matrix representing a dichroic circularly birefringent optical element.

Brin.",._pu,np matrix derived in Chapter Vlll to describe the general geometric behaviour of the

region of induced línear dichroism and birefringence due to a linearly polarised pump beam.

sina(x) tÏtl +cos'(x) o'

b

bj

Bj

8",r"

Boi

Jones matrix representing a linearly birefringent optical element.

Jones matrix representing a dichroic linearly birefringent optical element.

Jones matrix representing a circularly birefringent optical element.

B"ir"-prtp
cos21x¡"o2, ,t
prcbe_frame
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matrix derived in Chapter Vlll to describe the general geometric behaviour of the region of

induced dichroism and birefringence due to a circularly polarised pump beam for cos211¡ t>

o'', 
^.Co,"_0,.0 combined matrix describing the transmission of the probe beam through the two

probe beam polarisers and a region of induced dichroism and birefringence region due to a

circularly polarised pump beam in the Xorou"Ypro¡e âXis frame for cos211) >> 02, 
^.

C.i-
part¡âl

combined matrix representing the action of the probe beam polarisers and region of

induced dichroism and birefringence due to a circularly polarised pump beam in a probe

beam polarisation frame with X" and Y" axes lying al3nl4 and 5nl4 to the vertical X axis

respectively for cos2(1¿) >t o', 
^.

Ccirc.rcircularly 
- 

birefringent-opt¡æl-elements
parliål

partial matr¡x representing the action of the probe beam polarisers, circularly birefringent

inter-probe beam polariser-optical elements and region of induced dichroism and

birefringence due to a circularly polarised pump beam in a probe beam polarisation frame

with X" and Y" axes lying al 3nl4 and 5nl4 to the vertical X axis respectively for cos2(x) >>

o', L.

Ccirc+rinea.y_birerinsenr_opriær_eremenrs combined matrix describing the transmission of the probe beam

through the two probe beam polarisers, linearly birefringent inter-probe beam polariser-

optical elements and a region of induced dichroism and birefringence region due to a

circularly polarised pump beam in the Xo.u"Yprooe âxis frame for cos2(1) )) 02, À.

Ccìrc+linearly 
-bìrefringent- 

oplical-elements
paliãl

partial matrix representing the action of the probe beam polarisers, linearly birefringent

inter-probe beam polariser-optical elements and region of induced dichroism and

birefringence due to a circularly polarised pump beam in a probe beam polarisation frame

with X" and Y" axes lying at 3rl4 and Snl4 to the vertical X axis respectively for cos2ll) >r

o', 
^.

Ccirc_rinea,_"ppro* combined matrix describing the transmission of the probe beam through the two

probe beam polarisers and a region of induced dichroism and birefringence due to a

circularly polarised pump beam in a near-collinear pump/probe beam geometry (for cos'11¡

).. o2, a) in the XprooJprooe axis frame'

Ccirc lin.ar-appox
partial
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Nomenclature

combined matrix representing the action of the probe beam polarisers and region of

induced dichroism and birefringence due to a circularly polarised pump beam in a probe

beam polarisation frame with X" and Y" axes lying at 3nl4 and 5nl4 to the vertical X axis

respectively for near-orthogonal beam intersection (for cos2(1) " o', A).

Cr¡n,", combined matrix describing the transmission of the probe beam through the two probe

beam polarisers and a region of induced linear dichroism and birefringence in the

XproueYprobe axis frame'

C,,n"u,
pãrtiål

partial matrix representing the combined action of the probe beam polarisers and induced

linearly dichroic-birefringent medium in a probe beam polansation frame with X" and Y"

axes lying atnl4 to the induced ordinary and extraordinary axes respectively. This frame is

the frame which leads to maximum LPS signal.

Clinear+cirularty 
-birefrìngent- 

optiÉl- elements
pârtial

partial matrix representing the action of the probe beam polarisers, circularly birefringent

inter-probe beam polariser-optical elements and the region of induced linear dichroism and

birefringence in a probe beam potarisation frame with X" and Y' axes lying at ¡/4 to the

induced ordinary and extraordinary axes respectively.

Clinear*linearly-b¡refringent- opt¡æl-elements

combined matrix representing the action of the probe beam polarisers, linearly birefringent

inter-probe beam polariser-optical elements and the region of induced linear dichroism and

birefringence in the Xp¡oueYproue axis frame

Clinear+linearly-Þ,ireftingent-optical-elements
partiâl

partial matrix representing the action of the probe beam polarisers, linearly birefringent

inter-probe beam polariser-optical elements and the region of induced linear dichroism and

birefringence in a probe beam polarisation frame with X" and Y" axes lying at /4 to the

induced ordinary and extraordinary axes respectively'

E electric field of the probe beam incident on the primary probe beam polariser.

Es magnitude of the probe beam electric field incident on the primary probe beam polariser'

Eout electric field of the probe beam transmitted through the probe beam analyser after passing

the primary probe beam polariser and the reg¡on of induced birefringence and dichroism.

F , Jones matrix for a perfect quarter-wave rhomb.
oelect I wave fhomb' -4-

F . Jones matrix for a perfect half-wave rhomb.
oerfect I wave rhomb' -2-

Emperect-rhomb Jones matrix for an imperfect rhomb'
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F(non dichmic)
imÞerfect rhomb

Jones matrix for an imperfect rhomb including the effects of absorption over the path length

through the rhomb.

EI dichrc¡c
imperfect-wave -plåte

Jones matr¡x for an imperfect waveplate including the effects of absorption and dichroism

over the path length through the rhomb.

lout probe beam intensity transmitted through the probe beam analyser after passing the

primary probe beam polariser and a region of induced birefringence and dichroism.

lo probe beam intensity incident on the primary probe beam polariser.

k"u average of the wavenumbers experienced by the two characteristic probe beam

polarisation modes of propagation due to the pump beam.

L path length.

m term related to the birefringence due to a circularly polarised pump beam and defined in

terms of the factors, a and b (defined in Chapter lV)' as

a2 -b2 -o''cost(1)m= zE.
n term related to the birefringence due to a circularly polarised pump beam and defined in

terms of the factors, a and b (defined in Chapter lV) as

an=-
b

r'ìe unperturbed refractive index in the absence of a pump beam.

ne extraordinary refractive index.

no ordinary refractive index.

Pconvanrion¿r conventional Jones matrix representing an imperfect polariser.

Irp",t".t Jones matrix representing the behaviour of an imperfection-limited polariser.

R(,r) rotation matrix representing rotation through the angle, 4.

51 fraction of the probe beam electric field polarised parallel to the transmission axis scattered

and transmitted polarised parallel to the extinction axis in the description of an imperfection-

limited polariser.

s2 fraction of the probe beam electric field polarised parallel to the extinction axis of the

polariser scattered and transmitted polarised parallel to the transmission axis in the

description of an imperfectionlimited polanser.

t thickness of an oPtical element.

t1 transmittivity (with respect to the electric field) of an conventional imperfect polariser along

the transmission axis.

t2 transmittivity (with respect to the electric field) of an conventional imperfect polariser along

the extinction axis.
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Xprobe

Xrnomu

X"

Nomenclature

path length.

(vertical) X axis in the probe beam electric field axis system.

X axis corresponding to the ordinary transmission axis of a rhomb.

axis lying at the angle,Io + nl4, to the vertical X axis in the plane of the electric field of the

probe beam.

Y axis in the probe beam electric field axis system. Parallel to the probe beam electric field

component lying in the beam intersection plane.

Y axis corresponding to the extraordinary transmission axis of a rhomb.

axis lying at the angle,Io + 3n14, to the vertical X axis in the plane of the electric field of the

probe beam.

Yprote

Yrhom¡

Greek Alphabet

crav average of the absorption coefficients experienced by the two characteristic probe beam

polarisation modes of propagation due to the pump beam.

crÞ_,, cr absorption coefficient for a circularly birefringent optical element.

crb_rr B absorption coefficient for a circularly birefringent optical element.

crb_c¡rc av average of the cr and p absorption coefficients for a circulady birefringent optical element.

ob_e extraordinary absorption coefficient for a linearly birefringent optical element.

o(b o ordinary absorption coefficient for a linearly birefringent optical element.

crrhomb rhombabsorption coefficient.

crwave-ptate_o waveplateordinaryabsorptioncoefficient.

crwave-ptate_e waveplate extraordinaryabsorption coefficient.

80"¡," coefficient of the matrix in the linear expans¡on of the circularly birefringent optical element

matrix.

x angle of pump/probe beam intersection in the YZ plane.

A (twice the) fractional linear dichroism induced by a circularly polarised pump beam.

Àcr induced dichroism experienced by the two characteristic probe beam polarisation modes of

propagation due to the pumP beam.

Aüo o* circular dichroism of a circularly birefringent optical element with respect to the direction of

propagation of the probe beam within the element.

Àcro ,,n linear dichroism of a birefringent optical element with respect to the direction of propagation

of the probe beam within the element.

Acrwave.ptate waveplate dichroism.

Ay deviation of the primary polariser from the angle, f o + nl4, to the vertical X axis.

Arl angle of rotation around the axis representing the direction of propagation of the probe

beam.
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Nomenclature

^k 
difference in wavenumbers experienced by the two characteristic probe beam polarisation

modes of propagation due to the pump beam.

AL difference in path length.

Ano r¡n induced linear birefringence for collinear pump and probe beams-

Anr¡n(X) induced linear birefringence experienced by the probe beam for a pump/probe beam

intersection angle of 1.

An"¡r"(I) induced birefringence experienced by the probe beam for a pump/probe beam intersection

angle of 1 and a circularly polarised pump beam for cos2(1) >> o2, A and derived in Chapter

lv.

Âh"¡.."_r¡n"",_"pp,.ox(T,) induced birefringence due to a circularly polarised pump beam calculated

in Chaptei lV in the linear approximation derived for near orthogonal beam intersection

such that cos211¡ .< 02, 
^-Ae deviation of the analyser from perfect crossing with the probe beam primary polariser.

Ar.U misalignment of the input probe beam polarisation direction from the angle, n/4, to the

induced ordinary axis.

S phase.

y angle of the probe beam polarisation direction from the vertical X axis.

yo angle of the induced ordinary polarisation direction from the vertical X axis.

n angle of rotation around the axis representing the direction of propagation of the probe

beam.

K angle of the pump beam polarisation direction from the vertical X axis.

Ào vacuum wavelength.

0 angle of deviation from perfect crossing of the probe beam polarisers.

o fractional circular dichroism induced by a circularly polarised pump beam

or

the polariser imperfection term, defined as

o= t
t1

and used in the case of a linearly polarised pump beam where there is no possibility of

confusion with the induced circular dichroism term, o, due to a circularly polarised pump

beam.

X polariser imperfection term, defined as

.- s

tl

and used in the case of a circularly polarised pump beam to avoid confusion with the

induced circular dichroism term, o.
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Nomenclature

( polariser extinction ratio. ln this thesis, the extinction ratio of a polariser is defined as

the ratio, for unpolarised input, of tnnsmittivities of electric field components polarised

parattetto the extinction and to fhe fiansmrssion axes'

€convmt¡omr extinction ratio for a polariser described by the conventional Jones matrix for

imperfect polarisers.

6conventlonal-combimd
psfectly _ al¡gn€d

combined extinction ratio for two polarisers with perfectly aligned transmission axes

described by the conventional Jones matrices for imperfect polarisers.

€,''**o extinction ratio associated with an imperfection-limited polariser.

€c¡mbined-imæfecl¡on-limited
p€rfec{y altned

combined extinction ratio for two imperfectionJimited polarisers with perfectly aligned

transmission axes.

( polarisation extinction term, defined as

tz- Ilq=É=./q
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